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sincc 19/0 1,, c'r .11 : <ti f t Adv.,n CL "Of t.',C len/ k 110,,

coodocted tho NSF Ch.nttam:1:-Type CouLsc:, for Colicge Teaclis Progra.-:

with the support of tht- 1:,:tteation Dircct:orate of the l!ation.! Science'

Foundation. ,;!ore th,In 7,Q00 college teakhers of undelgradu,,tc student's have

participated in the conr:es which have dealt with eithqr broad interdiciplinaly

problems of science or tic applicatio:iq of science and matbemaLics college
*

teaching. v111 of the conr:,e:, are designed to rake available the most curicnt
1

InforHaCion°. In view of he growing demand fdr course materials in puid:,hed

fon- and theteby availabh. to larger nubers of college teachers and their

EAuCents, the SiUDY CUJIS ON CONIFIIFOI.A1:1' MR1.1:'S, a part of the 1974-75

Chautduo,ua-lype Short Courses for Co14.ge 'leachers Program, are being

prepared to test the feasibility of.: publication.

following

After testing .and revision, the

titls will be available fre5m AAAS in the late fall oib 1975:
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1. Behavior-Cenetic'Analysis by Hirsch

2. Pattern's in Problem Solving by Rubinstein

3. Public Policy Analysis by Ostrom
4 Alternatives in Science Teaching by Creager
5. Wa r Pollution by Kidd
6. ,Atmospheric Science, by Schaefer and rohnen

7. Conflict Regulation by WellY.
8, Mathematical l!odeling and Computing by Cohen alid Dorn

The Study,Guides series is in keeping with the overall objectives of the

Americen Associatioci for the Advanc.ement of Sciences: . . to further the
V,

work of scientists, to facilitate cooperation among them, to improve'the

effectiveness of science.inahuman welfare, and: to increase public understanding

and appreciation of the importance and promise of the-methods of science in

human progress."
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PREFACE from AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION

Political science teachers are not unique among college faculty in their
concern to continue their professional education. But political scientists
who teach do have a particular need to be abreast of methods of inquiry and
'research in their disciplines, and of the application of these to current
events and Policies. One traditional educational responsibility of our pro-
fession is to teach young people and adults how to understand and assess gov-
ernmental policies and political events as these unfold.

.The American Political Science Assbciation has established projects to
assist teachers to learn about new methods and materials. ,In the early 1960's
the Association, with the suppUrt of theFord Foundation, of'ganized an exten-
sivePvogram of regional seminars,on sources of course materials and reports
of research for faculty teaching in small colleges, Two years ago, with the
assistance of a grant from the National Science Foundation,fthe,Association
established a Division of Educational Affairs to coordinate activities to
improve political science education. Currently, the primary activities of
the DiviSion of Educational Affairs are to initiate projects about materials
for Undergraduate education in political analysis. We hope to assist teachers
_to develop their own course materials for students by giving them access to
information abut recent research methods, data. sources. and findings.

The Chautauqua-Type Short,,.Course Program successfully brings such'reports
of research developments to several hundred teachers each year. Consequently,
the American Political Science Associatiorr sought to "secure the benefits of
this program for political science instruction. We proposed that the American
AsSociation for the, Advancement of Science offer topics of current concern
about politids and public policy as short courses. Happily, the AAAS welcomed
the recommendation from the Association. Ip 1973 1974; the AAAS selected two
courses in political science for inclusion in the Short Course Program. Both
courses and their instructors were well received and evaluated highly by the
teachers who itfended them.

The political science short courses;are beingoffered again in 1974-1975.
Moreover, the. reparation of this Study 'Guide by Professor Elinor Ostrom,
based on her course in Policy Analysis, repiTsents a significant extensjon .
of the AAAS Program's efforts on behalf onJEOntinuing professional education.-
The Study Guide provideS a weans of reaching a wider audience with information
abbut new research materials that'are available for inclusion in the under-
graduate curriculum. And, policy analysis is an appropriate subject for an
inItial political science ,study guide. in the AAAS series. Faculty and student
interest in the substance and assessment of public policies is extensive as
evidenced by the increase in policy courses offered'in the curriculum and the
increase in stddent enrollments in these 'courses.

-The cooperation f.the, American Political Science Association and the
American AssoCiationtfor the Advancement of Science in using the Chautauqua-
.Type Short Course Program to provide for professional education and the improve-
'ment Oundergraduate education for political science should serve as. a basis
.for further education projects by each Association.

r

Evron M. Kirkpatrick
Executile Director
American Political Science

Association
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TO STUDY GUIDE REVIEWERS:

PREFACE FROM AAAS

The test editions of the, initial set ipf eight Study Guides were prepared

on relatively short notice by the course directors during the summer of 1974.

To provide as much information as possible to the authors for usg in revising

this study guide for publication, we ask you as a participant in the NSF

Chautauqua-Type Short Course, or a colleague or student of a participant, to

test-these materials (as if they had been published) and provide your reactions.

Your efforts will contribute sieLicantly to the quality of therevised Study

&Cade.

If this Study Guide has been successfully prepared, upon completing it,

you will: (i) have an overall comprehension of the scope of the problem,, (ii)

understand the relationships between aspects of the problem and their

implications for human welfare, and'(iii) possess a reliable guide for studying

one or more aspects of the..problem in greater depth. We ask you to evalu

the study guide on the basis of how well each orthese objectives are achieVed.

Of less importance but most welcome are your specific editorial suggestions,.

including punctuation, syritax, vocabulary, gccuracy.of references, effectiveness

of illustrations, usefulness and organization of tabular materials, and other

aspects of the draft that are related to its function. Three copies of an
)41,.

evaluation form follow this page and additional, copies may be reproduced if

needed. Each evaluator should retprn a completed form to: NSF Chautauqua-Type:

Course4Program, 776 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036.

Please type or print legibly. Feel free, to include any additional comments
.
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t

you°care to,make. This evaluation is in addition to any evaluative requests

made by the study guide authors; however, we do encourage-you to cooperatewith
k

-all reques6 from authors. Your e-Lforts in evaluating this Study Guide are a

worthwhile contributlon ,to, the improvement of undergraduate educatfom-and we

express our appreciation to you.

We hereby gratefully acknowledge the services of Joan C: Creager, Consulting

Editor, and Orin McCarley, Production Manager for this series.

t.;

.37.x

11

Arthur H..1, ermore
Deputy Dire for of Education

AAAS

Howard F. Foncannon
Associate Director of Education
AAAS
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AMS, EVALUATION JO;

Aftel'coppAclin,, thin studv guide, tear out (lie copy of this sifeet, co:41010.c

Aold,and No envelope is. needed.
Cirtle 1116 re!Tont that:bL:Cmaichcs your feeling about the study guide.

please make wi.ceific suuenLions t.11e)ever possible.
.

1. Did you achieve an overz'll comprchensi9n of the scope

Unsatis-
factory

Satis-
.factory

of the problcm? 1 2 3 4 5

Suestions for improvement:

N
2. Did you achieve an understanding.of relationships
betwen asiccts of: the pronlem and thLir implications for
human w('lfai'e? 1 2. 3 4 5

Suggestions fillimprove7.ent: -
.05

3. Is this a reliable guide for studying one or more

aspects of th*e problem in greater depth?' 1 2 3 4 5

Suggestions for improvement:

4. Was the content of this study guide clearly presented? 1 2 3 4 5

Please comet on specific pages and paragraphs, if
app'repriate. O. , the bak of this page and additional
napeA neoessar Please' type or print clearly.

5. Did you find the study guide informdfive? 1 2 3 4 5

Please cement-as specifically as .possible.

6. Are tl)ere any topics in this study guide that you think should hay e been

modified?, . . . any that should ,have been added? . . . deleted?

3. Rate the study guide as a whole for the following situations:
independent study by college teachers 2 3 4 5

independent study by college students 1 2 3 4 5

a basic: text for a conventional course , 1 2 .3 4 '5

a, supplement in a convel tionnl course 2 3 4 5

other:

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE IN ITS.

SPACE



What w,m your haekg.rouLd in the. sulliec.t. before using this study guide?
none o) ) ( ) tellehiflg thrs. suf)'ject

ot her:

-9., Your present position is: (-) college teacher ( ) college student
(-) other:

10. Inii6t specific chmiges.are needed to mdkv` this study guide more - useful to
college students?

11.2 Please make any Other col ments you feel would be helpful (regarding

illustrations, tdhles, accuracy and availability of references, extent to which
objectives-were -Met).

Please fill in your name and institutional address below,--fold, staple, and mail.

Thank you for your assistance.

9£00Z. '0 'CI `41211T4svM
'M 'N 'anuaiw sl3osrupesseN 911T

aDuaTDs go
luatiloDuenpv oql .1o; uoTlepossv ue3Taawv.
mra2oad asanop aaogg adici-unbnelnutio asN

d4z

I

1
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AAAS EVALUATION 101:11

Aftel cot,rietin;% thir. studv teal out of t..lIi S sheet, co:Apletc

it, fold, and lail. 1:o envLlope is needed.

Circle the rm,nr,c tint !)( t maichcs your feeling about the study guide. Alro,

pler,se make suv whe)-ever possible.

.1. Did you achieve an overrll comprehension of the scope
of the probler?

Stle,;es Li Ons f or -iiiiproVement

0

2. Did you achieve an underLtanding of relationshipS
bet:.-on osi(ctr, of the plohlem and thcir implications for
111141n welfre?

SuEvge,;tions f improveent:

3. ls this.a reliable guide,for,studyIng one or more
aspects of the problem In (6reater depth?
Suggestions for improvemnnt:

4. Was the content of this study guide clearly presented?
comr-.ent on specific pages and paragiaphs, if

appropriat. Use the back of this page and additional
pages if necessary. Plea:se type or p5'int.c1early.

I

.

5. Did you find the study guide infOimative?
1'! 't5( cor-lent as specifically as possible.

Unsatis- Satis-

factory factory

1 3 '4 5

4.

1 2 3 4 5

to.

I.
2 3 4 5

1 2 3 . 4, 5

1 2, 3 4 5

6. Are there arjF ics in this study gu'idc that you think should have been

modified? . . hat should have been added?. . . deleeed?

7. Rate the study guide as a whole. or the following situations:
independent iitudy by colle e teachers. * 1 '2

34,
4 S

'independent study by college tudents '1 2 3 4 5

a basic text for a conventional. course 11,1 2 3 4 5

a supplement in a conventional course 1 2
/

other: ,

PLEASE Du NOT VRITC IN THIS

SPACE ft
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8.' What ww. ',oar hackrbuLd in the Imhiect hefaire using iii i s- study guide?

( ) none or_ little ( ) collee coun.e:-; ( ) teaching the subject

9. Your preF::ent position is: ( ) college teacher ( ) college student

(. ) other:

10. What specific changes are needed to make this study' guide more useful to

college students.?

11. Please make any other comments you feel would be helpful (regarding
illustrations, tables,accuracy and availability of referen'ceg, extent to which

objectives were met).

Please fill in your name and institutional address below, ford, staple, and mail.

Thank you for your assistance.

2113H
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After col.Tleting this study guide, tear out. (Ile copy of this sheet, co:aplete

it; iold, Jnd-Lail. No envelope is needed.

Circle the rexon,,t that :(..t matches your feeling about the study' guide. Also,

pleile make siccific sugv,es,ions vhe) ever possTble.

1. bid you achieve an overall. 'comprehension of the scope
of the problem?
Suggestions, for. improvement

2. Did you acWievean-und(2rstandiri! of relationships
between asicets of 'the problem and the it implicatiqns for

humm)welfare? .

Suggestions fok improveent:

3. Is this a reliable guide for studying one or more

aspects of the problem in greater depth?
'Suggestions for improvement:

4. Was the content of this study guide clearly presented?
' Please con -cent on specific pages and paragraphs,

appropriate. Use the back of this page- and additional
pageS if necessary., Please type or print clearly.

5. Did you find the study guide informative?
Please comlent'as specifically as possible.

Unshtis-
factory .2,

1 2

Satis-
factory

5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

6. Are there any topics in this study guide that yoU think should have been

modified? . . . any that should have been added? . , . deleted?

7. Rate the study guide as a whole for 'the following situations:
independent study by college teachers 1 2

independent study by college students 1 2

a basic text for a conventional course 1 2

a supplement in a conventional'course 1 2

other:

PLEASE NOT WRITE IN THIS

SPACE

O

2,

1'

3 4 5
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3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5
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8. What ww. )0u, hatkrouLd in the Inhject befole using this study guide?

( ) none or lit,t 1 ( ) collol;e.cour!.es ( ) teaching the subject

( ) 9Lher : f 7

9. Your present position is: ( ) college teacher ( ) college student

( ) other:

10. What specific changes are needed to make this study guide more useful to
college students?

I

11. Please make any other comments you feel would he helpful (regarding
illustrations, tables, accuracy and availability of references, extent to'which
objectives were met).

3

Please fill in your name and institutional addreS be]ow, fold, staple, and mail.

Thank you for your assistance.
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1973-74 NSF Chautauqua-Type Short Course Program. In revising,and adding-

AUTHOR'S PREFACE

This study guide draws upon a group of materials prepar for the

to that earlier effort, I have tried to make this' Study Guide as inde-

pendent as possible of the Short Course itself, I.have tried to address
< .

both those participant's who will'be in the 1974-75 Short Course on Public

Policy Analysis and others who will not have taken the course itself. I am.:

quite uncertain about the success of reaching both of these qudiencq at

the same time. I am eager to, gain the benefit of comments and criticisms

both from participants and from others who may woI their way through this

test edition of a study guide.

Tbg Study"Guide draws upon work supported by the Center ford the Studies,

of Metropolitan Problems at the Nati6nal Institute of Mental Health (Grant

Number 5 RO1 MH 19911) and by the National Science Foundation (Grant Numbers

GS,27383 and GI 43949). The Research Committee of Indiana University has

also'provided essential' support for the WOrkshOi) in Political Theory and

Policy Analysis which has assisted in)the preparatiorrof these materials.

I would like to thank MaryJo Wagner-for helping me with the assembling,

and typing of both this Study Guide and the earlier notebook for the

Chautauqua-Type ;Fib/ft Course. James McDavid did a search of recent liter-
.

ature which was invaluable in organizing Secti1n V.

, 4
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I

THE PURPOSES OF -THIS STUDY GUIDE

'The term "public'policy analysis" conveys a variety of connotations

smdfig sociarLscientists. To some,, public policy analysis is the statis-

tical analysis'of the correlates of public policy outcomes. The,task is

to explain the factors which are associated with different expenditure

patterns oz: with,the adoption, with particular types of legislation.

Social scientists interested in, comparative state politics and the determ-
.

inants of city expenditures within.the U.S. haye led in the development

of this tradition of analysis. (Dye, 1966;-Dawson and Robinson, 1963;

Sharkansky, 1969; Dye,,1972; Brazer, 1959; Campbell and Sacks, 1967)

A second broad tradition of scholarship frequently described as

public policy analysis focuses on program analysis or the evaluation of

the direct and indirect effects of establishing .a particular type of

program within an on-going institutional setting. (Dorfman, 1965; Hatry,

1973) Much of the developments in evaluative research during the last

several years focused specifically on particular types of programs and

their impacts,. (Caro, 1971; Suchman, 1967)

Both' 6f theSe traditions of public policy analysis have been oriented

toward empirical analysis with minimal concern about underlying theoretical .

models. The first tradition has asked the question: Why are particular

patterns of policy 'outputs selected? The second tradition has asked:

What are the impacts of different policy outputs?

A.third broad tradition in the public policy analysis field can be

characterized'as institutional analysis or the examination of the direct
I

and indirect effects of establishing or changing particular sets of de-

,

4
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cision rules about how,public decisions will be made) 41.1. Ostrom, 1973;

V. Ostrom, 1971) This -has involvedto some extent, the etpirical analysis

of the differences associated wit!) different types of decision rules.

(Rae, 1971) Howevet, a much more extensive analysis idrawing upon the work'

of classical economics and game theory has focused exclusively on theOret-

ical analysis. (Buchanan and Tullock, 1965; Riker and Ordeshook, 1973;`

Coleman, 1973)

This study guide will relate directly to the third tradition of pub-

lic policy analysis. It will focus on institutional analysis and on prob-

lems' of institutional design and reform-based upon institutional analysis.

The specific empirical referent will be metropolitan areas, where citizens

and'public officials are frequently engaged in institutional analisis and

'design as they serve on local government reform comvissions, propose leg-

'

islation to change the structure of local government and predict the changei

like y to occur if a particular reform is adopted. When citizens are asked

to vo e on referenda relating to focal goernment reform, they,are engaged
t '

in institutional analysis. When social scientists are appointed advisors

to legislative committees or local study comtissions,they are even more

.

actively engaged in institutional analysis. When undergraduate and grad-
.

uate students attempt to predict or explain consequences associated with

different types of local governmental structure, they are engaged in insti-

tutional analysis.

Institutional analysis can be thought of'as the,"underdeveloped area

of public policy analysis." One of the effects of the "behavioral revolu-

tion" within the social sciences has been a marked reduction in the atten-

tion social scientists have paid to institutional analysis and design.

The reaction against the predominantly legalistic approach of the more

18
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)

traditional political science led to rejection of consideration of the

direct or indirect effects of establishing or changing particular sets

of decision rules about how public decisions will be made.

Until recently there has been a lack of conscious thegetical and

empirical study of institutional analysis. However, the lack of serious

academic_work in this area has not precluded large expenditures of time;

money and energies on institutional analysis in practice. Parficularly,

in metropolitan areas, thousands of study groups have been appointed, have

studied the problems their local areas are facing and have recommended'

structural changes in the decision' rules affecting how public decisions

will be made. Many academics have actively participated in these en-

deavors. An accepted body of traditional wisdom forms the basis for

much of the deliberations concerning proposed reform. That much of the

traditional wisdom has been subjected to little theoretical or empirical'

analysis has not concerned many of the participants. The strength of

belief in the traditional wisdom has been great enough'fbat doubts about

its-warrantability have no been entertained. Major structural reforms

are proposed because there is strong agreement among those making the

proposals that many beneficial consequences will occur as a result.

The approach taken in this study guide is that we do not'know as

much about the effects of different types of metropolitan reform as those

who propose major reforms would lead us to believe. If our knowledge is

incomplete--or wrong--then major structural refOrms could lead to more,

harm than good. For those deeply concerned about human welfare, learn-

ing about institutional analysis may enable them to participate more con-

structively in efforts to improve the lot of citizens living in metropol-

-
itan areas.
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The majorspurppse.ofthe studY'guide will be to, develop an analytical

approach to institutional analysis. This approach will be characterized by
,

the careful delneation of propo-iitignal structures underlying various pro-

posals for institutional reform. Where multiple reforms are proposed, mul-

tiple theoretical structure& should also exist. These can be looked upon

as competing theories of institUtionadesign. When competing' theories ex-
\

is't, research can be undMaken at crucial junctures where competing the-

ories predict diverte- consequences. Findings from research_specifically

designed to test alternative hypotheses derived from competing theories

can,,efficiently be used to decrease the warrantability of one or more

traditions while increasing the warrantabiiity of others. Major tfleor-

eticaldeirelopments may then be needed to incorporate the findings from

a research program tied back to the examination of competing theorieS. Ev-

entually, such a program of research tied to theoretical concerns should

provide poliCY analysts with an empirically warrantable theory of insti-

tutional design. Since such an empirically warrantable theory of insti-

tuiional design does-not yet exist, we cannot prespnt the elementsrof such

a theory in this study guide. We will, however, 'focus on the approach

which should if applied by enough scholars and analysts', lead to develop -
v'

ment of an empirically warrantable theory of institutional analysis.

A second purpose of the study guide will be to illustrate this app-

roach to institutional analysis and design with materials drawn from the

literature related to metropolitan reform. It is difficult to understand

a broad approach without a specific referent. This approach to institu-

tional analysis and design is also relevant for analyzing problems of de-

signing governing systems for nation-states, for slipra-national'organiz-

ations, for private grOups of individuals, and. for any, problem where the'"---

2o
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key focus is the effect of divel.se decision rules on the decisions made by

a collectivity. However, illUstrations from a single area are presented in

order to.iflustrate the method in some depth.

A fhird purpose of the study guide is to provide insight about the

problemkof metropolitan reform itself. By the consistent, application of

the approach utilized herein, it is hoped that some aspects of the theor2

0 etical underpinnings of diverse

reforms will be rejected as not

traditions recommending major metropolitan
4

empirically sustained. Othet theoretical

-structures should be considered to have greater empirical. warrantability.

We will not, of course) be able4 -to "prove" that one theory is the best

theory for understanding problems of institutional de4ignrelated to met-
4 r-

ropolitan areas. However, we should make progress bYlthe end of the study
. ,

.
, . 4

guide toward the elimination of at least some of the competing hypotheses
.

.
'.-' .

p 4
about the effect of.institution.al arrangemeriti on the well-being of citi-

s-

zens. living in metropolitan areas.

The, fourth purpose of the study guide is to encourage its readers

to begin to engageein,institutional analysis themselves.
AO

much to be done! One can engage:in

which contribute to the development

Itere. is so

0

many different types ofsactivities

of an empirically wresntable.theory,,,

45finstitutional design'. One activity is the logicaliAgrivation 9f pro-

positions about the effects of different types of decision rules from a
v-

set of simple assumptions. A second activity is the develOpment of-pro-

positional inventories derived from different reform proposals! A third

activity is the specification of where diverse theories lead to conflicting

propositions. Afourth activity is the design of research'projects-which

will shed light on such conflicting propositions., At times ifis pbssible

f 'r

to undertake research at the time that a reform proposal -is'adopted where

,t1
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different theories of institutional. design predict differegt consequences.

Otherwise, research testing propositions about Consequences of institutional

arrangements will have'to rely upon the wide variety of institutional arrange-

.

ments already in existence. 'A fifth activity is the review of research

undertaken for diverse purposes which may also shed 'fat on conflidting

propositions. As we move through the Study Guide, suggestions for further

`activities will be given so that some readers may be inspi4 to participate

further. .

.The intended audience of this Study Guide includes faculty-and students

in the social sciences - interested in gaining some analytical.,tools for ex-

plaining and predicting the likely consequences to be associated with the

useof different types of decision rules to.solve particular types. of

everyday problems fac9d by indiViduals in an urbanized society. A second

audience includes citizens who have been appointed to local government

study groupsand are searching fdr a Methodvhich will help themHundertake

their task'in an effective manner.

- It is assumed that anyone working-their way through this Study Guide
o

will also have available two books: 1) Robert t. Bish-and Vincent Ostrom,

Understanding Urban Government. Metropolitan Reform Reconsidered (lashing-

ton, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute for-Public Policy Research, 1973)

41,

and 2) Elinor Ostrom,.William Baugh, Richard Guarasdi-, Roger B. Parks and °

4

Gordon P. Whitaker, Community OrganizatiOn and the Provision.of Police Ser-

vices (Beverly Hills: Sage Publishers, 193). It is also assumed that a

faculty memb'et or student reading this Study Guide has access to'a library

which has at least some of the materials referred to in the Study Guide

itself. The Study Guide can be considered,party as a syllabus Which gives

assignments in other materials. When such assignments are given in either of
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'A
the two assigned books - -or a set of materials available in your library--

please do rea'd,-them before going forward in the Study Guide itself. Other-

wise, the discussion in the St y Guide will not be meaningful. The7Study

Guide will also contain some readings which supplement thosg Contained'in

the assigned books or articles. Most of the readings contained herein

are diffi ult to find in libraries', are importartkip/ ustiationsof the

types of government commission reports concerning problems oflocal gov

ernment ref rm, are clatsic methodological articles which are essential
16

to read as a'b.ackground to the development of a'method of institutional

analysis or are unpublished papers not generally available.

In addition twits functidh as an extended syllabus and a limited

bookof readings, tht'Study Guide will ha e several chapters which begin.

to apply the method of institutional an lysis discussed in the Study Guide

to the substantive. focus of this course. These are preliminary efforts

and can be extended and improved. H pefully, you will participate in the

efforts to expand and improve the' eps taken here. Suggestions c ncerning

projeCts of this type will be madethroughout the Study Guide.

4

' 4

r
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URBAN REFORM PROPOSALS

Since this Volume will be devoted-to the development of a method.

of institutional analysis, pplied to the consideration of various reforms

of governmental structures in metropolitan areas, it is.important that you

obtain an understanding for the.argdments utilized in the numerous reports

written on this topic. A bibliography of relevant reports is included at

the end of this chapter. However, many libraries do not have a good doc-

uments or monographicicollection. Consequently, I have reproduCed for you

in this first (section three chapters from a report entitled Building the

American City. It is the Report of the National Commission on Urban Prob-

lems chaired by Paul H. Douglas and submitted to, Congress and the President

on December 12, 1968.. The fourth part of the Douglas Commission, Report

was devoted to "Government.Structure, Finance and Taxation."

You will find that the discussion in this report about the nature of

current'urban problems facing individuals liikrig'in metropolitan areas is

representative of reports written by other national and local study comm-
.

0 issions. Their summary of the problem occurs on'their/page 330 where

they find that "the diffused pattern of local government in most metro-
s

polita areas gi es rise to many extremely serious problems and inequities

" This di used pattern of focal government has often been called

"the' metropolitan pattern. The traditional remedy proposed for many

years for this problem has been total consolidation of all units of govern-
.

ment serving a single metropolitan area into a metropolitan-wide government.

Amos Hawley and Basil Zimmer, for example, argued in 1970 that:

"ol

or'
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A 4iagnosis of the metropolitan malady fs comparatively easy and
kits °logic is too compelling to admit disagreement. Given the diag-

..
nosis, the treatment seems just as apparent: consolidate the many

political units under a single, over-arching municipal government.
With one stroke the many conflicting jurisdictions could be elim-
inaed and a fragmented tax base could be combined into an adequate

source.of revenue for an entire community. Nothing, it would seem,

`could be more obvious or more rational. (Hawley & Zilmer, 1970,3)

The Douglas Commission is not quite as certain as Hawley and Zimmer that total

consolidation in all metropolitan areas is called for. The Commission report

pulls back from an "all-or-nothing type of reform." The ComMission argues

instead that "tremendous improvement could come even from structural changes

that fall short of the-comprehensive amalgamation of all local governments

in each metropolitan area." (Supra, p. 330) However, note the word "even"

in the sentence. Note also that they would consolidate all units serving

smaller' metropolitan areas into a single comprehensive governmental unit .\\
.

You.may wonder whrI recommend, reading a report written in 1968-when

. .

it is now ,,he mid 7poinf-of the 70!s, Many things have changekt the

8

/ broad ar ipnt presentpd in this report has repeatedly been restated by

proponent ot.maior, ,structural reforms.° Many of these proposals have been

Vi

submitted to the elettbrafe of metropolitan areas:, From 1949-to 1972, 36

reorganization proposals have been subMAted to the'voters, Of these, ten

,

have been Suc"Eful and.the other 26 have been defeated.

Table 1,..14 of these elections have'occurred after 1968.

major Consolidation proposal was submittedltothe voters

gbh in May 1974. Thai propotal was defeated, by a strong

"gumentT uted'in the campaign prior to the Portland'referendum mere similar

As shown in

In addition, a

in Portalnd,.Ore: '

margin. The ar-

to many of the-3?guments found in the Douglas Commission report. Several

.se ions frOm a.brochure 'distributed to Portland voters by the Committee,

for Consolidation are reproduced in this section after the Douglas Commission

,

,Report to give you the flavor of the arguments as Used by proponents.

., ---.- I

hm,
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/
Rate of Voter Support for Local Government
Reorganization in Thirty-six ife-TCrenda

1945 -1972

Table 1

3/11-3

Year Reorganizatiofi Referendum
Reorganization Support

Success Defeat

1949

1952

Baton Rouge-East Baton Rouge Parish, La.

Hampton-Elizabeth County, Va.

51.1

88.7

1951 --Miami-Dade County, Fla. . 49.2

'1957 Miami-Dade County, Fla. 51.0

Newport News-Warwick, Va. 66.9 *

1958 Nashville-Davidson County,, Tenn. 47.3

1959 Albuquerque-Bernalillo County, N.M., 30.0
Knoxville-Knox County, Tenn. 16.7

Cleveland-Cuyahoga County, Ohio 44.8

St. Louis-St. Louis County, Mo. 27.5

1960 Macon-Bibb County, Ga. 35.8

ti

.1

1961 Durham-Durham County, N.C. p22.3

Richmond-Henrico County Va. 54.0 * *

1962 Columbus-Musrogee County ,,Ga. 42.1

Memphis-Shelby CountWenn.. 36.8

Nashville-Davidson County, Tenn. 56.8

k South Norfolk-Norfolk County, Va. 66.0

Va. Beach - Princess Ann County, Va. 81.9

St. Louis-St. Louis County, Mo. 40.1 * * *

1164 Chattanooga-Hamilton County, Tenn. 19.2

1967 Jacksonville-Duval County, Fla\1 64.7

Tampa- Hillsborough County, Fla. , 28.4

1969 Athens-Clarke County, Ga. 48.0

Brunswick-Glynn County, Ga. 29.6

Carson City-Ormsby County, Nev. 65.1

Roafioke-Roanoke County, Va. 66.4 * *

Winchester City-Frederick County, Va. 31.9

1970 Charlottesville -Albermarle County, Va. 28.1

Columbus-Muscogee County, Ga. 80.7

Chattanooga-Hamilton County, Tenn. 48.0

Tampa-Hillsborough County, Fla. 30.7

1971 Augusta-Richmond County, Ga. 41.5

Charlotte-Mecklenburg County, N.C. 30.5

1972 Athens-Clarke County, Ga.
Macon-Bibb County, Georgia

,

48.3
39.6

Fort Pierce-St. Lucy,.Fla. 36.5
4.

Total Outcome 10 26

Local Reorganizations Attempted 36

r,
- .
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*Warwick, Virginia was,g city at the time of the referendum. It had

incorporated in 1952, but it was included. in this analysis beca'use Of.its sub-

urban and rural character (in 1958) and because 4it was Warwick County just

six years prior to the referendum. .

**The type of majority requirement is vitial in consolidation referenda.

In th se two instances city-county consolidation was not possible despite

the majority voting percentage in its support. In both of these attempts,

the "double majority requirement" which stipulates separate approVal by

city voters and county voters resulted in defeat since a majority of county

voter support was not achievpd.

***St. Louis-St. Louis County portions of the 1962-statewide referendum

are reported in this Table. ;

Source: Vincent L: Marando, "Local Government Reorganization An Overview,"

unpublished paper for The.National Academy of'Public Administration,

forthComing,

4'4
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Another reason for selecting these three chapters of the Douglas -

Commission report is that within the report itself there is evidence of

considerable disagreement among the commission members about the effects /

of smaller-sCale units within larger municipal governments. The majority

of the Commission considered and voted against'a recommendation to establish

Community Advisory Boards within larger scale urban communities. Read

very carefully Chapter Two of the Douglas Commisision report and the

Supplemeptal Views expressed by Johnson, Woodbury, Davis; Douglas and

Ehrenkrants.

The question of Whether smaller ,scale units should.be created within

larger metropolitan areas has come even more to the forefront during the

last couple of years. A number of proposals for the creation of smaller

scale units,have been made since,1968. 94ilton Kotler's book entitled

-NeighbOrhood Government was published in 1969. (Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill

Company). Kotler'iibook should be available in most libraries and if you

can obtain a copy, please read Kotler's-book at'this point. Kotler pro-

* poses the creation of neighborhood ,corporations within larke cities as a

method for developing political institutions that deal withproblems at

the neighborhood level. Several other books provide additional overviews

of the literature on community control or neighborhood government. -These

include: \

1. Alan A. Altshuler (1970) Community Control: The Black Demand for.

Participation in Large American Cities. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-

Merrill Company-. \

2. Joseph F. Zimmerman (1972) The Federated City: Community Control

in Large Cities New York: St. Martin's Press.

3. Howard W. Hallman (1973) Government by 'Neighborhoods Washington,

D.C.: Center for Governmental Studies.

4. George Frederickson, Ed. Neighborhood Control in the 1970's: Politics,

Administration and Citizen Participation. New'York: .Chandler Pub-

lishing Co.
r)
C.) L)
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Altshuler's book reviews many of the issues pro and con about different

.types of proposals for community control. Both Zimmerman and Hallman pro-

pose a two-tier system of government with neighborhood units given few in-

dependent powers. The Frederickson volume contains a number of articles re-

viewing issues and experiences related to neighborhood control. Reading one

of the above books will begin to give you an overview of this literature.

You should also read the first two chapters of the Bish-Ostrom monograph

on Understanding Urban Government at this time.

3.1
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( Part IV. Government 'Structure, Finance,
and Taxation

CHAPTER 1

Modernizing Urban. 'Government Structure
The Federal Housing Act of 1949 stated as a

major national objective "the realization a son
as feasible of the goal of a decent home and a
suitable I i ing environment for every American
family. . ." since most Americans live in or
near cities, this means in large part a suitable
urt.an environment. From direct observation;
many hearin&rs, and intensive research and
analysis, our Cprnmission is cony in.ed : (1) That
conditions in much of urban Ainerica fall far
short of Providing a suitable living environ-
ment; and (2) that remedial action urgental
demands major improvements in the existing
structure of urban government.

There are a number of compelling reasons
why the improvement of urban government
structure is an urgent matter. The quality of the
urban environment depends heavily on services
and facilities provided by local government.
The rising needs and expectations of urban
America have been outpacing local government
performance, despite widespread valiant efforts
evidenced by increasing levels of local public
expenditure and taxation. Further drastic
growth must be expected in the scale of local
government, and with incrtnsed scale comes an
increase in the complexity of problems. By
1985only 17 years from nowthe population
of metropolitan areas will be up more than 30
percent from the 1960 level. During the same
pertiod, the population of metropolitan suburbia
will have doubled. Inherited patterns of local
government are a critical factor in the ability:
of local, governments'to deal effectively with
increasingly large and complex problems. An
uneven tax base among local governments,
causing wide variations in local fiscal capacity;
difficulties in coordinating public services; and
diffused governmental responsibilities to the
point of nonaccountabilitythese are among
the consequences of structural weaknesses in
urban government.,

<I>

ti

Present pro,peet *lye problems, then, can-
not het met by lot ,d go et nments or communi-
ties in isolation from each other. Nor is the
National Government equipped to deal N% ith

these yroblems directly. Our Federal structure,
the vast continental spread of the United :-,tare-,
and the divert v, of its urban areas all limit the
direct role of Washington. The State govern-
ments, much closer to t he local firing line, and
with basic legal power over local go el innent
structure and financing are in a more strategic
position. However, most of the States also face
other critical problems, and any effort they
rnake to deal with urban government Anictui e
fust somehow take account of the diverse con-
ditions and attitudes of various communities.

Clearly essential, then, is a set of concerted
and 'mutually reinforcino. efforts invoh ing all
three levels of government local, State and Na-
tional. Such concerted efforts, drawing opal the
adaptive capacity of our Federal system. must
be made promptly and vigorously if public re-

sponsibilities for an acceptable urban environ-
ment aro to be met. Accordingly, the Commis-
sion urges a number of major steps to achieve
more viable urban government. Our major pro-
posals call for:

(1) State legislation to provide 'rnachin-
,ery for, and continuing assistance to, re-
sponsible local efforts tq review and adjus-t
local government structure in present and
prospective metropolitan areas;

(2) Federal legislation specifically to
encourage and assist such State-local efforts
toward basic analysisand improrenient of
urban government Structure; and

(3) Se. constitutional and legislative
action to unshackle and improve exi,-ting
institutions of local government by various
means, including authorization and finan-
cial a,id for metropolitan councils of gov-
ernin6iitCauthorization of county-subordi-

(323)
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nate taxing arias; eliiiiination'of require-
molts In:114(1a t lug evossive numbers of
independent electivet.outity officials; *pr(ii-
vision reasonable stafulards for new
incorporations in mitropolitan areas; fa-
cilitation 0.f local annevit ,11 :111(1

datiolt aeti,ms and' IC en ftailiimnt. of
State limitations on local nixing and
bor?wing powers. .

Action ulongr-these lines :s most urgently
needed. Unle,,c widespread-vigorous, and effec-
tive steps arc takki, to civilize the existing jun-
gle of llcal goverument jurisdictions, the Nat ion
faces Ow prospect of a further and drastic cen-
tralization of .gffernmenttil Power and pos-

siiiothering of the grassroots of American
democracy.

Evidence in support of this conclusion is pro-
vided in the following, pages which describe
existing patterns of governmental structure
(with special reference to metropolitan areas),
summarize resulting; problems, and review past
efforts toward structural imprdvement. #The
Commission's proposals ace stated and ex-
plained in the final portion of the chapter.

THE NATURF..OF METROPOLIfiAN
AREAS

The U.S. Bureau of the Budget defines a
metropolitan area as an integrated economic
andsocial unit with a' recognized large popula-
tion nucleus.1 As of 1967, the Budget Bureau
recognized 228 such- areas in. the United States,
calling them standard metropolitan statistical
areas (SMSA's). Generally, an SMSA consists
of one or more entire county areas that are p.ri-

` marily nonagricultural, and that are closely re-
lated to a central city, or cities, of 50,000, or
more. (In New-England, SMSA's clinsinAof
groups of cities and townshtpg, rather than of
entire counties.)

'Nearly two-thirds o all Americans reside in
metropolitan areas. ut half of all metro-
politan area residents lye in the central metro-
politan cities, but mot of the increase in SMSA
population is taking lace in outlying-ring ter-
ritory. A study of population trends done for
the Commission indicated that' y 1985, some 71
percent of all Americans will live in. SMSA's.

Especially because SMSA's are generally de-
fined .in terms of whole counties, not Sall of their
territory is closely populated. Most SMSA's in-
clude considerable territory that has only scat-

tared in:1):(iilleI !opulent.' Nonetliele,-, in kilos
of ',cold, mid (hell 0, coital the f01111TII den
nitron of SN1S 1 10,0 (.41 00 eountle, that
aTe. and cent mil-city-
z.Mat (.. I.

Afetropolii.on wieldy in popula-
tion, from under 100,000 la, to more, than 10

for the New YorIrCity SALSA, New
_litOind, where -iN15-21 14,consic,t of groups of

I See U.S. Bureau of the Budget. Standard Metropolitan
statistical Areas, 1067. This source explains the criteria need
to define SMSA's, and Included ft detailed listing of such areas.

cities and i()WW,1»0'4, 23 such areas. I he 20.)
SMSA%; in the ri-t of the country are Cle-
f rihitted as follows.

3

1 county
2 onufali,4 4'1

3 emirate,:
4 Cotintirs 14

5 or wore countio. 1:;

's'hi're :Lie 31) interstate. SN1SA's %%id,' a total
population (in 1960) of '20 million persons, and
also two broader standard consolidated areas,
which are interstate in nature and altogether

-include six ..SMSA's. Adding these, one arrives
at a total of 36 SMSA's with major inter,tate
relationships. Altogether, these areas have 115 .
entire counties plus parts of 14 others (in New,
England); in )960, they hail over 41 million
residents, br nearly Unefourtli of the Nation's
total population.
Local government numbers and patterns.

Metropolitan areas, as of 1967, were served
by 20,745 local governments, or about one-
fourth of all local governments in the Nation.'
This means 91 governments per SMSAan av-
erage of about 48 per metropolitan county, in-
cludirf', in addition to the county itself, 1.2

schooldistricts, 12 municipalities, seven town-
ships, and 16 special districts.4 But these aver-

'Census figures for 1960 Indicate that. of the 310 000 square
miles of land in SNISA's as then defined, less than 20,000
impare miles were In their cior.diy settled "urbanized areas"
(consisting in general of the central cities and direttly ad-
jacent territory %%lth at least 1.000 restdents per square mile).
Some SMSA's have sizable amounts of agricultural or even
unused land. Perhaps the most striking example involves the
San Bernardino-Riverside-Ontario SMSA; one of its two
counties. -San Bernardino, Is the largest in the Nation and
Includes soeral thousand square miles pt mountain and desert
land.

I By type as follows from U.S. Bureau of the Census. Gov-
ernmental Organszatron,1067 Census of Governments. Vol_ I

Within SMSA's Perceni
of US

' totalsNumber Percent

All local governments 20.745, 100 0 25 5

School districts. 5.033 24 3 23 1

Other than school distr.cts 15, 712, 75 7 26 4

Counties . I 405 2 0 13 3
Municuoalities_. , 4,990 24 1 27,6
Townships 3.255 15.7 19 0
Special districts 7.062 34.0 33 2

4

The per-county averages cited are based upon data (Sr the
205 SMSA's outside New England, in view of the different
geographic basis of SMSA'e there. The New England SMSA's
average.29 local governments each,

33
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ages cover great variations. There are 20
SMSA's with fewer than 10 local governments
each-13 in the. South, five in New England,
and two in the \W.:I..' At the other extreme are
such SMSA',s, as Chicago, with 1,113 local gov-
ernments (166 per county) ; Philadelphia, with
871 (109 per county) : Pittsbuigh, with 704 (170
per county) ; and New York, with 551 (110
per county).

The overwhelming Majority of these local
governMents are relatively small. For example,
two-thirds of the municipalities in SMSA's
have a population of less than 5,000 and one,,
third of the total number have fewer than
1,000 residents. Similarly, of the 3,255 town-
ships in SMSA's, over two- thirds have a popu-
lation of less than 5,000. Most of the SMSA's
special districts also involve only small-scale
operations. Of all the school districts in metro-
politan areas, about one-fourth have fewer t
300-pupils, and about one-third opera no more
than a single-school. ,

In terms of geography, many of the local gov-
ernments in metropolitan areas are extremely
small. For evimple, of all the municipalities in
SMSA's about one-half have less than a single
square mile of land area, probably 60 percent
are smaller than 2 square miles, and four-fifths
have a land area of under 4 square miles; i.e.,
corresponding to a square 2 miles on each side.
Fewer than 200 SMSA municipalities include
as much as 25 square miles of land.°

The local governments, in metropolitan areas
are administered by some 134,000 elective offi-
cials, including 87,009 members of their _gov-
erning bodies (county governing boards, city
councils, school district boards, etc.), and 47,000
other elective officials. Municipalities account
for over 45,000 of the total number of elective
officialsan average, of nine per city. Elective
officers average as follows for the vataus other
types of local governments in SMSA's: 31 per
county government; nine per township; six per

New England's traditional primary reliance upon town or
township governments, and the South's heavy reliance uponcounties have tended to limit the proliferation of small mu-
nicipalities and special districts in those areas. It is also com-
mon in New England and In some parts of the South for public
schools to be provided by general-purpose governments (coun-
ties, municipalities or townships) rather than by independent
school district units as is the prevailing pattern elsewhere.
At the other extreme, the greatest complexity of local govern-
ment structure isiound in those states (mainly in the Mid-
west) which have townships and Independent school districts
as well as county, municipal, and special district governments.

'The text discussion of geographic size of municipalities is
based mainly upon a tabulation of individual-area data ap-pearing in the published series of individual-state Area Meas-urement Reports of the.,,Bureau of the Census. Those reports
include figures as of 1960 for all municipalities of 1.000 in-
habitants or more It has further been assumed here, that
substantially all of the untler 1,000 'municipalities hate an
area of less than one square mile The 1960 Census of Popu-
lation recorded only 177 municipalities with land area of at
least 25 square miles no doubt annexation activity haa since
increased this number to some extent. t

403-070 0 - 72 - 22

1

school ia; three lubrt:-Iier jai district, .1
TIII1S, flit) itVerii2:0 1,110 N110)1114111 c my has
nearly 350 electi 0 local ollirialt,

In most, instances Iheti. i di' eet relation-
ship of bowidai les bet at IA) dip ceerul f. in'S of
local governments in SMSA'1;. For example, less
than one-fifth of IIto 5,0:m3 tirhr7ol districts and
only 13 percent of tlie.7,002 special distqcts.
within inett'opolit an areas correspond geograph-
ically to the area of- a partimiUlar municipality,
township, or county.

Most residents of metropolitan areas, then,
are served by at least four separate local govern-
ments; county, municipality, or township,
and a school district, plums one or more special
districts. The average SN1SA central city has
more than, four overlying local governments.°
Less layering and complexity ap ,pear in some
SMSA's, but far moreranging up to 10 sepa-
rate overlying go ernmentsoccur in parts of
other metropolita areas.
Thstorica2 backgr

These Characteristics multiple layers and
generally unrelated b Ktdaries--reflect the
separate historical background of vanious kinds
of local governments. The entire territory of-
most States is divided, among areas served by
counties, which. developed 'mainly to carry out
State-delegated responsibilities. In States thaft
provide for public educationthrough school dis)
tricts,these units are also generally statewide in
their total coverage; that is, no part of the State
lacks such a local goyernment layer." Also,
since the duty of providing free public educa-
tion is.usually vested constitutionally with the
State itself, school districts resemble counties
in having specifically delegated powers.

*Based on tee following figures, from the U.S. Bure
the. Census, Popularly Elected Officials of State and cal
Governments, 1967 Census of Governments. Vol. VI. No. 1

Type of government

Elective local officials in
SMSA's,

Total

Members of
gOverning

bodies

All local governMeifs 133,790 86,955

Counties 12,476 3.749
Municipalities 45,142 29,588
Townships - 30.480 8,062
School districts 28.985 28,837
Special districts 17,668 16,779

Total is less than the sum of typeol-government detail because some
offikals serye in a dual capacity (e g, tor both county and municipal or
township goVernments)

*Of the 283 "central cities" of SMSA's, all but 32 also have
a sepnrute comity government. Overlying these cities also,
according to the 1967 Census of Governments. are 717 special
districts and 324 ludeifendent school districts. Thus, even
aside from the township units found also In a few metropoli-
tan central cities. local governments serving these areas tin;
eluding the municipalities themselves) number more than
1,550 or an average of 5.5 per city.

rJ
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In most of the' States wit h 'town or township
governments, these are typiea ly comprehensive
in total geographic -.cope, except that at least
the larger incorporated municipalities are ex-
cluded.

The other two kinds of unitsmunie,ipalities
and special dist ricts de' eloped different ly and,
unlike counties, school districts, and townships,
lo not add up to any c.9.1nprehensivegeogiaphic
coverage of particular States. The municipali-
tiesLeities, towns, and villageswere set up to
provide for the additional public service needs
of closely settled local areas: fire proteeti4n,
sewerage,, water supply/ Ouse collection, pub-
lic health- and hospital services, and the like:
Special districts make up the most rpc,ent and
rapidly increasing class of local governments.
Their growth has been stimulated by various,
factors, including State limitations upon the IF
nancial powers of counties and municipalities,
and in some instances other geographic or-struc-
tural limitations of those governments. Al-
though most special districts are relatively
smalf, some have extensive territory; of the 7,062

ich units in SMS,A's, 323 are countywide and
27 operate-in two or more counties. Unlike the
ther types of local governments, not all special

ids have property-taxing .powers.; nearly
half of those in aMS.A.'s can raise revenue only
by imposing benefit charges or special assess-
ments, although they also have borrowing
power, and can receive intergovernmental

trantl .
This is the factual background, hen, for th

increasingly heard comment that metropolitan
local goverrimeq is Balkanized, a patchwork,
and a wilderness. For some metropolitan areas,
this would be an exaggeration. However, It is
clear that: -(1) there is no one set of arrange-
ments that/might be viewed as the filvdominant
"American" patter of local government for
metropolitan areas, and (2) local goverriment
arrangements Nor in ffiost SMSA's are the
prOduct of hisiorical tradition and patchwork
changes. In ye ew cases do they reflect any
concerted at develop a comprehensive
pattern of loca Illtoverrunent designed to deal
effectively with modern conditions olmetropol-.
itan life.
Why governmental diffusion ?natters

Local governments can be characterized as
typically small, overlapping, and duplieatitig.
The question remains as to whether it matters
enough ito engage our best efforts to change the
existWpattern. Perhaps the mRst'forceful as-
sessment of the problem in recent years was
done by the highly respected, privately sup-
Porte4 research group, the Committee for Eco-
nomic Development. The CED's six-point

. .

assessment of "why
phrased as follOws:°

r.

it, in, sirs" may be
..
para-

(1) Most, ',Jed goveinmnt, units are loci,
small to pi 0% nle etre. ixe, and economical
.solutiote, to t heir prof nos ;, ,
) (2) VAI eir.i e me appiun. layers of gov-

and w aste the tax-eminent Ca liSth coil ffin
pa) yrs' ; .

(3) Popular control over local go ern-
,

meat. is ineffective ba.ause of the excess vely
long ballots amp oil) confusions e, red by
the many-layered .systvin of Overnment;

(4) Policy leadership is typically weak,
if not nonexistent;

(5) Aychaie .a(hninistative organ iza-
tious, are totally- inadequate to the func-

, tional demands Made upon them; and
(6) The professional kervices of IlighlY

qualified personnel are 'typically not at-,
tracted to !mat government.

The same study generalized from these sii
points, with special referelite to metropolitan
arealby stating that

The most pre;ssing problem of local government in
metropolitan areas may be stated quite simply. The
beNlildering multiplicity of small, piecemeal, duplica-
tive, overlapping local jurisdictions canna cope with
the staggering difficulties encountered in managing
modern urban attairs.,The fiscal effea., of duplicative
suburban separatism-create great difficUlty in provision
of costly central 'city services benefiting the whole ur-
banized area. If local governments are to fupction ef-
fectively in metrolkolitan areas, they must have
sufficient size and authority to plan, administer, and
provide significant _financial support for solutions to

e,awide problems 10

9

It has been questioned wtther the numbers
and layers really matter. After all, the argument
goes, metropolitan areas are also served by
many thousands of separate business establish-
ments. Most of these, as irf the case of local gov-
ernments, are relatilely, small:"_ They also have
developed "like Opsy," without any compre-
hensive overall design. Yet altogether this ()Teat
array of businesses give a high living stdnbard
for metropolitan residents. If Multiplicity and
unplanned evolution serve us` the field
pf private enterprise, why not in local govern-
ment in metropolitan areas?

The suggested analogy 1;e; tween local govern-
ment and privale,husiness is a poor one. Many
local government services involve important
economies of scale; i.e., they can be carried out
more economically (or can only be performed

See Committee 'for Dconomic Development. Modernizing
Local Government, A Statement on National Policy by the
Research and Policy tot.Economic Development,
(July 1966), pp. 11-13. -

10 /Mel , p.44.
a There are over 3 million business-establishments in the

Nation (storce and wholvalIng, service, and 'manufacturing
establishments), or inprethan 40 times as many as the total
number of 1600 governments.
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at. all) atm% e some minimum scale of operat ions.
in this respect, local vo% el Aulenti are much more
like privately owned iit dine-, that supply elec-
tricity, gas, and telephone service than they
like private business generally. Such private
utility services are commonly pro% hied in urban
and metropolitan areas (oh a regulated-monop-
oly basis) by a few firms, rather than by large
numbers of separate competitive establishments.

Some efforts at local government reorganiza-
tion ha% e probably put too niiich emphasis on
this matter of economies of scale. There are other
even more important reasons why local govern-
ment structure must reflect considerations dif-
fering from those that influence pri% ate business
patterns. The regulative and policing duties of
local government are iiniquOy public, because
of their coercive nature. Also, home of the most
costly seri, ices of local government, including
education, health, and welfare _activities, are of

. a social nature. These, as well as the protective
functions, obviously cannot be pros tried on a
consumet-choice pricing basis; they:niust be fi-
nanced mainly from taxation and from borrow-
ing that in turn is tax financed. But taxation is
also coercivea means, for exacting a portion
of private resources for public purposes. Thus,
in lieu of the voluntary consumer-choice price
systeli that applies to private business, govern-
mehtmust and does rely heavily for its financing
upon mandatory measures that must be applied
uniformly, rather than being tailored in detail
to the wishes or preference& of the individuals
served or taxed.

If the coercive powers of gbvernrfient for reg-
ulation and taxation are to be responsibly exer-
cised, they must be subject to control by the af,
fected area or community. This purpose is
served, of course, by provisions for popular
election of offfcials, and requirements for their
public accountability. But if officials are to be
elected, and if taxes are to be imposed, these
arrangements "myst apply to particilftir geo-
graphic areas..Thus, local governments exist for
particular defined areas which differ signifi-
cantly from the lessiprecise trading or service
areas associated with commercial establishrfients,
and governments must serve such areas in a 80-
daily responsive and accountable fashion.

The case for order and simplicity in the pat-
tern of metropolitan governinent is based, then,
upon far more than the economy and efficiency
argument. Local governments perform many
services. which differ widely' in the minimum
geographic or population size needed for their
effective performance. If only operating
economy were involved, public services in met-
ropolitan areas might be supplied by having
many separate sets of particular function units,
with each set -reflecting a scale of operation

011
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Siiif ell Iu 1111 P.1./111 111:11. -1'1 it I` 111011 1 ed. I'M
:11011 :in .11 1t111:_!1 1110111 6./11111 111)i 1111/1 1111- 11,11:(11S

) 11j'li /11111.111g. 111101 1111/1/1 '111)111(1

he nppliell b) tivaion for .111 Jo. ,11 goCrn-
meta put po-e, In pail enl.,r 111e 1 I!) 111Vr-
mining lime% uclt te-out 0); he allocated
anion %cart iutrs netaled It I pi.0111(4,
ing COM (.0411'1;11HW .1111,111g. 10-(.13,
elated public act i Flo 1.11e1 tool e, licit an

fin angement %%0111(1 cmuftotil, Iii(ok 1,1 ing citizen.
%%it li the nee$1.th rhoo.-e a% t, art a
fo serve hint N% 11 eliti It) many ent ,cry-
ices: in this-situat ion. public a, ( ountahility and

V,211111 be 111111e form than reality.
:Andra specialized-f inlet ion appioaell to local

go% ern n nt, NIStS to -'tune (V:41tT, a-, tcflected
by school districts and special di-tril;ts. Some
proposals for the est ablisl)ment of ,-epatale units
to handle certain metropulit:it\\ille functions
run in this direction. 'Me more tiaditional ap-
proach, however, involve-, reliance mainly upon
1-such multiple-purpose goetainients wunties,
townships, and municipalities. Each 'o-f these
can, within its own range of responsibility, pro-
vide a means of weighing priorities and co-
ordinating related activities. Also, where such
a government is so large thtt some of its seri, ices

.can be provided on a d9centralized basis, this
Can be done through such devicd as police
precincts, local health areas, and even neighbor;'
hood city hallsall without precluding larger
scale or centralized handling of other functions`
that can be so .performed.,
- At'the time of cleyelopment there was a i.ea-
sonably clear division of functions among multi-
purpose governments. Counties and townships
usually handled State-delegated services of the
kind needed everywhere; and the municipalities,
with more locally determined flexibility,
assumed responsibility for ,the added _public-
service need's of, closely settled communities.
Even then, howevr, State laws were often used -
to set bounds-um competition for local tax
resources through various types of tax-limit-
ing provisions. II

With urban sprawl anti metropolitan devel-
opment, the distinction between. the conditions
and needs of central and of fringe territory has
diminished, and so has die demarcation between
traditionally. Municirrairesponsibilities and'
those that might be provided on a larger area
basis by county goVerarnents. ,

In the typical metropolitan area, then, each
county government affords a, device for deter-
mining priorities and fiscal allocations for serv-
ices under its jurisdiction, and each municipality
can alsO do this with regard to its particular
functions. But no effective method exists for
weighing the respective requirements of these
two types of multipurpose governments against

L
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each other, or against those of school districts
and special distrids. And there is no means
for insuring that closely related activities of
these various governments will be planned and
carried out on a consistent and rein foi sing basis,
,rather than in conflicting ways. .

Pressures-by local, civic, and business organi-
zations and by ackinm 'edged connininity lead-
ers often are helpful. Also, cooperation among
the oflicia IS of sepal ate local go% el-infields
both informally and in a more organized
fashion, such as through metropolitan councils
of gox erninentsis an important means' for
some coordination. Lacking, however, is any
placement of responsibilityshort of the State
legislature and Governorto promote coordina-.
tion of interrelated services of local govein-
merits, and to set priorities for the financially
competitive needs of various public services
within the metropolitan area as a whole, or for
any particular,portion of it.

These seemingly abstract concepts may be
more meaningful if considered from the stand-
point of the ordinary citizen who thinks his local
taxes are too high. With property taxes levied
separately by three to six separate local govern-

ents, to which should his protest or inquiry be
ddressed?
Or consider the citizens or civic group con-
ned about some problem in a particular com-

unity. Perhaps the matter is clearly subject
to handling by one specific unit of government.
But where this is not the case and innumerable
examples might be citedthe chances for delay,
frustration, indecision, and conflict are multi-
plied. Illustrative of the kinds of problems in-
volved are:

(1) Policing near schools (involving the
school distnct and municipalityor, in
suburbialerhaps county or township) ;

(2) Th interrelated neighborhood ef-
fects of, street cleaning .and refuse collec-
tion, plicement of schoolsrind school play-
grounds, placement and maintenance of
public housing, location of clinics and wel-
fare service centers (functions generally
handled separately by municipalities,
school districts, special districts, and county
governments) ;

(3) Health care for schoolchildren, or
the school's relation to community social
welfare and recreation programs (involv-
ing school district, and m'unicipality or
county) ; and

(4) New roads, extensions of water and
sewer lines, and Ihnd-use determinations
(often involving county, special, district
and municipal governments, and perhaps

' even the State).

It %%0111(1 ba, %am to hope that sir octnral
change might t lid official conflict and indeci-
sion. As eery Pie id. ot, Go%ei nor, ma3or, and
city 9r onnty.inan.ft. r 1,110-, t is constant,
pre,,,,ino an .y ipinpo-c government
for increa,ed ,nupport of vaious ,ervice-, and a
contmnons nerd to mini/1,1%e functional over-
lapping or conflict. But generally today, the
dilfil,ion and la.% cl of local go% ernment in-
hibits etrectie clfoik to deal p ith its pi oblems.
Nobody can tintliall.\ Hay, as Pre-ident Tru-
man said :Wont I hi. Pic ,h11.111.:" l'OlPlh tliiE in:11-

o branch of the Federal Government--"The
buck stops here."
TV aus of "packaging" government seryices

The desirability of having all or most urban
government services jointly packaged under a
single jurisdiction that is highly visible and
definitely accountable to the particular com-
munity it serves seems clear. But this goal has
little meaning until one considers the questions.
What is the optimum community to be served
by such a broad-purpose government within .a
metropolitan area and how to coordinate the in-
terdependence of its life? Practically by defini-
tion, such an area is relatively large, with much
diversity and specialization of economic activ-
ity, variety of land use and population densit,y;.
and usually has a great deal of Within-area
communication, travel, apd transportation: To
take but one example: one might assume a
metropolitan area served by only a half-dozen
comprehensive local governments, each respon-
sible for substantially all urban public services
within its particular territory ; it is clear that
each such unit, in providing streets and high-
ways, must take into account the highway layout
of its neighboring local governments. Streets
and roads hti,ve to connect, in orderly fashion.

But there is a great difference in the degree
of geographic relatedness for various govern-
mental services. This has led some thoughtful
people to attempt a distinction between area-
wide and local area functions, proposing that
the former be assigned to a metropolitan unit of
government while the latter are left with nu-
merous svaller units. Such,efforts generally re-
sult in tlfe conclusion that only gradations of
functional difference exist, so that objective and
reasonable people would (and do) arrive at dif-
ferent proposals for what should be moved up
to areawide government." Such an approach
also, of course, leaves unanswered the problem

'3 An excellent mlalysis of this subject appears in the re-
port of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela
tione. Performance of Urban Functions: Local and Area wide.
That source suggests seven criteria hearing upon minimum
or optinuftn size for profiding public goods and services, and
discusses 15 governmental functions in the light of the
suggested criteria.
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described abot e as to the need for comparative
budgeting . and effect e coordination between
funct

Another kind of proposal, then, would aim at
the comprehensive packaging of lOcal govern-
ment services into a single unit to serve an
entire metropolitan area. This approach seems
especially attractive fur metropolitan areas of
small or moderate size (e.g., consisting of only
a single county), especially those not immedi-
ately next door to another metropolitan area."
But for very large metropolitan areas, this
approach immediately raises serious questions:

(1) I low such a 'very large government
can be really accountable and responsible;

-- (2) Whether the inevitable layering
within it would add to costs and bureauc-
racy; and

(3) Whether some of our biggest cities,
counties. and school districts db not already
lace serious difficulties of adaptation and
responsiveness to the diverse needs of their
component neighborhoods and communi-
ties.

The alternatives suggested illustrate the dif-
ficult conflicting purposes that must be kept
in mind in any effort at the restructuring of
metropolitan government; concern for localized
as well as areawide needs; and means for re-
sponsiveness as well as for orderly planning,
equitable financing, and effective coordination
of related publi'c services.

However, the choice to be made is not neces-
sarily all or nothing; i.e., between one large
comprehensive metropolitan government on the
one hand, and the multilayered array.of loco,
governments on the other. It can easily be sho
for example, that the overwhelmin of
Municipalities in metropolitan areas far
short, geographically, of embracing whole com-
munities in any meaningful economic sense.
Mobility factor

A Bureau of the Census study indicates that,
of the employed persons living in the outlying
(noncentral city parts of metropolitan areas
in 1963, more than one-half traveled at least 6
miles each way in their regular home-to-work
journey; and four-fifths traveled at least 3 rhiles.
given the very small geographic size of most
outlying metropolitan municipalities, it seems
clear that only a small proportion of all subur-
ban, workers are employed in their ow'n home-
towns. Nearly all of them cross municipal
boundaries to and from work, and many of

Is For example, the CED study cited in footnote 9. above,
includes the recommendation that "In situations when a
single county contains an entire metropolitan area. this com-
mittee recommends that a reconstituted county government
be used as the basic framework for handling arertvIde
Problems."

them travel etch day tluouhh rrteral munici-
pal it ics.1

tlt ren-ais'Qla I a Int t her emphasize the
'nobility factor. Iii IA metropolitan areas,
even for non( entral elf with a population of
50,000 or more, Iherc iti a "high of in -and-
out, t ravel between re-d(1111. e awl place of work.
In 1940, 19 perrviit of all I lit: fair:-,o11, ctnployed
in sizable satellite (.1I from a residence
outside the particular .,aiellite where theyw were
employed: At t lie some time, 46 percent of the
workers residing in that' cities were employed,
outside the city botindarie,-;."

Such facts point up the limited meaning of
the sorer "community" as it is often used with
reference only to particular local areas where
people reside and are counted for population-
census purposes. Individual and family ties to
such residential areas are understandably
strong and important. But most people in met.-
ropolitan areas also have an important stake
in the public facilities and services provided
in areas where they work or visit. Furthermore,
local governments in metropolitan areas, must
serve not only their resident nighttime popula-
tions, but also the differing daytime popula-
tions resulting from the ebb and flow of metro-
politan activities. Yet when these local govern-
ments are very small in territory and popula-
tion, only a limited part of the total population
that each government thus serves has any voice
in choosing the officials or determining the
spending and tax policies that are involved. In
turn, these scattered electorates lack an effec-
tive tie to the jurisdictions that so strongly
affect them.'In.hoth directions, one finds taxa-
tion, regulation, service, and protection with-
out representation. As was stated in a recent
conference on local government problems:

* The suburbanite is likely to have scattered
and confusing civic ties. lie looks to his particular
outlying municipality for various services associated
with his residence there. Usually. however, he
must depend fo'r public school operatic t upon an, en-
tirely separate unit of government: ad the same
may he true for certain other public services handled
through special tlktricts. Furthermoic. for his's:tally
trip to mark aml for similar Journeys by other mem-

uSee t; S. Bureau of the Census Poasenger Transportation
Burley, Vol. 1, 1963 Census of Transportation. p 64,

Based on data presented In II S. Bureau of the Census.
Joutney to Work, 1960 Census of Population. Volume PC
121-611 This source includes detailed cross-tahniations of
employed persons by residence and place of work for each
of the 101 SAISA'.4 that had a 11160 population of 250.000
or more It Includes separate figures for municipalities of
50.000-plus. of these SN1SA's, ench bad more then a
single city of n0.000-plug. Tim, in addition to their reaper-
five largest central cities. these arena altogether included
84 "satellite" cities of over 50,000. The figures reported In
the text pertain to these S14 satellite citiea For the 34 central
cities of these areas, the proportion of resident workers
employed outside averaged 10 percent. and the proportion
of an workers engaged within the 34 central cities who were
residents elsewhere averaged 28 percent.
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a
berg of his family, he,depends upon the highway, traill6
control. and parking regulation services of varions
other municipalities,

At his pia* e of employment, and that, of bis Wife
or other morhin; member:. of his family, lire' anti
15111(0 proteetion, street cleaning and lighting and
other csential ,:erviecs are usually provided by some
got eminent other ,than that 11 hit it serves hi4 home
neighborhood' and OVer n Mull he has some inductive
by his local vole. Sin% units nko control
tau ronditions> in the restaurants where he or other
family members rat Iiiiii.11, or NN here they less fre-
quently dine out Those goN opt/Them:4 also generally
polite the arl'a and regulate many of the -plaees of
amusement Nisited by this suburbanite and ho, chil-
dren also, the central city and sometimes
Other neighboring municipalities provide plildic recre-
:would mid cultural facilities uhich,could tit ion
ceivably be made available by this suburbanite s own
particultir municipal govermuent.

Piss'--tmpect
Another problem of mimite splintering of

metropolitan area local government results
from the wide range in fiscal capacity of small -
area units ..Taken as a whole, the typical SALSA
has vast resources and productive capacity,
ustially a higher average level of personal in-
come than that found in rural areas or non-
metropolitan communities, and large private
investments in taxable property. But these re-
sources are not uniformly distributed, nor are
they closely related geographically to the loca-
tion of needs for local public services. Thus,
when fiscal capacity is measured in _terms of
population (or public school enrallment, or
some, other measure of need) per available
property tax base, great disparity will com-
monly be found among various local govern-
ments having parallt1 responsibilities. A range
of 10 to 1 or more in relative fiscal capacity
often appears within a particular metropolitan
area.'7

This situation provides incentives for intense
competition ,among the many governments in
metropolitan areas, extending sometimes to un-
dereover,tax or zoning favors designed to attract
or retain business establishments. Even more
widely one finds "fiscal zoning"; i.e., efforts to
use local land-control powers in it way to at-
tract economically "profitable"-development and
to restrict land uses (such as for low- or mod-
erate-income !lousing) that might add relatively
more to public service needs than to the tax
base. The extreme result of such incentive may

See Proceedings of the National Conference on Local
Government Fiscal Policy, in Municipal Finance, Vol. 39.
No 3. February 1967, p. 128

"See Dick Netzer, Economics of the Property Tag, ppi
124-5. for examples of ranges In per capita property tax
base, 15 to 1 among 91 municipalities In the Chicago area
In 1957; 10 to 1 among 164 local units In the New York
BliiSa In 1959; 18 to 1 among Cuyahoga County municipali-
ties In 1955-56, 32 to 1 limorig local units In northeastern
New Jersey in 1960. While such comparisons are usually made
by reference to taxable property values, similar results woula
generally appear if they were based upon personal Income or
business transactions, but the latter kinds of data are less
generally available for small areas

11

be found in tar ion- metropolitan "tax islands"
or vial coeia%,.. goveriow,otal

prinei I if Ws 111:11 11:0 la '4HW' bliSilleS
al)11`,11111111`1/111 lew nidritc. Tlie,e are able

to operate wit (.0 rerni.ly low tapes 1)((;Iii4e
inost of the publie sun, ire needs for families
whose livelihood rquiles fttati a jeb in the tax -
island area must be provided by other nearby
jurisdictions..18

These incentie-. operate in a reinforcing
rather than self, oriect in, direction. The local
unit hie!) can eil her operate with lower taxes
or provide more and better '-ervices at a com-
parable tax rate ha, more ,potential appeal for
further development, than do competing units.
Splintered ;.01 ernments di us operate toward in-
creasing disparity in fiscal capacity, as well as
toward narow and parochial local policies of

governmental service, and taxation.
Such variithons and incent lye, do not entirely

disappear, even in.the exceptional metropolitan
area that has a simple local government struc-
ture with relati% ely few separate jurisdictions.
Under such conditions, laiw ever, the problem is
likely to be far less serious. The several larger
component areas w ill typically have some rea-
sonable "mix" of economic activity and land
use, so that their relative fiscal capacitieS will
fall within a limited It nge. Furthermore, they
are far more likely than tiny jurisdictions to
contain enough social and demographic variety
to generate internal forces against discrimina-
tory zoning practices. And because special treat-
ment for individual establishments is likely to
have less benefit in relation to the larger tax
base of such sizable areas, officials should be
better Able to resist pressures for improper
favoritism.

In summary, from a fiscal as well as political
standpoint one finds: (1) that the diffused pat-
tern of local government in most metropolitan
areas giv es rise to many extremely serious prob-
lems and inequities; but,aIso (2) that adequate
dealing with these difficulties does not neces-
sarily dictate some all-or-nothing type of re-
form; tremendous improvement could come
even from structural chanots hat fall short of
the comprehensive amalgams ion of all local
governments in each metro Titan area.

is Few If any -tax Islands', are more notorious than Teter- °
boro Borough, New Jersey. This municipality, with an area
of 1 1 square mile and a resident population in 1900 of ft
Persons, had a property tax base (equalized assessed values) In
1960 of $139 million. or more thnn $3 million per capita. Its
four neighboring jurisdictions, each with several thousand
trihnhitants. had per capita Tax bases that ranged from
about S8 000 to $23.000and each of them, most understand
ably. had a tax rnte several times as high as Teterboro's

The problem of rax Wands Is also illustrated In Cook
County, Illinois. In 1964, ,among the 120 elementary grade-
school districts In that County. there was a range of 30 to 1
in the property tax base per from $243,000 down
to $8,200 per pupil.
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\--Limitin9 the problenm . of gor'ernmental
diljueinn

`The question remains as to t hat, can and
should be done about go% ernmental diffusion.
Our approach will be tollrass from the experi-
ence of variods States and metropolitan areas
to illustrate sonic of the most promising ways
to deal with the complex problem. The listing
below is illustratk e rat her than exhaustis e. The
various devices are interrelated in nature. How-
ever, they have beenigronped undelt-three head-

ts. ings: (1) structuralatlecting the existence,
area, or powers of various kinds of local govern-
ment; (2) financial; and (3) coordinative.

Structural devices
The number of local governments in metro-

politan areas may be reduced, or the responsi-
bilities and relationships of various units may
be redefined to minimize problenis. First, it is
insttuctive to examine the pattern of local gov-
ernment that vs ould result in metropolitan artas
if it were somehow possible, in each SMSA
to replace existing arrangements by a set oT"
comprehensive units (of at least 50,000 persons)
each responsible for all public services in its
territory,

Such an arrangeMent can be tested by refer-
ence to 1960 population figures for the 228
SMSA's as defined in 1967." On this basis, the
metropolitan areas would have a total of ap-
proximately 1,300 local governments, or an
average of less than six per area, as compared
with the present average of 90 per SMSA. If
thus reorganized, about one-fourth of the
SMSA's would. each begrved by only a single
local government, and nearly as many by two
local gos ernments each. At the other extreme,
the approach would, involve more than 30 gov-
ernments for each ?f seven very large metro-
politan areas:

58 for the Los Angeles-Long Beach SM
SA ( instead of 03) ;

55 for the New York SMSA (iiistgad of
551) ;

52 for the Chicago SMSA (instead of
1,113) ;

46 for the' Philadelphia area (instead of
876) ;

38 for the Detroit SMSA (instead of
242) ;

l The indicated count of "restructured" metropolitan local
governments is based upon simple mathematical calculations
for each SNISA kikddIng by 50,000 the area's 1960 popula-
tion -residing cities of 50.000.plus to ascertain the
maximum number of potential "war" county-city unite. and
adding this figure to the count of existing municipalities of
60.000 or more. In effect, this assumes that each present
ma or municipality. as Well as each prospective new com-
prehensive unit, would operate as a composite stay- county,
with responsibility also in its respective area for functions
presently assigned to any echool districts, special districts,
and townshiP governments.

37 for the Pit t,,sburglil SMSA (instead
of 7111); and i

33 for the Boston SM,SA (instead of
1,14'

Siteh ,,tires are, of eomt:,e, only illustrative.
Any real t Fort at l'eql'ileitit'llig o( local govern-
ment-, w old( earned out. .on an individual
area basez. Furthermore, I Iii,, (-Amide makes
no allowance for ayeass ids unit' that would
probably be needed in inajor SNISA's. Under
this illlC11:1111'4111; 1.011)1111a, each metropolitan
area wohld have only a set Of mull ipurpoSe
goverlinicats serving varions 00111pollent areas.
Nonethele,s, the re is of the ewi( ise do show
how greatly present diffusion or govern -
mental responsibility differs from a simplified

otttern.
The structure of metropolitan gosernment

assumed for these calculation:, doe,, not con-
template the creation of huge, remote entities;.
the prospective new co aeliensive govern-
ments NN ould average arou I 56,000 in popula-
tion-(aw of 1960), with no of themtover
100,000 when first establis d. The kind of
pattern assumed for this exer Ise offers so many
advantages that it could serve ,jis a guideline_
for efforts toward structural improvement, in
particulars SMSA's.

Structural devices 2° for limiting the problems
hi governmental diffusion that the Commission
as found worthy of emphasis are listed below :
(a) Direct State performance (by triginal

retention, or recapt e) of some functions com-
monly delegated t cal goernrrients. Ex-
amples include: in public school opera-
tion, property tax assess nt, and land zonityy; ,

in Kentucky, Virginia, and West Virginia,
prOvision and maintenance Of most local roads;
in Florida and Virginia, most public health 4
services; in numerous States, most public
welfare services. c,

(b) Authorization for counties or townships
to provide urban-type services for unincorpo-
rated' territory. Availability of such power to
townships in New England xtnd to counties in
various Southern States liak helped limit, pro-
liferation of small municipalities and special
districts in those areas.

(c) Provision -a higher minimum standards
of population and/or geographic area 'for new
incorpkrations and special districts, at least
within metropolitan areas. Action in this di-
rection has recently been taketi in Colorado,

-lorida, Kansas, New Mexico, and Oregon.
I

1° Most of the devices listed are recommended. or favorably
discussed.. often with extensive background information, in
various reporta of the Advisory Commission- on Intergovern-
mental Relations. Successive annual reports of that Com.
mission Identify states where legjalative action has been
taken along-Vie lines of Its various recommendations on
these and other matters.

r-
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(d) Me iew and supervision, thiough State
\ or-comity houndar coniiiine,iole:,' of prepo,ed

new incorporations and municipal atnuexalwns
. 9 within metropolitan areas. Examples include
--recent action by California and. 11%consiii.

(Q) lixplicif size classification of municipali-
ties, with special limitations placed upon pow-.
ors available to relatively niinor units. 'frills
principle is applied in maw States, and is also
reflected in various reform propOsals; for ex-
ample,..in the recommendation by time Advisory
Commission on lin ergovernmental Relations

. that zoning powei-§' in metropolitan areas be
reserved to counties and major municipalities.
only.

(f) State-authorized
of particular functions rom municipalities to
county governments.

(g) Subordination of some semiautonomous
entitie---. counties or other general-purpose
governimiits. Examples include:'provision for
dependent school systems associated with town-
ships, or counties, instead of entirely inde-
pendent special districtsa devicensed to some
extent in 21 States;

(it) Establishment of major special districts
to provide some services for a relatively large
area, such, an an entire SALSA. or much of its
urbanized territory. Examples_ include: the

. New York Port Authority, and various Other
sizable special districts; as of 1967, theg were
527 multicounty districts in illetropolitan'areas.

(i) Simple and convenient procedures for
municipal' annexation of unincorporated terri-
tory. Examples include: annexation provisions
in such Stares as Arizona, New Mexico, and
Texas. ,

(5) Workable procedures foi- consolidation,
;.or merger 'of neighboring municipalities.

(k) Workable procedures for consolidation
or merger of special districts performing simi-
lar functions, or for the replacement of exist-

., ing districts through assumptiov-of their duties
;." by county or municipal governments. State

legislation of this kind has been recommended
i, *by the Advisory COmmission on Intergovern-

, mental/Relations. °

(/) Authorization for major municipalities
to exercise planning and zoning powers for

Adjacent fringe territory.
(m) Authorization for local governments

.t;.,o.contract for joint'or delegated performance
oftgarticular services. Examples include: pupil-
tsansfer arrangeMent widely. used by school
systems, sometimes extending to the transfer
of II pupils, living in nonoperating districts;
thetLakewctod plan in Los Angeles County,
wh the ,county provides certain services on
a act-reiMbursement, basil` for various
muni .:"ialities; and numerous other specific

or mandated transfer

Jntt'tgu,1rm11N,1a) al I I ',wilts for joint-
agency Or delegated

Fineee,",,/
Some of-the method, fled, I been used or

recommended to Minimize the effects of fiscal
wielk from the proliferation

of local go% erilinents in metropolitan areas are
listed below :. (1.9

(a) Intergovernmental did. Included
in this category are State grant-in-aid and
revenue-shoring programs, and. the relatively
smaller programs of direct Federal-local
grants. if the distribution involves a large
portion of State financing--at least for poor or
high-effort-unitsintergovernmental aid may
considerably reduce the.impact of ,local fiscal
disparities. This is often the case for State
educational and public welfare grants. At the
other eXtreme in thi4 respect are some State'
tax-sharing marrangeents (e.g., Wisconsin's
return-to-origin system for distributing part
of its income -tax revenue) that have little or
no equalizing effect. 'Various othdr State-aid
prOgrams generally fall between these extremes.

(b) "Counby-distributed taxes. In every
State, taxes imposed for 'school purposes by
local school - operating units are supplemented
by State grants. About one-third of the States
'also make some use of another financing
devices countywide taxes, of which the yield
is distributed on a per-pupil or other formula
basis to the school-operating units.' In most
instances the amounts involved are relatively
small, but in six- States, in 1962, they supplied
at least one-tenth of all local school revenue.
Since educational costs typically make up a
considerable part of all local public spending,
this kind- of arrangement can help considerably
to even out local variations in ti-cal capacity.
Its equalizing effect, however, applies only
within individual counties, rather than having
the statewide equalizing effect of State-local
grants.

(c) A,902 nonpropertY taxes.-111 munici-
palities and most counties obtain some revenue
from licenses and other nonproperty taxes. In
recent years' local nonproperty taxes have
grown in relative importance. This has resulted
in good part from the development of systems
by which municipalities or counties can impose

.a piggyback .rate for addition to State-collected
, sales taxes. Whether in this way or directly
through locally collected nonproperty taxes
(such as payroll dr-earning taxes, used. locally
in a few States), the result is to reduce, at least
relatively, local reliance on property taxation.
Such a shift will not necessarily help tO over-
come differences in fiscal capacity amongminor
4jurisdictions/iiNi a metropolitan area. For ex-
ample, local areas that are relatively rich from

17
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the standpoint of taxable property are also
likely to rank high in retail sales volume, but
the correlation is not perfect; payroll or earn-
ings taxes especially may involve a rather dif-
ferent geographic intidence -*On property
taxes. Howe'ver, such taxes in the met ropolilan
context encounter the difficult questionWhat
ig tjie revenue claim of the jurisdictions where
earilers file as against the ;claim of the
jurisdictions where they work?

(d) Benefited-user clutrges.Some services
provided by local gOvernment can be financed
at least to a considerable degree from charges
upon the persons they benefit. This approach
has little relevance for some of the most costly
public services: such as public eduation, welfare,
police protection, fire protection, and public
health activities. Benefit charges, however, are
widely used to finance water supply, ulcerate,
refuse collection services, public parking facili-
ties, publicly provided transit services, and to
some degree public hospital care. To the extent
that user charges can substitute for taxation,
the need mentioned above for direct compara-
tive budgetary balancing of various public
services may be less urgent. Also, the burden for
support of- services that are entirely charge
financed applies geographically 'according to
the location of the persons served, rather than
upon a specific taxable area. In these ways,
charge-supported services may.be better candi-
dates than other local government services for
assignment to separate special purpose units, it
that seems desirable from the standpoint of
efficiency. However, such separation may still
be highly undesirable because of close inter-
functional relationships; for example, between
charge=financed water and sewer operations and
land zoning; between _,parking, facilities and
local-highways and traffic control; and between
refuse. collection and street' cleaning.

Coordinative devices.
Several means which have been widely used

or urged &limit conflict or competition or to
stimulate coordination among independent
local governments in metropolitan areas are
listed below.21 The listing does not include some
other significant devices aimed at effective co-
-ordination within particular governments;
such as the short ballot (limiting the number
of elected administrative officials), effective
Ridget systeins, and the employment of
professiohally trained adminstrators.

(a) Metropolitan councils of governments.
Stimulated by Federal financial help and cer-

n This enumeration does pot deal with (1) reorganisadon
activitiee pertaining only to school districts. or (2) maJor
adjuatmenta of local government structure involving particu-
lar metropolitan areas. 'law nut:tient:8 are discussed under
"Lessons from flueeessfni Efforts " 4

twill grant-in-aid requirements, CM:1's have re-
eelitly been organized in 'several score
metropolitan area,. Nlode up of representatives
clio,,ett by and from eli.t it officials of local
governments (primal ily comities and munici-
pal it ie$i) each, such CO(i prof ides an (A ganized
forum for diseu.ssion of progiane, and problems
of areatvi4le or intergovernmental concern.
Employed stall prepares comprehensive metro-
politan plans and related studies, and means
are available for the conduct of various facility::
tive services {such as employee training or joint
purchaSing).

(b) Metropolitan planning ageizcies.Al-
thotigh some metropolitan area or metropoli-
tan-county , planning, bodies had previously
been in existence, mailS, more have been stimu-
lated by Federal enactments of 1965 and 1966.
Where responsible to a metropolitan COG
made tip of representatives of elected local
officials, each planning agency has a mandatory
review power (but. no veto) over applications
made by local governments for Federal grants
and loans for a wide variety of projects. Addi-
tional aid is available if the project promises
to. be carried out "in grcord with metropolitan
planning."

(c) Technical assistance relationships.
State governments have traditionally provided
guidance and help to local governments with
respect to particular servicesschools,
health, property tax assessment, and the
In most States, for example, a county school
superintendent serves as an intermediate agency
for coordination of local public education.
More recently, these function-oriented relation-
ships have been supplemented, in about half
the States, by an agency for urban affairs or
community affairs, responsible more broadly
for tedinicaltaid- to local governments. Direct
Federal-local relationships have been less com-
mon, and in the past have also mainly concerned
only particular functions. Recently, however,
especially in aid-related efforts sueh as the pov-
erty program, economic development grants,
and the Model Cities program, more attention is
giVen to the close itterrelationships among
various public services within urban and
metropolitan areas.

Understandably, in view of the-complex
problems involved, none of these ameliorative
devices has provided a drainaticallY effective
solution tothe difficulties encountered with gov-
ernmental layering and diffusion within metro-
politan areas. Most of them involve some
limitations or-drawbacks, along with potential
advantages. For example, some observers have
questioned whether councils of governments
can be expected to overcome selfish parochial
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I attitudes of constituent minor governments."
Some coordinative 'control can be exercised by
metropolitan planning agencies over proposals
for vlirions federally aided projects and sonic

local public improveinents..nowmer, such co-
ordination relates mil.% to capital outlays and
does not directy affect current operations of
local governments.

. Many of the devices above involve some cur-
taihnent in the freedom of action of nominally
independent Iota' governments. Even when
generous intergovernmental grants give more
financial elbowroom, this is likely to involve
control relationships limiting the autonomy of
the aided units. Thus, at least three major ques-
tions need to be asked about most Such amelior-
ative efforts to deal with the problems, of
governmental diffusion in metropolitan areas:

Will they really have the desirable
results intended in particular instances?

Will such benefits be outweighed by off-
setting disadvantages; for example, such
impairment of autonomy that "local self

' government" is more mythical than real?
Will actions that merely petal up an

inherently poor situation tend to delay the
accomplishment of the more basic struc-
tural improvement that is urgently
needed.23

Obstacles to major structural reform
Despite the need for a -simpler and more ra-

tional pattern of local government in metro-
politan areas, there have been few important
developments in thi&lirection. A marked re-
duction in numbers of school districts has taken
place as discussed below under "Lessons from

cessful .Efforts"), but the total count of
other kinds of local governments bas increased,
by more than one-fifth between 1942 and 1967,
and much of this change hasi-involved metro-
politan areas. During this 25-ypir period, only
a handful of city-county or intermunicipal
mergers have occured in such areas, and more
basic structural, reforms have been similarly
feiv. It maybe useful, theryto consider why the

0 For a summary review and thoughtful appraisal of recent
developments with regard to metropolitan councils of gov-
ernments and metropolitan -area planning.,see Joseph F.
Zimmerman, "The Planning Riddle," National Civic Review,
April 1908. pp. 189-194. A more detailed earlier study,
Metropolitan Councils of Covernment. wan prepared by Pro-
fessor Royce, Hanson of American University for the Ad-
visory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, and issued
as an information report of that Commission In 1906,

°Singly examples could he cited of "patchwork" approaches
to local government problems For example, in mnnv States
the proliferation of special districts can be traced in large -

part to onerous constitutional or statutory limitations upon
borrowing powers of countlex'anl municipalities. Legislative
action took the form of authorizing separate units to "get
around" such limitations, rather than removing or loosening
the limits. Again, It seems clear that basic reorganization of
local school districts In Pennsylvania was delayed for many
years by )laws there which stimulated and.eupported the
halfway device of "Jointures"--echool systems operated on a
contract ails for groups of legally separate school districts/

b
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',record of major change is so discouragingly
sparse.

One major factor, surely; is the use of various
kinds of stopgap devices, or ameliorative actions
such lislthos;de,,cribei I above. For example, the
proli feration-of special di -4 via governments has
served to inal«; available needed urban-type
servje,e.s in the suburban portions of. many
metropolitan areasoften as an alternative to
the geographic expansion of major municipali-
ties, or the provision of such services by county
governments. New Slate and Federal programs
of fiscal aid have helped-to even out local fiscal
disparities, and some of these pr6grams have
included pressures toward better coordination
of planning and operation among separate local
governments. Increased use has also been made,
as already noted, of large area special districts
for the provision of some kinds'of local gov-
ernment services.

Another limiting factor has been the under-
standable statewide orientation of State govern-
ments. It is no accident that all or nearly all of
the recent major changes in local government
structure in metropolitan areas haVe occurred in
the South. In that region, it is generally possible
or even'customary for the State legislatures to
enact local laws of a sort commonly barred by
constitutional proVisions in other parts of the
country. Accordingly, it has generally been
more feasible in the South than elsewhere to
obtaibeeded State action focusAN1 directly upon
the unique problems of particular areas where
there was strong local backing for Change.

A related factor, of course, has been the
marked lag in adjustment of State legislative
representation to the rapid nrbanitation-trend
of recent decades. Drastic changes on this score
have been stirdulated by the Supreme Court's
one-man-one-vote 'decisions, beginning in 1962.
As is well knovgn, prior to these developments,
in many States-suburban voters (and in some
instances major city voters also) were grossly
underrepresented in the legislature.

Another factor discouraging structural re-
form is the sheer complexity of the-inherited
pattern of metropolitan local governinent, in
conjunction with the durability of public insti-
tutions. The very concept of full faith and
credit debt reflects this latter element; such
debt involves the pledge of a government's re-
sources., including the use of its taxing flower,
for debt service. These and other local govern-
ment bonds ordinarily run for an extended time
period ; once a complex set of such obligrtions
has developed, extremely difficult prdblems are
likely to be involved in adjusting them .(and
the rights to relItted public property holdings)
to simplified pattern of local government.
Again, in this respect, it is probably. no ac-.

043
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cident that the most notable recent 'changes in
governmental' structure in metropolitan areas
have involved southern counties where, at the
outset, there was a relatively far simpler and
less layered pattern of government than that
often found elsewhere.

Even \there major structural changes have
been proposed and voted on, the voting out-
come has often been unfavorable. A study by
the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations reVieived 18 efforts at local
government restructuring in metropolitan areas
which involved local referendums between 1950
and 1961, to see how various community interest
groups were lined up. Eight of the 18 propoals
were popularly approved; two others received
an overall majority but failed to receive all the
separate majorities required; the other eight
fell short of even a total majorityvote. Support
for restructuring efforts generally came from
community elements concerned with the area as
a whole or with the central city; e.g., metro-
politan rams media, the League of Women
Voters, business groups, central city officials,
and academic groups. Opposition was most com-
monly and strongly voiced by outlying area
elements: residents, county and suburban gov-
eminent employees, and officials of fringe area
local governments. In some instances, groups
such as volunteer firemen played a strong op-
position role.

Any major overhauling of local government
structure in a particular metropolitan area is
likely to involve damage to some existing inter-
ests; for example, by .potential leveling of tax
burdens, or, elimination of some traditional
public offices. Those adversely affected can often
enlist support from many others who rperely
fear the uncertainty of change, or who instinc-
tively prefer known evils to unknown possible
new problems. Moreover, as the ACIR study
emphasized, any particular reorganization plan
must compete for favor with riot only the
status quo but also with possible alternative
kinds of change. To quote:

The task of the wouldbe reorganizer is not
merely to arouse public concern with existing condi-
tions-that are undesirable but also to be pre-
pared to demonstrate that his proposal is better than
any available alternative."

The ACIR study also found that most of the
reorganization efforts analyzed were up against
a largely apathetic public. Typically, only one
in,four persons of voting cast ballots on,the
proposakinv_olved.

City-county eonsof tion proposals provide
an even more striking measure of the difficul-
ties involved in achieving major structural

"Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
Factors AffectivirroVoter Rogations to G000rmoetstal Roos-
capitation is Me pontos* Areas (Summary of Report 11-15),
Setember 1955, D. 9.

change. The four succps.,-,ful city county consoli-
dations occurring before 1900 had one thing in
common. Each N% amonipli:lied by 'legislative
act, not la affirmative vote of IIls people con-
cerned. FRokin 1900 to the le I'ml of 'World War II,

.every effort to bring about a city-county consoli-
dation was iinsucees,ful; from a 1923 Seattle
effort to a Jaa-rtsonviffe-Inivat County effrort in
19311. A partial consolidation In Eaton ToTige
anir East Paton Rouge Parish (County) oc-
curred in 1917, but the period 1950 to 1962 was,
marked by a series of failuic,, in consolidation
efforts. Twelve such proposals wept clown to
defeat during this period. Finally, two success-
ful consolidations occurred in Nashville, Tenn.,
and.Jacksonvil le, Fla., in 1962 and 1967 respec-
tively. These efforts are discussed in some detail
below."

One might ask whether efforts to change local
government structure have not in some instances
suffered by overemphasis upon efficiency or
economy, rather than upon the need for under-
standable accountability and responsiveness of
local government. The dearth of meaningful
data by which operating economy can be soundly
measured further inhibits such efforts.

In reviewing the limited record of recent at-
tempts at.signi-ficant restructing of local govern-
ment in metropolitan areasthe handful accom-
plished and also the unsuccessful efforts--one
feature stands out: each was primarily a local
undertaking, initiated and pursued uniquely in
the area concerned, even though kasically au-
thorized by State constitutional or statutory
provisions and sometimes, especially in the
South, involving specific State action. This rec-
ord is consistent with the .propositions that
every metropolitan area has its own particular
problems and attitudes, and that major struc-
tural changes should enlist the active interest
of.,tlie local public directly affected by. them.
The generally passive role of the State, however,
seems hardly consistent with four other facts:
(1) That State constitutional and statutory pro-
visions are responsible for much of the present
diffused and layered pattern of local govern-
ment ; (2) that the States themselves are often
hampered (e.g., in, arrangements for fiscal aid
and in promoting various functiOns of state-
wide concern) by present conditions ; (3) that
a major and growing proportion of the people
in most States reside in metropolitan areas; and
(4) that extensive local governmental restruc-
turing in such areas is likely to call for some
explicit State action of at least an enabling
nature.

Thus, the traditionally passive stance of the
State governments is Madly out of date. The

"'John C. Baena and Henry J. Schmandt, The Metropolis:
Its People, Politica, and grottomio Life (New York Harper
and Row. 1965). pp. 428-134.
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widespread failure of Stitt ePto play a vigorous
and innovative role with"-kgard to the structure
of local government in metropolitan areas haS
been a major factor in the limited record of
accomplishment to date. This conclusion is sup-
ported by experience with school district reor-
ganization, in which the States hart played a
significant role, as discussed below.

Lessons f rant success f ul e s

School, district reorga nizat ion
By far the most Significant widespread

change in local government structure during re-
cent years has involved Om reductions in num-
bers of school districtsfrom more than 108,000
in 1942 to less than 22,0\00 in 1967. This trend
has been widespread, involving all the States
that formerly had largo numbers of school dis-
tricts. The number of States with. over 2,000
school districts has been cut from 15.in 1952 to
one 1967. While rural area have been espe-
cially. involved, metropolitan areas have also
participated: the number of, school districts in
present SMSA's dropped from about 9,000 in
1957 to 5,033 in 1967. All this contrasts so
sharply with the general trend toward prolifwa-
tion of other kinds of.local governments that it

is useful to ask : What factors have made school
district reorganization widely feasible while
other efforts at restructuring have been few and
faltering?

At the outset, it is useful to.summarize present
patterns. Public schools are state administered
in Hawaii and partly so in Alaska.. Elsewhere,
three patterns Of local school systems pre-
dominate:

(1) Cotanty-relatedinvolying 12 States
(10 in the South and two in the West),
with all or most school-administering units
either countywide or largely so (e.g,, with
units for major cities and balance of county
areas)

(2) Tolonsh.ip-rotated 1-- involving nine
States, with most school systems related to

. township or town and city areas, and in
many instances directly tied to those' gov74
ernments;

(3) Special-area districtsinvolving the
other 27 States, where most school systems
consist of areas differing from those of
other types of local governments.

School system arrangements-in States with
county-related and township-related patterns in
most instances took their present form in the
19th century, generally by mandatory State leg-
islation, and have since involved relatively few
changes. Most school reorganization of recent
decades has involved the other 27 States, where
school systems are still. relatively numerous
(though far less so than in the past), averaging
699 per State as against 106 per State for-the

county-elned, and :;57 per State for the town-
ship-related group.

Variolis pproarlie, have l'axim used to ae-
coinpii,411 ,,,,(.g.ization of school
districts Iii 1111) I (11 Ilti States. In some in:
stances, the Stale role 11:1,; been elatkly paS-
SIVC; %%Rh legs -hition that authorized, but
did not. specilifially ieepore, any reorganization
efforts loeall y. Hoe (err, even iii then; instant es
state grant tot soinetinik la% c proyichal
a financial ineenli e for the establishment of
larger shoel-itiliiiine-tering units. More com-
monly Ni has been le,Hation (enartecl by at
least 8 States silica; 1911) that specifiyidly re-
quire smile local step, tow ard school reorgani-
zation. Such legislation has typically required
that each county set up a committee to analyze
existing school system arriulgomentS, and de,
velop a proposed reorganization plan to be sub-
mitted to the' voters for approval oh rejection.
Requirements for adoption differ from State to
State. In some cases, a simple majority of the
total vote east, will suffice, but others require
separate majorities in towns of more than a cer-
tain population. Some State laws provide that
if a reorganization proposal does not pass, the
county committee shall continue to function to
prepare and submit another proposal. Local
studies and reorganization efforts under such
legislation have generally had technical help
from staff of State offices of education.

In general, the-obstacles to extensive revision
of urban government structure resemble those-
that have confronted school system reorganiza-
tion. In each instance there is likelihood (or at
least some fears) that particular interests and
local areas will suffer. In fact, it is hard to-
imagine a significant reorganization that does
not materially impair the position of some tax-
payers, public employees, elective officials, or

'service beneficiaries. However,.several factors
have probably tended to make school district re-
organizationwith all its difficultiesmore
feasible than the substantial restructuring of
local government units, in major urban areas
has been. Such differential factors include these:

a) Public edtication is widely recognized
(often constitutionally) as mainly a State re-
sponsibility. While this is also increasingly the
case -for welfare, health, and some other local
services, it is emphatically not so for most other
functions of local governments, particularly-
thoserprovided only in urban areas, Thus, there
is a strong precedent for explicit State conrols
over school system structure, and considerably
more State financing of educational costs than
is the case for other elements of locItl govern-
mentgiving the State both a special stake and
potential leverage in the public school field.

(b) The need for school reorganization has
appeared initially and most obviously in thinly

5
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populated areas, which often account, for only
a minor part of a State's population. Ott the
other hand, 'proposals for, legislation relating
mainly to governmental structure in metropoli-
tan areas may expose many State legislators to-
strong pressure from opposing interests.

(c) The public school function is far lessi-
verse in its makeup than the numerous functions
handled in metropolitan areas by nonschobl
governments. It is easier, thekn, to measure and
compare public school needs, offerings, and tls
cal requirements titan to develop such evidence
for the far broader spectrum of other local
government services.

(d) Elective officials are likely to be amore
serious obstacle to urban government reform
than" to school district reorganization. Most
elective officials of nonschool units receive pay
(full or part time), while sclioolboard members
predominantly do not; nonschool officials are
far more numerous and they are more likely
than school board members to; be active in
political parties.

(e) Existence of a large group of teachers and
educators, with at least much of its leadership
in favor of school reorganization, has been a
favorable factor. For other urban governments
and services, however, there is far more diver-
sity; leadership and groupings tend generally
to center on particular .functions or particular,
types of governments. It is possible, in fact,
Mat the strongest resistance to major restructur-
ing may appear where organizations of munici-
pal and county,governme'its, as such, have been
especially vigorous and effective.

(f) Most States with numeorus school dis-
tricts have also had an intermediate level of re-
sponsibilitya county board and/or school
superintendent. This provided a potential in-
strument for planning and promotion of strut-

, tural change.. Aside from the recently developed
councils of governments, tliere has been no cor-
responding substate instrumentality_to serve as
a continuing point ikof leverage toward govern -
me metropolitan areas.

(yitiSimilarly, until the recent development
of offices for urban or community affairs in a
number of States, there has generally been no
central point for State promotion of urban gov-
ernment restructuring.

For all these reasons, and perhaps others, it
would be overoptimistic to assume that methods
effectively applied to school district reorgani-
zation would be similarly successful in wide-

, spread basic restructuring of local government
in metropolitan areas. Nevertheless, the schobl
reorganization record does demonstrate at least
four

(a) The need for direct, affirmative, State
government action, taking account of the States'

1

111:titil*:-Iitit'ui III lifiNilig it pill ii de, pirvctiVti, and
adequatay (Maury(' I'm al but l'1111111'11t,S f.O,serve

tlieir epanding met I opoint,in areas;
(b) 'Isliv value of h()Ille id( ill mechanism to

stimIllate local attention to probleins of exiting
go% ernmental structure, and to devviop specific
recommondat tons for t I 0.;-, it i ii il-tilirlate to the
particular conditions al d attitudes of various
areas; L

(c) The need to recognize the close relation-
ship between structural and financial problems
of urban local government, and fo the fiscal aid
programs as one element in any concerted aort
toward desirable structural change; and

(d) Perhaps above all, the need for institu-
tional arrangements thit night help to assu
continuing attention to eeelopment a d
maintenance of a desira u*Ittern of local go;
eminent/or major urban s, rather than o y
sporaaic or one-shot efTof n this direction.

Particular urea ay- complishments ,

Among the handful of successful efforts at
metropolitan. overnment restructuring,' that

noteworthy t establishment of city-county
have occurred recent years, two are especially

governments centered in Nashville, Tenn.
(adopted in 1962), and Jacksonville, Fla. (in
1967). Although differing in background,othese
two efforts were similar in many important re-
spects. Each involved a county area of about a
half-million population, with a large -central
city and relatively few outlying municipalities.
Each area also had few of her local governments.
Each effort required specific legislative action
as well as local referendums. And each proposal
finally received a majority of "yes" votes from
both central-city and outlying-area voters.
These areas also resembled each other and many
other central metropolitan counties in major
population characteristics; most of their recent
growth had taken place outside of the central
city boundaries, and a much higher proportion
of Negroes were living in the central cities than
in outlying fringe territory.

The main thrust of each of these successful
efforts was to deal with the "layering" prob-
lem discussed aboveparticularly by merging
the respective county and central-city govern-
ments?" In each instance there are someexcep-
dons to complete, amalgamation of previous

The city-county pattern developed for Nashville and
Jacksonville resembles that adopted in 1947 by state con-
stitutional action and local referendum for Baton Rouge-
East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. There are various other
places also where the customary overlapping of county and
municipal governments does not exist :,,throughout Con-
necticut and Rhode Island. which have no county govern
ments, and for all the "independent cities" of Virginia
(Including all major municipalities In that state). as well as
some major cities CISM here. Of fbe 45 largest cities in the
Nation. 13 are served by city-county governments. Most of
these arrangements resulted from state cotfittltutinnal or
legislative action in the 19th century, generally without any
local referendum vote.

1
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governments, including the rete .non wrath lim-
ited powers of a few small outlyi municipali-
ties. However, each of the resulting city-county
governments is responsible for the bulk of all
local government activities within its respective
area (although the Jacksonville-Duval school
system, with an elected board, apparently has
more legal autonomy than the school system of
Nasliville-Da*Isp).

Intensive advance study and planning, fo -
lowed by effective efforts at civic education an
promotion, were inbolved in each of the re-
organization efforts. The plans submitted for
refere dum included some specific provisions
design d to allay fears of adverse effects upon
particular groups; for example, provision for
retention of certain separately elected adminis-
trative officials and carryover of employment
rights for government personnel. Also, each
plan provided for: (1) A relatively large gov-
erning body for the new city county govern-
ment, with a majority of members selected on a
district basis (in Nashville-Davidson, 35 from
districts and five plus the. presiding "vice
mayor" at large; in Jacksonville-Duval, 14 from
districts and five at large) ; and (2) differentia-
tion of property taxes to apply within and
outside of urban-service district portions of the

. county ; \this to take account of the additional
services, such as fire protection, street lighting,
sewerage, street cleaning and refuse collection,
provided for the urbail-service districts.

These two features, according to informed
local officials who testified before our Commis-
sion, undoubre y contributed, a great deal to

60, popular acce nce of the reorganization pro-
', posals.

Prospects for metropolitan restructuritng ,
The likelihoodof widespread major changes

in local goverment arrangements within metro-
politan areas appears dim indeed if one es
account only of the scanty record of pastaA-

complishments on this score7-"Flavever, more
optimism about the prospects for change is justi-
fied by numerous factors, including those
described below.

Intensity of problems
The 'difficulties that result from diffusion and

layering of local government have been increas-
ing-and ,caifle4:xpected to spread and grow.
Some of the facti3rs compounding the problems
include(1) the rising needs and expectations
for local government services, outpacingeneral
economic growth and reqttiring higher taxes;27
(2) the rapid geographic spread of urbaniza-

"Between 1950 and 1966gross national product increased
160 percentlocal taxes rose 248 percent, local government
general expenditure 286 percent, and local government debt
812 percent.

tion in metropolitan areas, and the growing
;interdependence of life- wit hin them; (3) stub-
bornly increasing social disparties in
metropolitan arms, not only between ceAral-
city and fringe territory as a whole but among
various parts of the fringe area;" (4) the
growing inadequacy of stoi)gap arrangements
tor t4;an services through various types of
speci77 distiicts; and (5) reduced opportunity
for adjustment through municipal annexations
as incorporated places grow, directly together.

Public awareness
Until recently, concern for the problems of

local government/ structure has been largely
limited to political scientists and "do-gooder"
civic groups, Even where specific restructuring
efforts were undertaken, as indicated by the
1962 review by the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, they often en-
countered a seemingly apathetic electorate. But
concern and discussion have been spreading, out-
side academic halls. Noted newspaper colamn-
ists now frequently emphasize the relationship
of "the urban crisis" to local ,government struc-
ture. Articles on the subject have appeared in
popular magazines. Business groups such as the
U.S.-Chamber of Commerce and the Committee
for Economic Development have issued studies
in this field, and are strongly urging that the
State governments and particular communities
take action.

Public awareness has also been stirred by the
problems of poverty, segregation, and civil
rights, so explosively reflected by recent unrest
and disorder in many cities. Such problems do
not directly promote popular desire for restruc-
turing local government; in fact, for at least
some people the initial effect may be just the
opposite, adding to 'their distrust of change.
More widespread awareness of the so-called ur-
ban crisis, however, should surely tend to over-
come public apathy about 'governmental
conditions in major urban areas and provide a
more attentive audience for those who feel that
structural changes are essential.

State and F ederal Government' develpp-
mentscYMany factors have been increasing the official

concern of theitates with' governmental struc-

For the Office ot Economic Opportunity, the Bureau of
the Census has analyzed 19130 Census findings to delineate idle
"poverty area" portions bf the metropolitan areas of over
250,090 population. The poverty areas consist of groups of
census tracts that rank relatively low In terms of a corn.
posit° Index covering fnrolly,Incomes, educational background,
family stability, employment. and housing conditions. Poverty
areas within the central cities of these largest SAISAA have
far more residents than the outlying poverty areas. How-
ever. the proportlen of all land area that is found within
poverty areas averages about the same, nationally, for the
central-city' and fringe-area portions. and In 29 of the 101
SMSA's there Is an even higher proportion of poverty-area
territory outside than within the central city-
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ture in 'metropolitan areas. These include : in-
Crear.ed urbanization and suburban expansion ;
legn-lative reapportionment; and pre:,sure for
larger State fiscal aid to local governments to
help meet needs that arise in part from the
fractionated -tax ba,e of metropolitan areas.
Similar influences ha\ e been felt by the Federal
Government. t bout levels, there. hale been
efforts to deal with s9ine of the problem, of
atomized met ropolithn government. Numerous
States have set up new agencies fur urban
affairs; many have expanded t Iii rpla iining and
development services; some ha% e tightened pro-
visions that permit new small municipalities
and special districts ,to come into existence, or
have taken other step to slow or reverse goi;eiti-
mental diffusion. The Federal Government has
provided financial incentives' for metropolitan
councils of governments, and has also been
groping toward better coordination of inter -
related programs it assists. The expansion of
grants to local governments makes more evident
the need of the States and the Federal Govern-
ment to deal with viable units at the local level,
and by fiscal leverage; to stimulate local efforts
toward desirable restructuring.

Adjustment of objectives
There are signs, also of more realism and

sophistication by the proponents of structural
reform. With some areas of the country growing
together into large megalopolises, earlier all-or-
nothing arguments for the creation of a com-
prehensive local government to serve each met-
ropolitan area have somewhat subsided. There
is also greater awareness of the problems of
civic participation and hulentification that may
confront extremely large local governments.
Recent comments emphasize the need to tailor
structural change proposals to the characteris-
tics of particular Metropolitan areas, and, where
possible, to build upon inherited patterns; for
example, by city-county consolidation, even
where such action might involve sevt'ral major
governments for a particular metropolitan area,
rather than only one comprehensive entity.2'

Mechanisms for change
It is sometimes said that the histor igid-

ity of local government structure re ects a
strong attachment by most of the public to in-
herited patterns. Yet, school district reorgani-
zation has received widespread popular accept-

_

*Emphasis on various kinds of approaches to 'restructur-
ing appears in reports of the Advisory Commission on.Inter
governmental Relations and in the local government study
sponsored by the Committee on Economic Development (cited
in footnote 9. above). Various reasons why counties should
be used inCressingly to meet the local government needs of
metropolitan areas are summarised in excerpts from a presen-
tation by Bernard P. Hillenbrand, Executive Director of the
National Association of Counties,- in the National Cloio
Review, April 1968. pp. 212-18.

Nicebee:in e an styes It. Skit me( han-
isin offered the void A I IV,u e bet 4 a the ataxy

(WO and a plunnt d ;1111911 II it t., of..the
general hick of any such to (b.% elop
tailored plans for metropolitan govei !mica

net thecomplexity of the pi ob-
leins and is.-Aies in% 01% ud, the publif, lot, had no
such option on thi, spore. Only N% /ICH there are
effecti% e means to develop and propose explicit
alternative forms for metropolitan local go -
e'rnment will the public :Let ually have a choice,
and the popluar acceptability of major change
be subject to accurate as,essznent.

Inter-area learning
Often, innovative methods, first demonstrated

in one iteea, are adopted by others; e.g., many
States' school reorganization programs of the.
past 3 decades." It is reasonable to hope that
even a limited number of breakthroughs which
clearly improve ideal goverment structure in
particular metropolitan areas will stimulate
other efforts.

Altogt3ther, then, it would be unduly pe.ssi-
mistic to judge the prospects for basic estruc-
turing of local government in metropolitan
areas by the limited record of accomplishment
thus far..However, the need for change is too
urgent to permit complacency, and the issues
and problems involved are so colts lea as to
merit concern by responsible officials at local,
State, and Federal Government levels, as well
as increased attention from the general public.

Recoinmendatons
In the light of the background given, in the

preceding pages, the Commission offers three
major recommendations for action toward more
viable urban government, as stated and ex-
pl+ined below.
RAcommendation No. 1 Machinery for

structural changeA road to local self-
/. determination

The Commission recommends that State
.governments ,promptly set up effective ma-
chinery to improve local government struc-
tiire.in present and prospective metropolitan
areas. As a minimum, each State should:

(a)- Assign to an existing or newly-
treated State agency a specific mandate
to: .(1) analyze existing conditions and

4 0

r Many Instances can be cited of the intergovernmental
spread of inititutional and fiscal devices. An early example
involved Benjamin Franklin's successful promotion of a
public fire department for Philadelphia, based on his observa-
tion of a Boston system. Numerous constitutiOnal and sta-
tutory provisions have been largely "copied" from state to
state. Other more r nt widespread developments have in-
cluded state budget systems and structural reforms; the
city manager plan; State and local accounting system':
state grant-1131d pr grams; state registration and licensing
of vehicles; and var cite tax provisions, such as state income
and sales taxes. I 1 payroll taxes, and authorized local
supplement" to state sales taxes.
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problems of governmental organization
in metropolitan areas:42) picepare pro-
posals for appropriate State constitu-
tional' and legislative .changes; (3). aid
official 1061 commissions established in-
particular areas to develop.government-
al reorganization plans; and (I) provide
special technical assistance to local kiiv-
ernments in areas where reorganization
plans are adopted, to help insure an
orderly transition to the revised system..

(b) Provide procedures- for the estab-
lishment of temporary local commissions
til'appraise and prepare explicit recom-
mendations concerning governmental
structure in particular require
that such commissions be set for each
metropolitan area, and that they prepare
and publish their findings and recom-
nietidations within some specified inter-
val; and provide funds to finance the
work of such local commissions.

(c) Provide workable procedures fOr
prompt official action upon recommenda-
tions for restructuring of local govern-
ment that are developed by local coiVi=
missions for particular areas, with adop-
tion either: (1) by State legislative
action, subject to cancellation before the
effective date -by local referendum; or
(2) directly* by locakzeferendum, With
the results in either case determined
by a majority vote of the entire area
affected.

State action of this nature would make avail-
able to the residents of metropolitan America
an opportunity they now substantially lack
to exercise a choice between inherited patch-

, work patterns of local government and an al-
ternative arrangement respozisibly planneck-in
the light of conditions within particular areas:
A significant 'precedent is`_-available from the
joint State-local area' efforts that have been so
successful in school district reorganization.

WHY A LOCAL-STATE AGENCY?

This recommendation is based on the assump-
tion that the States have a major stake in the
viability of local government in, major urban
areas. In most States, a majority of the popu-
lation lives in metropolitan areas, and this pro-
portion uis growing everywhere. Furthermore,
the States are largely responsible for present
problems of urban governrrient structure, and
major change is likely to require some specific
legislative or constitutional action on their part.
The recommendation also assumes that the tra-
ditionally passive and patchup tendency of the

O

yr

States s it lt regard to urbati- government will
not meet the incteasingly critical problems
involved. `ISP ,

Because of Ole diver* conditions and atti-
tudes of variotr, aras. a5 %%elf as the crucial
importance 'of focal self-determination, rue-
tura] reform taunt and ,hoahl not be providi
by dimci.Sbire impo,,itil,n of blanket changes.
On the other hand; t he hi orical record shows
all too clearly that, ismlatcd and sporadic local
ell'orts cannot. apply to this issue the momentum
it so iir!,eiltiv .Moreover, since inherited]
ffoornmental arrangements are generally sinii-
rar among the tnajlir urban areas of a particular-
State, an approach con,idered desirable in one
such metropolis may well be found useful for
oth6rs in the same State.
Genf/ opltic coverage

We recognize that serious problems of local
government :structure exist Ividely for rural as
%veil as major urban areas, and that recommen-
da. '0114, for State legislation often cannot he

citically limited in their scope to metropoli-
an areas. At least ih Highly urbanized Slates,
herefore, it mule desirable for ihe proposed

agency assignment to be statewide in its pros-
pective coy rage, and for the machinery which
is provi or local study commissions to be
available to all parts of the State. Generally,
however,' we, believe that the proposed State-
local program for structural improvement.
should' apply only, or initially, to present and
prospective metropolitan areas, or major urban
counties. Such a limitation should minimize nit

range of problems involved and focus attenti
upon sections where proliferation and layering',
of local government are most serious.

The established Federal concept of metropoli-
tan areas (SMSA's) is extremely useful for
many purposes, including the summary and
comparison of dilta for major urban communi-
ties, as presented/in various harts of this report.
The areas thus defined offer a convenient ref-
erence point for States enacting the type of prb-
gram proposed here. However, individual States
may well wish to take account of prospective
future metropolitan ,areas as well as present
ones, or to use some alternative standards of
coverage to ensure that additional populous
counties are included:Another optional factor
is the eitent to AVhich local charter commissions
may be atithorized specifically on county_ lines
or for larger areas. The county has typically
been the basic geographic area for the school
reorganization efforts mention0 above, and a
similar' approach may be suitable for many
metropolitan areas. However, where larger- me-
tropolises are involved, provisions should be
made for. areaw ide commissions.

e
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Placement of State agenry responSibllities
A State agency concerned with urban govern-

mental structure should be equipped both to.
develop recominendat ions for relevant legisla-
tion and to assist and advise local commissions
dealing with this subject in particular areas.
The former task can, in many instances, draw
upon studies carried out by the respective State
central legislative research agencies and other
special or interim commissions. However, focus-
ing of responsibility for this subject matter
should help to increase the coaerted attention
it receives and the chance for greater consistency
in State policies and programs affecting urban
government.

About half the States have recently estab-
lished a department or agency for urban or com-
munity affairs., One principal duty, of such
agencies is to provide technical assistance to
local governments.' Specific responsibility with
regard to urban government restructuring may
well be assigned to such agencies, subject to one

ed concern
demands

nnovati ye
ree;i*ed by

I officials dealing with day -to -day problems,
with whom it is obviously important for 'the
State agency to maintain effective working rela-
tions. Thus, if current technical assistance and
the proposed duties concerning urban govern-
ment structurelare put under the same agency
roof, a definite effort should be made through
internal organization and specialized staffing
to limit the chance that the two kinds of assign-
ment might be mutually damaging.

important qualification. The sugges
for urban government reorganizati
a future-focused, exploratory, and

emphasis.
Thisis unlikely to be a

Local study commissions,
States will need also to devise appropriate

standards of size, composition, and selection for
the proposed local study commissions. Such
commissions might best be limited to persons
chosen by local popular election, preferably on
an equal - population - district basis; but...Inclusion
of a limited minority of members appointed by
the Governor and, perhaps, by the mayor of the

ance not wily for background rc.,,e.orell but also
foam, led), constilrat vit h et roirnuu-
nity groups and appropriate piddle hearings.
For tile bailie reason, andgin view of tho,States'

.strtng concern for competent, lwal efforts, we
urge that fully adequate financing he, provided
by State appropriation for such study commis-
sion. Any costs that might thus rea,,onablybb,
incurred would at most represent but a tiny
fraction of the large stuns going into urban gov-
ernment operations. In other NN MIS, the size of
the stakes involvedfinancially as well as from
the standpoint of the general public welfare:
merit an intensive and adequately supported
undertaking. it should not be necessary for the
study commissions to cut corners or to seek pri-
vate financial help in order to carry out their
assigned functions.

The States may wish to consider, for the pro-
posed local commissions, a provision that has

ibeen used in some State programs for school
, district reorganization. Tinder that proVision,

when rtucular school reorganization plan
fails to receive popular acceptance by referen-
dum, the study commission does not go out of
existence. Instead, it has the duty of preparing
and submitting an alternative proposal. Such an
arrangement, it, can be argued ,should lithit de-
lays, effort, and cost that would be involved in
starting completely from scratch where perhaps
only modest changes in the plan first submitted
are necessary to make it publicly acceptable.

. Adoption of reorganization. plams
,-We are proposing that structural plans de-

veloped by local study commissions be adopted
either by direct State legislation (subject to
pfe-effective-date cancellation by local referen-
dum), or specifically by4ocal referendum, and

4 that in either event approval should not require
separate favoring Majorities by subordinate
parts of the area concerned.

There is ample precedent for direct State
As `legislation of this natihre. The boundaries of

practically, all counties in the Nation; and of.
most of the limited number of city-county gov-

central city and by appropriate county officials,' ernmentsowere set by State constitutional or
may be found advantageous. We believe, he
ever, that ex officio membership by incumbent
local government officials or employees should
definitely not be authorized. While effective per-
formance by the study commissions may depend
heavily upon sympathetic interest and counsel
from incumbent officials, their direct member-
ship could well create, serious problems pf
divided loyalty.

In view of the complexity of problems in-
volved, the proposed local study commissions
should be given sufficient time (perhaps 1 to 2
years) to carry out their duties, including allow-

402.070 0 73 33

legislative action, without being dependent
'upon individual area' referendum votes. The
same is true for the county area school systems
that pievail in a number of States. Most such
"State actions 'occurred in the 19th century.
seems, strange that, with today's far greater
xopulation and complexity of government, there
should appear to,b0 widespread suspicion .of
structural action by responsible elected repre-
sentative bodies, and a yearning for, irect de-
mocracy under conditions which make such an
approach even less feasible and desirable than
in earlier days.

JJ
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Our recomni ndations that. my local referen-
dum action s lid or fall by a single overall m
jority rest riniarily upon the proposition ll at
inherited local govbrnment patterns arc not
sacrosanct, and do not merit special legal pro-
tection. Prospects for significant clnuige would
be effectively stifled by requiring separate ma-
jorities for all existing local jurisdictions. This
is amply evidenced by the near zeo record of
spontaneous merger of neighboring municipal-
ities under permissive State laws; by similar
evidence from school reorganization arrange-
ments of a few decades ago; and, for that mat-
ter, by the disastrous effects of the unanimous

cconsensus'ules under which the old League of
Nations tried to operate. Lass fatal would be a
requirement for separate, central city and re-.
maining area majorities; various urban reor-
ganizations efforts have surmounted /such a
hurdle. But such a requirement also should be
avoided if possibleApt only because it would
obviously load the odds heavily against pros-
pective change,. but also because it would, tend
to encourage the divisive we-and-they attitudes
which already plague so many metropolitan
areas. The provisions that apply to local gov-
ernmental restructuring should be designed to
reduce rather than to recognize and encourage
such cleavages.

There is a far better wayconsistent with
American traditions of government at every
levelto take account of the legitimate interests
of various parts of a major urb,an area for which
governmental restructuring i§ at issue. That: is
to make sure that the body preparing recom-
mendations is geographically representative, so
thatlattitudes of various subordinate areas can
be adequately considered. In turn (as suggested
by experience with the recent Nashville and
Jacksonville reorganizations), this is likely to
result in a pro governmental form that
also provides specific presentation for various
component parts of th en .ti.re area.
Problems of transition

We hive urged that the State agency *-
corned with urban governmental structure have
the duty of providing technical assistance to
local, governments where reorganization plans
are adopted, to help ensure an orderly transi-
tion to fhe revised system. This proposal is of
major importance, in view of the complexity ix
most metropolitan areas of inherited patterns
-of governmental indebtedness, property rights,
fiscal relations' and operating responsibilities.
Uncertainty about how much relationships can
be justly unscrambled is without doubt a major
barrier to basic restructuring of local govern-
ment in many areas. This uncertainty needs to
be reduced, and orderly and equitable means of

adjustment need Li) be provided. The city-
county go% ersittictits recvli ly installed in nedi-

ille and Jackymville %%(1 to supplant rela-
ively simple (though actary) earlier

structures. Even they,-1gm ever, have faced ex-
tremely difficult problems of transition, which
would ho even more complex in many other
metropolitan areas. Clearly, the States should
provide beim') help to deal with the pre.scing
requiremeks, for orderly and equitable
transition.
Recommendation No:-'2cImprovement of

local governmerft 'arr ngements
To encourage intens ve reexamination,'

and, where found desire le, the improvement
of local government a rangement in major
urban areas, the Co ission recommends:

(a) That C press promptly adopt
legislation under which, beginning 5
years after it5;enactment, the eligibility
of local governments in any metropolitan
area to participate in Federal grant
programs would be contingent upon
there having been completed, within the
preceding 10-year period, a comprehen-
sive official study of hrcal government
structure within the area, carried out
either directly by the State or States con-
cerned or by a public agency authorized
by State law, to carry out such a study,
and including the publiCation of findings
and recommendations; and

(b) That Congress promptly amend
section 701 of the Housing Act of 4954 so
as-specifically to authorize Federal aid
under that section for the financing of
official studies of governmental st uc-
titre in metropolitan or major urban
areas that are nndertaken by Sta
agencies or in accordance with State
authorizing laws.

This recommendation takes account of the
strong interest of the National Government in
having a viable set 'of local governments in
major urban areas. 'It is intended to provide a

--direct incentive_tQ5tates and metropolitan com-
munities to make an intensive review of their
Inherited urban government arrangements,
along the lines proposed in recommendation No.
1, and to underwrite from Federal resources a
part of the costs of such State-local efforts.

NATURE OF THE NATIONAL
INTEREST

Most Federal` intergovernmental expenditure
is to help finance public services in metropoli-
tan areas. While the bulk of this money is paid
in the first instance to State governments, a
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rapidly growing Airtion (nearly $3 billion in
1967) consists of direct Federal-local grants
paid under numerous separate programs. The
bewildering la) ers of local governments ininost
metropolita*.areas create tremendous d iflicul-
ties for these aid arrangements. For e'xample,
the fiscal capacity and effort of particular local
governments cannot be wsonably nicasuied
without attention Ilse toNother hunks which
overlay them in various ways. Most federal-
local grants, therefore, do not rely Mainly on
objective formulas (such as are extensively
used in Federal-State rants), but are on a
particular-project basis.' This multiplies paper-
work and the opportunity for intergovern-
mental frictions, with attendant charges of
favoritism and detailed Federal "domination."
Similarly, the prevailing local separation of re=
sponsibility for various interrelated services is
a serious obstacle to the desirable grouping of
Federal aids for such services.

More basically, the widespread failure of
lOcal governments to keep pace with urban area
needs and expectations for essential. public
servicestemming partly from the diffusion of
responsibility among'numerous small and lay-
ered local unitshas created a strong pressure
toward -direct Federal provision of services
which it is poorly equipped to supply.

On both these grounds, the Federal Govern-
ment and the Nation as a whole would have
much to gain by widespread simplification of
local government structure in major urban
areas. But the specific nature of restructuring
must properly be left for State and local de-
termjnation, in view of the diverse conditions

( and traditions of various parts of the country,
and the States' constitutional responsibility.
Accordingly, this recommendation would not
make continuing Federal aid contingent upon
any particularstructural arrangement or even
upon specific legislative action or referendum
votes. Rather, the suggested incentive is to
stimulate intensive locally - focused studies and
recommendations, with the expectation that
these will lead to desia basic change, at least
in any instances.

riming
provisions

Tart a) of this recommendation refers to
two time tervals.- As proposed, the potential
penalty wi regard to local grants would first
be_effective_b_ ars after enactment of the law.
This delay, of .', urse, is intended to allow ample
time for wi, - .,.read State-local action. We are
also sup, 1 that grant -eligibility be con-
tingent upon a local structure review under-
taken within the previous 10 years. This
proposal is designed to recognize the prospect
for further rapid change in metropolitan areas,

,and the resulting new for periodic basic re-
appraisal. It tilos re. cmides the requirement
found' in some Slate row iiiit ions that the pub-
lic be given a chi lee pet iodically to decide
whether a new con. Iutiura should be drafted for
popular cunsidera ion.

sTwir 1N0 1,0CA 1. GOV& :it I .NT D1 PFUSION
LEADERSI I FICONI I ik STATE11 OUSE

iThe foregoing recommendations aim mainly
at extensive fundamental restructuring of ur-
ban government. Even if they are acti:d upon
soon, as w9 deeply hope, it «111 be several years
before they produce widespread ell'ect,,, Mean-
while, increasing ,urban government functions
and costs and further metropolitan growth will
mean still more governmental dittlision and
layering.

This is a dismal prospect. But it also is a
challenging on articularly to the States,
which in large gree have the legal capacity
to stem the pre ailing trend toward further
Balkanization of ban government.

Thus, we see no eed to choose between pros-
pective long-range basic restructuring efforts as
proposed in the foregoing recommendations
and various actions that promise more immedi-
ate impact; there is a need for both. From in-
herited institutions in some States, steps
undertaken recently in others, and certain
major proposals of th4 Advisory Commission
on IntergoVernmental. Relations, one can ob-
ser've key elements for a desirable program that
should help deal with certain increasingly
urgent conditi s without damaging the
prospect for mor basic future changes.
Recommendatio No. 3Actions by State

government
The Commissio rges that the State goy-

ernments take the lie possible action,
by legislation or, if necessary, by the amend-
ment of their constitutions to

(a) Authorize and help finance effec-
tive councils of local governments in
present and prospective metropolitan
areas

(b) Permit counties to provide urban-
type services through subordinate "sere'
ice areas" with appropriate means of
financing, where this is a feasible alter-
native to independent .special districts;

(c) Eliminate provisions requiring
numerous independent elective county
officials which diffuse responsibility and
prevent effective control by county gov-
erning boards.

(d) Eliminate onerous tax and debt
limits which so impair the capability of
municipal and county governments as to



stimulate the creation of separate spe-
cial district units;

(e) Review and revise laws concerning
special districts to facilitate their mer-
ger, dissolution, or "taking over" in
appropriate cases by county or munici-
pal governments;

(f) Enforce minimum-size standards
for proposed new municipalities, at least
within present and prospective fntro-
politan areas; and

(g) Vrovide flexible procedures for an-
nexation of territory by municipalities,
intermunicipal mergers, and functional
transfers between municipalities and
counties.

Not all of these actions are called for in every
State, but most of them aro widely and
urgently: needed.

METROPOLITAN COUNCILS OF
GOVERNMENTS

As already mentioned, numerous metropoli-
t tan councils of local governments have been
created during the past few years. When such
bodies meet certain conditions, they qualify for
Federal aid and can exercise a significant role
in areawide planning. We believe that those
States which have not yet done so should move
promptly to authorize such councils, and to par-
icipate in their financing.

Such action is not offered as a substitute for
steps toward more basic restructuring of local
government in metropolitan areas, which we
have specifically urged in Recommendations 1
and 2 above. As was stated by an official of one
such body in testimony to our Commission:ion:

As -a voluntary association of governments, rather
than a government itself, our organiiiition and others
Like it must rely on persuasion and on the achieve-
ment of consensus as a means of implementing its de-
cisions. Few political scientists-and few public
administrators would argue seriously that the
voluntary council-of governments as we now know. it
la a device which can provide the ultimate solution to
our we ropoiltair problems.

41loweVer, he continued:
Such observers also would] point to the fact that

councils have for the first time opened up channels of
systematic communication between the central city -and
its suburbs to the improved coordination which
councils have brought about in the attack on 'regional
probiems; and to the fact that increasingly councils
are showing their desireto deal with the tough prob-
lems which have brought themselves so forcefully to
our attention daring the past 2 years.

Some' citizens _would argue-that this 'is not enough.
And-ft- faIs true that it is onl.roa beginning. But, we
would all agree, it is none to Boob to begin?'

a Testimony by Waiter Scheiber, llixectitire Director of the
Metropolitan Washington Council c Governments. nearisiLs
Eden the National Commission on Urban Problems, VOL 5,
PP. 464-66.
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vein, allot her qualified ob:,erver ex-
pressed the following vie%s :

(inc of the most Imp rot w,p1118 of the vomit:Hs Is
w hat utPlicars to be, at I, I among a number of Ulm,
I lit' cap-It Ity 10 l'%1111. fluor ',Olt of defensive league
of municipalities and ( ount 104 lig.1111,t activity by the
Slate, or 11111)01(1y eke that might get Wei, to do some-
thing, into inNlitutioie, %%loh begin U, liase a ce-ted
interest ill the prerillikilcs of local go% urninents when
It conies to handling regional prohlcinti

So for the short term I %%wild argue that our choice
is not between councils of goortoialit and general re-
gional government, a bih-/ also tend to look favorably
towards, but ratliej,, het%1 ou COliTh'ila of gmernnient
and ad he al)Proal, through sileial districts" A

As a inininitiln, then, metropolitan councils
of governments can provide a politically feasi,
blo instruniept to promote cominunication and
cooperation among; neighboring gch'erninental
jurisdictions. Basic structuralt reform should,
over time, provide an evi'n better basis for area-
wide action in many SAISA's. However, espe-
cially for very populous metropolitan areas and
those which cross State lines, there will still be
a need for the type of voluntary cooperation
and coordination which councils of govern-
ments are intended to promote.
Strengthening urban counties

In most of the /station, there has been rela-
tively little use of the county, in modernized'
form, as an alternative to the proliferation of
additional layers of minor governments in
urban-fringe tetritory. Our proposals are de
signed to remove various State-legislatkd ob-
stacles to that approach, such as : requirements
for areawide uniformity of county taxes; ex-
cessive numbers of elective county officials; and
onerous tax debt limitations.

Recent cow fr decisions that extend the one-
man-one-vote principle to local governing bod-
ies promise an early end to the rotten borough,
conditions that have made many county boards
unrepresentative. But the average county still
has about a score of separately elected adminis-
trative officials who aro often substantially in-
dependent of the county boaid. State action is
needed-to suds intracounti-dispersion
of responsibility, or .at least to allow a more
workable franlework. While such a change

9,4( would also be de§irable for rural countiesr it is
of particular importance for urban counties.
Municipal size standards

In many States, statutory provisions for new
incorporatjohs date from an era when most set-
tled communities were widely scattered, so that
it was not unreasonable to permit the creation
of aseparatA village or town for even a few hun-

s*TeeUmony by Royce Hanson, Professor of Government
and Public Administration. American University, Heorings
Before the National Commission on Urban Probtems, Vol. 5,
P. 462.
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dred people. But the traditional minimum-size
,,, standards are irrelevant and potentially dam-

aging for today's prevailing pat ern of urban
development, which mainly inv Ives territory
around sizable cities. At worst, t ey permit the
creation and maintenance of tax havens, and at
best, . they often spawn nonviable units that
have little relation to the economic framework
of the urban area as a, whole, and obstruct efl-
forts toward an improved governmental pat-
tern. The States should promptly revise their
laws so as to prevent the creation of very small
municipalities within metropolitan areas, or in
proximity to srzable present cities. Etts6ng
conditions will be hard enough to modify: met-

. ropolitan areas already have 2,7(IQ municipali-
ties of under 2,500 population, most of them
covering less than a. square mile; it is high
time to end further proliferation of this nature.
Other proposals

Additional background concerning the vari-
ous types of state action we are urging appears
in early portions of this chapter, and with more
detailed information in reports of the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.
The main thrust, throughout, *tWo increase the

TIF
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capability and flexibility of the two additional
major typm of multipurim e local govern-
mentscounties and municipalitiesso' that
tidy may better meet the need., of modern urban

- 1 i re.
had the States widely and effectively taken

Isuch action tw o decildes ago; the recent near-
explosion in numbers (if special purpose dis-
tricts would not have o('!curred, and problems
of local government Iallianization would be far
less serious than they now are. Our proposals
for State review and adjustment of laws con-
cerning special districts should not be viewed
as a blanket condemnation of this device. It has
met needs that could not otherwise be served,
and will Continue to have a potentially useful
role. This is clearly the case where a metro-
politan area includes several counties and large
municipalities. In sudi a case, a limited-func-
tion metropolitan district would be an appro-
priate device. A desirable long range policy for
urban government, however, will surely aim at
o y selective use of such separate units, Sand
t maximum possible grouping of local public

nsibilities under viable, felatively compre-
ensive, multipurpose governments.

At
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CHAPTER 2

Urban- Services:
Steps Toward Neighborhood Regeneration

As our cities have grown larger, and as gov-
ernmental services have become increasingly
professional and specialized, the psychological
distance from the neighborhood to city hall has
grown from blocks, to miles,: to light-years.
With decreasing communication and sense of
identification by the low-income resident with
his government have come first apathy, then
disaffection and nowinsurrection.

Lack of widespread citizen participation in
municipal government in our large cities ,con-
trasts with the situation in many suburbs. The
affluent or middle-class suburbanite may not
involve himself regularly, but he is at ease with
his local government. ge knows he can influence
it; he knows how to get things done (or stop-
ped), 'and with this potential participation
comes a sense of pxide and protectiveness to-
ward the instruments of local government.
Thus, one of the fiscal and political competitors
of the central citythe small and affluent sub-
urbcan count upon citizen participation while
the government of the city, beset with eroding
resdurces_and rising revolt, can count less and
less upon the interest and loyalty of its people.

We believe it necessary and urgent tt, take
immediate steps to reverse the disastrous rise
in alienati between big city government and
its disadvan ged citizens. We must revitalize
the neighborh od;. we must Contribute to the
citizen sense o elf-respect and seMrelianee;
and we must ope a two-way communication
between the poor and city hall or the county
building.

TI1E OyERWIIELMING CHANGE
The figures presented in, art I of this report

show 'the great change in the character of-dur
Nation; from ,overwhelming rural to predomi-,--
nantly urban, especially in the last ,half-
century.

What the shift from country to city has ant
for the people involved is an overwhelming,
continuous upheaval. The Negro in particular
has had a difficult time in his move to the.city,
has found the traditional immigrant ladders
out of poverty- restricted, both because of his

color and because he has made his migration in
the last few decades, when the physical growth
of the city has slowed, and the job market for
unskilled labor has declined. Nor has he been
able, in most cases, to move beyond the city line
to where the jobs for the unskilled increasingly
are located. For many Negroed, the slums which
were only ports of entry for America's earlier
immigrants have become prisons.

The Negro's problem iS the most severe,.but
cities are still attracting immigrants from other
ethnic groups as well, notably Puerto Ricans,
Mexican-Americans, and white Appalachians.
Their problems are the same in kind if not in
degree, and in some pockets, or'in some cities- -
for example, in the Puerto Rican areas of Man-
hattanthere is no distinction in levels of
misery.

The pace of immigration to the cities is slack-
ening now; there are, compared to earlier days,
so few left on the fdrms that they cannot supply
the same flood of emigrants as in the past: The
suburbs probably attract what national migra-
tion there is; not only from rural areas but even
from the older central cities. The natural in-
crease from the excess of births over deaths
keeps the population of the central city at a
steady high level, in spite of this loss to the

o suburbs.
Part I ttlso stressed, however, the separation

of low-income (especially nonwhite) residents
and upper-ihcome residents, into different po-id
litical jurisdictions. The handicaps that depri-
vation causes are visited on many of the chiltA
dren of the earlier immigrants by the fact of
isolation in one political jurisdiction-,-the cen-
tral cit3.
Breakdown of the family

Thrown into the city to sink or swim, the poor
family begins to show the strain of continued
inability to get work. The institutions that ifi
other societies have Tflayed a cementing role
,leave been tested to their utmost, and sometimes
cannot meet; the need.

The church in rural society has alwvs played
it dominant role in creating socially acceptable

(346)
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behavior p:Vterns. But families that had re-
mained together in rural areas found 'other in-
fluences working on their.children in the crowd-
ed shints.s.Many parents from rural areas, who
continued the'strict observance of their feligiotts
beliefs, have become estranged from their
.6.hildren, who now think of them almost as
religious fanatics. Many. families, were 'unable
or unwilling to elm lin their values in terms
bf child rearing, 'id now have much less in-
fluence on the child n's behavior, or have lest
them to the street ent 1 ly.

Elementary and secondary schools have-been
unable to cope effectively with the changing
neighborhood population, part iClilarly .in terms

'olkthe special needs of the new residents. In an
average-size school, teachers may be able to work
constructively with pupils; in inner-city schools
of overwhelming, population, where the chil-
dren's own personal ivoblems are added to
those. of instilling an education, the staff must
spend much of its time and energy a "ting like
wardens rather than teachers. Moreover in
some of New York's classrooms, 50 percent of
the pupils born in Puerto Rico are unable to

._ speak English. The majority of teachers can-
not speak Spanish. Barriers like these are not
confined to New York but operate also in Bos-
ton, Washington, Los Angeles; and wherever-
the Puerto Ricans, Cubans, and Mexican-Amer-
icans have arrived.

Another alienating factor may be associated
with the high turnover of residents in the inner
cityeven under normal conditions, unrelated
to urban renewal or code enforcement. High
turnover characterizes the modern suburb, too
all America has become more mobile than it
was 20 years ago. However, suburban famili-es
tend_ to wait till the end of the school year,
whereas the principal of an inner-city elemen-
tary school in Washington,_D.q., once estimated
that 40 percent of his student, body-Itt the end
of the school year were new children. The4
children had replaced others, ;entered in the fall,
whose families had simply picked up and moved
to another school zone, or but of town entirely.
In those neighborhoods of hardircore depriva-
tion, in his opinion, there is no community. The
children on the block may know each other, but
the. mother usually knows just one or two
people.

Alienation from the city government
What this indicates is the detachme of the

low-income resident from his own local g eirr-
ment. While great changes have been occuring
in racial and ethnic residential patterns, local
institutions too often have plodded along with
little response, becoming less relevant' to the

proldent, and need, of tiic ii' 10,;(1(:nts of the
neighborhoods.
Discrimination in city s, criers

It. is often said that 'duo is, are expensive for
the city administration. Usually, this cost re-
flects high welfare, police, and fire department
activity. In other norinalservicei;, however, such
as schools, garbage'and trash removal; snow
removal, street surfacing and repair, replace-
ment of old and inadeqqate water and, sewer
lines, ,the slums are usually at the bottom of the
list.

Large cities have great problemscip keeping
the streets clean, but in the slum neighborhoods
sanitary conditions are often intolerable. Prac-
tically all are characterized by junk- and gar-
bage-littered lots, abandoned cars, broken bot-
tles and scattered debris. Cleanup campaigns
have been mobilized among local' residents, often
witiffigocd immediate results, but the lack of
su. ed followthrough by the city usually
frustrates these local efforts, and the citizens
lose hope of keeping their area neat.

Lade* of ability to express needs
The processes and -techniques of problem

solving are obscure to the majority of ghetto
residents, who seldom have had the opportunity
to participate in civic and political affairs.

Observers have speculated that much of the
organizational turmoil in the ghetto today re-
fleets-the decades of political vacuum in central
city neighborhoods. The director of a study of
Local Community' Structure and Citizen Par-
ticipation undertaken for this Commission feels
that rioting and actingout behavior may be the
functional equivalent of community organiza-
tion for the most frustrated group in our
society.1

Distance from city hall
The sheer size of the larger 'cities today- has

made it difficult for neighborhoods to develop
an effective relationship with the city govern-
ment. NeighborhoOds discover that city depart-
ments of sanitation and public works, the school
system, the public welfare department and so
forth are accountable not to the people they
serve but only to the city administration. As a
result, the personnel of these departrnen4 can,
and frequently do, ignore local complaints about
existing services and suggestions for improve-
ments.

Even public social agencies have not always
served their clients well, partly because, it is
widely felt, their attitudes are skeptical and

ILocal Community Structure and Civic Participation, ia.

report by the National Federation of Settlements and Neigh.
borhood Centers under the direction of Arthur Hillman, for
the Commlasion, 1968 ; Chapter V, p. 4.

t.... t..)
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suspicious: Such an "approach, in turn, may V ell
arise because of the anxiety of the public serv-
ants in their employ to avoid spending the tax-
payer's money on handouts to the undeserving
poor. Howex&r, as columnist William Rasp-
berry has pointed out, this handout, renamed t he
subsidy, or suppeirt,payment, is not, unknown to
the large corporate farmer with excess land, to
the owners of oil wells, or to the builders of
ships and planes.
Attionation within the'city

The neighborhoods in the cities were unable
to absorb comfortably the numbers of new, im-
migrants, whit and black, who arrived from
rural America. the end of dne decade, a one-
family house sh ltered three families; ,by the
end of another, the same house was cut up into
single rooms and contained 12 units, The flood
of people overwhelmed the old schools and the
existing welfare and medical services.

Assiznilation failures
Moving into nonwhite ghettos, Negro immi-,

grants could find relatives or friends from back
home with whom they could socialize. This
taught them a great deal about the ghetto but
very little about the city. Pockets of white Ap-
palachians provided similar havens, but rarely
aided the new families frOm the hill country to
adjust to city life.

The concentration of nonwhites within the
city has been shown in part I, Middle-class as
well as lower- income Negroes have been forced
to remain in the central cities, middle-income
families on the outer fringe of the slum, seek-
ing housing as its income rises, and the
lower-income family in the inner core, suffering
more acutely the effects of unemployment, de-
plorable housing, and the lack of city services.
Even upper-income Negroes who have achieved
professional, economic and political status fre-
quently remain part of the ghetto, the identi-
fiable and clearly bounded area of solid Negro
residence.
The Cuban refugee resettlement program

By contrast, what can be done to help immi-
grants adjust to a new life was described to the
Commission during its hearings in Miami in
August 1967.2 By extention, this could apply to
the deprived rural immigrants as will.

Between the time Of the Castro revolution
in Cuba in January,1959, and the October 1962
cutoff of direct flights from that island, Miami
received 1,800 refugees per week. The schools
and public services were inundated, and by late
1962, counting the potential refugee labor force

'Hearings Before the National Commission on Urban Prob-
lems, Vol. 5, p. 3388. Superintendent of Documents. U S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1968.

of 50,0014 Ilia iiiivinployinelif rate in Miami/
Dado County ni.alfed 1 pyrront. A inas:jve hu-
nuuul (dim I %va-, mounted by the Vederal
Government to cope h this flood, and to as-
sist, iix.tcopolitan Dade Cpunty in coping with
the ,probleni.

Each receiving public assistance was
individually intervieweri, and interviewed again
by one of fur nit ional volunteer agencies con-
cerned with re,,ettling Cuban refugees. More
than half had been fumed out across the United
States by the tune the second wave of immi-
grants, relatives of those already here, began in
September 1965. T%%o-thirds of these later refu-
gees are women and children, and all arrive des-
titute. They are given a medical examination,
and three-fourths of them leave for other U.S:
communities without, even setting foot in Miami
pro er,

elements appear to have made
successful; their possible up-
urban immigrant problem is

on resettlement.The director
refugee program told the

The following
the program so
plication to the
indicated:

(a) Insistence
Of the Cuban
Commission:

A firm, policy was established and implemented by
my office calling for the loss of financial assistance
eligibility by any Cuban who refused a reasonable offer
of resettlement. A Cuban refugee is not given
financial assistance simply beCause he is in need..Efe
has to be both needy and unresettleablefor the
American you would substitute unemployable. I
mean: we. don't foi.ee any Cuban to leave We
try to sell them on the job and try to convince them

that this is the be.t thing for'them to do. This, I think
you could do:

(b) One-hundred percent Federal funding,
and popular support.Congress has supported
the program with adequate funding since it
began. The director also noted consistent sup.:
port by the Conference of Governors, the fullest
cooperation of State and local governments
throughout the country, and a vast outpouring
of good will toward the refugees,on the part of
Americans everywhere.

The director noted that the Federal Govern-
ment had spent about $1,000 on aid, retrhining,
and relocation, per_refugee; an amount prob-
ably matched by monetary .and material aid
from the private sector, and commented:

I think this empho;:izes a basic'prinelple. One baslo
spend money to obtain solid and effective results in
this field as in, othir fields a concentration on
training programs cost money but the amounts ex-
pended came nowhere near the amount we would have
had to expend on providing welfare services to 75.000
refugees rather than to the 1t000 we ended up with.

(c) Coordination at all levels.-LA. task force
established in Washington worked with all the
agencies involved, through liaison officers. In
Miami, according to the director, we have had a

57
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multi-purpose service center or, if you will, an
ersatz neighborhood center from the very be-
ginning of the program. The entire family was
taken into consideration from rho start, with
attention to the health problems of every inem-
ber as well as the training and employment
needs of the breadwinner. The center itself offers
English language and vocationgl training, tail-
ored to meet the labor needs in areas of
resettlement.

(d) Involvement of the private sector. =In
relocating the family, the refugee program,ar-
ranged for a "catcher" in every community to
which it sent a family :

We work through a voluntary agency that has
a counterpart in the area of relocation. This counter:
part may be a church group, a diocese office, a syna-
gogue, or any type of community agency interested in
helping newcomers to the community we won't
move a person in unless we have got the [receiving
agency) there on that other end to meet that person
and they will have a fiatmost likelyfor them. They
will have some food in the refrigerator or they will
have winter clothing for the kids if they need it, and
they will show the wife how to get to the supermarket
and how to register the kids in school. They are not
alone, and this is the kind of thing I think that we,
somehow or another, need to find a way of translating
into migration.

The director pointed out differences between.
the Cuban refugees and many U.S. migrants:
by and large the Cubans

and
came from a

better educated class and many were profes-,.
sional people; they suffered little of the cul-
tural prejudice that afflicts other minority
groups in this country, and there were no social
outcasts among the immigrants. But he said:

Our Nation failed miserably when we turned our
faces away from the migration from the South to the
North. Today we compound that mistake I firmly
believe that a national program funded by the Federal
Government, supported morally, financially, and mate-
rially by the American people working through their
community counterparts; i.e., churches, synagogyes,
and other motivated citizen's groups, could go a long
way in meeting the greatest crisis of our ttpe, in time.
One need not be a professional prophet of doom to see
what will happen to a people who do not care.

THE ORDEAL OF TITS LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

The human problems of the people in the city
are realand they are mirrored in the frustra-
tions and difficulties of those who administer
the urban places of today. All too often the
rage and frustration of the disadvantaged city
dweller, leads him to denounce all politicians in
blistering phrases, yet in the opinion, of many
observers of the political scene, the quality of
administration of American cities and towns
has never been higher. In the complex world of
urban administration today, there is little room
for ineptness or corruption.

La j

,A mayor today faces demands for expensive
services which rlyo eve faster than the city's
economic capacity. From the point, of view of
the resident., city services li not sufficient; from
the point of view of the harassed mayor and
city council, services provided to t he slum sink
in with little trace. The city is caught in a vise.

Recommendations

In the immediate future, the Commission
proposes an increase in improvement of the
services to which residents are entitled. For
some cities, however, given the problems of the
resident's and the overload on the administra-
tion, this is equivalent to a pious exhortation:,
Accordingly, the Commission also recommends
the decentralization of certain services to the
neighborhood level through neighborhood_
"city halls."

.BETTER SERVICE IN THE INNER CITY

Recom men dation No. 1Accele rate imp rove-
, ment in poor neighborhoods by providinf
adequate city services

The Commission urges the governing
bodies and key administrative officials of
cities, urban counties, and major school dis-
trictS(a) to examine intensively the relative
quality of the services and facilities they
provide to neighborhoods of differing eco-
nomic and social characteristics; - (b) to
develop, publicize, and apply_ standards
designed to assure equity on this score, and
especially to insure that the particular
needs of low-income neighborhoods are fully
recognized and served; and (c) to move as
rapidly and vigorously as possible to remedy
deficiencies in public services and facilities
that contribute to neighborhood deteriora-
tion. - .

We urge unions of niunicipal employees
and members of professional groups to
accept, with appropriate safeguards, the
principle of conrIpensatidn . differentials
among neighborhoods in order to -achieve
these objectives. Finally, we recommend that
the States, through their urban affairs agen-
cies or otherwise, encourage and assist urban
local governments in these efforts. ,.

The Commission urgently directs the atten-
tion of the officials of major urban governments
to the repeated testimony at our hearings that
low-income neighborhoods are discprninated
against in the provision ofpublic facilities and
services, that present ohms often result in
local areas which need e most service receiving
the least, and that su governmental practices
contribute to urban blight and social unrest.
Both a description and an explanation were

0
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given by .a witness in the Commission's Now
Haven hearings:

Let's take trash collection as an exampleyou' coi-
led by area, and you collect with equal frequency in
two neighborhoods. But one neighborhood happens .to
bare a much larger concentration of population, so
what is a surface uniformity turns out to be a dell-
clencF in certain areas.

If you are asking me, why don't they then Adjust to
the population, the answer' obviously is, in part, the
political consequences of cutting services in an articu-
late, well - financed, politically alert neighborhood, as
opposed to one that lacks, community organization.'

For another example, a child growing up in
a slum area needs a higher per pupil educational
expenditure than does a child from a-more ad-
vantaged area. The reason is rather obvious:
the school must help to compensate for short-
comings in the home environment; schools
should stay open for limger hours in order to
keep potential delinquents off the street and
out of the gangs; and special efforts have to be
made in educational counseling in regard to
both motivation and post-school improvement.

Countless Other examples can be cited. This
situation calls for drastic and dedicated 'action
by the governing bodies of many of our cities.
In many cases, higher taxes inevitably will re-
sult. But this kind oLeffort on the part of civic
leadership is absolutely, essential if the process
of physical and social decay in poorer central
city neighborhoods is to be arrested and
reversed.

Moreover, an. incentive is needed to induce
many municipal employees to accept the greater
strain of work in the inner city, and this may
run counter to some cherished union principles.
For example, the teachers' unions and, profes-
sional organizations must recognize that devo-
tion alone cannot be expectaPto Staff inner-city
schools, when seniority entitles a good experi-
enced teacher to a less strertaous post where the
children arrive with adequate sleep, a real
breakfast, and half a chance of having done
their homework. Yet the teachers) organizations
have not so far suggested any incentive at all
to4ttract Beers to inner-city schools.

DECENTRALIZATION OF SERVICES

For the larger citiesthose over 250,690the
Ciommission recommends that more basic action
be taken over the next 2 years to improve the
delivery of serOices, and- to aid the inner city
to achieve a social sense of neighborhood and
community.

*Professor Herbert Kaufman. Chairman. 'Department of
Political Science, Yale University, !fearing. Before the No-

Corststesion cns Urban Probleine, Vol L P. 175.

ti

Recommendation No. 2Decentralization of
municipal services to neighborhood city
halls

The Comiuiission proposes. that large' city
governments lake prompt and affirmative
steps to decentralize appropriate municipal
services to the neighborhood level, and to
establish channels of communication with
neighborhood residents.

By decentralization we mean that the munic-
ipal government would provide certain aspects
(chiefly information, informal counseling, and
referral) of certain municip-al services, through
local offices set up ,jn neighborhoods. In the
several proposals and operating examples which
already exist in American cities, these service
offices are grouped, and the local quarters are
often nicknamed "little.city halls."
flistary

The provision of public services at a district
or neighborhood level is an old and honorable
practice. Settlement houses have pioneered in
many of the services that were later taken over
by city administration. The precinct captain
of two generations ago provided services to vot-
ers and potential voters. In the 1060's1 the Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity added Imagina-
tive provisions to the settlement house idea, and
the network of over 700 neighborhood service
centers, with their local advisory 'bodies, now
forms part of all 0E0-funded community ac-
tion programs. There are over 800 settlements or
neighborhood centers or houses in the United
StAtes, each offering services to their neighbor-
hood clienteles.*

One of the most advanced and imagina-.
tive proposals is that set up by Execu-
tive Order 11297 of August $0, 1966, in
which the President called for 14 pilot cen-
ters. The purpose of these experimental
projects was to work out,methods of co-
ordinating the services of Federal agen-
cies at the neighborhood level, and four
agenciesHENV, 0E0, Labor and HUD
provide funds for the services and the op-
erating.costs.

Each center is expected to reach out to
residents of the neighborhood, welcome
them and obtain full information on their
p-oblems. Seeking-services from all three
levels of government, the centers aim at
working out a program that *ill make eacli
family self-sufficient. The experience of

4 Other examples: Neighborhood Action Task Forces were
recommended py the President's Commission on Civil Die.
orders.' to he composed of rani,irfg °Mania from the city
operating, agencies; the "Pa.sow Report" recommended
decentralized school districts in Washington, D.C.rand agency
chiefs In that city have themselves. suggested decentralizing
their services: HUD finl HEW have together funded some 40
local mpHIpleservice eentkro.
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these 14 pilot center's should exemplify, and
form the basis for the expanded use of such
city halls that the Commission recoil'-
mends.

Area and population
It is likely that existing barriers will become

boundaries in many casesa park, railroad, or
a heavily traveled expressway. Size is also
a flexible matter. Generally, the de,centraliza-
tion of municipal government is not so urgent,
in cities or urban counties of under a quarter.
million as in the large metropolises. Conse-
quently, city hall areas might range from 25,000
to 50,000 in population, but this would heces-

. sarily vary from city to city and from neighbor-
hood to neighborhood. Also, the problems
caused by centralization and lack of communi-
cation are most pressing in the economically
and socially disadvantaged neighborhoods. It
may not be desirable to divide the whole city
into decentralized administrative units.
Service function., of the city halls

Chief candidates for decentral ation are the
health and welfare agencies; ut, partly de-
pending on the size of the d ricts, the follow-

. .

ing municip0 services coul also operate on the
neighborhood level : job recruitment and certain
training programs, building and housing code
inspection, police-community relations work,

4 some recreation activities, and an office to en-
_'_ tertaih citizen complaints and problems (vari-

ously titled -an . ombudsman, ;human relations
council; or review and appeals board). The city
might even find it helpft11--to--bave collection of
soffie fees done on a decentralized basis. Peri-
odic property tax and utility paynients are
examples.

Welfare programs could include food stamp
distribution and programs involving day care,
including Head Start; public health clinics if
not specialized health care. AI17 such offices
-should be located close together' to lessen the
confusion and strain on thetunsophisticated cli-
ent, who may well be trailed by several small
children as she makes her visits.

The proposed city halls wthtld be funded to
enable their aids to reach out to the residents.
They would have one staff to welcome and inter-
view thema goeordinating effort by itself. This
would save the time of several agency ihtake
people, and save e applicant from telling herT
story, over and .ov r to a series of strengeri.

Many city services are already decentralized
in a sensefire and police precincts and
schoolsbut their administration is not. In
many cases t}ie boundaries of neighborhood city
halls can usefully correspond with the existing
school or police districts, lending better identi-

0

j
fication to the community in the eyes of the ci4,t
as well as the neighborhood.

It shourd he stresed that wherever poisilde
the decentralized serviet-ipolice, yobbo wel-
fare, turd the likeshould be encourved to hire
local residents. This would mean removal or
modification of rest rietive requirements, such as
those found in employment merit systems. Such,
indigenous employees could serve as reception=
ists, clerkg,, switchboard 'A perators, and aids to _
case workers, relieving the skilled professionals
for more substantive work.

Washington, D.C., is considering this spe-
cific idea, in connection with a directive from
the mayor to develop ways to implement the
recommendations of the rational Commission
on Civil Disorders. The city's personnel direc-
tor has proposed that neighborhood zersonnel
centers be ope'ned to'hire residents for jobs with
the city, and that 1,000 jobs a year,be established
for the "hard-core unemployable.",
Communication., function.,

Neighborhood city halls can also open up new
opportunities for communication between local
government and the residents of neighborhoods.
The Commission recognizes the great need for
a feeling of participation in decisions by the
neighborhood residents whom the decisions will
affect. We urge that the development and main-
tenance of such new channels of communication
be a major function of the decentralized neigh-
borhood city halls.

At the same time, the Commission is aware
that the idea of institutionalizing communica-
tion is more easily praised than achieved. The
way is lined with traps. Oneemajor pitfall is the
problem of obstructiveness. Many administra- .

tions in large suburban areas and even, lately,
in some cities, have had to deal with the group
of angry, organized citizens, protesting the lo-
cation of a new school, the demolition for an
urban renewal project, the rerouting of a sewer
line, or the laying down of a freeway.

The right to protest governmental action '
peacefully is part of the American philosophy,
and such groups and such protests will con-
tinue to emerge as long e are a democratic
society. But the Commi feels that orga-
nized social protest should main the province
of tbe prifate sector. The touchy history of °
0E0-financed community action has been de-,
scribed as .0. sort of guerrilla warfare, financed
by the Government against itself, and strikes us
its demonstrating that trying to institutionalize
protest under the very auspices of the city gov-
ernment will not succeed.

The Commission feels that participation does
not mean that a little local area has the right to
obstruct all actions of which it disapproves,hut
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that the neighborliciod has the right to (1) a
full explanation of information on which pub-
lic decisions must be made ui d (.2) a vehicle to
express to the decisionmakerg its reaction to the
action to betaken. =

Are the advantages of communication worth
the dangers of citizen participation? We think
that they are.

One of the abns of our recommendation is to
create a sense of comniunity where none exists.
Many times an emergency can evoke. an area-
wide response, and a

emergency
of community de-

velops along with the organization to conduct
the response. Examples are the campaign
against demolition on New York's West Side,
or the battle against the effects of Hurricane
Diane in Waterbury, Conn. The loss of identity
and the feeling of helplessness and abandon-,
ment of innercity residents are a kind of chronic
emergency,.

Achieving this limited form of communica-
tion is it delicate business. No one method can
serve in all circumstances. Advisory councils of
various kinds are an obvious device; the ap-
propriate -use of neighborhood individuals is
another. Local residents hired by the' city halls
would be a source of information. Whatever
the device, the important purpose is to relieve
the -feeling of hopelessness in the face of giant
government that has too often characterized
neighborhoods in our large cities.

Advisory councils, however, present a prob-
lem of selectioh. Usually, those in charge of
appointing advisory committees of various
kinds make a conscientious effort to include most
of the individuals or groups active in an area;
but undeniably there is less likelihood, through
appointment, of reaching the more disaffected,
inactive members of k community. Moreover,
there is no certainty that those chosen will re-
main in touch with the community.

Many voluntary neighborhood civic associa-
tions do an effective job of communication and
neighborhood work now, but in too many cases
their activities dwindle into window-box com-
petitions and letters to the editor. Too often
they cease, after the initial impetus which
formed them, to be represeritative of the age and
economic groups in-their area.

We would suggest that the views of the
neighborhood be sought in the very beginning,
in the process of Planning the city hall, so that
the residents can feel that this is their center.
But in all actions involving advisory councils
at whatever stage, certain rules of the game
must obtain. As outlined in the study made for
the Commission; -

First, the actual policymaldng group needs to be
frank in stating the limitations on the authority of
the advisory group lnatead of implying that it has

more power tlinn'is 4 (lige. Second, the administrator
must :ippoint it group Ilia is reasonably repreNelitoUve
of the euuuuwnly or its coon- 4.I obvions.ly will not be
multi kiving. Thin!, III! ill I reale 0,4 conditions
under whit It he to get I hat I the group
inytst meet, it nun be given information, it !oust be
unafraid to speak frankly, IL must 1w heard by the,:e
who can make decisions. And fourth, the questions
with which It is alosi to deal ,should primarily be
those having to do_ with the affective delivery of serv-
ices, rather than with community action.'

The inclusion of iiii."0111bielsinan" functiNin
the city hall was mentioned above. The type-of
complaint likely to reach smelt an oiriCe will very
probably be petty, but might play a consiCler-
able role in community pride.

Neighborhood appearance is one such issue.
A block decorated with three bars, two liquor
stores, a service station and a vacant lot caji
have a demoralizing effect on the neighborhood,
no matter liov desirable each individual com-
ponent. The city halls could relay the opinions
of residents. oi). these items to the central
administration.

The type of activity permitted in a neighbor-
hood can be another sore point. There are com-
monly over 200 types of actkvit for which a

'license is required, ranging from bars to barber-
shops, and although the wishes, a the nei
borhood should not goverathey *laould T, 0%,

thinly be taken into account as the qiiality an -
intensity of activity permitted. For example, 14
folloing the April 1968 disorders, residents
and businessmen in affected areas of Washing-
ton, D.C., went on record With a request that
when the areas were rebuilt, fewer liquor stoics..
should be permitted per block.

In connection with relaying.such opinions of
residents,on matters wholly within their own
area, the city government might delegate other
minor functions to the neighborhood level and
reap a considerable harvest of popularity.

One such area of activity would cost thejcity
little but would enlist the immediate enthusiasm
of the residents. This is the pOwer to make, or
direct the making, of small neighborlrad im-
provements. Examples are addition of more
trash receptacles, minor repairs to public prop-
erty, and .tree and flower planting. Still more
popular would be better lighting of streets and
alleys, more frequent trash pickup, stop signs at
certain intersections and so on. Readers of the
action-line type of column run by many, city
newspapers will recognize these complaints
immediately, .

This is the kind of small improvement that is
easily mitcle, but which unsophisticated residents
simply do not know how to obtain. Slight as
it seems, the knowledge of area residents that
they have an accesible means of "affecting their

I+ Local Community Eltruotura and Civic, Participation, op.
Mt. Chapter VII, p. C-16.

)
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own immediate environment can have a multi-
plier effect on citizen self-confidence and
involvement.

Many times only bureaucratic inertia pre-
vents the taking of small steps with big effects.
One example is a block party. A simple after-
noon party can require the approval of a sur-
prising number of officials: Permission to close
off a block for the afternoon? the question of
noise, the assignment of a policeman, the right
to conduct a bingo game, to sell takeout din-
ners and so on can become the subject of pon-
derous, consideration by several levels of
bureaucracy, and require weeks to obtain ap-
proval. The neighborhood city hall could be
authorized to issue temporary 1 -day permits
for such activities, after due notice to the local
police precinct, and other appropriate
authorities.
Orientation centers

We also suggest that neighborhood informa-
tion and referral centers be established 'Within
such neighborhood city hall areas to orient low-
income residents and migrants to the opportu-

. nities, demands, and responsibilities of an urban
Society and assist them in meeting immediate
social and economic needs. A great range of
services is possible in this kind of program, and
if pioperly managed such a center can avoid
giving its clients a "hick" or immigrant stigma.

Some services would be appreciated by long
term as well as new residents. One might be a
family budgeting course; another a course in
housekeeping techniques.

LallillOrtiSi V/1111)1:6111 :e not always ba,e-
less: families unused to central heating have
been known to regulate inflomr weather by turn-
ing the tliermo-lat up full blast and opening
or shutting windows. Some tenants stuff too
many items down a (lush toilet, break windows,
crack plaster, ignore leaks and so on, or exhibit
tincocro when their ehildren do so.

Civic organizations often strongly resist pro-
posals for such tenant education, regarding
them as discriminatory, or fearing that accept-
ance would mean an admission of total tenant
responsibility for damage and dirt. Such a pro-
0-ram backed by an arm of the city govern-
ment, however, and coupled with other positive
programs of assistance, might be more easily ac-
cepted and would pay, benefits to owner and
tenant alike.
Effect on the city administration

In the previous chapter the Balkanizalian'of
the metropolitan area was deplored, and reme-
dies were suggested to group its units, or some
of their functions. There is an apparent contra-
diction between consolidation of the 'suburbs
and the seeming fragmentation of the inner
city represented by our redommendations for
decentralization. But the situations are differ-
ent. The suburbs 'are-suffering' froth rampant
separatism; the inner city from loss of identity.
The suburi% everywhere display a pattern of
overlappin' functional-districts, and we suggest
that this be remedied. The inner city is one
administrative district, and we suggest vertical
sectioning oft into manageable' areas.

Supplementary Views on Community Advisory Boards
It is the feeling of several commissioners

that while the objections posed may be in whole
or in part factiial and valid, there 'are several
overriding reasons why such subunits of goy:
ornment are desirable:

I. The Commission elsewhere in . its report
has stated very clearly the case for metropolitan
governments. While certain powdrs should be
given to larger bodies of government for bet-
ler4stribution 'of tax resources and for com-
prehensive planning purposes, it is also true
that certain other functions should be taken,
back to the community level where their effect
is most, telling. For example, while emetro-
politan government can make possible a com-
prehensive land use plan, it is really only at the
neighborhood level that the effects of minor
changes in land use and such correlative de-
cisions as those involving liquor licenses, curb
cuts, signs, street closings, and the like can best
be decided or discussed intelligently. -

The Commission discussed at length the
question of whether or not certain limited ad-
ministrative, regulatory and/or advisory
powers could be given to duly constitrited com-
munity or neighborhood boards in designated
neighborhoods of large cities. Such power.could
be granted through statewide enabling legisla-
tion and would, in theory, be applicable to,
neighborhoods comprising 50,000 people or
more in larger cities.

After much deliberation on this point, the
Commission voted against making such a
recommendation on the grounds that such a
delegation of power would further fragmentthe
decisionmaking machinery of urban govern.
ment, would lead to an even mbre chaotic and
time-consuming procedure for community de-
velopment and would tend to run counter to

'other CommiSsion recommendations that certain
powers be shifted from localities in metropoli-
tan areas that are already too small to func-
tion effectidtly.

o
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-2. Even with a thoroughgoing metropolitan
area plan of government, there are many func-
tions that \\ill still reside with the smaller com-
munities in the suburban areas. It seems logical,'
then, that certain similar function& should re-
side with inner city anunities. This, then,
would mean - that the taxpayer and Voter in tho
inner city of a metropolitan area would have the
same kind of leverage on the:policies that affect
his neighborhood growth, 'redevelopment, or
maintenance, as his fringe area counterpart.

3. The Commission has recommended' an ap-
proach to the decentralization of municipal of-
fices and services in the so-called little-city hall
approach. The formulation of neighborhood
boards that constitute an arm of the citizenry
that would operate through these little city halls
seems reasonable and logical,. This is not to sug-
gest that community groups would at all times
be harmonious with city hall policies; but it
does mean that the citizens of some of our larger
neighborhoods, which in many caiesvould rank
in the top 200 of American cities in population,
would have a stronger sense of participation in
urban government. The creation of such com-
munity boards could counter the argument
posed by the opponents of metropolitan govern-
ment that metropolitan government dilutes the

I

political .strength of the inner city population.
It is with these t hings in mind that we submit

this supplement ary view ( hat t here is some metit
in the concept of neighborhood boar().; that have
limited powers over city functions and agencies,
and direct access to the power centers at city
hall or at the top of the metropolitan govern-
ment pyramid.

As of the writing of this report, several moves
in this direction in antipoverty efforts, model
city neighborhoods; school board decentraliza-
tion, and decentralization* of other urban serv-
ices are in most cases accompanied by much con-
flict and turmoil, arising mostly from ill-defined
powers and responsibilities. But, this is to be
expected because the concept, while evolution-
ary in the normal democratic process, is almost
revolutionary in effect and the concept is new.
We must not lose sight of the vorthiness of the
ideabecause of the difficulties that are presently
being encountered in these early and tentative
efforts around the Nation.

JEIi V. JOHNSON.
'COLEMAN WOODB17RY.
LEWIS DAVIS.
Perm H. DOUGLAS:
EZRA Danz:Time/az.

$
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The Crisis of Urban Government Finance
'Metropolitan areas, with about two-thirds of

the Nation'spopulation, make up an even larger
part of the American economy. Moreover, they
account for most of the recent growth in popula-
tion and economic activity, with a similar trend
anticipated for the next two decades: careful
prpjections prepared for this Commission show
thht 90 percent of the increase in American pop-
ulation between 1960 and 1985 is Likely to occur
within present metropolitan areas.'-Personal in-
come averages about half again more per person
in these areas than elsewhere, and taxable prop-
erty values per capita also average higher in
metropolitan areas.= In the light of sueli facts,
one might well ask.; Is there really a crisis in
urban government finance? Or, perhaps, are the
widely heard claims to that effect merely the
exajgerations to be expected from a democratic
society in the throes of adjustment to urban
growth and change? .

Surely the term crisis might be questioned if
1.. -` it were to imply some immediate financial catas-

trophe, or an early approach to some absolute
fiscal limit upon the provision of public services
and facilities in urban areas. But in terms of a
more temperate .definition, there is extensive
evidence of a present and growing crisis for

Alb urban go9rmrief#: financing. This conclusion
can be reconcileOvith the facts cited above con-
cerning the co pirative economic position and
growth patte s of metropolitan areas; on at
least three gro ds : .

,-,--
,(1) Moreublikservices are needed and
torrsfderaihtg-Titrkbef:.x,ptntar.Lcosts are
incurred in metropolitan ---areasttan
elsewhere;

(2) Serious financing problems are faced
by State and local governments as a whole;
as evidenced by the rapid rise in theit.ex-
penditure, indebtedness, and taxationso
that the possibly stronger economic position

ee Patricia Leavey Hodge and Philip M. 'Hauser. The
0 !lenge of America's Metropolitan Population Outlook
! 60 to 1985. Washington : The National Commis/Ito:Lon Urban
Problems. Research RepOrt No. 3, 1968.

I As to persoaal income, see U.S. Department of Commerce,
Survey of Current Dimities*, August 1987. p. 25 i as to tax-

, able- property values. see U.S. Bureau of the Census, Local
4 Government in Metropolitan Areas (volume 5, 1982 Census

of Boyer:in:mats), p. 11.
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of metropolitan areas must take account of.
this general situation; and .

(3) Inherited institutions of urban gov-
ernment and its financing pre not well;de-
signed to tap ..the economic capacity of
entire metropolitan areas; instead, they deal
with numerous subordinate parts of such
areas, seriously-limiting-effective and equi-
table capture of the large sums that are
needed for public purposes.

Fo1owing is a summary of illust4itiu evi-
dence on these and related aspects of the urban
financAtg crisis.

THE SCALE OF URBAN FINANCE REQUIREMENTS'

Expenditure by local governments in metro-
politan, areas is now running at_an annual rate
of 'about $no per capita, or about one-tenth as
much as the average income of metropolitan
area residents' More than 40 percent of such
spending' supports educationmainly for pub-
lic schools but including some amounts for local
colleges and junior colleges. Social' -Welfare .

takes about 17 percent of the total. Roughly 10
percent supports each of three categories
water and sanitation, highways and other trans-
portation, and pblice and fire protection. All
other urban expenditures make up the gemain-
ing minor fraction! . .

Urbanization results in a large expansion of
local govern ent costs. In 1962, per capita ex-
penditure of bcal gove Inents was one-third
hi her in-tnetropolitan reas than elsewhere.

a, -Iklier: in 196k-ea. ings of full-Iiine local
ittT "0-s ly becauSe etropolitan pay rates

government,. employe-es averaged 28 percent
re in SMSAla than elsewhere. Also, with

lation growth taking place.mainly in met-
ropolitan areas, they have a particular need for
additional public facilities and thus for more
capital outlay. But the main reason for higher
urban spending is the wider range and more in-
tensive nature of public services in areas of con-

trated population. This appears in the
volume of local government employment

and ex endithre for all major functions except
porting data, see ch. $, p. 408.
porting data see eh. 8, p. 409.

C'4'
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.111, twoeductition, and streets and higlivas: For
education, per capita spinitfTg runs about the
same for metropolitan ild other areas; for
highway purposes, the a vtrtage is lower in met-
ropolitan area. I low'e% er, data for 1962 show
local public expenditure per capita aver-
aging 5..

Over X00- percent higher in metropolitan
...

areas than elsewhere for public housing and
urban renewal, nonhighway transport at ion,
refuse collection, and parks and recreation ;

From 160- to 200-percent higher for
three costly functionspolice Trotktion,
fire protection, and sewerage? anti

From 35- to 90- percent higher for such
other functions as public welfare, libraries,'
water supply, heaili and hospitals, and in
terest 'on debt.

The net, result of all these differences is that
total local government spending averages about
one-third more, per person, in metropolitan
"areas than; elsewhere. Some of the extra load
may apply through charges, or initially through
burrowing for capital outlays, but the major
,portion depends upon taxation, and it is thus not
surprising to find that per capita lo-cal taps
average far higher in metrapolitan areas thn
elsewherein 1962,. $130 as against $82 per
capita.°

This comparison is not offered as evidence
of inequity. It is reasonable to expect higher
taxation 'in areas that require and receive more
public services than are necessary in less closely
populated territory. This helps to explain some
of the rapid growth that has been taking place
in tompstitikublic expenditure. It also indicates
that further'trbanization will nontinuelhis ex-
penditure trend. And it points up-the resulting
present and prospective strain upon public
financing arrangements whial were largely
developed for.a, far less urban society.

FINANCING THE DS Atlj.PROSPECTS
.

clopLocal public sp ng, laxation and indebt:
edness have been rising rapid] v since World
War IIfar out.pacing the g t of the econ-
omy as a whole. Consistent figures specifieallyos
for urban government areas are available only
for the 38 largest metropolitan areas, covering
the interval from 1962 to 1966? During that

. recent 4-year ..period, such areas experienced/a
population rise of only 7.3 percent but an m-
en:lase of one-third in total local government

. 4 general expenditures and similar incrpases in
, local government revenue and inde tedness. As

a result, per capita amounts of local govern-
-,

For supporting (has, gee ch. 8 pp. 409-410, tables 2 and IC.
If

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Local Government in Metro-
politan Areas (vol. 6. 1962 Census ofuGovernments). p. 184.

'See U 8. Bureau of the Census, LOW Government Finances
in

ei
Selected Metropolittm Areas to 1M-66.

g L.% I
fill;111lT t 111' 4' 111:4401* r1111' rnn-

SitletAll1s ;""I .`1""1"Iii by about
(me- foe, 111, and oil '1(14 by about one-
sixth.

Ill
finance

b-lltve or P.11 iti.f (1)10par:dive 11111:111
utd related etitioltilt; it

is nece:uy I'> I i'ler 1196(111-

6(10 ligilres. I Itmovor, : ince metropolitan area;
account, for about,- Once- fourtr.; of the totals,
and other smaller 111'611 for much of the
rest, the indicated trends are still highly ele-
vant to the status of urban financing.

During the two llet;:ttli.S front WIG to 19V,
when the gross na; ional product ro-e about 250
permit, t here was a six fold growth in local
govornment revenue, expenditure and debt.
With a corre-ponding trend for States there
was a similar mult iplication of State-local finan-
cial totals. Meantime, Federal Government
debt rose very little, and Federal revenue and
expenditure at a lesser rate than gross national
product!'

But since the 1916-66 interval included the
immediate post-World War II year4, when aa-
justments toward a imore nearly normal even-.
omy were taking .place, it is better to deal with
a more recent period; i.e., the 9 years from 1957
(when benchmark data were obtained from the
census of governments) to 1966, the latest year
for which data have been published. Between
1957 and 1966; there was a rise of about t« o..-
third's in gross national product (up 67.9 per-
cent) and personal income (up 66,2 percent),
but a doubling in total revenue, expenditure,
and indebtedness of local governments, and a
correspoNling. wise in State finances. The
changes Or Federal Governmeht finances were
far lessrevenue up 62 percent, expenditure
up 75 percent (or, excluding grants to State and
local governments, 67 percent), and total debt
18 percent. The strong upward trend in local
and State-local financial scale was highly.' con-
sistent during this period, and considerably out-
paced the growth in the Nation's total product
and income, year after year.°

With State-local tax revenue rising about 8
percent annually (as compared with 4.5 percent
for Federal tax collections), the result has been
a material shift in the composition.of the total
tax take, and its relationship to personal income.
Federal loxes in fiscal 1966 equaled 17.8 percent
of all pel-sonal income, as against 19.9 percent
9 years -earlier, while State and local- taxes
moved up during this interval from 8.9 to 9.7
percent of personal income. Or, to express the
shift in another way, the State-local proportion
of total taxes increased from 29.2 percent in

For supporting data. see eh. S. p. 410. table 4.
'Par supporting data, see ch. 8, p. 411. table 5.
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1957 thavinff risen -from 21.c percent of the
total in 19-1.11 to n5.1 percent in ti-al

This State-local tax record is striking evi-
dence of t he strong pressures that lime applied
to these governments for the extension and im-
provement of public services, especially when
one takes account of the nature of the taxes in-
volved. The State-local revenue system is rela-
tively sluggish in its response to economic
growth. Various studies strongly indicate an
income elasticity for State-local taxes averaging
around unity ; i.e., with a rise of 1 percent in
gross national product or personal income likely
to result in an automatic rise of about, 1 per
cent in total State-local tax revenue..4stiming
such a relationship it would appear that, of all.
State-local tax revenue in 1966,'more than one-
sixth was supplied by tax-increasing action by
these governments in the previous 9 years, and
more than four-tenths resulted from such action
in the 20-year period 1946-66. Stated in another
way : The average effective rate of State-local
taxation, in, relation to personal income, was
enlarged through tax-increasing efforts by
nearly one-half between 1946 and 1957 and by
another 18 percent between 1657 and 1966. Simi-
larly, a recent study by staff of the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations es-
timates that about one-half of the increase in
State-local tax revenue between 1950 and 1966
resulted automatically from economic growth
with he rest corning from-new, or broader taxes
or to ate increases.10

T s is in sharp contrast with the Federal tax
picture. Particularly because of the National
Government's heavy reliance upon income taxa-
tion, Federal revenues aiitiless sluggish in their

,response to economic change, so that a 1-percent
rise in national product or Income automatically
results in a proportionately larger increase in
tax revenue. Thus,'with the economic growth
that was occurring between 1957 and 1966, the
Federal tax proportion of income-sveuld have
risen materially (instead of dropping off from
19.9 tp'17.8 percent) if it had not been for vari-

rOUS rate reductions made during this interval.
(Federal tax cuts had also occurred between
1946 And 1957; to provide the slight drop in
-the Federal tax-to-income relationship that oc-
curred during thakinterval.)

As noted above, these different developments
with regard to Federal and State-local tax, rates
have considerably increased the State-local
share of all tax revenue. They have also involved
a shift toward more reliance upon regressive
types of taxes; i.e., those which involve a larger
burden in relation to income for the poor than

14 Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
State and Local Taxes: Political and Economic Byntributions
to Revenue Growth. (Report In process of pnblIciltion.)

403-070 0% 72 24

for ti e t t . : - , t
inai.,r ..
anti ibotil - ,t, ,.4, and
including custonis)io,ide up 36.3 perrprit of
the Federal-State-loyal total in 1966, as com-
pared with 33.9 percent. in 1957; individual in-
comu the oily big plogresv-,ivo part of the
tax system, (-hanged from 37:9 lo 37.4 percent
of the total; taw proport ion from corporate in-
come taxes dropped from 22.5 t o percent; and
all other taxes moved from 5.7 to 6.3 percent of
the total between 1957 and 1966. The record for ,
the property tax alone is especially,not ableits
yield made up 15.3 percent of the all-govern-
ment, tax total in 1966, as against 13 percent in
1957 and loss than 11 percent 10 years earlier,
in 1946.11

It is impossibleo predict with any precision
the future course of State-local finances, or to
say how long it may be until the rate of increase
in this sector might taper back nearer to the
pace of general economic change. The actual rate
of further rise, of course, will depend consid-
erably upon the performance of the economy as
a whole, including price level developments. It
is possible, however, to make several observa-
tions about the prospects :

(1) The strong recent upward trend in
local and State government finances shows
no sign of slackening. Rather, if anything,
there is some evidence of acceleration :
State-local tax revenue-was up 8.9 percent
in calendar 1967 frOm the previous year,
as compared with an average of 7.8 percent
for the previous 9-year periods and State-
local construction expenditure increased 10
percent in calendar 1967, including a whop-
ping 13-percent rise at the local government
level.12

(2) Various underlying basic elements
that have contributed to the recent upward
trend can be expected to continue, though
perhaps with some changes in pace or com-
position. These Intl a optilation growth,
increased urbanizat n rising price levels
and generally higher) come levels, provid-
ing added leeway f a net expansion of the
public share of total consumption.

(3) Public expectations continue strong
for bettor governmental services and facili-
ties, particularly in...major urban areas. De:
spite ccmcern and controversy about meth-
ods for footing the bill, there seems even
more widespread recognition of unsolved
problems and needs; for example, with re-

" For supporting data, see ch. 8, p. 411, table 8.
12 See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Quarterly Summary of

State and Local Tax Revenue, October-December 1967, and
Construction Expenditure of State atvl Local Governments,
October-December 1967.
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gird to education, crime control,-trallic, and
transportation.

(4) Strong pressure can be expected for
local governments pa rates to continue up
more rapidly than'ot her wage and ,price
leVels, in order to maintain and improve the
competitive position of these employers in
attracting a larger work force. (This has
been one major element, in the rise of local
expenditure, of which a 'Sizable part goes
intoityrolls.)

At least\ for the next few years, then, it seems
most likely tiyat growth in the financial .scale of
State and loc governmentand particularly
of urban local governmentwill continue to
outrun by a considerable margin the pace of ,

general economic development.' In turn, this
means that an even larger part of the Nation's
product and income must somehow be devoted
to these public needs.

Should thd differential trends of the past
decade continue for only another 5 years, a fur-
ther rise of about one-sixth in the relative scale
State - local expenditure can be expectedthat

up from about 18 to 21 percent of total per-
sonal income with local governments account-
ing for about two-thirds of such spending.
There seems little reason to expect any lesser
growth than this, unless the National Govern-
ment takes over some majorpresent State-local
responsibilities (e.g., replacing the present_in-
tergovernmental system of public assistance by
a direct Federal program for income mainte-
nance), Similarly, a continuance of recent de-
velopments will demand further tax broadening
and rate-increasing efforts by State and local
governments, to bring their tax yields up' to
around 11 percent of total personal income in
1973, as compared with the 9.7-percent level of
1966 and .the 8.2-percent level of .1957.

This, then, is one important pest of the
urban financing crisisthe obvious trong tend-
eney for domestic governmental r mrements
to outpace economic growtfi;0a p blem most
evident in major urban areas but so bearing
heavily upon State governments an the State-
local financinitsystem as a whole.

SOURCES OF URBAN GOVERNMENT FINANCING

Locally raised taxes provide about one-half
of all the funds to finance urban public serviced,
with the balance supplied by Federal and State,
intergovernmental revenue and local nonta'
sources, mainly service charges and benefit as-
sessments. Most of the intergovernmental sums
are from States (especially for schools and for
public welfare where locally administered). Al-
though direct Federal-local grants have been
increasing rapidly, such aid§ account for only
a very small part of the total recent increase. in

urban government, revenue. For example, the
38 largest SA1SA's had $7.8 billion more revenue
in 1966 hart in 1962, but only $346 million (Lt
this sktrerence was increa,,ed direct Federal
aid."

Of all tax revenue of urban gorer(iiinerit:,
about live-sixt lis comes from property tavat ion.
In most, metropolitan areas the proportion is
considerably I i gl r, since there is only scattered
local Ilse of other highly productive taxes. 9n
the other hand, there are some areas where
local genera] sales taxes (generally State-col-t
lected and returned) o utyroll or earnings ,w
taxes supply a sizable frac sof all ktcal taxi
revenue.

Heavy reliance upo pro y taxation is
widely seen as an imp rtant element in the urban
financing crisis. Sometimes the property tax is
blamed for conditions or problems that are not
inherent in this particular revenue device it-
self but instead arise from the governmental
fragmentation of metropolitan areas in other
words, such a goveromental patternrather
than the property tax as suchdeserves most of
the blame for the intrametropolitan "fiscal dis-
parities" which are described below. There are,
however, some dofects which seem to be inherent
in the property tax and which limit its de-
sirability as a primary means for urban govern-
ment financing. As it is now so widely used, the
property tax-r

Imposes a dispropbetionately heavy bur-
den upon housing, an essential and socially
desirable form of private consumption;

Tends to deter the adequ'ate provision and
sound maintenance of urban housing;

Operates regressively, so as to involve a
larger burden in relation to income for poor
families than for those better off; and

As presently administered, commoWly in-
volves serious departures from the legal in-,
tention of the law, that all taxable property
in any particular locality should-ibe bur-
dened uniformly in relation to its value.

The heavy load which property taxation so
widely places upon housing is a result of (1)
the large suins needed for essentiapu,blic serv-
ices in urban areas, where this typo of tax is
generally the predoininant financing source as
already noted, and (2) the fact that fesidenrial
property makes.up about half of the total tax
base in such areas." As a result, it has been

33 See U.S. Bureau of the Census. Local Government
Finances in Selected Metropolitan Arca& in 1965-66.

l See Dick Netzer. Impact of the Property Tax--E fleet on
flottemp, Urban Land Use, Local Go-vernment Finance (Na-
tional Commlsolon on Urban Problems, Research Report No.

1 9

pp. 17 -19; and U.S. Bureau of the Census, disse!.
')cituations

ea
for General Property Tazation (Preliminary Re-

. port No. 4, 1967 Census of Governments), tables 2 and 4.
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is undooldi illy shifted to con-qm(.1- through
higher price:i; as ill I be cal -a; of any ,!(.11(.ra_l
swap/ ion jags, this itlkultI a greater tax load
in relation to income for the poor than for bet-
ter-off consumers. Taling at coma of both these
factors, one careful scholar has concluded
t he degree of rcgre siVity lof the property tahxel.
IS probably greater than t ha tocor any other
ma ior tax used ill the Uiiiled States.'T

The final problem mentioned abovediffer-
ential taxation of properties legally entitled to
uniform treatment arises from (1) the sheer
diflitety of accurate and up-to-date gssessment,
eel) .dally in the metropolitan context of ex-
tremely diverse property and rapid economic
change and (2) inherited defects in property

,-tax laws and assessment machinery, as more
fully examined in the next caller.

The property tax is unique among major
Amer can revenue sources in the degree to which
its bate is determinedby official action (subject,
of course, to possible taxpayer appeal) rather
than primarily by "self-assessment" as in the
case of the income and sales taxes. This is 'un-
derstandable. Unlike most of the income flows
or transactions reached through those other
kinds of taxes, the value of individual parcels
or items of taxable property is not (except for
the small proportion of properties currently
changing hands) directly reflected in any rele-
vant source: Present-value must therefore be

_ calculated or inferred from other evidence, ofteil
involving some uncertainty or, inexactness.
Thus, absolute correctness and uniformity of
valuations for property taxation is an impossi-
ble target, which may be approadhed but not
fully attained.

The problem of accurate valuation is espe-
cially serious for business property. At the
other extreme, it is generally agreed, that a close
approach to uniform assessment should be pos-
sible for single-family houses. Nevertheless,
wide assessment variations appear in most areas
for even this class of property.

This problem can be seen in data provided
by the census of governments. The uniformity
test is the pattern of consistency (or inconsist-
ency) within taxing jurisdictions in the ratio
Rof assessed to market value of surveyed prop-
erties. The 1967 data reveal that in 122 large
cities the ratios for half of all houses deviated
at least 14 percent up or down from tfeaver-
age. Worse, in 18 of these cities!the deviation
for half of the houses was at least 20 percent."

nick Netzer. Econottace of the Property Taw (Washini4,
The Brookinra Institution, 1966). p. 59.

Is For supporting data, see ch. 8, p. 412. Extensive earlier
evidence oti,assessment variations for single- family houses ap-
pears In U.S. Bureau of.tbe Census, Taxable Property Patties
(Volume 2. 1962 Census Of Governments).

pointed out in a study prepared for this
Conun i&sion :

Property taxes.alerage about 19 percent of
the rental Ialuo of nontarin lion.ing in Zhe United
States currently, equil,iii lit to all I' \ (VA. tax Of nearly
24 prrcent on rental %aloe. exi hiding property taxes.

10 [Property! taws as percentages of :taunt
cash outlays for housing rangeexcluding the South
from sales-ta cum% aka rates of 18 perent for large
apartment houses outside New York City to 30 percent
or more for single family houses In the northeast, and
multifamily properties iu New York City.

These very high tax rates are Freatly in excess of the
rates applicable to other forms of coiNumer expendi-
ture. ith the exception of taxes on liquor. toliaceo, and
gasoline. !t is simply enconceival.le that, If we
were starting to deeinp a tax system from scratch, we
would single out .housing for extraordinarily high
levels of congumption taxatton. More likely, we would.
exempt housing entirely from taxation, just as many
states exempt food from the ales tax."

The deterrent effect of property, taxes on
the provision and maintenance of urbAn housing
is, of course, one aspect of the relatively high
tax burden ,just described. A differentially
heavy rate of tax will operate in this *ay for
any particular form of consumption, but the re-
sults can be especially unfortunate in the case
of urban housing renovation. A Commission
survey conducted through the International As-
sociation of Assessing Officers revealed wide-
spread assessor response to building permit
activity involving even the most modest re-
pairs." Especially where assessing is outdated
and lacking in uniformity to begin with, the act
of repairing a house may triggers reassessment
which causes the building that is renovated to
receive a new valuation which is increased dis-
proportionately not only to the improvement
just added but also 'to the valuations of neigh?
boring or similar structures.

Much of the regressivity or "antipoor bias"
of the property tax results because housing takes
a considerably larger part of the income of poor
than of prosperous households. In addition,
much of the property tax on business' property

u Netter, op. cit., pp. 22 and 25.
to To obtain information needed by the Commission with

regard to assessors' treatment of property alterations author-
ized by local building permits. the International Association
of Assessing Officers canvassed a number of major assessing
jurisdictions Facts supplied by 60 such offices indicate that
nearly all' of them routinely receive building-permit infor-
mation. and use It as a guide for selection of properties to
be reassessed. Only a minority of these agencies specify some
minimum dollar figure below, which a permit - authorized
alteration will not result in an assessment review. Many
reporting assessors emphasize that they do not "automati-
cally" accept the mine of the improvement shown on the
building permit asa measure of change in property value,
on the ground that this figure may be Inexact. Nevertheless.
the pewlyimproved or altered properties may be differentially
treatW, relative to taxable realty generally. if other assess -
punts in the area have become outdated unless this factor
is fully taken Into account In the selectively updated reap-
praisals. With the rapid changes taking place in most major
urban areas, the heavy workload of assessors, and the come
mon Infrequency of comprehensive reassessment. the probable
result may often beas many property owners believea
disproportionate raising of the tax valuations for individual

furrptles29t.hat are altered or renovated. See also Netzer.
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n illustration clarifies what this 20-percent
dev ation means. In one of the 18 cities just
ci d,,take three houses (and lots), each worth
$2 i 000

. Assess.
meat

Market taro
value (percent)

Tex
Assess late

meat (percent) Tan

High house $20,000 36 $7.200 8 ' $576

Average house 20,000 30 6. 000 8 480

Low house 20,000 24 4.800 8 384

In this example city, the average assessment
ratio for all houses is 30 percent of market

, -value. But one-fourth of all houses are assessed
at 20-percent more than that ratio (36 ,percent)
or higher, and another fourth are assessed at
20-percent less than that ratio (24 perctnt) or
lower. Thus three example houses, high, avert
age, and low are assessed respectively at $7,200,
$6,000 and $4,800. Applying a typical tax rate,
their annual tax payments, in the same order,
are $756, $480 and $384. The high pays $196
or 51 percentmore than the low.

Widespread persistence of excessive variation
in property tax valuations can in Part be traced
to unsound assessment arrangements. We offer
in the newt chapter several recommendations
for action on this problem, which should, if
carried oti,t, bring property tax assessments far
nearer to an acceptable standard(of equity and
uniformity.

Most of the revenue 'obtained by urban local
governments- from nonproperty taxes is from
general or selective sales taxes. These, like the
prOperty tax, tend to operate regressively to
the particular disadvantage of poor households.

Altogether, then, it is part of the crisis of
urban government finance that so much of the
large and growing sums Attp.tire'd must now
come from revenue sources that place an espe-
cially heavy burden upon the poorin partic-

ztlar the property tax, which is not only regres-
sive but tends to deter housing construction and
maintenance and in many areas is inequitably
administered.

FISCAL DISPARITIES WITHIN METROPOLITAN
AREAS

TIP problems outlined above appear most
vividly in the core cities or metropolitan areas
particularly the major older cities of the North-
east and Midwest, but increasingly also in other
parts of the Nation. There is a serious and grow-
ing disparity in the relative fiscal capacity of
the central cities and their respective suburban
fringe areas.

ti

parts i) f the Nation) tremendously increases
of many central cities is ail wally below that of
adjaeent metropolitan- fringe territory. As has
been, pointed out : .

"7- In nearly all the larger metropolitan areas in
the Northeast and Midwest, per capita taxable Px0P-
erty values (cOrreeted for differences in asv.s.inent
Levels) in the central cities are up!) below those in the
outlying parts of the same metropolitan area r."

This is a relatively iel:nt develop ent,.dif-1
fering sharply from coedit ions of :;0 r 4ctyears
ago. As the Itnie writer notes: §-

In the past, nearly all the economic
activity in metropolitan areas was concentrated in the
central cities and could he reached by central city
taxes. Today, taxable wealth and capacity have dis-
persed throughout metropolitan .areasheyond the
reach of central city taxeswhile need.s for special
public services continue to he concentrated within the
central cities?* ,

However, it is the higher public expenditure
eeds of the centrakity, rather than an absolute
eficiency in its tax base; that especially demand
ttention. At least three factors contribute to

the additional Aquirements *the central city :
(1) Above all, this is where the poor and

disadvantaged tend mainly to be concen-
trated. There are more high-cost citizens
from the standpoint of such poverty-linked
services as public assistance, public health
and hospital care, housing, .other social
services, and education of. disadvantaged
children. !

(2) The fact that population concentra-
tion (as noted above in the contrast between
metropolitan areas as a whole and other
parts of the Nation) tremendously increases
the necessary scope of such costly services as
police and fire protection, parks and recrea-
tion, a'nd sanitation. For most central cities,
furthermore, these servicesas well as the
local highway system and traffic control.activitiesmust meet the needs of an ex-
panded daytime population which includes
a net jriflow of nonresident suburban
commuters. ?

(3) Since the central cities developed be-
fore suburbia, their public facilities
schools, hospitals, water supply and sewer-
age systems, and the rests-thmally include
a -faehigher proportion of Rete,riorated
structures and equipment, in need of re-
placement or major renovation. Expanding
suburbia, of course, also must provide for
new public plant, but these needs are in the
context of present and prospective growth,
rather thanas in-the case of many central

u Diet Netzer, The Urban Fiscal Problem (Institution of
Lpeel Government, University of Pittsburgh, 1087). p 9

See also ch. 8, pp 412-414
se Ibid. .
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citiesof a stable or declining population
and sluggish economic development.

As a result of these factors, most metropolitan'
central cities have higher taxes tiiiin the average

is for-their r&Tectil e-suburban-fringe areas. Fur-
thermore, given the fragmented structure of
local government, most metropolitan areas in-
clude some territory with tax rates far below
that of the core city. As a result, local financing
conditions add to the many other f rces that are
encouraging fringe-area growth to the relative
disadvantage of central cities. Thi process is
not self-correcting, but self - .reinforcing.' As has
been observed :

11 the central cities must impose higher tax rates on
their more limited tax bases there Is likely to be
some inducement to residents and businesses to move
to lower-tax jurisdictions in the .same metropolitan
areas. This migration in turn "further weakens
central city tax bases, settingr, the stage for a new
descent on the fiscal and economic spiral.

Similar conclusions Are reached in a recent
Jnajor study by the Advisory Commission on
-Intergovernmental Relations, entitled "Fiscal
Balance in the American Federal System." Part
II of that study, dealing with "Metropolitan
Fiscal Disparities," was based upon a detailed
comparative analysis of data for the 37 largest
metropolitan areas in the Nation for athe years
1957, 1962, and 1965, and led to conclusions that
may be briefly summarized as follows: "

There is a growing concentration of high
cost citizens in central cities.

The paradox of poverty in the midst of
plenty emerges most strikingly in the cen-,
trakities of large metropolitan areas. The
decline in absolute poverty is overshadowed
by economic disparities between large cen-
tral cities and their suburbs.

( The deepening fiscal crisis reflects the
)xodus of r4ddle- and high-income families

,4,----- and busin from the central city to
`_suburbia. .......

In central cities, the burden of liical taxes
averages 7.6 percent of personal income

rlMa p. 10.
Advisory Commission on intemoemunentsi Relations,

7iscia askance in the Amerioas; ?ism; System, Vol. 2, pp. 5-4.

(
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compared to only 5.6 percent of income for
residents outside central eities.

Ceti tral cite nevert increased their
relative tax effort (luring a veriod when
their propp,rty tax base experienced a de-
celeration in rate ,of growth or an alisolute
decline.

In the 37 largestmiet ropolitan areas, cur-
rent public school expenditure in 1965 aver-
aged $449 per pupil in the central cities,
compared with $5,74 per pupil in suburbia.
"Children who need education, the most are
receiving the least."

State aid to school districts aggravates
this situation by favoring rural and subur-
ban districts. ,/

Per capita n4neducational (municipal)
outlays of $232 per capita were made by
the 37. largest central cities in 1965$100
greater than/ their suburban counterparts.

Of growing significance are fiscal dis-
parities among rich and poor suburban
communiti in many metropolitan areas.

IN SUMMARY

It is all too c ear, then, that
There is a crisis of urban government

finance.
This crisis is most strikingly evident for

central cities of the largest metropolitan
areas but also 0Aects other large cities and
an increasing number of suburban
communities.

The crisis is rooted in conditions that
will not disappearbut threaten to grow and
sptead rapidly unless major shifts occur in
recent demographic trends (esPecially that
which has concentrated so many disadvan-
taged people within the central cities and
other poverty pockets of metropolitan
areas, or unless significant changes are
made in -traditional patterns of gov-

. ermn- en structure, responsibilities, and
financ g.

crisis is of mounting proportions and
feeds upon itself.

s (i
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Consolidation will save you
money.

Consolidation Will eliminate costly dupli-
cations and mean more efficient use of your
tax dollars. The result: An actual savings to
you. Currently, inflation reduces the buying
power of your .tax dollar by about 10%. City
and County governments have three choices:
raise taxes, cut services, or consolidate _for
efficiencies. Consolidation has saved tax-
payers money in 14 gther communities
nation-wide as it has wi,h our own court
,consolidation. It stands to reason that paying
for 48 different governmental units, costs
you more money than paying-for one.

".)04

t)

Consolidation will slow down the rate of property tax increase and save youinsonsw
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Consolidation will eliminate
waste and inefficiency.

Currently City residents are paying
taxes for two sets of overlapping governments
that deliver only one set of services, That

eans waste and inefficiency in the way
e '

y\our tax dojlar i pent. ,Why pay for both_
lice.ancrshe departments,, for two

m intenante s ps, for two park bureaus,
for two planning bureaus, for two public
wo

\-
ks,shops?.This kind of senseless- dupli-

cation costs yoU meney. Consolidation will
eliminate this waste and inefficiency and
provide you better service for your tax
dollars.

"1 5

.3
are

This, kind of senseless duplication costs you money.



COnsoadation wtal gr:uca you
more revonstive ! government.

Have you ever had a complaint and
tried to find the right .City or CoUnty esffice
to call? Say the problem 'is with litter in a
neighbors or you want a stop sign for,
your street. Do you call the City Neighbor-
hood Environment Bureau or the County
Health Department? Is it a County road or
a City street? With two governments, chances
are all you get is the' run-arourtd. Consolida-
tion will solve that problem. One government
will mean that,you will know who is respon-
sible for delivering services, for more
responsive local government.
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Consolidation will end City
taxpayers' subsidy to the County.

Currently City'residents pay nearly.
three-qUarteisof the property taxes collected
in the County. In return, City t x ers
receive less than one-half of unty
services. City taxpayers alone built and now.
operate the zoo, the civic auditorium and
the coliseum: At the same I e, City tak
dollars which go into County' rks, planning
and public-wOrks are spent largely outside
of the Citsi. For example, City residents
support th County Sheriff's office with tax
dollars, bu County sheriffs deputies pass .

right throw h Portland without patrolling..
Consolidation will put an end to City tax-
payers' subsidy to the County. .

7 ;)

VCity taxpayers alone built and noweperate the zoo, chic auditorium and coliseum.
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Consolidation works! Look
at the record. .

In Deceinber, 1971, Portland and
Multnomah County voters overwhelmingly

`approved consolidation of the City's Munici-
pal Court with the County's District Court.
Voters were promised that consolidation
would mean better service for the same tax
dollars: And that promise has been kept!
Consolidation has resulted in a speedier,
handling of more cases with the same
number judges and staff. And merging
of the Ci and County jails has freed more
than 12 po cemen for patrol duties.
Consolidati works!

1:1

sr,

The court consolidation freed twelve polic en for patrol duties.
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Conso4dation Y3
sensible planning.

It makes no sense to have separate
City 'and County planning departments. You
can see the result when four-lane County
roads meet two -lan9 City streets. Or the
crazy quilt pattern o'f zoning and develop-
ment_along the border at 82nd Avenue.
Or the maze of decisicA-making on the
Mt. ,HoOd Freeway that is'. paralyzing two
local overnmerts. Two planning depart-
ments can Mean" no planning at all. Consoli-
dation will mean one planning department

.fhat all County residents will\ have a voice in..

Two planning departments can mean no planning at all:

4r
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Consolidation will .give you
open and honest government.

Compare the chrters..Which ch4ter
provides that councillors who are' paid a
lull-time salary actually have ell -time duties?
Which charter cluilres_full fin&rcial dis-
closure by etected.officials?- -Which charter
establishes diatrict electionsio cut the costs
Of campaigns, so the average 5itizen can
afford to,serve? Which charter limits the
terms of officwof elected officials? Which
charter, requires circulation of Ordinances
and gendas in a newspaper which comes
t647 ur door? The consolidated Oarter. ,s

i
.

Neither of the Current charters offers this
'opportunity for citizens to take control of

heir own government.

85
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Consolidation has a broad base
of support.

Consolidationiilas always-been favored
by citizens who bel eve that it makes good
sense. ThoUsands of volunteers who ee
concerned about better government are
working for consolidation. The Committee
for ConsOlidation is made up of the
following
Co-Chairpersons
Joe Edgar .

Elaine Cogan
John Gray

Finance Chairman
John Piacentini

Earl Blumenauer

Rep Lloyd Kitisey
Frank Roberts
Ruth Hornstein
George
Loyal Lang
Joseph Labache
Lou Peny
Hardy Myers

Rick Gustafson
Mort Winkel
Herb & Mary Park
Rep. Howard Willits
Rep. Keith Skelton
Rep. Mary Rieke
Rep. Vero Katz
Sen. Keith Bums
Grant Nelson
George Casterline
Polly Casterhne
Sed Stuart
Hon. Terry Schrunk
Rep Steve Kafoury
Ted Cnssell
'Marlene Bayless
Tom Walsh
Rep. Bill McCoy

Akena Boozer
Allison Belcher
Caryl Waters
John Platt
Comm. Ben PadrOw-

omm. Don Clark
yor Neil Goldschmidt

L Anderson
C m Mildred Schwab
Ha d Hirsch
Rep oward Wilhts
Ge Sheldon
Charles rem
John To
Al Lewis/
R. P 'Joe" Smith

Gionet
Forrest Uenktns

Blanche Schroeder
Ronald Buel
Mike Po.versk-
Nollis Ransom'
David McCammon
Claudia Powers
Laurie Robbins
Sen. Ted Hallock
Don Tate
Nancy Stevens
Barbara Sanders
Steve Roso
Sharon Roso
Nam Hem ood
Peg Henwood
Hertnan Brame °4
Phil-McLaunn
Mr. & Mrs Ron liawamoto
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FURTHER READING

The classic statement of the consolidationalist view is a report by

the Committee for Economic Development entitled ModernizinOocal Government

(New York: =Committee for Economic DevelopmenilI966). A similar view is

41141'

expressed in the report of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations, Metropolitan America: Challenge to FedfraliSm (Washington, D.C.:

1966). In their 1970 report entitled Reshaping Government in Metropolitan

Areas, the Committee for Economic Deveidpient adopted a two-tier solution

rather than the single tier earlier proposed.

The Advisory ComMission on Intergovernmental Relations is currently

engaged in a major study of "Substate Regionalism and the Federal Systet:"

Two volumes have recently been published which relate directly tothe ques-

tien of metropolitan reform. The second volume of the seriesin SUbUateb,

Regionaliswand Federal System is entitled Regional Governance: Promise ,

ankPerformance. In it are contained severacase studies including:

1) SOuthern Regionalism, 2) ,Unigov: .L6cal Government Reorganization in

Indianapolis, 3) Bay Area Regionalism: Institutions, Processes, and Pro--

grams, 4) Governance in the Twin Cities Area of Minnesota, S) federally

Encouraged Multi-jurisdictional Agencies in Three Metropolitan Areas and

6) The New York Interstate Metropolis. Volume Four of the series issued

in Febwary, 1974 is concerned with Governmental Functions amd,frocessesi

Local ani'Areawide. The major question addressed in this volume is whiCh

urban services shotald be performed by metropolitan wide agencies and which}

should be perfumed by neighborhood level agencies.

:Douglas Yateiwhas recently written acbook entitled Neighborhood

Democracy: The Politics and Impacts of Decentralization (Lexington, Mass,:

air

87
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D. C. Heath kCompany, 1973) which describes and analyzes a number of ex-'

periments with different iorms'of decentralization particularly in the

northeast., An article Eric A. Nordlinger and Jim Hardy entitled 'Urban
a .

Decentralization:- An Evaluation of Four Models" in Pubiic Policy 20
,1

(Summer 1972) reviews and assesses foUr different types of decentralization

*

-plans and focuses in particular on the Little City Hall movement.
T

The literature describing and assessing different forms of metropoli-

tan reform is rather extensive. A selected bibliography on this topic is

incllided at the end of this section for those who wish to pursue the topic

still further.

4,,
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EVALUATING REFORM .PROPOSALS

Imag ne, if you will, that you are appointed as an advisor to a local

government study commission in a single-county metropolitan area of approx-

imately 756,000 people of which 400,000 live in the center city and the re-

Reinder live in a weltei of small to medium sized municipalities or unincor-

porated subdivisions. Further, the metropolitan area is served by a large,

number of small to large-scale special distriits providing such services

as water, sewage dispoal, parks and airports. You prepare a reading list

for the Study Commission including the three chapters from the Douglas Comm-
/

ission Report plus some of the other assigned readings of Section II.

At the first meeting of the Study Comrissigp after the materials have

been read, you are called upon by members o the commission toltell them as

a policy analyst what they could expect if they were to undertake the follow-

reforms:

Merge the center city with the county to create one general pur-
posegovernmental.unit serving the entire metropolitan area.

2. 'Eliminate all specteiistricts and reallocate their functions to

the new city- county gdVernmental'unit.

3. Eliminate all suburban municipalities withip the county;

4. Create IS neighborhood units within the new city-county with ad-. ,

visory powers concerning some aspects of local zoning but no in-

dependent sources of funding.

.
The commission members are interested in the potential effects of the

above on the effectiveness, efficiency, responilveness and equity of a re-

formed local governmental system. Theyare not now concerned with whdther

this plan is politically' feasible. They want to-know if it were adopted

what effects would it be likely to have.

A./
From the readings you have completed, do you feel that you could give

0
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such a commission relatively solid advice about the likely effects of such

- major structural reforms? Go back and re-read some of the materials assigned

in Section N. Do you 'find a clear Statement 'of exactly what effects are

likely to follow from 'preferred reforms? Do you find references to pre-
*

vious studies which have proyidea evidence about the likelihood of such

effects?- Again, rememberthe information the study commission wants is

not how to make a succesifUl effort at achieving reforM--but rather, what".

consequences Will follow. Vs
,,-

1 Outline your findings with specific statements about expected conse-

quences.and any evidence supporting.these statements presentea'in the lit-

erature. -Do you feel you.cari make a coherent argument to the commission?

Do we have an empirically warrantable base for making policy recommen-

dations to such% commission? I ani afraid'I must predict that you will

answer "no" to those two questions, but how do we,, as policy analysts,app-,

roachthe-problem of evaluating the effects of different proposed reforms
0

Aid thuS'-recommend_which reformi shobld be instituted and which should not._

It is, of Tursealways possible that,a reform might cause more harntthan

benefit 'If' we are concerned about the welfare of people, we should have
,

at least some confidence that future reforms will produce more benefits

than harm.

, The approach taken in this study guide is that in evaluating reform
i -

,

proposals, one must attempt to understand and elucidate the theoretical

framework underlying a reform proposal, This is not always easy to do.

As you have-seen, the logic of a reform may not be well specified by those

making la recommendation. However, one can begin to covert the language

of reform proponents into propositional form (see Sections V and VI). Then;

..'
.

one can attempt to link these propositions into as logical form as possible.

11

This latter effort will show whether the underlying framework,,pbssestes a con-

, , .



sistent logical argument. Unless this'is the case, one would seriously

,question whether reforms based upon an iIjogical series of propositions

should be given serious support. If there is logical cdhefence, then ong

can begin to juxtapose alternative theoretical explanations and to attstpt,,.,

to design empifical studies which examine propositions from one or another

the

The reliability of any problem-solving effort depends upon the body

of knowledge andisupporting evidence which is used to ideitify the cause

and effect relationships underlying the analysis. Theory is simply the

use of elemental terms and postulated relationships to think through com-

plexproblemi which are not intuitively obvious. The average citizen does

not thi nk,of himself or herself as a political theorist. Yet,.the Same

person uses concepts or ideas to assist him-in interpreting the news he

reads in the newspaper or,views on television. He assumes that. the Pres-
,

ident's,decision to impound funds; a mayor's decision to-establish little '

. city-halls, and a legislature's decision to consolidate city and county

governments will make some differences, and that hqtaii distinguish be-

tween_rhetorical promises and realities that he will experience. It is

a rare person who simply ibtorbs what is read or heard without reinter-
.N

preting,it, questiong its-credibility, or inferring conclusions that

-

. .

were not directly presented to him. All of these processes involve t4P

`use:of theory--theory not formally stated, perhips not even logically
, . '..:2.

integrated--but theory as a "way of looking at the world",and drawing:

conclusions from bit and pieces of scattered and'unrelated.visual or
.

I.
audio messages. .

. . . ,
, %

0

Any effort to improve the functioning of governments in metropolitan/

r
areas should be self-conscious of its,use of a thioreticalframework for

4
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analyzing problems and reaching conclusions. This is, particularly impor-

tant for research efforts. _Without the self-conscious developMent of theory,

the collection of empirical data will not serve as evidence and contribute

to a cumulative knowledge of the relationship between conditions and conse-

quences about metropolitan government. When inferential reasoning is used

to derive Conclusions and formulate hypotheses, antecedent conditions can

be viewed as independent'or intervening variables and consequences can be

treated as dependent variables. Empiiical research can be Used to organize

evidence for either supporting or rejecting the association among variables

derived from a theoretical framework. Where a theoretical explanation is

consistently supported by evidence, we can begin to have some measure of

confidence in its warrantability.

Explanatory theory can, in,turn, be used as a tool to diagnose the

association between conditions and consequences in problematic situations

which are judged to be harmful or pathological. If those conditions can

be identified, theory proVides a method for arraying alternative conditions

which will evoke different consequences and a choice of alternative courses .

of action or reforms become available to decision makers. It is the choice

from among alternative possibilities that characterizes policy decisions.
4

Theory, if supported by empirical research, can thus provide a critical

basis for policy analysis.

The approach,taken in this course is very similar to that discussed in

. .
,

the philosophy of science literature'as crucial testing or the method of

multiple working hypotheses. This tradition stresses the need to array
,

alternative theories as fully' as possible. Then, one can begin to assess

wher different theories would tend to piedict different results. It is

( o

at such junctures that empirical research plays its most'effective role

9-;



in simultaneously reducing the warrantability of one theory and increasing

the warrantability of another theory.. In the relatively, "soft" social ,

sciences, we will probably never be able to conduct "the" crucial exper-

iment which destroys with one blow an entire theoretical structure and

provides strong support for another. Rather, we will probably have to

pick away at a series Of inter-related'studies which have a cumulative

impact. If the studies are theoretically linked and have consistent re-

sults, then, over time, we may be able to sort out from the array, those

theories which have,the highest levels of warrantability. With warrant-

able theories, policy analysts can then help sort out the likely conse-

quences to flow from the design of institutional arrangements or the pro-
.

posed reform of current. institutional arrangements..

There are two readings included in this section. The first is a te-

print of a recent re-issue of an article written by T. C. Chamberlin in

1890 on "The Method of Multiple Working Hypotheses." The second is a

more recent article by John R. Platt on "Strong Inference." The Cham-,

berlih article stresses the need for 'keeping more than a single hypothesis
4-

in mind when designing or evaluating any research. Chamberlin argues that

the posing of several working hypotheses reduces the probability that a
%

ruling theory will linger on after evideece is accumulated which.,.con-

stitutes an empitical.challenge.

The Platt article goes one step further. In addition to. the deriv-

ation of alternative hypotheses, Platt urges that. research be Conducted

where evidence will simultaneously provide evidence about more than one

hypothesis. Platt is'particularly concerned about designing research which'

can negate at least one out of a set of alternative hypotheses.

4
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FURTHER READINGS

Arthur L. Stinchcomb in his book Constructing Social Theories also

.discusses the methods of multiple hypotheses,strong inference and crucial

testing. You will find Chapter Two particularly relevant. StinChcombe

illustrates the idea of crucial experiments by drawing on Purkheim'S study

of suicide fhich simultaneously disproved some of the prevailing theories

of the era while giving increased wgrrantability to Durkheim's own theories.

In addition, I strongly recommend reading, several works by Donald T.

Campbell. The first is a short monograph he wrote with Julian C. Stanley

entitled Experimental and Quasi - Experimental Designs for Research' (Chicago:

Rand McNally & Company, 1966). It originally appeared in L. Gage, ed.

Handbook of Research on Teaching (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1963).

The focus is primarily on experimental research and as such describes a

number of researeh'designs that are very difficult for policy analysts to

accomplish. We can rarely create "true" experiments in the sense described

by'Campbell. However what is very important about this monograph is "S,.

their discuision of sources of invalidity-or "rival hypotheses" which ex-

ist for any type of research design. In, other words, regardless of the

(type of research design chosen, alternative methodological hypothees al,.
.

ways exist which threaten either the internal'or external validity of the

results. Internal validity asks the.question: "Did, in fact, the'exppr-, I

imendl treatments make a difference in this specific experimenthl in-

stance?" (Campbell & Stanley, 1966: 6) External validity is concerned

with the problem of generalizability. "To what populat(ons, settings,

treatmeni",variables, and measurement variables canthis effect be generl

alized?" (Campbell & Stanley, 1966: 6) While, all research designs are

I

'1 I
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potentiall$, threatened'by at least some sources of internal or external

validity, Campbell and Stanley assess the strength of

designs in helping td.'eliminate rival hypotheses.,

t research

'The concept of rival hypotheses used by Campbell and Stanley is differ-
.

ent though related to that of multiple working h$,Poth'eses of ehamberlin.

Chamberlin is concerned with a conscious development of a series of alter-

native working hypotheses prior to-the design of research or in the inter-
.

pretation of research. Campbell and Stanley areConcerned that generalized

processes other than those consciously thought of in either a-working

hypothesis or in a series 'of working hypotheses could conceivably be the
x.

cause of the resulti observed in an experiment. Designing research with

multiple working hypotheses in mind as well as rival, methodological hypoth-'

eses, insures a higher level of both internal and external va idity.

The research designs discussed by:Campbell and Stanley are also dis-

cussed by Edward A. Suchman in Evaluative Research. Principles and Practice

in Public Service and Social Action Programs (New York: Russell Sage FOun-'

dation, 1967). You willfind here that the disCussiop of research design

is applied to public policy problems and thus more relevant to the 'con-

cern of this'Study Guide. However, the discussion of.rival hypotheses is

not as extensive in Suchman as it is in Campbell and Stanley.

Another excellent source for a discussion of rival hypothesesis

Donald T. Campbell's-article "Reform as Experiments" in American Psychol-

1

ogist 24 {April 1969),,409-429. It has also been reprinted in Readings

in Evaluation Research edited by Francis G. Caro (New `fork:, Russell Sage,

1971). The nine threats to internal validity described in this article

include:

1. History: events, other than the experimental treatment, occurring

between pretest and posttest and thus providing alternate explan-,

ations of effecti.
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t.N ,

2. Maturation: processes within the respondents or observed social
units producing changes as a funCtion of the passage of'time per
se, such as growth, fatigue, secular trends, etc.

3. Instability:. unreliability of measures, fluctuations in sampl-
ing persons or components, autonomous instability ofrepeated or
"equivalent" measures. (This is the only threat to which stat-
istical tests. of significance are relevant.),

4. Testing: the effect of taking a test upon the scores of a sec-
ond testing. The effect of publication of a, social indicator
upon'subsequent readings of-that indicator.

S. Instrumentation: in which changes,in the calibration of a meas-
uring instrument or changes in the observers or scores used ivy
produce changes in the obtained measurements.

1

6.
*.

Regression artifacts: pseudo-shifts occurring when persons 9r
treatment units have been selected upon.the basis of their ex-

'', -; treme score.

' 7. Selectidn:. biases resulting from differential recruitment of
comparison groups, producing different mean levels on the meas-
ure ofseffects.'

8. ,Experimental mortality: the differential loss of respondents

from comparative' groups.

9: Selection-maturation, interaction: selection biases resulting in

. differential rates of "maturation" or autonomous change.

A volume whichtis helpful in thinking about the development of theorie's

,isloaul Davidson Reynolds, A Rrimerin Theory (Construction (Indianapolis,

BObbs-Merrill Company, 1971). A Somewhat more technical work dealing with
s'

the same topic is Hubert M. Blalock's Theory Construction: From Verbal to

Mathematical Formulations'.(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

J.
'5
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PRELIMINARY STEPS IN DEVELOPING A METHOD OP INSTITUTIONAL ANALYS'I'S

In Section III a method of institutional analysis is posed as away
V

to evaluate competing reform propbsals. This method involves several steps

including:

Converting the statements justifying reform proposals into
propositions which assert specified relationshipsmmong var-
iables.

e
2. Attempting to array each set of propositions into a logical

form or theory.

3. Arraying diversel,theories in such a manner that the major diff-
erences between tbe theories are made explicit.

4.; Developing clear, perational definitions for the 'major terms
used in diverse theories.

S. Undertaking research where data.can be used as ,evidence to re-
duce the warrantability of one theory and increase the warrant-
ability of others.

Such.an-approach to institutional analysis is an ambitious undertaking

which will take the efforts.of many people working for a number of years.

The remainder of this Study Guide is devoted to some prelim

;)

nary steps

toward the,development of an empirically warrantable theory of institutions

as applied to the substantive area of metropolitan reform. It.thust be

stressed-that the task is incomplete. Work is-progressing on-all of the,

above steps and can be illustrated in the next section. However, much

more needs to be donet Your own efforts can contribute to thIA process

in a significant way.

Section V and VI are both efforti toward the first step mentioned

above--that of converting the statements justifying reform proposals

into propositions. Section V was prepared for the 1973-74 NSE,Chautaugua-

Type Short Course program. 'A participant in that program, Mithael P.

19 /
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Smith of TulaneTniver ity.prepared the propositional inventory gresented

in: Section VI first as an interim project for. the course and then in re-
.

vised form for this Study Guide. Both of these sections could be expanded.
/ 1

.

An interesting project would be to take the Douglas Commission report re-

produced in Section II and examine it closely fozi the propositions it cop-

tains. You should find some propositions similar to those presented in

bbth Sections V and VI since the report simultaneously presents several

views op urban Prohlems. You shOula,also find some new propositions not

stated in either. .section. Another interesting. project would be to search

4 for related or new propositions in the literature discussed in Section II

4<'
but not referenced in Section V or VI. Joint efforts by many readers and

participants will eventually enable us to have ,a rather complete propos-

itib:rial inventory from the diverse reform traditions.

An effort toward.steps two and three mentioned above is presented in Sec-
.,

tion VII. There,two theoretical traditions are presented in propositional

and flow-chart form. Some evidence is presented concerning several of

the alternative propositions. Section VIII turns to the question bf

how to design research about propositions and their alternates derived
.4

from diverse traditions. The next two sections turn to each of the major

independent variables discuSsed in Section VII:- I) the size of a govern-

mental unit and 2). the number of governmental units operating in ametro-

politan area. Section IX discusses the ,problem of defining and measuring

the number of governmental units present in a metropolitan area as well as

'other structural attributes of interorganizatiOnal arrangements within

metropolitan areas. Section X reviews a series of studies conducted rel-

ative to neighborhood policing which examine the effect of size on out-

put.

1



V

A PRELIMINAlly PROPOSITIONAL INVENTORY DERIVED

FWM THE

TRADITIONAL LITERATURE ON METROPOLITAN REFORM

Introduction

The first part of this section is devoted to a preliminary Pro=

positional inventory relating size of jurisdiction, fragmentation or

overlap to outcomes. The propositions represent a re-wording in propos-

itional form of statements found in the traditional literature op metro-

politan reform or in survey articles describing this literature. Each

proposition cites at least one source and many of them cite mult'ple

sources. Specific paragraphs presenting the original language f the

sources are then presented in-the second part of this section Full ci-
i

tations are given so that you and your students can return, here desir d,

a
to the original works teread them in full.

The list of propositions is relatively long. Howe er, no pre ense

"diagnosis side" of the traditional metropolitan refo movement They

describe the relationships which were thought to exi t in the w rld. Thus,

Jr#
. /

the diagnostic propositions are the easiest to begin examinin empirically.

There is an additional set of propositiOns pot listed here hich represents

the "prescription side" of the traditional metropolitan re rm movement.

Examples of such propositions would include: " Consolidation leads to the

ttt
-equalization of the tax burden for services received in metropolitan area."

"Consolidation leads to yeduce costs of providing publ c services in a
t

metropolitan area.

1
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I-

Empirica.1 examinations of the prescriptive propositions' are Somewhat

more difficult to undertake than empirical examination of the diagnostic

propositions. The problem is in finding appropriate empirical examples for

the prescriptive propositions which will satisfy proponents of these reforms,

Obviously, if one can do a before-after study of a large-scale consolidation,

then one could examine the results of that consolidation. One can also util-

ize very large celith cities as exampled of what a consolidated structure
a

would look like at least within their boundaries. However, many proponents

of consolidation will not judge this as an adequate empirical investigation

of effects of consolidation since there are still multiple units existing

in Ole metropolitan' area.
4 I

SinceAhis propositional inventory can be extended to include the

set of prescriptive propositidns as well as extended to include other /

diagnostic propoiitions, several partieipanicin this course may want t9

j 6undertaka further examination of the lierature,to extend the list and/or

to modify the Wording of propositions to insure that they conform closely to

the intent of the proponents. I have purposely numbered the propositions

in steps of 10 in order to facilitate the addition of new propositions.

The current inventory presents propositions in their most elementary

,worm so that the specific variables volved and their simplest relation-

. ships could be clearly identified. This is.a crucial step in elucidating

a logic and in forming a foundation for preliminary empirical examination

of the propsitions. Further refinements and extensions of this sei of

propositions will involve stating propositions in more complex form.

Two types of relationships are presented in the list. First is the

APpipsftgarmx40,445a0N



set of propositions which relate size or fragmentation to specific direct

outcomes (such as the increase in the costs of public services or the de-

crease in citizens' capacity to fix responsibility). Propositions of this

type are presented first.in the list and identified as.a proposition specify-

ing a direct relationship (i.e. Size -D10 or Frag-D
3p

). Secondly a set Of

propositions is presented. which relate eitheesize or fragmentation to some

kind of intervening, variable which is, itself, assumed to produce either

good or bad outcomes. Examples of such intervening variables are."modern

methods of management" and "professionalization of public officials." It

0

is frequently assumed that the effects of these intervening variable*s are

known. For example, it is assumed without much question in this literature

that professionalizatian Of public officials does improve the quality of

public service?. For every proposition which posits a relationship with an

,intervening variable (i.e. Size-I0 or Frag- I20),there is an implicit hypoth-

esis that the intervening variele has a positive,ornegative effect On the

performance of metropolitan institutions. I have not here attempted'to

enumerate the predicted consequences for these intervening variables- -

that is another potential interim project. HoAver, some of these relation-

ships were specified in the article entitled "Metropolitan Reform: Proposl

itions Derived from Two Traditions," reproduced in ,the first section of this

volume.

One further comment is in order prior to presenting the propositions

themsel3les. .Considerable confusion exists in the,literature about the mean-

ing of the terms "size of jurisdiction"-and "multiplicitj, of jurisdictiOn

or "fragmentation." The size of a jurisdiction can mean any of the following

L

1 -7
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N

four definitions:

1. The geographic extent of

2. The popplation_of.a jurisdiction.

3. The size of the operating

I

a jurisdiction.

unit itself mea4ured by the number offe;9-loy-

6

ees or the size of the budget.

K,

4. ,eThe scale o the unit producing services measured bj, -the-number of units

. ,

of output oduced.

The second meaning is probably the most frequent referent in the following

propositions, but the other three are also meant from time tollVe'and are

reasonable substitutes.

,

Jurisdictional multiplicity or fragmentation are also indefinite.terms

in the literature. There appear to be two somewhat distinct concept's invo#104,

in the more general term of multiplicity. The first concent would seem to be

llent to horizontal differentiation within a metropolitan area. When

the concept of horizontal differentiation seed td be the referent, the

term "fragmentatiOnlit been used in the followingspropositions. Thus,

governmental fragmentation or fragmentation,Among units producing a partic-

ular set of services (police, for exa le) refers tiepin to the fact that

*

a number of units exist contiguously and or the most part dge not overlap.

The second concept would Seem to be equivalent to vertical differentia-
,

tion. When this has seemed to be the referent, the term "jurisdictional over-

.. a
lap" has been utilized Thus, to speak of jurisdictional overlap among units'

herein describeS'a situation in which governmental units overlay each,other--

in effect, sharing part of the same geographic space.

sr

There is a close inter-tde in the literature between propositions about

V.

\'
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the size of ajuri4diction and propositions. about fragmentation. In sheer

volume, tore propositions are 'stated about fragmentation than about size-

`However, the propositions relating to size appear to me to underlie many of

the propositions aboue'fragmentatioil.' The close inter-tie betweeq these var-

iables (as well as the lack of empirical evidence-to support them) is well

reflected in the 'fallowing statement by Wilbur R, Thompson (from his A

Preface to Urban Economics (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1965, pp. 257-

259)) .

No phrase in urban affairs is encountered more frequentry than
"political fragmentation." One, interpretation is that the local
public economy is made less efficient by being divided into too
many political subdivisions too small to capture the Many potent-
ial internal and external economies of scale. Water and sewage
systems are either too small or, if of optimum size, are under-
utilized.; police communication systems and street networks are
unco-ordinated across a maze of city boundarieS. The presump-
tion is, that the case for larger political scale is obvious and
overpowering, so much so that only ap'athy; vested interest, or
plain cussedness could account for opposition to enlarged local
government -- ideally metropolitan-area-wide "local" government.
,What.is usually absent is any quantification of the purported
economies foregone and/or the public service quality presumably
sacrificed by retaining fragmeg=local government, and this is
a gap in the case for bigness se political consolidatPt-N,,
cannot rest easily on some trivial gain in scale economies. A

small sacrifice in efficiency will not offset a strong need or
preference for either personalized political participation or
intimate political control. At the moment we are not able to say
with any assurance whether our pattern of political fragmentation
in metropolitan areas is due to the fact that substantial econom-
ies of scale (a) do not exist, (b) are thought not to exist, (c)
have not/been thought about by the electorate, ,or (d) are not
large enough to exchange for theluxury of retaining intimate
small' local governmept.
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Propositions
45

Size of jurisdiction is positively associated with economies

of scale in the production of public goods and services.

(Haar, 1972b:51)

Size-D20 Size of jurisdiction is positively associated with the number
of services available to residents., (Hawley and Zimmer, 1970:

139)

Size-D
30

Size-I
10

Size of jurisdiction is positively associated with citizens''
satisfactions with governmental services. (lawley, and Zimmer,

1970:139)

Size of jurisdiction is positively associated with the appli-
cation of modern methods in solving current and future prob"-

lems. (CED, 1966:11)

Size-I20
Size of jurisdiction is positively associated with a well Bevel-

, oped bureaucratic structure. (Hawley and /dimmer, 1970:139)
i

Size-I30 Size of jurisdiction is positiyely associated with profession-

alism of public employees. (CED, 1966:16; CED, 1972:30)

Size-I
40

City size is positively associated with the presence of long-

range planning. (CED, 1966:1)

Frag
-D10

Fragmentation causes urban sprawl. (Schlitz and Moffitt, 1971:

$7)

Frag-D20 Fragmentation causes the deterioration of central oities.

(Citizens Advisory Committe,e, 1962:254)

Frag-D30 Fragmentation leads to the inability of central cities to

finance their service provision adequately. (Schlitz and

Moffitt, 1971:91; Lineberry, 1970:676)

D,Frag-
D40

Fragmentation produces. inequality in tax.base. (Lineberry, 1970:

676; Hawley and Zimmq,.1970:2; Citizens Advisory Committee,

1962:254) .,

%-.:.

Frag-D50 Fragmentation decreases tbe,political Capacity of local govern-

,-
ments to aciw jre resources. (chlitz And Moffitt, 1971:91)

Frag -D60.
Fragmentation produces inequities in the administration and

distribution'of services, (Lineberry, 1970:676; Zimmer and

'Hawley, 1968:19)

1 1 0
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Fro-070 Fragmentation. produces variations in service lev0s in metro-
politan areas. (Lineberry, 1970:676; Greer, 1961:193) '

Frag- D80 Fragmentation results in higher per capita costs for providing
governmental service,s_11 (Schlitz and Moffitt, 1971:91; Adrian,
1972:59

Frag-D90 Fragmentation produces variations in the efficiency of differ-
ent units. (Greer, 1961:193; Zimmer and Hawley, 1968:19)

Frag- D100 Fragmentation leads to inefficient production processes.
(Adrian and Press, 1972:59)

.Drag -(1110 n'Fragmentation results in higher taxes. (Schlitz a Moffitt.,

1971:91) .

Frag-
D120

Fragmentation leads.to generally low levels of some services
throughout an area. (Greer, 1961:193)

Frag- D130 Fragmentation encourages an irresponsible attitude toward
center city problems by citizens of high-income suburbs.
(Grant, 1968:105; Haar, 1972b:51; ACIR, 1969:10)

Prag- D140 Fragmentation reduces a citizen's capacity to fix responsibility
and hold government officials responsible. \ (Grant, 1968:105;
Hanson, 1970:206; Citizens Advisory Committee, 1962:254)

Frag- D150 In fragmented settings, goverrimental units cannot cope with
many problems which extend beyond the boundary of the unit.
(Lineberry, 1970:676; President's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment, 1967:119; McCausland, 1972:63; Hawley and Zimmer, 1970:
2; Haar, 1972a:5)

Frag- D160 In fragmented settings, policies undertaken by local govern-

ments tend to have spillover effects. (Schlitz and Moffitt,

1971:91; Lineberry, 1970:676)

,Frag- D170 In fragmented settings, new suburban governments cannot pro-
vide, the services for which they were creatpd. (Schlitz and

Moffitt,,1971:91; Hawley and Zimmer, 1970:3)

Frag- 110. Fragmentation deters areawide planning. (Schlitz and Moffitt,

'1971:91; Rosenbaum and Henderson, 1972:430) -"'"--

Frag-
120

Fragmentation leads to an inability to coordinate efforts .

among local'gavernments. (Schlitz and Moffitt, 1971:91;
Lineberry, 1970:676; Adrian, 1972:59; Gorvine and Mar-

gulies, 1971:270)
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Frag-I30' Fragmentation reduces the quality of leadership in metropolitan

alias. (Schlitz and Moffitt, 1971:91)

Frag- 140, Fragmentation tends to isolate the most able leaders from the

core city's problems. (Grant, 1968:105; ACIR, 1969:0)

Frag-Iso Fragmentation tends to segregate the most able leaders in sep-'

arate political eriticies. :.(Grant, 1968:105)

Frag-
160

Fragmentation leads to an 'immobilism of political decision

making in a metropolitan,area. (Hanson, 1970:216)

Frag-170 In fragmented settings, few police departments are permitted

to cross jurisdictional boundaries. (McCausland, 1972:63)

Frag-I
80

In fragmented settings, coordination of activities among con-
4 tiguous police agencies tends to be informal. (President's

Frag-I90

CoMmission on LaW Enforcement, 1967:119)

In fragmented settings, coordination' of attivities.among con-

tiguous police agencies tends to be sporadic (infrequent).

(President's Commission on Law Enforcement, 1967:119)

Frag-I
-100

InJragmented settings, coordinatidn among functions such as

police,fire and water does not exist. (Lineberry, 1970:676;

Gorvine and Margulies, 4971:270)

Frag- 1110 In fragmented settings over time,'decision-making centers tend

, . to be created at an Increasing rate. (Barber, 1971:243)

F g-I
120

As fragmentation,increases, the proliferation of coordination

units,nits,'increases exponentially. (Barber, 1971:243)

Frag- As fragmentation increases, the incidence'of conflict increases.

(Barber, 1971:244)

Frag-
1140

AS fragmentation increases, the degree of jurisdictional over-

Ni>
lap increases. (Barber, 19711245)

Frag-P
1S0

As the degree Of jurisdictional overlap iris eases, conflict in-

cidence increases. (Barber,'1971:24S)

Frag-
1160

As fragmentation increases, the intensity of confl 'decreases.

(Barber, 1971:245)

Frag- 1170 As fragmentation increases, energies Are channelled into prob-

lems of inter-Unit relations and away from problems of substan-

tive program evaluation, (Barber, 1971:246)

112
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. . ,

Frag-I
180

itsfraiMentation increa es, the nimber of proposals initiated
increases. (Barber, 1971:2461

,

.,.
i ,

Frag-I1"_9_
0

As fragmentLation increases, theoumber of proposals adopted
decreases. (Barber,

, .

Frag-
r200

As fragmentatibn increases, the probability increases that
proposals will be adopted, when adopted, in bunches. (Barber,

197f4.24.7) ,

-

. .

-

over -D10 Jurisdiction overlap leads to higher taxes for both homeowners'
..

and business._ (Citizen's Advisory Committee, 1962:253)

Over -D20. Jurisdictional overlap leads to inefficiencies in the production
of public services. (CED, 1972:30)

Over-D
30

Jurisdictional overrap causes confusion and disinterest among
citizens in metropolitan areas. (CED, 1966:13)

Over-I10 Jurisdictional overlap generates competition to tap existing
revenue sources. (CED, 1966:11)

w
Over-I

20
Jurisdictional ove rlap obscures lines of authority. (CED,

N66:13).

(),

3
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Sources

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (1969) Urbanatmerica rand

the federal System. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office.

10/The situation for most central cities takes on an even more dismal

case because there is ,little proSpect for voluntary solution arising

from'within 'the metropolitan area. Suburban political leaderscan'

'genitally be counted upon to oppose stoutly any proposal that, would.cail

for% significant redistribution of resources such as an area-wide tax

with a strong equalization twist to aid the central city. By the same

,
token, suburban leadership can be expected to view with a jaundiced

eye:any major redistribution of burdens, i.e, the rezoning of suburban

land to permit low income central city families to obtain public or low

cost housing in suburbia.

Adrian, Charles R. and Charles Press (1972) Governing Urban America (4th ed.)

New York: McGraw -Hill Book Company.

59/Suburbs tend to becOme intensely jealous of-their independence, and- -

- encouraged by local office holders--they attribute ulterior motives to

all suggestions-6f cooperation with thecore city or even with other

suburbs. Th. attitude is likely to decrease coordination and lead to

ihetficient se of plants and equipment.

Barber, j es David (1971) "Some Consequences of Pluralization in Govern- ,

ment," The Future of the United States Government Toward the Year 2000.

ed. by Harvey S. Perloff. New York: George Braziller, Inc.

243/1. Pluralization is-self-reinforcing, That is, the process tends to

acquire momentum of its own, stimulating them creation of separate but inter-

dependent decision centers at an I.ncreasinerate.

. . .
creation ofa single new unit sets in motion interactions with .

numerous other units. Each such event thus multiplies the number of

relationships which must be coordinated to produce action. In time

the "load" on coordination channels tends to 'increaseoand to reach a

point at which it becomes useful-to regularize them.

244/By proliferating new relationships among separate but inter-dependent

deciiion centers, pluralization provides an increasing number of,occasions

for conflict.

245/However, the proliferation of decision centers also tends to reduce

the intensity Of conflicts.

Conflict incidence is also in reased by the inevitab overlapping of

jurisdictions, which accompan es unit proliferation.

1 e;
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'246/The more units there are involved in a policy process, the more
necessary and difficult it is to predict and manipulate their reactilas
to proposals. Questions are 'thus increasingly, Tbsed in the form "How

will units X,Y, and receive this proposal" and "Hbw can we best in-
sure a favorable response?" rather than "What would this program do if
put into operation, in the field?"

The fluidity of the situation both within and without the unit Jim-
ulates individuals and the agency as a whole to capture attention by
suggesting innovations. For all these reasons, a flow of proposals
is likely to spring from- newborn units.

But as units proliferate, the numer of proposals adopted--that is,
actually put into operation--declines, due to changes in the aggregate
character of the system.

247/By increasing the opportunities for vetoing and delaying broad gov-
ernment action,-pluralization tends to allow social problems to build up

to crisis proportidris. A point is reached-aI which failure to act threat-
ens to bfing about relatively marked social or political upheavals, de-

mands for redistributing power in the system, and agitation for changing
the rules of the game. Frustrated in their programmatic efforts, interests

turn on the structural characteristics of tilt; system, thus challenging

established habits and prerogatives. At thisJpoint, many,units may
suddenly suppress their differences and agree to cooperate.

Citizen's Advisory Committee, Joint Committee on Urban Area Government,
Legislature of the Stateof Washington (1962) City and Suburb--Commun-
ity or Chaos, reprinted An Michael N. Danielson. Metropolitan Politids.

A Reader. (2nd ed.) BostOn: Little, Brown, pp,253-259.

253/Local government in Washington was designgd for a simpler day when
people were fewer and the line between city-and county was clear. -It

has grown by patchwork additions of cities and special purpose districts
and is now a crazy quilt of overlapping jurisdictions, costly in higher
taxes to the homeowner and businessman alike . . .

254/Such fragmentation Is sappirig the strength of local government. No

citizen, no matter how civic minded, can inform himself of the affairs of

a dozen or more local governments. No voter can keep track of the perfoiin-

ance of SO or more local elected officials. Citizeng have lost control

of their local affaiis when they are unable. to place responsibility for

faulik decisions .or inaction.

,

NO is this divided government responsive, for it cannot respOnd to

major problems which ignore its boundary lines. Time, energy and money

are being wasted in mounting traffic congestion; water and'air pollution

grow; downtowns are in trouble, older neighborhoods blighted, and social

problem's rise. Each of the hundreds of lobal officials of the metro-

politan area is alert to see that no action to remedy these ills

.11.LI
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falls too heavily on his jurisdiction; none' s responsible to see that

there is action. Frust6ted by local inertia and confusion, -the citizen

turns increasingly to state and federal programs for urban needs.

Fragmentation damages the financial as well as the political health of

local government . . .
Fragmentation of the metropolitan areas separates.

benefits and bUrdens in wa)s which are often basically unfair.

CED (1,96,) Modernizing Local Government. New York: Committee for Economic

\Develapment.
o

///Very few local units are'rarge enough--in population, area, or tax-

-able resources --to apply modern methods in solving current and future

problems. Less than 14.1f contain as many as 1,000 people; less than

10 per cent have more than 10,000 inhabitants; and less than 1 per cent

have Over 100,000 inhabitants. .Even the largest cities find major

problems insoluble.becauseof limits on their geographic areas, their

taxable resources, or their legal powers.

Overlapping fayers.of'local government--municipalities and townships'

within counties, and independent school districts and special districts

within thedl-are a soyrce_of weakness. These layers, in some cases

numbering te&or-more' units with power to tax the same parcel of

land, compote in a struggle for revenue sources . . .

/5/Confusion from the many-layered system, profusion of elective offices

without policy significance, and increasing mobility of the population

all contribute to disinterest . . .

Antiquated administrative organizations hamper most -local 'governments.

Lack of a single executive authority, either elective or'appointive, is

a common fault. Functional fragmentation obscures lines of authority.

Organizational concepts considered axiomatic in American business firms

are unrecognized or disregarded in most local governments. The quality

of administration suffers accordingly.

t

/6/Each local unit must be sufficiently large--in population, geographic

jurisdiction, and financial resources--to make long-range plans, to attract

professional staff and to manage modern services.

CED (1972) Reducing Crime and Assuring Justice. New York: Committee for

'conomic Development.

30/Fragmentation of police forces is extreme; there are
S2,000 separate

police departments . . .
Wasted energy and lost motion due to over-

lapping, duplication and noncooperation are not the Worst consequences

of the fragmentation. Large afeas of the United States--particularly

rural communities and the small. jurisdictions in or near metropolitan

areas--lack anything resembling modern, professional police protection.

1 1 6
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Gorvine, Albert and Spuel.L.\Margulies (1971) "The Urban Crisis: 'An-

Alternative.Perspctive," Urban Affairs Quarterly .6 (March), 263-276.

270/In the New York area, tkere'are over.1i1190 political geographic
jurisdictions, units too small to solve theii own problems, yet
unable and unwilling. o participate in a consistent way in regional.,
solutions. The evolution of intergovernmental relations--grants-in-
aid, single purpose districts, annexation and others have two charac-'
teristics in common--they'are cumbersome and voluntary. Typical of

their operations are overlapping and conflicting lines of,jurisdiction
and a lack of horizontal coordination and communication.

Grant, Daniel R. (1968) "The"Metropolitan Government Approach: Should-,

Can and Will'it Prevail?" Urban Affairs Quarterly 3 (March), 103-110.,

105/Area/wide coordination of the human resourcesdf the metropolitan
community is needed and may ultimately be the most serious need,of

all . . . Failure to coordinate these human resources . . . tends xb

segregate the most able leaders in separate political entitiesfrequently
suburbs--and to isolate them from the core city's problems. Alch a pol-

itical structure tends to-encourage an irresponsibl attitude by cit-
izens of high,-income:suburbs . , . Furthermore,Ahe fragmented govern--
mental structure,of'the metropolis tends, to make the,fixing.of resAn-
sibility by citizens an impossible task. If the esOnce of democracy

is fixing relponsibility and-holding governmental officials ac6ountaillp,

the fragmented structure constitutes a very real'obstacle to democraCy

in the metropolis.

Greer, Scott (1961) "Dilemmas of Action Research on the Metropolitan ,

Problem," in Morris Janowitz,,ed. Community Political Systems.

Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press. 4

193/It was . . hypothesized that-this congery of heterogeeous and
overlapping governmental units would produce these resultos: .-1(

1)' Greatvariation in output, or service levels, among the different units.

2) Great- variations in the efficiency, or cost benefit ratio,mong the

units.

3) A generally low level of some services throughept the areas- due to_the

deleterious effects of poor services in one governmental unit upon
the services in other, interdependent units.

Haar, Charles M. (1972a) "Introduction" in Metropolitanization-and Public

Services. Vol. 3,of The Governance of Metropolitan Regions, ed. by

;Lowden Wing. Washington, D.C.: Resources for the Future, pp. 1 -6.`

4/A real hope for-improvements in the governance of metropolitan areas

may lie, paradoxically, in the possibility that the problems are greater

,than -they have yet seemed--that they are so severe that unless they are

dealt with on a metropolitan basis, and. with the combined resOurtes.of

the entire area coherently arrayed, the roof will fall in-odeveryboay,

4 .1
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urbanites and suburbanites alike. For_the domiL.Int underlying theme of-

the 1970's in,AMerica may well be the irresistible emergence of underly,-
ing interrelationships that have up to now been determinedly ignored . .

A great deal of unavoidable "new evidence" has Lecome availabre,in both

physical and social terms,u and in Many different functional argas. It

'points directly to the need fot a revamping of the distribution of

reSponsibilities and'5,/pbwers within metropolipn areas to allow for

unitary response at appropriate 'levels of scale'to problems that a

in'the sense that they'require st

such a unified approach to make -solutions even pq§sible.

Halt, Charles M. (19.72b) "A Service ComMunity: The Immediate Environment

in TheEnd orInnocence. A Suburban Reader, ed. by CharleS M. Haar.

Glenview,Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Company, pp. 49-53.

5L/The inescapable counterpart to the high 'level of civic services that,

suburbanites want and sometimes get is a high level of public'expendi-

ture. Heavy public costs are augmented, moreolier', by diseconomies of

scale since many suburbs are too small to achieve the economies avail-

able through the use of heavy equipment, large plants, an'd automatic

4 systems. On the other hand, of course-many suburbs are able, by divo4-

ing themselves from the polieical confines of central cities and metro-

politan areas, to avoid (or, it might be said, to Shirk) the costs of,

supporting the poor and underprivileged left behind in the central cities

and, indeed, not Infrequently excluded from the suburbs by their own

land-use restrictions. And still worse from the standpoint of fiscal

equity, subt*irbs are able, as we have shown,'to,enjoy unduly high levels

of fiscal subsidies from state and federal government.

Hanson, Royce (1976) "Toward a New Urban Demociacy: MetrOPolitan Coif-

solidation and Decentralization," in Crisis in Urban Gozkrnment: A

symposium: Restructuring Metropolitan Area Government. Silver Spring,

Maryland: Thos. Jefferson Publishing Company, pp. 197-234.

206/In sum, the present system of governance'in metropolitan areas con-

tributes to economic pluralism at the expense of more rational distrib-

ution of resources, and, however, desirable,.the system's'pblitical

'ism produces a diffused distribution of'political power. Furthermore, the

system is self-reinforcing; structure and economic advantag,einteract with

civic culture to resist institutional changes thal might alter substantially

the existing balance of jurisdictions, finances, and power thus far devel-

oped in most metropolitan areas. It is hardly useful to condemn-this arrange-

ment out of hand of to assert that it is inefficient, unresponsive, or.other-
.

wise deficient. It may not meet-tYR values and specifications,of modern

reformers, but-it obviously meets the specifications and purposes of some,

mho perceive it as effectively serving their values and ipterests.

213/As do all governments, local governments have asa majorfunction th'e

authoritative resolution of conflicts, and the structure provided for this

a
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purpose contributes to the resolution

the resolution of others It should

pluralism of the metropolis, as wel
counter to values suggesting ratio
resolving conflicts. In fact, pl

associated wit local community
various economic or functional

at metropolitan unificatipn su

on the,citizens of metropolitan areas.-

216/Themimmobilisme Wthe metropolitan political system tends to con-
,

tribute to disrespect and distrugt for the institutions, processes, and

officials of local government. Far more even than overt corruption, med-

iocre to wretched perfor nce of services, indifference, and failure to

actbon matters perceived s urgent provide fuel for a conspiracy theory.

of politics.

f some and virtually precludes
e evident that the governmental

as the municipality itself,'runs
al and comprehensive processes for
ralism enhances values more closely

ndependence and laissez faire among

roups. Repeated unsuccessful. attempts

gests how strong a hold thesp values have

Hawley, Amos H. and Baiil
Beverly Hills: Sage P

2/ . . . metropolitan
what are actually in
sewagrdisposal, of
ation and traffic c
and development rec
ability to deal eff

. Zimmer (1970) The Metropolitan Community.

risher* s.

growth has divided among many governmental units

visible problems. Priablems of water supply and

ealth and environmental pollution, of transport-

trol, of police and fire protectiOn; of planning

gnize no parochial boundaries. The central city's

ctively with its service needs is.progres ively im-

paired by a shrink'ng tax base. Its difficulties are further aggravated

by the use of its . nstitutions and facilities by increasing numbers of

non-contrfbu

/

ors o its revenues, the suburban residents. On the other

hand, there is,gr at uneveness among suburban 3/governmental units in

their capablliti s to finance the capital equipment urbarcsei-vices re-'

i

quire. #

139/Size f are' is, of course, a gross indicator of other characteristics.

The small r th area the less dQveloped is the governmental organization in

suburban zones. More sp'cifically, the smaller the area the fewer were

the urba ser ices available to the residents and the, greater was the

dissatisfacti n with those services that were available.

Lineberry, Robert L. (1970) ,"Reforming Metropolitan Governance: Requiem or

Reality,': The Georgetown Lain Journal 58 (March-May), 676-678.

676/Diseast, crime, pollution, transportation, congestion, physical

,deterioration, another problems however, do not respect municipal

boundaries. Critids of the'non-congruence and multiplicity of local'

government have identified four major dimensions to the metropolitan

problem: externalities, fiscal and service inequitie, political non-

responsibility and lack of coorddnation..

tow
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McCausland, John L. (1972) "Crime-in the SuburK" The End of Innocence. A

Suburban Reader, ed. by Charles M. Haar. Glenview, Illinois: Scott,

Foresmari and Company, pp. 61-64.

63/Law Enforcement. The distinctive suburban problem here, as in so

many other areas, is fragmentation. In tile Detroit metropolitan area,

for example, there are 85 police agencies. Most suburban police

forces are too smafl to handle major disturbances or criminal investig-
ations, or problems that require special expertise such as organized

. crime, narcotics and vice. They are too small to support adequate train-
ing programs, or be equipped with the latest electronic communications
and computer equipment. Such suburban crime 'crosses jurisdictional lines,

but few police departments can.

resident's Commission on Law Enforcem'cnt and the AIministration of Justice-
(1967) The Challe.nlv of Crime in a Free Socie'ty. Washington, D.C.: Gov-

ernment Printing Office.

1/JAhe machinery of law enforcement in this country is fragmented, com-
plicated and frequently overlapping. America is essentially a nation of

small police forces, each operating independentlawithin the limits of its

jurisdiction. The boundaries that define'and limit police operations do

.not hinder the movement of criminals, of course. They can and do take ad-

vantage of ancient political and geographic boundaries, which often give

them sanctuary from effective policy activity.

Nevertheless, coordination of activity among police ,agencieS, even when

the areas they work in are contivouS- or overlapping, tends to be spor-

adic and informal, to the extent that it exists 'at all.

_Dosenbaum, Walter A. and Thomas A. Henderson (1972) "Explaining Comprehen-,

siie Governmental Consolidation; Toward a Prelim&nary Theory," Journal

of Politics 34 (May), 428-457.

430/Comprehensive consolidation also concerns us because it is one of

the few urban governmental reforms that appears to attack directly the

pro') 1 f fragmented local governmental units. Urban specialists have

amplyttonstrated liow this fragmentation impedes area-wide planning
and becomes increasingly grave as the need for such planning becomes

imp6rativO.

Schlitz, Timothy and William Moffitt (1971) "Inner-City Ou,CerPCity Rela-

tionships in Metropolitan Areas. A Bibliographic Essay Urban

Affairs Quarterl' cSeptember), 75-108.

0/The most frequently cited and perhaps most obvious effect of govern-

mental fragmentation is knownls the urban sprawl; the process

by Which the urban center ,lowly but surely expands with reckless ab-

andon across the country side, consuming farmers and cowsin the pro-
,

cess, seeminly,without any remorse.

r

1')
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9Z/Most notable rig the assertions regarding the evils of fragmenta-
tion are the following:
The central cities cannot adeqUately finance their activities and new
suburban governments cannot provide the services for which they were
created. Fragmentation makes it difficult to achieve areawide plann-
ing to meet areawide problems. Various local governments play a gig-
anticgame of chess by "exporting" their problems to other governmental
units rather than trying to solve them until the problems are eventually
sent to the less urbanized areas of the fringe. The mass of governments
deteriorate the quality of leadership in metropolitan areas. Fragmen-

tation perverts local motives acid results in futile and expensive pro-
jects. Cities become increasingly isolated from political access to4.
resources. Fragmentation disallows economies of scale and results in
higher taxes.''The need for coordinated activity rises as the ability
to reach coordinated effort fails. Eventually, fragmentation results
in diffusion of poweT and dilution of responsibility which int0tn
causes rigidity.

Zimmer, Basil G. and Amos H. Hawley (1968) Metropo itan Area Schools; Re-
, sistance to District Reorganization. Beverly Hi s: Sage Publications.

4

Z9/School and municipal. problems.:,,have reached acute form in many metro-
politan areas throughout the country . .,. The consensus among.qualified
observers is that many of the 4ulties confronting public education
in metropOlitan areas are traceable to the multiplicity of small-scale
governments in suburbia. Yet efforts to effect change to a more effic.-

ient and equitable administrative arrangement-have met with uniform fail-
ure. Local residents resist reorganization eyed when by all objective

standards-, it would be to their own self- interest to accept. such a pro-

posal.

I
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A PROPOSITIONAL INVENTORY DERIVED FROM

COMMUNITY CONTROL PROPOSALS

Michael P. Smith

Tulane University

InIneUCtiOn
Ale

The movement Ar community control may be viewed as a reaction

against the bureaucratization of urban social services that emerged

..as traditional urban political machines declined in significance. It

is thus also a reaction tO many of the key tenets of the metropolitan

consolidation tradition, particularly those relating to the presumed

value of-administrative centralizatioh, large-scale polipcal

jurisdictions, and public policy formation by "diterested" professional

civil servants. This chapter is'devoted to the ptesentation cf

an inventory of theoretical propositions drawn from .theilitbrature

on community contra The propd.sitions relate four key variables

professiona on, ministrative decentralization,.political

partici tion, and po tical decentralliation (community control)

to a variety of political, psychological, and policy outcomes envisaged

by comhunity control proponents.

Unlike the previous chapter on metropolitan government, which analyzed

only the diagnostic side ,of-the consolidationist literature, this chapter

4
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a

'presents both diagnostic and prescriptive propositions. The propositions
a

which follow are Organized hequentially in the 'following way: first,

)propositions relating professionalization to various outcomes, all of

which are diagnostic; secondly, propositions dealing with administrative

decentralization, most of which are diagnostic; thirdly, those dealing

with political participation, many of which'ariprescriptivel and

finally, thoserdealing With'the expected relationship of ccmmunity

control to outcomes, most; of which are in'escriptive in nature.
La .

Because of the scarcity of pure examples of the kind of

decentralized neighborhood government envisaged in the literature,

the researcher may findAt difficult to test the latter type propositions

such as: "Community control'imcreases cit4zens' loyalty to the

political syst,m." or "Community,contrcq. will Institutionalize he

0

sere of coma nity in gfedte&neighborhoods."' In contrast, there

are abundantdpportunities to. research the diagnostic propositions

u.

,concerning the prbfessioniliAation off' urban'service bureaucracies, which

\-1r
.

community control advocates depict as the root bause"of'inadequate

service deliveiy,am uxbali alienation. The researcher ,thus, may find It

easier to investigate the di5.gnostio side of the community control

(

literature 'than i4.s'prescriptiVe side. Nonetheless,.it is' possible to

% ._
.

-seek odt "functiOnal sql.kialents"
f
of small scale neighborhood

_ . -

government s'('suCh as ethnically nomOgeneous suburbs or 0E0 sponsoied

community develomei;l'corporations ) in order to-test the prescriptive.

'I

*oposigion presented below/

(T/ " Definitions and ,pistindtions'

:tz

iBefgre
dresentinkthe propositions themselves. it is necessary to

1
. :

)
review briefly the key definitions and distinctions contained in the

\.
,1 "1

,

Se
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, of the propositional inventory itself:

Political ParticIpatlon 0
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community control literature. FirstWe shall examine the concept

of political participation. The discussion of participation will also

be used to illustrate'the way in which the relationships contained 'in

our inventory are posited. Then we shall compare-the two principal definitions

of community used in the literature. Next, the scope of control envisaged

by proponents of administrative decentralization will be compared with

the scope of control envisaged by proponents of total community or neighborhood

control. Finally, the uses of the concept of professionalization in the
maw

community control literature will be examined. Once these key definitions

and distinctions' are understood, it:will be possible to turn to an analysis

As has been suggested by Henry Schmandt (1973:26-31) , the goals sought

by proponents of community control vary considerably, and include the

following' types of objectives: individual therapy for alienated and

powerless citizens; improved neighborhood service delivery; increased

political power by heretofore powerless groups; or any combination of

these three. Because of this Multiplicity of ,reform objectives, several
0

different types of relationshipi between structures and outcomes are

positeh in this chapter's inventory. .

First are those propositions directly relating professidaklization,

decentralization, participation,and control to each of the above three

outcomes -- therapy, service, and power; Using the concept of political

participation for illustrative purposes, the community control:propositions

piedict positive relationships between increased political participation

4 and
.

all three of these goals. For example, the literature predicts that

4
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greater individual participation increases the individual's'

sense of personal worth (therapy), that greater citizen.particiPation

in policy making will increase the flexibility of administrative .

operation(service), and that greater participation by neighborhood

residents in the political process will lead to a significant devolution

of authority to neighborhood group6 (power).

In additiOn to such directly posited relationships,listed first

in our inventory, this chapter contains several propositions that

involve indirect relationships between each of the foui independent

variables, some intervening variable, and a predicted psychological,

political, or policy outcome, to which the intervening variable is

assumed aloe directly-related.

Staying with:our illustrative variable, political participation,

examples of such indirectly posited relationships would include the

expectation that increased citizen participa'tion in administrative

decision-making, by improving "organizational intelligence" and expanding

the pool of information, and talent available to\policy makers, will

lead to more effective and dnnovative probleM-solving. 0

In the above instance, it'is assumed, a priori, that the

.
intervening variable -- a better information processing system --

will automatically improve the quality of urban public services.

Yet this relationship too is one which ought to be subject to

empirical investigation rather than assumed a- priori. Accordingly,

in the propositions which follow, whenever possible the full chain

of linkages between independent, intervening, and dependent variables

have been spelled out, to enable the researcher to design projects

that take into consideration the full complexity of to posited

relationships. The indirect relationships are listed' following

the direct realtionsh'ips in the inventory125
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Th Meaning of Community: Ethnicity ifs. Neighborhood,

L. The clearest indication that'a consensus on the Meaning of

"community" has not been reached by community control advocates may be

seen by comparing that definitions advanced by two leading proponents

of community control, Leonard J. Fein and Milton Kotler. In The
,

Eqplogv of the Public Schools: An InoutrIfinto Community Control,

Fein (19/I: 77-78) defines community as,a shared organic (ethnic,

racial, and/or cultural) bond which unites a ,people regardless of

their geographic locale. It is this type of organic community which

Fein feels must be preserved by political means, lest it be destroyed

by the twin threats of mass society and the pervasive individualistic

ideology of 19th Century Liberalism.

In contrast, Milton Kotler seeks the devolution of political power

to neighborhood, jurisdictions. Kotler thus avOids'the'sticky problem'

of opftationalizing the concept of community. Instead he contends that

full political autonomy ought to be granted to urban neighborhoods,

defined as territorial units with historically determined physical

boundaries'. Kotler argues that there, are several different ways to

determine the domain 9f a neighborhood: a) neighborhoods have names

dating back to their founding; b) they have social and physical

boundaries and social and physical centers ;, and c) these boundaries

and landmarks are well known to the residents of a neighborhood and
A

can be determined by asking them. (Kotler, 1969: 62-74) Kotler Seeks

to develop deliberative political institutions within each of these
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neighborhood jurisdictions, to expand the political liberty of,

local residents. He seeks to do this whether or not the

neighborhoods are ethnically, racially, or culturally homogeneous,

In some cases of course, such as in black urban ghettos, where

economic and racial discrimination have locked a relatively homogenous

group within clearly delineated geographic boundaries, the problems raised by

the lack of consensus on the meaning of community are not readily apparent:

However, Fein is well aware that'simply extending political power

downward to the neighborhood level will not necessarily preserve

, 4*
the organic community. As he has said k1971177), "Clearly to give sanction

to ethnicity would be very different from merely providing some measure

of autonomy to people who live near each other. For physical

proximity is only sometimes coterminous with the boundaries of the

organic community:"
I

.Although we need not deal at length here with the potential

difficulties to which the distinction between neighborhood coltrol-
e

and organic community control might lead, it iswell to note'at least

one pOtential conflict in passing. In concrete situations, those

community control porponents whoseek the'expansion of individual

political liberty and rational deliberative skills through the

creation of institutions which facilitate procedural democracy (whether

direct or representative) may find themselves disagreeing with those

proponents seeking the frateKnity and social solidarity believed to

be fouad in the non-rational folk'bond of the organic community.

In brief, the principle of individual liberty ( and by extension of

individual and minority rights) often has been found to be incompatible

with the full development of sociaIistaAdarity, which requires group
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conformity to th dominant social values reflected by the community's

majority.

AdministrativerDecentralization'vs. Political Decentralization

While no proponents of community control favor greater centralization

of power, a distinction can be drawn between those who favor administrative

reform alone and those who support administrative reform only if it is

also accompanied by political restructuring. In point of fact, much of

' the community control literature is implicitly or explicitly critical

of administrative reformers who believe that the plight of relatively

powerless urban constituencies can be significantly improved simply by
Vs

delegating more decision-making authority in urban social service

bureaucraciesto.neighborhood level field offices, little city halls,

and the like. Oommunity control proponents share the adinistrative

decentralists' disdain for remote, hierarchical, and basically unresponsive

central bureaucracies. Nonetheless, they fear that unless local

governing boards,chosen by the consumers of urban social' services,

become the principal political authority to which administrative field

officers are held accountable, the creation of administrative access

points alone, may be a counterproductive reform. Thus, they seek political

'as-well as administrative decentralization.

Advocates of political decentralization point out that although

administrative decentrOization alone may initially lead to greater flexibility

and improved service delivery, such an administratipe reform provides

no guarantee that improvements will continue in the future, since ultilate

political authority .is still vested in central political and admin,l.strative

,authority. In short, they argue that what central authority giveth,
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central authbrity can takethLaway. Moreover, it i,s sometimes argued

that administrative decentralization, ,if adopted alone, would functie

t co-opt community residents to the Administrative point of view, by

symbolizing accessibility anda willingness to listen to the citizen' s

'point of view, while still leaving citizens relatively powerless to-

determine and controlkthe nature, scope, and impact of bureaucratic

policy.

In specific policy arenas,'suchas in the case of police protection,

community control advocates further contend that too much unchecked

power in the hands of'the street level bureaUciat (i.e., the policeman

on the beat) would lead. to undesirable policy consequences. They

argue that present personnel recruitment and training procedures would

be maintained if administrative decentralization alone were to become the

focal point of reform efforts, and that these procedures discriminate

'.against blacks and other ethnic groups who do not happen to control

the municipal police unions dominant in a particular locale.

This reservation about staffing ptocedures in administratively

decentraliZed bureaucracie 'carries over into other policy areas

and provides the thrust of the argument that only political restructuring

which devolves significant power down to the neighborhood level,, can

-redress these administrative biaSes. It is argued that political

restructuring is necessary, lest the \white middle-class and professional

biases that permeate central city bureaucracies continue -40 be reflected

in the personnel recruitment and staffing of neighborhood level field

officeL, street level bureaucrats, and little oity halls.

129
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Despite the above'misgivings, even those most strongly critical of

piecemeal administrative reform seem *willing to considir seriously

the principle of shared power between lower level admihistrators and

local community residents. ( See, for example, Frederickson, 1973: 267-

272). Sudh an arrangement is seen as combining the administrative

flexibility derived froft ministrative decentralization h the

-.political responsiveness and accountability derived from politic

4 decentralization.

Prof essionalization

The uses of the concept of professionalization in the community

control literature tend to be normative, expressiVe and symbolic.

Although all language is abstract, and therefore symbolic, the

distinction can be drawn between referential and-condensation symbols.

(See, Murray Edelman, The Symbolic Uses of Politics (Urbana,/11.:"

University of Illinois Press", 1964), ch.1) ). Referential symbols

are words used in a given language which are intended to stand for

relatively clear-cuti concrete,. and specific phenomena. Thus

professionalization as a referential symbol can be taken to stand for and

refer to such specific operational measures as number of years of

training in a specialized field; the existence of'organized professional

a

associations; a-recognized credential granting procedure; and the like.

In contrast, a condensation symbbl is a word,or expression used

to stand for and condense a whole host of pejorative or laudatory meanings,

which reflect the emotional hopes'apd fears, dreams and nightmares'of

the speaker and his intended audience. Any political reform literature
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contains many such condensation sebols,which.attempt tp cond se in

one small word or phrase a wide variety of social evils or socia

benefits. In the literature on metropolitan consolidation, the

term ."fragmentation" and"the phrase "duplication and overlaiM.-are

often used to condense /nd symbolize a,variety of sins including:

waste, inefficiency, bossism, unresponsiveness, ineffectiveness,

-

and irresponsibility.

t,

In the community cohtrol literature the concept of professiotlalization

is similarly used to'symbolize a. host of evils Asumed to be characteristic

of 'civil service buteaucracies staffed by persons claiming torepresent

an organized profetsion. As used in the prOpositions which follow,

the concept "professionalization" can be taken to designate 'symbolically

. -

one or more of the following.4ve situations.
#

1. Routinizati6n and lack of innovation.

2. Careerism and bureaucratic protectionism.
I ,

3. Ineffectiveness or service delivery.

4. Professional vg; biases (Thorsten Veblen's "Trained incapacity").

5. Biased servicelirlivery, favoring one or more of the followings

'11r

a) White middle-class interests and cultural values.

b) The interests of the.meat powerful and well organized grouios.

c) Organizational surviVal and expahsion.

All five of these meaningsta.re used as equivalents of professionalization

in the propositions-which follow, although careerism and ineffective
(3t

service delivery resulting from class, race, and cultural discrimination

are the meanings used most frequently.

44
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Profesqionalization
4

Prof-D10

0

Prof.020.

3/VI:.11

prowsitions

O

Professionalization of urban bureaucracies is po
associated with the political autonomy of those bureau racies,
(Kotler, 1969:70)

Profession4izatiOn increases the cultural gap between
administrators and clients. (Schmandt, 1973:22)

Prof-D
30 Professional recruitment procedures in the urban civil service

discriminate against selected racial and ethnic minorities.
(Altshuler, 1970:156-167) .

Prof -D40" Professional insulation and autonomy in the public service
results in a breakdown,in the bureaucracy's political
neutrality. (Altshuler, 1970:158)

Prof-D50
Pre&ssionals tend to co-opt representatives of the poord
(Davis, 1973:63)

Prof-D60 Professionals downpliy rapport with clients as a measure of
administrative competence* (Altshuler, 1970: 159)

Prof-D
70

The more concerned a group is with.its professional status,
the greater the likelihood it will claim immunity from
popular participation in-decision-making. (Fein, 1971:63)

Prof-D80 Resistance to neighborhood control is centered'in the central
city professional bureaucracies.,(Strange, 1973074;
Altshuler, 1970:197)

Prof -I10

a) Resistance by professionals to community control is positively
associated with.membership in strong public service unions._
(Altshuler, 1970:158; Strange, 1973:176; Frederickson; 1973:268)'

b) Resistance by' professionals to community control.is positively.
associated with acceptance of conventional civil service rules
and traditions. (Strange, 1973:175)

c) Resistanct by professionals to Oomhunity control is positively
associated with fear of job loss (Strange, 1973:176)

ProfessionalizatiOn is inversely-associated with the degree
of employment pf poor people in theTpublic service.
(Frederickson, 1973: 271)

a

1')2"4-4

r`,
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(

Prof-I
20

Professionalization is inversely associated wiAthe frequency of
radical departures from routine a ministrationrof policy.
(Frederickson, 1973: 269)

Prof-I
30

Professionalization impedes accurate. measurement of the social
and political productivity of an agency. (Frederickson, 1973:269)

Prof-I40 Professionalization is inversely associated wilasucce
clientele rapport. (Altshuler, 1970:158)

ful agency-

,

Pro4f-I
50

Professionalization, in the face of political demands"from lower
class clients, results in various protectionist "goal displacements."

Ochmandt, 1973:20-22)

Administrative Decentralization

A.D. -D10

A.D. -D20

A.D. -D30

A.144
40

A.D. -D50

Administrative decentralization increases city hallnneighborhood
Contact. (Kotler, summarizing Little City Hall Model, 1969:35)

Administrative decentralization is positively associated with
a well developed set of neighborhood clientele groups

functioning as supports for professional administrators.

(Kotler, 1969:35)

Administrative decentralization will not greatly disturb traditional
public administration practices such as the merit system of
appointment and professional specialization of functions.

(Frederickson, 1973: 267)

Administrate decentralization incr*ases citizens' knowledge of
their rightb,. (Schmandt, summarizing advocates' position,

1973119)

Administrative decentralization fosters flexible adaptation
of programs and services to local consumer or clientele needs.

(Schmandt, summarizing, 1973:21)'

A°14-1)60
Administrative decentralization increases, citizen_acceds to
the decision making process. (Schmandt, summarizing, 1973:21)

Administrative decentralization legitimizes programs in middle
class neighborhoods. (Schm.ndt, 1973122)

10
Administrative decentralization is.positively associated with
improved service delivery. (Kotler, summarizing LCH Model, 1969:35)

A.1) '120 Administrative decentralization increases the political power

' of the following types of professional administrators: advocacy
planners, ombudsmen, and Sub-professionals. (Kotler, summarizing

LCH Model, 1969:35)

A.D.
70
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A.D. -130 Administrative decentralization increases community planning

input by local residents. (Kotler, summarizing LCH Model,

1969136)

40
Administrative decentrillization increases the fairness of city servihe

deliVelry. (Kotler, summarizing LCH model, 1969:36).

Patticipation

Part-D 10- -Individual political participation is positively' associated
with an increased sense of personal confidence (efficacy),
(Schmandt, sumalizineadvocates' position, 1973:27)

Part -,D Individual political participation is positively associated
20 with an increased sense of personal worth, (Schmandt, summarizing,

1973127)

Part -D30

Part -D40
40

Individual political participation is inversely associated
with feelings of powerlessness. (Schmandt, summarizing, 1973:27)

Individual political participation is inversely associated
with feelings of alienation. (Frederickson, 1973:272)

Part- Individual political participation increases the individual's1)

So commitment to the neighborhood organization in which he
participates. (Kotler, 1969:85)

Part-D
60

Individual political participation is positively associated
with a citizen's sense of "well-being."'(Lipsky,.19731110)

Part-D7,0

Part 4)
80

Part -D90

7

Increased popular participation in community policy making is positively
associated with the generation of new politigil issues.
(Kotler, 1969: 48-49)

Increased populir participation in community policy making is
positively associated with the generation of new leadership
cadres. (Kotler, 1969:48-49)

Increased popular participation in community policy making leads
to greater acquisition of deliberative political skills by
citizens. (Kotler, 1969: 48, 59-60)

Part -D100 Increased participation by blacks in the political and economic
liveg-of their cities will lead to a significant devolution
of authority to black +neighborhoods. (Altshuler, 1970;14)

Part,D,, Increased black participation in the political and economic
110 'lives of their cities will lead to the significant representation

of blacks in public service employment. (Altshuler, 1970:14;
Frederickson, 19731272; and cross-index with Prof D30 and I10)
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Part -D120
120
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Increased black participation in the political and economic

lives of their cities is positively associated with the direct

representation of the black community on the following policy

making organs of city government:, a)city councils; b) school

boards; o) the police commission; and d) "other significant
policy bodies." (4.1.4shuler, 1970:14)

f

Part -,D Increased black participation in the political and economic
130 lives of their cities is positively associated with black

representation in labor forces that contract with local

governments. (Altshuler, 1970:14)

Part
-D140

Part-D
150

Part -D
160

Part -D

Increased black participation in the political and economic

lives of their cities is positively associated with the vigorous

use of public power to foster black coOrolled business enterprises.

(Altshuler, 1970:14)

Citizen participation in administrative decision making increases

the sensitivity and flexibility of administrative operations

to diverse cultural values and local contingencies. (Davis, 1973:65-66)

Citizen participation in administrative decision making adds to the

legitimacy of programs and helps gain general public support
for programs, (Davis, 1973:61)

170
Citizen participation in administrative decision making introduces

values in policy formation that are distinctively'different
from those of the professional expert. (Davis, 1973:61)

Part-I
10

Part -I20

Part
-I30

Part-I
40

Political
(Community

Participation by blacks in running neighborhood services is

positively associated with the development,Of more moderate

black spokesmen and leaders. (Altshuler, 1970:113, and cross-index

as °."-I80)

Increased co .:unity participation in-educational policy making

is positively associated with improved student perfOrmance.

(Fein, 1972:23),

Citizen participation in administrative decision making, by
improving,"organizational intelligence" and "feedback': is positively

associated with bureaucratic innovation. (Davis, 1973:70

Citizen participation in ad istrative policy formation, by

expanding the pool of infoation, experience, and talent,

contributes to effectiveness in problem solving. (Davis, 1973:62)

/
Decentralization
Control)

C.0.-D Commuriity control alters the assumptions of dispensers of
10 social services./(Lipsky, 1973:110)

1
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Community control is positively associated withadministriLtive
20 efficiency in overly extended administrative systems.

(Lipsky,19731110)

. C.C.-D Community control increases the political responsibili y and
3045. accountability of social service bureaucracies. (Lip y, 19731110)

C.C.-D
40

Community control increases the access to governmexY influence 'N
by relatively powerless groups. (Lipsky, 197

,

G.C.-D Community control is positively assoltted with raised ethnic-

50 racial consciousness. ( Altshuler, 1970:125-126)

C.C.-
D60

dmmunity control provides greater accuracy of informatio in

determining community needs. (Kotler, 1962:60)

.5
G.C.-D Community control increases popular support for government

70 affected neighborhoods. (Kotler, 1969: ch. 9)

C.C. -D
100

C.C. -D
110

Community control will institutionalize the sense of community

in,affected neighborhoods. (Fein, 192: 76, 81 -82)

Community control in ethnically hom6geneous neighborhoods directly
challenges the following basic values of classical feral
doctrine:

a Secularism (Fein, 1972sch.2)
Individualism (Fein, 1972141ib
Rationalism (Fein; 1972:43-44
Impersonal rules (Fein, 1972147)
Universalism
(i.e., the eschewal of the legitimacy
of sub-cultural value systems) ' (Fein, 1972;4Q-41, 44)

Community control of schools is positively associated with,
a restoration of the educational system's legitimacy in t4
eyes of its constituents, particularly blacks. (Fein, 1972:76)

"\-

Community control is positively associated with decreased
-demands for revolutionary change. (Strange, 1973 :173)

.
C.C.-D konuminity control is positively associated with decreased political

120 violence directed against establish political institutions.
(Strange; 197 :173)

. 4, . .

C.C.-D Community co trol will provide inner city residents the,same

1" political o ortunities that are presently available to 6

suburban dw llers. (Strange, 1973 :171; Altshuler, 1970 :26;

Frederic4s n, 19738275).
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A 4.

C.C.Community control is positively associated with improved. bureaucratic

,performance in solkal service bureaucracies. (Lipsky, 1973:110)

20
Community control increases the citizen's sense of well being.

(Lipsky, 19731110)

C.C.-I
30

.Community control increases citizens' loyalty to the political

system. (Lipsky, 1973:110)

C.C. -I1 Community control is positively associated,with decline in
40 the number and intensity of protest demonstrations. (Strange,

1973:173)

C.C.-1
50

Community control increases social peace in the city.

c.c.-I
6o

c.c.-I
70

(Kotler, 1969:52).

Community control is positively associated with pressures for

community economic development. (Kotler, 1969:ch. 4)

Community control is positively associated with increased

.rates of local popular political participation.
(Kotler, 19691 ch. 4).z

J

V

A 2')
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Altshuler, Alan A. (1970) Community Control: The Black-Demand for Participation
in Large. American Cities.. New Yorks Pegasus.

' 14/ "When black spokesmen demand greater participation in the political and
economic lives of their cities, their specific agenda of rofqrm typically
includes the following: (1) devolution of as much authority as possible,
to neighborhood communities; (2) direct representation of such co:Imunities
on the city council, the board of education, the police commission, and
other significant policy bodies; (3) black representation at all levels
of the public service In far more than token numbers.; (4) similar
representation on the labor forces of government contractors; and (5)
the vigorous application of public resources to facilitate the
development of blaCk-controlled businesses."

113/ "Responsibility for the operation of complex services would be likely
to sober the successful candidates in neighborhood elections
absorb much of the ghetto's political energy."

156-
157/"Advocates of community control...tend to argue as follows. The 'merit'

criteria defended b public service unions bear little or no relation to
the achievement of agency goals, They are typically products of ingrown
traditions and status=striving rather than of research on the qualities
associated with.competent on-the-job performance, r.,The oral examine=

0 tions are frequently used.to.discriminate against memliers of ethnic
groups not already well, represented in the service."-

158/"To community control proponents, the objectives of public personnel
a _policy should be civil serve e subservience not autonom It is

vital, they believe, to . 'g the public bureaucracies under democratic
political control." ,

7

197/"White resistance to massive desegregation and redistribution is over-
whelming, and it comes from all segments of white society. The
resistance to community control, by contrast, is centered in the big
city public bureaucracies.' Many other whites are hostile . 4, 4, but

they really have no stake in who governs the ghettop." ,-'

Davis, James (1973) "Citizen Participation in a BureaucratiCSociety: Some Questions
and Skeptical Notes," Neighborhood Control in the 1970's. ed. by George
Frederickson. New Yorks Chandler PublishineGompany.

61/ "[Citizen parlicipatioil may be a way of avoiding or shortening the
hierarchy, of introduo ng other than expert or professional values, of avoiding
'impersonality and gaining familiarity, of reducing uniformity and enhancing
individual adjustment."

1-r
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"Administrative officials 0 may think that a citizen participation

component is essential to gain sufficient public, group, and

legislative support for programs they want to carry outYProviding

somethingan the way of citizen participation may be a part of building

a winning coalition, a way of gaining consent.",.

63/"A demand to participate in the decisions and programs of an organizatioft

is in effect a demand that power be shared or given up. Such demands are

likely to be resisted by many who think that their position Or

luence would be detrimentally affected Msiders will summon

up arguments ranging from the need to maintain professional standards

and rganizational moral-to the danger of proceeding precipately

toward nknown consequences,"

65/"Responsibility and authority may be delegated by admiftistrators to

citizen groups, with,the possible result of decentralization: many

decisions made by smaller groups rather than all decisions made in

a single+headqu=ters. This use of citizen participation suggests

that it may be a way of achieving some .flexibility'in administrative

operations, a way of trying to insure that administrative operations

are responsive to varying conditions in different locales."

Fein, Leonard J. (1971) Ecology of

turCorrirritrol. New York: Pegasus.

41/ "Many libetals, however, remain. thoroughly committed to the secular

city and accept as axiomatic that society ought to be an aggregate of

independ tindividuals rather than an organic compact of groups.,

Such ew necessarily points to a polity in which-all:legitimate'

aut rity is vested in the State. Assertions that a 'sacred' entity, such

as an organic community;'should be viewed as a legitimate partner

to the embracing secular authority threaten not only tt* institutions

of liberal society but its assumptions as well. The call for

community control is hardly less a challenge to these assumptions

ths;ir-attacks-agalxtst-the-deparat-icn-iof:-ehureh--and-s.tat

63/ "In general, the more concerned a group is with underdcoring its

status as a profession, and the more plausible its claim to

professional status, the more likely it is to assert that it

deserves immunity from popular participation."'

'76/ "Community control seems a plausible response to the present need of

the educational systemto restore its legitimacy in the eyes of its

constituentsparticularly black constituents --and to endorse,

institutionally the enduring sense of community which many Americans

appear to share."

160/"If we are for community control, therefore,.'we are for it as a way of

.rescorrhg integrity to the school system, by having the school system

be about what the society is about, and not only about what the State

says the society should be about."

139
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Frederickson, George (1973) "Epilogue," Neighborhood Contal in the 1970's
ed. by George Fredericksbn. New York: Chandler Publishing Company.

267/ "The values attributed to administrative decentralization include the
maintenance of administrative corms such as appointment on the basis
ofvmerit, political' neutrality, highly developed specialization
or professionalization (hierarchy, impersonality,and control
via auxiliary staff functions such As budgeting and personnel .1,

procedures). All of these values can be accommodated by administrative
decentralization."

269) "The essential homogeneity of training of most public service
professionals is such that any radical departure from customary
ways of carrying out public business is simply precluded."

271/ "The-participation of, the poor in public employment has gradually
withered, in part because of the emergence Of the public service
professions and their utilization of the civil service procedures
and in part because of the withering away of political parties at the

local level."

272/ "Participation is an indication of the absence of alienation and of
. the belief that by participating the citizen can see the connection
between public policies and his own political, economic, or social
situation."

Kotler, Milton (1969) Neighborhood Government: The Local Foundations of Political

Life. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill.

35/ "At one level it is supposed that community power Can achieve i
demands if public administration is decentralized in the neiborhoods.
The closer contact between the neighborhood and city administration
would insure a better delivery-ortdtVi-ds that people need. But this
is a superficialview, since no decentralization of an administration
which is based on a government that aims to rule the neighborhoods
for the interests of downtown will ever have the resources or disposition
to deliver public services to any equitable and just degree. .

Only on this basis of independent bureaUcratic power can adminsitration
ever become just, And this would include such devices as advocacy
planning, ombudsmen, subprofessionals and various methods of ,

involving the community in the decisions of professional administration.
( ihile it is conceivable that the new class of administrators

could run a good governnea were they to triumph over the present
oligarchic power of downtown, there is no reason for the neighborhoods.
either to assume their triumph or to trust their goodness, so as to

cease their independent action for local power."
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48/ "Within the ECCO CaCommunity Development Corporation in Dayton,'Dhicil

area, the politics of democratic constitution over the past few

years has enabled the residents to function as deliberative citizens.

For the first time; the residents. legally decide certain matters of

community life. They are steadily practicing the art of political decision-
making and living with and learning from the consequences of their

decisions and new leadership is always generated by the
political expression of new problems."

60/ "Participation is so poor in present-day centralized programs
eimply because they are developed on the basis of an abstractly
deduced need, precluding community involvement in its deduction."

O

70/ "The amount of bureaucratic resistance will be an indicator of

the extent ofprofessional organization and resources of the
social administration of the city. Where theseare large, opposition

' will be great, and bureaucrats will forcefully oppose neighborhood
.claims for independent authority. "

85/ "If a man shares in the deliberative authority of yublic life, he

wills commit his own power to defend the corporate body, even though
he may be in the minority on many decisions but he is not

apt'to defend it if all decision is left to one executive or to

an elected council."

e?.

Lipsky, Michael (1973) "Street Level Bureaucracy and the Analysis of

Urban Reform," Neighborhood Control in the 1970's.,ed. by George
Frederickson. New Yorks Chandler Publishing Company, 103-115.

P

110/ "Advocacy Of-n-sAghtrorlroo-d----controk-has-re'cerrt-15r-revcrlved arOun

five kinds of possible changes in the present organizational

arrangements. It has been variously held that neighborhood
control would (1) increase'loyaltY to the political system by
providing relatively powerless groups with access to, governmental:

influence; (2) increase citizens' sense of wellbeing asarssult
of greater participation; (3) provide greater administrative
efficiency for overly extended idministrative_systems; (4)

increase the political responsibility and-a-deountability of
bureaucracies currently remote from -- popular influence; and
(5) improve bureaucratic perforiance by altering the assumptions

under which services are dispensed."

Schmandt. Henry J. (1973) "Decentralization: A Structural Imperative,"
Neighborhood Control in the 1970's. ed. by George Frederickson.
New York: Chandler Publishing Company, 17-3S.

20/ "The mechanism most frequently proposed for solving the problem
of citizen involvement in program 'planning and development is the

advilldry committee of representative 'residents. A wide gulf

.1. 4.E

ti
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exists, however, between the administratorM conception and-the
,constituentre, conception of the,role of such a body, The 'former,

. stimulated by the persistent threat of clientele insurgency, tend

IIto lOok upon the role of the advisory committee as a device o winning
consent and legitimacy from the target groups. The natter, inc easingly
unhappy with what they regaal as bureaucratic high-handedness, look upon it
as

-.
a means of gaining access to the decisional process." .

22/ "Favorable results are less likely in disadvantaged areas where the
administrator is brought face to face with a suspicious, if not hostile,
clientele whose cultural values conflict with his own and whose,
tactical styles are often 'alien to his notion of proper behavio

27/ "The analyses which support decentralization for therapufic ends rt
from the assumption that residents in deprived neighborhoods are
suffering from feelings of powerlessness and low personal and political
efficacy. This pathology prevents them from obtaining and utilizing
opportunities that are available through the institutions of society.
Delagating governmental responsibilities to the neighborhood, so the
argument runs, will stimulate participation in political affairs and
self-help programs, and these activities, in turn, will give the
residents feelings of confidence, individual worth, and power."

Strange, John H. "Local,Strategies for Attaining Neighborhood Control,"
Neighborhood Control in the 100's, ed. by George Frederickson. New York:
Chalkier Publishing Company, 167-178.

. 173/"One final benefit'that can be maximized if community control is
attained is the reduction of violent attacks upon the existing
,political system and the curbing-of-demands-for-revolutionary action
and radical change. . Large numbers of those who presently
have no stake in the existing system will acquire status and power, and
their accoutrements. This will result in lessening of vigorous,

. violent coiplaints."4

174/"Another ihexpensive way to pursue neighborhood control is to maximize
40.tizen employment, and employment of the poor, in community action
programs. This concept, which has drawn much opposition, has now-
'acquired a degree of legitimacy, that could enable it to be applied,
more or less effectively, to other private and public programs."

175/"Many people would benefit from the retention of the system in
which neighborhoods have little influence 'in policy development,
program planning and provisions of services. One major
group benefitting from the' present arrangement are employees of city
government who tre afraid they will' lose their jobs' with the advent
of neighbor400d government. many of these employees are protected by

ar civil servi4 rules and traditions, sirong unions, and an apathetic and
unaffected white Majority."

#,

112
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VII

PROPOSITIONS DERIVED FROM TWO TRADITIONS

The article reproduced in this section, represents a beginning

effort to array two theoretical traditions in such a manner that the

major differences between the theories are made explicit. This is the

third step of the method of instittitional-4analysis outl,ined in Section

IV. The theoretical underpinnings of community control reforms are not

arrayed in this article. You may want to take the propositional inven-

otry written by Michael P. Smith and integrate some of those propositions

(or others you have found in the community control literature) into a

third set of related propositions. This would enable one to compare the

structure of three traditions instead of two. Alternatively, you may

want to expand the range of propositions arrayed to include others listed

in both Section V and Section VI. ti

After you have finished reading this section, read Chapter III in

the Bish=°strom monograph. Theme the authors present a brief overview

of the underpinnings of the public ch e approach. Then read the rest

of the monograph before starting e next section. The logical foundations

of this approach are also pr dented in Vincent Ostrom's The Intellectual

Crisis in American Publi Administrati There you will- also-find a

thorough discussion of the intellectual foundations ofthe mainstream

in American Public Administration. You will find this work highly con -'
v.

gruent with the literature related specifically to a traditio al approach

to metropolitan reform. The bibliography presented at the b ck of The

Intellectual Crisis in American Public Administration will also.enable

those who wish to pursue rather intensively thelogical foundations of

these several approaches to institutional analysis.
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VIII

DESIGNING RESEARCH RELEVANT TO THE EVALUATION OF COMPETING REFORWTiADITIONS

Introduction

A entral focus on this course has been the analysis of competing

recommendations for ,reforniing local governmental institutions. We have

been asking the question of how do we as social scientists approach the

problem of evaluating which reforms should be instituted and which should

not. We have outlined a multi-staged answer. The first stage involves

elucidating the theory underlying competing reform ,proposals. The second

stage is the evaluation of the consistency of the logical structure under- ,

4 -4

lying these proposals. The third stage isthe.,,design of research projects

which are as efficient as possible in the sense of resolving key questions

of controversy between competing theories underlying alternative proposals-.---

This a rather ambitious program of action and cannot be accomplished

all at once. In the previous sections,,po;tions of the task have been

outlined. Section V presents'an inventory of propositions stated in

proposals for consolidating loc'aligovernAlental;units. Section VI

presents a similar inventory derived from the community control literature.

A similar inventory deriyed from the public choice tradition is needed,

and hopefully, some of youwill contribute` to this effort'. 3The full

$

theoretical structures have not yet been elucidated: The underlying
_/,

assumptions of the public choice tradition are stated in the Bish - Ostrom

eli
IP

monograph. - A preliminary sketch of the unde ng asstilaptions of
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d-r)traditional metrop itan reform approach is rese ted in the article )....../

reproduced in Section VII. A fuller treatment ofthe Monocentric

political theory underlying this approach is presented in Vincent

Ostrom's The Intellectual Crisis in American Public Administration

The careful empirical examination of any of these propositions

will aid in the ctpulative process of evaluating the underlying theo-

retical structures. However, the most efficient research program will

be directed at those regions where the propositions from different

P /theories are clearly divergent. The divergences between two of these

traditions is graphically, presented in the article "Metropolitan Reform:

Propositons from Two Traditions" reproduced in Section VII. The two

fillkres displaying the posited relationships among variables in the

metropolitan reform and public choice tradition are reproduced on the

next Page of this section. One major difference between the two tradi-
.

,tions is the presenceof the concept of public goods in one and n t the

other. Thus, propositions relating.size to output, effi cy and distri-

bution of costs in the ppMic choice tradition depend on the type of

public good being considered and do not so depend in the o 'er tradition.

OA major area of disagreement, 4erefore, iof the posited effects of

si e.on output; efficiency and distribution of_costs_for some_typas of

p lic goods--particularly police,-education, local roads, fire

protection and other neighborhood level public goods and services. The

ries of studies we have undertaken were designed to examine these

conflicting propositions in regard to police. The consistency of the

a
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results intIndianapolis., Chicago, Grand Rapids, St. Louis and most recently

in a replfication conducted in hville,Davidson County begins to undermine

____the_empirioal warren ility of the traditional metropolitan reform theory

as it relates to the proviiilWrof police Services. Considerably more work

is needed in examining, these propositions for educatio, fire protection,

local roads and other municipal services.

Another area of disagreement between these two theoretical traditions

involves the posited relationships between size of jurisdiction and citizen

participation and the responsibility of public officials. The posited effect

of the intervening variable--hierarchy--on citizen participation and respon-

sibility of public officials differs in each theory as does the posited effect

of decreasing fragmentation (or overlap) on citizen participation and respon-

sibility of public officials.

While it would be nice to dream about "the" crucial test of these

competing theories, such an economical approach to the evallition of com-

peting social science theories is probably not possible. However, theper-

sistent workoof a number of scholars attempting to devise careful re-
Ob.

`search projects at various points in the logical structure of several

competing b t partially overlapping theories will eventually lead to a

reformulati n of the theoretiCalunderpinnings'from the diverse traditions

into an empirically based theory upon which we can make policy relevant

predictions about future performance of diverse institutional arrangements.'

or°

1 4

O
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Some Steps in. Designing Research

The design of a study is one of the really creative aspects of doing

social science research. There is no single way to do any., project. How-
..

eVer, many scholars shy away from doing their own research because they feel,

that it requires very high levels of training. , It does, require good common

sense, some technical'knowledge, painstaking attention to details and most

important a clear specification of a limited,number of questions which the

particular research will attempt to answer.
7-

It is my hope that a number of participants will want to undertake a

research project with their own students related to one of the propositions

discussed in the earlier sectiolip In'order to facilitate the process,

I have outlined a very-simplified set of steps which one might take in moving

from one of the propositions through the design phase of a project4 The

steps include the following: V

1. Take a geheral proposition apart and identify each variable in it.

2. For each variable' determine what unit of analysis is involved.

3. ,Examine the relationship posited in the propo 'tion and,determine-

47whether it is possible to examine the relat'nship as stated
\--

restate if necessary.

4. For each general unit of analysis, assign a specific universe f

units to which your particular study will be related.

S. Develop a sahipling.frame for the units identified.

6.;fr' Develop operational measures for each variable.

7 LiSt rival hypotheses.which might,explaim the data you
z

willbe examining.

8. Plan methods/for examining alternative hypotheses and for

1'50 Y4
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10

eliminating irrelevant ones.

9. Select 'the appropriate modes of data analysis.

In order to illustrate this process,let us take two propositions from

Section V--Size-D30
and Frag-D

80
--and sketch in the steps.

SizeL.Dor: Size of jurisdiction is positively associated with cit-

izens' satisfactions with governmental services.

Frag -D80: Fragmentation results in higher per capita costs for pro-

viding governmental services.

Step One: Take a general proposition apartiand identify each variable in it.

Size -D30: V
1
- Siie of jurisdiction.

V
2
- Citizens' satisfactions.

V
3

Governmental services.

Frag -D80: V
1
- Fragmentation?

V
2

- Higher per capita costs.

'v
3

-., Governmental services.

Step Two: For each variable deterrhine what unit of analysis is involved.

Size -D30: V
1

risdictions are the units of analysis. .

V2-- Ind idual citizens are the units of analysis.

Citizens living in at least two jurisdictions will

need to be included.

n

V - The services provided by the jurisdictions arethe
3

units of analysis.

Frag-D
80

:

1
- Regions, (metropolitan area, rural area, natural resource

area) which can be well specified are the units of anal-

ysis. Az least two regions will need to be included.,
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4
2

- Per capital4oits of jurisdictions within the regions de-

fined in V
1
are the, units of analysis.

V - Services provided by the jurisdictions within the - region

are the units of analysis.

Step three: &canine the retationOip posited in the proposition and deter-

3

a mine whether it is possible toexamina:the reLationAip as, stated

--restate if necessary.

Size-D
30'

The relationthip stated is "positi4 associated." Any

cross-sectional design would, enable one to examine this type
o

of relationship. An over-time design would also be appropri-

ate.

Ptag-D \-. The relationship stated J.'"results in." A cross-sectional
8 0, .-

`design would not enable one, to examine this type of relation-

ship If a cross-sectional'design is the only feasible de-

sign, given other constraints; then the proposition would

need to be\restated someWhat like the following:

Fragmentation is positively associated with
higher per capita costs for providing gov-
ernmental services.

However, an "clver time" design .in which there was an in-

crease in the level of fragmentation in some region or re-

gions might enable one to examine the original relationship.

A more conservative re tatement of the FopOsition for an

over-time design would be:

An increase in fragmentation is positively
associated with an increase in the per cap-
ita costs for providing governmental services:

rI:iv AS
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Step Four: For each general unit of analysis, aaaign, a specific universe

of units to which your particnar study will be related.

Size-D
30

: V
1

- For size of jurisdiction you will need to determine

which universe you want to examine. You,might select

at a minimum two jurisdictions of varying size. You

might)select all of the jurisdictions in a metropol-

itan area or in a state or in the country.' Or, you

might select one jurisdiction which has changed in

size over time (better yet, you might select in

addition a second jurisdiction similar to the first

which has not changed in size-over time):,

V
2

- For citizens' satisfactions you will need to determine
61

specifically which citizens you want to include--all

over a certain. age? All voters? All residents?

V
3

For governmental services you will need to specify

ekactly which services you will ask citizens to rate- -

all governmental services provided by the jurisdictions

included? ,A set of services provided by one agency?

Frag -D80: V1
For fragmentation ydu will need to select at a min-

% imum,two regions of varying fragmentation or one region

which has changed in degree of fragmentation over time'

(again, it would strengthen the design to select at

second matched region which did not change).

V2 = For per capita costs you will need to select which

type of costs will be included and over what time per-

iod.
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V
3

- For governmental servicesr-same as for Size-D30.

Step Five: trvetop a empling frame for the unite'idiniifted.

Size-D30: VI - If you have selected two jurisdictions as your universe,

you will have no sampling problems for this variable.

However, if you have cho'sen a larger universe (say all

cities within a state or metropolitan region), efficiency

and financial considerations will probably require the

development of a careful sampling method from that larger

universe.

V
2

- Unless all jurisdictions are extremely small ( and then

your variation on the size dimension would not be very

great) you will need to develop a sampling frame for the

citizens in each jurisdiction.

4

V3 - You will probably make an arbitrary decision as to which

services to include. Select ng services randomly would

not enable you to generalize back to all services pro-
,

vided since services differ from each other significantly..

Frag -D80.: VI - If you have selected two regions as,your universe, you

will have no sampling problems for this variable. How-
l;

ever, if you.have chosen a larger universe (sayall metro-

politan regions in the U.S., all river basin drainage

areas) efficiency' and financial considerations will

probably lead you to develop a careful saMplirig method

from that larger universe. OP

V
2

- Cost data is probably not so extensive that you would .

need to develop a sampling method.,.////
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V
3

- Same as V
3

for Size-D
30

.

Step Six: Develop operational measures for each variable.

Size-D
30

: V
1

- As noted in Section V, the site of a jurisdiction can

mean any of four definitions:

1. The geographic extent of a jurisdiction.

2. The population of a jurisdiction.

.3. The.size of the operating unit itself measured by

the number of employees or the size of the budget.

4. The scale of the unit producing services measured

by the number*of units of output produced;

You may decide that you wish to use multiple methods for

operationalizing thiS concept and include several of the

'above measures:

V
2

--You will probably need several questions on a survey

instrument to operationalize this variable.

V3 - Each of the cuestions used to operationalize V2 will

needlo clearly relate to the specific governmental 4

services chosen to be included in the study.

Frag-D60: V1 - As noted in Section V, the ,term fragmentation refers to

(the number of milts which exist contiguously and for the

most part do not overlap.- However, you will need to

determine a method to count the units in an area. This

may sound silly until youktry to make a definite deter:-

mination of exactly how many units, of a particular type

exist in a specific region. Do not expect the Census

of Governmelat figures to agree with other methods of
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,

determining the number.

V2 and V
3

- You will need to specify exactly which costs to

be located on which documents. For the costs of pol-
4

ice services, for example, you will need to specify

whether police pensions will be included as costs or

not. Police pensions-are frequently not included in

the official police budget. If you want to measure

the costs of providing general governmfthl services,

you will need to c efully specify thefull range of

included and e luded costs., If reporting systems

differ amon jurisdictions t(and1they usually do),

you will need to be extremely careful in specifying

how this variable 'is to be measured.

:Step Seven: List rival hypotheses which might explain the data you

be, excanining(

Size -D30: Some of the rival hypotheses would knclude:

, 1. Age is negatively associated with citizens' satis-

factions with governmental services and the age dis-

tribution differs between jurisdictions.

9

2. Wealth is positively associated with citizens' sat

factions and the wealth distribution diferS between

jurisdictions.

3. Previous unpleasant experiences with public officials is

negatively associated with citizens' satisfactions with
4t

- governmental.services and the distribution of unpleasant

s experiences differs between jurisdictions.

1 75
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4. Parochialism is positively associated with citizens'

satisfactions .and the distribution 4f parochialism

differs between jurisdictions.

Frag -D80: Some of the rival hypotheses would include:

1. Density of population is positively associated with

higher per capita-costs for providing governmental ser-

vices and the density distribution differs between reg-
a-

ions.

2. iality (quantity) of output is positively associated

with higher per capita costs for providing governmental

services, and the distribution of quality (quantity)

differs between regions.

p

3. Wealth of the community is positively'associated with

higher per Capita costs for providing governmental ser-
,

Vices and the distribution of community wealth differs

between regiofis.

Step Eight: non-methods for examining rival hypotheses or for

inatingirrelevant

Size -D30: One would need to gather information on as many of the var-

j.ables included -in the rival hypotheses as possible

so that one could examine each rival at the time of

data analysis. It would also be possible to match areas

so*that they were very similar in terms of'sdme of the var-
,

iables included in the rival hypotheses such as age,

wealth, education, length of residence. If the matching

were quite close, differences in the satisfaction levels

al
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of citizens would not be attributable to those variables.

Frag
-D80:

One would want to develop measures and gather data on as

many of the variables included in trival hypotheses

as possible so that one .could examine each rival at the

time of data analysis. It might be possible to match regions

on such measures ,as density or wealth, but it would be extremely

difficult to do so. A "most similar systems" design is not

(--,,
as appropriate for this proposition as it might be for Size-

630'

$tep Nine: Select the appropriate modes of data analysis.

For both propositions, you will need to examine the types ofjpeasures

you will.be able to obtain for each of the variablestmnd in light .of

that determine which parametric or non-parametric modes of analyiis

will be most appropriate.
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THE STRUCTURE OF INTERORGANIZATIONAL:ARRANGEMENTS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS

One of the major independent variables presented in Section VII

on propositions deriVed,from two traditions is that of multiplicity of

production units. Propositions derived from the traditional metropolitan

reform movement and the public choice approach differ substantially

in the expected consequencei of having large numbers of producers for
it

a particular type of public service.' Terms such as fragmentation,

multiplicity and overlap are frequently used to describe a structure

of interorganizational arrangements. that is presumed bad. However,

these terms are - frequently not well defined and little empirical re-

search has been undertaken to examine the effects of' different

structures of interorganizational arrangements.

We are currently undertaking a large research project for the

RANN Division of the National Science Foundation in which the effects

of multiplicity, fragmentation and overlap can be examined. Conse-

guently, wei have had to face up to the problem of defining these terms

in an operational manner. A paper written with Roger B. Parks and

Gordon P. Whitaker discussing these definitions and illustrating their

use is reproduced in this section to provide you with an illustriation

of one approach to, the operational, definition of these key terms. The

research design for this project will be a cross sectional design.

*0,
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DEFINING AO 'MEASURING STRUCTURAL VARIATIONS IN
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by
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DEFINING AND MEASURING STRUCTURAL VARIATIONS

IN INTEROIANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

by

Elinor Ostrom, Roger B. Parks and Gordon P. Whitaker
Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis

Indiana University

Introduction

Fragmentation of police services is extreme: there

are 32,000 separate police departments. .

Wasted energies and lost motion due to overlapping,
duplication, and noncooperation are not the worst,
consequences of this fragmentation. Large areas of
the United"States7-particularly rural communities
and the small jurisdictions in-or near metropolitan
areas--lack anything resembling modern, professional
police protection.1-

I

IP

Fragmentation, multipli6ity, and duplication are terms. which are

quently utilized in a perjorative sense to describe. the relation-
,

ips among local go vefnmental un s in metropolitan areas. 6agmenta-

multiplicity,'andduplicatio are repeatedly cited as causes for

many of the ills facing'police fdrcev,in such areas.2 The' presumptive

knowledge accepted by man is that the pres ence of a large number of

small police agencies * him a Metropolitan area results in inefficient.

...

performance and harmful consequences. Manywcommendations have been

made to decrease the number of police departments operating in a metro-

politan' area and to' eliminate all small departments,. wilere "small" can

rangeltrom "les than led, "less than SO" sworn offieers.3

Hdwever, for ail the use of the terms "dpagmentation," "multi-

plicity," and "duplication," tey have rarely been defined with care.

How many &its need there be far "multiplicity" to exist? If multi-
.

$liAty result'' in inefficiency fas is often charged) does this mean
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that all federal systems must, by definition, be ineffitient? What

does it mean to say that units of government duplicate each other? Is
.14

such duplication harmful? If careful empirical research is to be con-,

ducted at a metropolitan level of analysis, utilizing the operating

units of government providing service within metropolitan areas as the

analytic units, then many of these terms-wil71 need to be defined and
yr

operationalized carefully.

Research at the metropolitan level which employs such defined and

operationalized terms can also be important from a publiC policy per-
4 4 4

spective. Many reform proposals are initiated on the basis of an

assumed positive relationship between the ',fragmentation of governmental

units in a metropolitan area and increased costs or lowered output.

However, little empirical research has been condutted which has spe-
ll,

fically examined propositions associated with these reform proposals.

research efforts which have examined propositions derived from the
0

ditional metropolitan reform literature much of the evidence produced

as not supported propositions which are presumed to be true.4 `

In undertaking an NSF (RANK) sponsored study "Evaluating the

Organization of Service Delivery: Police," we are attempting tor) 8 ne

the relevant effectkof the structure of interorganizational arr

ments among police agencies serving a common metropolitan area. In

designing this research, we have found it necessary to define such

terms as fragmentation, multiplicity, and duplication and to develop

empirical operationalizations for them.

In this article we shall first dipscribe our general approach to

the'problem of conceptualizing interorganizational arrangements among

police agencies in a metropolitan area. This approach is based on the

1(n
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concept of a public service industry.5 Secondly, we shall describe

the use of service structure matrices to delineate the service by

service configurations of a police industry. Third, we shall illustrate

the use of service structure matrices to describe the intertrganiza-

tional arrangements among police agencies within a single metropolitan

area. Fourth, wegthall define six measures of metropolitan structure

ta be derived from service structure matrices. These measures a

Fragmentation, M+tipliati, Duplication, Independence, Coordination,

and Dominance..-The use of such measures enables comparisons to be made

across metropolitan areas. The fifth section of this paper will then

1.

utilize these measures to compare the structure of the police industries

in three metropolitan areas with respect to. four types of police erv-

ices. The last section will focus on the use of structural measures

in public policy analysis.

Police Agencies Viewed as Firms
in Public Service Industries

Instead of thinking of each p lice agency in a metropolitan area

as a department or bureau within a eneral governmental structure, we

prefer to conceptualize the various police agencies as producers in a

public service industry serving the, metropolitan area. We start, that

is, b9considering each agency in, terms of what it does rather than in

terms-of its relationship to some governmental unit. Our initial'step

is to identify those agencies which provide police services. The

agencies may be public or priliate.

One of the problems in developing the conceptual underpinnings for

research of this nature is how to limit the subject at hand. There is

.1. C' k)

v
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no intrinsic feature of an agency`that in and of itself places it

definitogy in one public industry rather than another. A police depart-

ment, for example, may be considered in the health industry.if-it pro-
4e

vides ambulance.service, in the fire prevention industry if it inspects

buildings and in the recreation industry if iti6onsors a softball A,

league. Like all taxonomies our limits and boundaries necessarily have

elements of arbitrariness4 rf consistent limits are established,

however, structural comparisons across metropolitan areas can be made -

and the effects ofkttructural variations assessed.

Since we are interested in answering questions about the effects

of different ways of organizing police agencies in metropolitan areas,

we consider a metropolitan police industry to consist of those agencies,.
public or private--which provide a specific set of services.,` These

"

will include direct services to citizen-consumers in the metropolitan

area and intermediate police services to agencies providing direct

police services. There are a number ofactivities undertaken by police

agencies which could be classified as direct police services. We will

restrict our focus, however. We will include any direct service agency

within the bounds of our analysis if that agency supplies one or more

of the.following services: patrol, criminal investigation or traffic

control--and if its offiCers can exercise the power of arrest in

rendering that service.
6 Similarly, there are a great many intermediate

.services required by police agencisp)which'produce these three types of
r-

direct services. We will, however, limit the-interTediate police serv-

ices examined in this study to the following services: basic training,
4-

Af
detention, dispatching and criminal. laboratory facilities. The

1 S'

4
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conf. ion of the police industry thus may differ from service to

se ice. tnfone SMSA there may be many producers of patrol and only

one prod cer of, criminal investigation services. In another metropoli-

tan are the situation could be reversed: This way of conceptualizing

&the industry allows us to examine these'service by service patteins.8

The.Use of Service Structure Matrices for Representing
Interorganizational Arrangements in a Metropolitan Area

Having bounded the scope of what wili'belalled a police industry
1., ...

within a metropolitan area by defining direct Ind indirect' police,

t
services, we can .then delineate the service by service configuration.of

a.police industry by developing service structure matrices for each

metropolitan area.9 All police agencies which produce a given service

in its metropolitan area will be arranged as rows in the structural,

matrix for that service., For the direct services, columns in the

matrix will be the organized consumption units within the metropolitan

'area. For the indirect services, the matrix jolumns are those producers

of direct services'which are now consumers of the indirect service in

question. These will include agencies which receive intermediate

services from intern1 units (e.g:, a municipal police department with

its own dispatcher) as well as agencies receiving the intermediate serv-

ice from another agency (e.g., a municipal department which relies upon

.the county.Sheriff for 4etention service). The general form of the

service structure matrix is shown in Table I.

,Some police services are provided regularly to consumers. By
_ .

regular provision, we, mean that the producer makes the service available

4
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to individuals within the consumption unit on a routine basis. Other

services are.pro4ed irregularly. By,-irregular provision,-we mean that

the producer makes this service available only in unusual circumstances.

A distinction between regular and irregular service provision would

arise in cases where the detective squad of a municipal police depart-
,.

ment investigates' all reported crimes in the city, while the estate police

provide criminal investigation in that same city only upon rare occa-

sions. The former is the regular producer while the latter is the irregu-

lar producer. While we will determine the presence of irregular producers.,
4

most of our attention will be 'devoted to regular prqducers

(
f each

service.

Several producers may simultaneowsly provide the same service on a

regular basis to any one consuming unit. There are three typelof

regular, simultaneous production:' alternation, coordination, and dupli-

cation. Servile flows between producers and consumers will be shown

by entries in the service structure matrix.- They will be categorized

As Irregular, RegularLt_goordinated, or Alternative. (See Table IT)

Alternation results when each agency serves a restricted clientele or

geographic,area'or provides services only during restricted periods of

time. Detention facilities are frequently provided by two agencies alter-

natively: i.e., one agency provides detention for juveniles and another

for adults. The attributes of the clientele determine which agency will
s

provide the service. Alternative geographic provision of traffic control

occurs where a city police department exclusively patrols allsireets within

its juris9.ction with the exception of interstate highways where traffic

is regulated by the state highway patrol. An alternative provision of

service by time exists when a 'small town-police department does all

1 G

4
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Table I

Service Structure Matrix for

Service k (14KiL)

Consuming Unitsa (1<K9Mk).

1

P j

,Mk

aj A

Sijk. SPik

NPjk

0

,N.

For direct services the Consuming Units will be Organized Consump-
tion -Mils, while for intermediate services the Consuming Units will be
direct Producing Units.

bApplicable for direct services only.

1'?
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. Table II

Definitions of Matrix Terminology

0
Nk -- Number of producing units for service k.

MK Number of consuming units for service k.

Pj -- Population of consuming unit j (1gj5Mk) stated in ten

thousands (i.., 1970 population x 10-4).

=aj -- Area of consuming unit j in square miles.

P --* Pi -
SMSA population in ten thousands.

1

A --f.as -SMSA area in square miles.

Sijk Service Flow Indicator with the following possible values

(see definitions of terms in the text):

R = Producing unit i regularly provides service k to consum-

ing unit j without coordination or; alternation.

I = Producing unit i .irregularly provides service k,to con-

suming unit j.

C = Producing unit i regularly proyides service k to c6nsum-

ing unit.j in coordination with some other producing

unit for.service k.

.A = Producing unit i regularly provides a portion of service

k to consuming unit.j, that is, unit i is an alternate

provider (in terms of either time, space, or clientele).

of service'k to consuming unit j.

0 = A zero or a blank indicated that producing unit i is

definitely not involved (even irregularly)' "in providing

service k to consuming.unit j.

SPik - Serviced populationckay/producin it i and service k.

-This is the s f p; over row !in columns where s..,
zjik

is equal to R, C, or A.

*J4Pjk - Service density for consuming unit j for service k. This

is simply a count of entries in column j, which are either

1

R, C, or-A, that is, the number of producers who regularly,

provide Service k to unit j in some fashion.

1 8
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dispatching/for itself during the day while relyingon the county sheriff

)

for dispatching at night. Alternative producers will be indicated on

the service strycture matrix by entering A's in the. co ing unit column

at each alternative producer's row.

Coordinated production Occurs.when two or more regular producers

interact in the planning of the day to day operationof service pro-

vision for the same consuming unit. Coordinated patrol, for example,

exists when several police departments jointly provide organized surveil -.

lance within the boundaries of a single consumption unit through the use

of a common communications network. Criminal laboratory facilities are

used in a coordinated way' when their activities are pooled in supporting

a single criminal investigation. Oln the matrix, C's will be entered for

each of the producers which coordinate service to a consuming unit.

) ,Duplication occurs when two or more regular producers provide the

same service at the same time, in the.sane places to the same people

without joint consideration of the activities. Two producers of patrol

services are duplicative when they serve the same consumption unit with-

out consultation on patrol practices and day to day maintenance of radio

contact. Two producers of adult deten ion are duplicative when they

independently provide jail facilitie to the same police department for

the same clientele. Duplication will be shown on the matrix by the

entry of two or more R's (for regular producer in a Consuming unit'

-column.

Service Structure Matrices for a Metropolitan rea

To illustrate the use of Service structure matrices, we will

9
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construct police service matrices for the Fayetteville, North Carolina

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). The Fayetteville MBA

encompasses 654 square mis'and had a 1970 population of 212;000. The

area has eight organized consumption units for direct police. services.
I

amberland County is the largest of these. In addition to the city of

Fayetteville (popUlation 54,000), 'there are three small towns within the

SMSA (eath with fewer. than 4,000 inhabitants.) The U.S., Army's Fort

A

Bragg and Pope Air Force Base are also organized consumption units.

These two installations together have a population equal to that of

Fayetteville. They have tended to dominate the entire metropolitan area

although industrial expansion has recently been quite extensive in the

southern end of Cumberland County. The remaining consumption unit is

the' Fayetteville State Uhiversity camp& in Fayetteville. For those

services whiCh it receives independently, it constitutes an enclave in

the city. The Asident population on campus is under 1000. Half of the

)

total SMSA population lives outside the seven smaller consumption units.

v.

in unincorporated areas of Cumberland County. the map in Figure I shows

0 . _-

the irofgeographic arrangement o the organized consumption units.

(4

In this section,,We will present the serVice'structure matrices for

four police services as they are organized in the'Fayetteville SMSA.

Table III depicts the arrangements for patrol. Each of the eight organ-

ized consumption units for police,service has a distinct legal arrange-
.

ment with a regular producer of patrol services. The entries in the

main diagonal reflect these *relationships. Military Police from Ft.

.14

Bragg also provide patrol services in areas of Fayetteville frequented

by military personnel.. Because they have a restricted clientele, they '

have been classified as alternative producer.s. of patrol ,services in

170
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Table III

Patrol Services Matrix

Fayetteville, North Carolina, SMSA

Organized Consumption Units

a
>4. 1

r 0
4.)

Producers

Fort Bragg Provost
Marshal

Pope A.F.B. Provost
Marshal

Fayetteville State Univ.
Campus Police

Fayetteville City
Police

Spring Lake
Police

Hope Mills'
Police

Stedman Police

Cumberland County
Sheriff

J 0

I
aJ

4J
00

44 u
0 0

=O d
0.4
f44

ed .0

0E'
t.)

R A

R

R .1

1 R 'A

R

.

.

R

. .

R

..4 III R R

I

0

1

1
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Fayetteville: The Fayetteville Police are also classified as alterna-

tive producers of patrol services because they focus their attention on

the civilian population of the city.

Both Cumberland County and Fayetteville contain organized consump-

tion units which are enclaves.' thin Cumberland County, there are

seven organiied consuming units served by their own patrol service agen-

cies. The county sheriff's department patrols in the remaining areas

of the county. The far right -hand column on Figure III represents this

"remainder." Fayetteville State University is a separately organized

consuming enclave for patrOl within Fayetteville. For each enclave,

speCial legal arrangements for patrol have been established.

As shown by the double entries in several columns, some areas, in

Fayetteville have multiple agencies simultaneously providing regular

patrol services. Both the Sheriff and the Fayetteville Police Depart-

sent provide regylar patrol services to some of the patrol enclaves.

Stedman receives regular patrol support from the Sheriff's Department.

Fayetteville State University is regularly patrolled by the Fayetteville

5
City Police Department.

Criminal investigation activities in Fayetteville SMSA are organ-

/

ized somewhatfferently from patrol as shown in Table IV. There are

o

only six organized consumption units for criminal investigation because

Stedman and Fayetteville State University have no unique legal arrange-

ments with a producer of this service. However, there are.nine dif-

ferent producers of criminal investigation serving this SMSA.10 Only

Fayetteville and the Cumerland County "remainder" unit rely regularly

on their own investigative services. The military installations each
o

call in specialized criminal investigation units from off-base. Spring
,

17 3

".
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ti

Table IV

Criminal Investigation Matrix

Fayetteville, North Carolina, SMSA

Producers

Ft. Bragg Provost
Marshal

U.S. Army Criminal
Investigation

Pope A.F,B. Provost
:'Marshal

U.S.A.F. Criminal
Investigation

Fayetteville Police
DepartMent

Spring Lake Police
_Department

Hope Mills Police
Department-

Cumberland County
Sheriff

N.C. State Bureau of
Investigation

t

W

co

0

$.

Organized Consumption Units

0
9*4

>
0
4J
.4J

Oi
a.

.r4

04
U)

C
1

C
p

C

\C
t.

.

R

.

C
.

,

.

. C

.

,
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Lake and Hope Mills regularly coordinate with the Sheriff's Criminal

Investigation Unit. The State"Bureau of Investigation provides addi-:

.

tional services to civilian agencies on request. 'It is not considered

a regular producer of this service.

Turning to intermediate police services provides an opportunity

to explore additional facets of the stru ture o rvice provision in

the police industry of the Fayetteville SMSA. Our interest here is in

seeing which agencies proVide certain intermediate services to those

ft

agencies providing direct police services to citizens. The consuming t

units for intermediate services are police agencies which utilize those

services in providing direct police services to citizens ,Criminal labo-

ratory services are used to assist criminal investigation, Thus, nine

units are listed as consuming this intermediate police services, as

nine units are listein Table IV as producing criminalinvestigation.

For adult detention the consuming units are eight police departments ,

wh4ch provide patrol services and therefore *quire adult detention

services. As a co arison of Tables IV and V indicates, the number-of

producers of polic services can vary considerably from service to,serv-
.

ice. For adult detention there are only three producers. \The County

Sheriff provides adult detention facilities for all local police units.

Each of the two military installations maintains its own detention

facility. Military personnel taken into custody by civilian departments

are usually remanded to their base for,detention. Civilians arrested

on one of the military bases would be sent, to the Codnty Jail for deten-

tion: Civilians arres on one of the military bases would be sent,to

0-, the County Jail for de ion. Thus, the three producers can be viewed

as p viding alternative services restricted by clientele.
17,

l
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Table V

Adult Detention Matrix
Fayetteville, North Carolina, SMSA

Organized Consumption Units *

0

0

0 C)

O
6

cn

A A A A A A A

.

A A ANA''A.
a

A A A A A A A A

Producers

Fayetteville-
Cumberland CO.
Crime Lab

N.C. Bureauof
Itmvestigation,

Army Criminal
Investigation
Divison

A.F. Criminal

Investigation

Division

Table VI

Crime Lab Matrix
Fayetteville, North Carolina, SMSA

C,

/

1

1

1

Organized Consumption Units

'0
o

.
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There are four producers of crime-laboratory services. The Fayette-

Ville Police Department anthe Cumberland County Sheriff have established

,a joint crime lab which serves all civilian criminal investigation agen-

cies in the SMSA. The North-Carolina State Bureau of Investigation

maintains it own crime lab which is utilized by these same agencies for

'more sophisticated work. Given the coordination of work between the local

and state agencies, the provision of services is coded as coordinated.

Each of the military criminal investigation units has its own laboratory

facilities which are used by its investigators.

Direct examination of the matrices themselves provides consider-

able insight into the difference in the structure of interorganizational

arrangements across, different services within the Same SMSA. HowevEr,

direct examination of the'service structure matrices is not as helpful

when one is comparing across metropolitan areas of varying sizes and

complexity. One of the advantages of defining measuresof natopolitan

structure derived from service structure matrices isthat such measures

allow carefu comparison across metropolitan areas.

Measures of Metropolitan Structure

We have defined a series of measures of metropolitan service struc-

ture which can be operationalized with the information contained in the

service kructure matrices. Wherever possible we have attempted to use

d.e.fnitions of terms which are consistent with previous usage, although

thig has been difficult in some 'cases. At present we have identified
.

six conceptually distinct measures, each of which can be dealt with in

either absolute or relative terms. These measures are: Fragmentation,.

")'
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Multiplicity, Duplication, Independence, CoordinatiOn, and D minance.

Students of metropolitan reform will undoubtedly recognize such terms

as ones which are frequently bandied about in the.litefature,.but which

are rarely defined.- It is our intent to provide a series of operational

definitions,for these terms. We believe they will be useful in our Sown

current research and also provide a consistent basis for discourse about

metropolitan organization.

We have aperationalized fragmentation as the number of'distinct A

organized consuming units for the service in question. For direct serv-
o

ices these units will be for the most part governmental jurisdictions,

although as noted above, We intend to include other organized units®,

wherever appropriate. For the intermediate services consuming units are them-

selvei producers Of 'direct services, A simple count of the nuMbeAof

such units will then be our absolute measurt)4 fragmentation. For the

direct services a relative fragientation measure will also be obtained
01

by dividing the absolute measure by-the population of the metropolitan

area stated in ten thousands. That is, relative fragmentation for the

direct services will be the number of organized consumption units per

ten, thousand metropolitan inhabitants The absolute and relative meas-

,-

ures of fragmentatiorr may vary considerably for the same SMSA. As

'Thomas M. Scott has pointed out,"the.nnmber of lOcal governmental units

per capita inCreases'as the total Irpillat,ion size of the SMSA decreases":-

i.e., ,the largestSMSAs ave less relative fragmentation per capita than

do: the smaller SMSAs.11,

-Multiplicity is operationalized 'is the number of service producing

t

Uffiti in the metropolitan area. This solbte measure is the same as

the lists or counts` of police agencies often used-by natio commissions

r
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and others when lamenting the lack.of unified law enfo/cement systems.12

However, a simple list does snot control for the size of the metropolitan

area, nor for the pplitiCal arrangements in that area. Accordingly, we

have defined two relative measures of multiplicity for the direct serv-
.

.ices and one for the intermediate ones. For both direct and indirect

services relative multiplicity will be measured as the number of -produc-
. 4

ing units for the service divided by the number of consuming units for

that service, the average number of producers per consuming unit.

For the direct services, relative multiplicity will also be defined as

the qpmber of producing units for the service per ten thousand residents

of the metropolitan area. Our measures of absolute and relative multi-
.

plicity are similar to those utilized by Hawkins and Dye in a recent

,study. 13 Campbell and Sacks used a measure of multiplicity which was

population per government and area per government which they called

fragmentation}4- Ostrom and Parks, used both the absolute and population

relative measure of multiplicity. 15 Critics of, current police organiza-'

tion have usually argued that.,multiplicity results in inefficient pro-

vision of low quality service. However the evidence presented in the

latter study'runs counter to that argument when relative multiplicity

is used as the measure. Campbell and Sacks did not find any significant

;Olationship between their measure ofpoOtlation or area per govern-

ment and expenditure.patterns. 16

Duplication will.be operationalized in absolute terms as the number

of consuming units in the metropolitan area Which regularly receive the

service in questiOn from more than one producer. However, those cases

' in which one producer alternates-with another` in time, space, or clien-

tele 0.11 not be countecllas service duplication. Similarly, instances
.

177 -.-

aft
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where two or more producers coordinate in the 13rovision'of a service to

t
,

a consuming unit will riot be counted as duplication., By our ,defini--

tion, duplication in service provision exists only when two (or'more)

producing units are regularly providing service to a given consuming

unit and the producing units do not either alternate or coordinate their

activities.' While such a definitionwiI1 result in our finding much
.

less service duplication than is commonly claimed, we believe that it

*
sticks more closely to the common meaning of Ike term. The service dupli-

cation seen by most critics will be picked up by our other measures.
o 42

Having defined absolute duplication, we can go on to state relative

duplication for direct and indirect services as the ratio of the number

of consuming units receiving duplicate service to the total number of

consuming units for that service. Additionally, for the direct services,
.

we define reltive duplication as the sum of the population of the con-

sundng units which receive duplicate service divided by the total popu-

a

lation of the metropolitan area. 9
Independence is defined as the number of organized consumption

units which receive the service in question regularly and solely from

their "awn" producing unit, that? is, from a producing unit directly

under ,their control,(a municipal police department patrolling all of a

municipality, tor'example). For Wis.measure, irregular service pro-

vision by a different producing unit (As for example; when the Stite

P6lic cruise through the municipality once or twice a-month) will not

be co ted as reducing independence. . In general, alternatir4 or 1.

coordinated service"proyision will be counted as reducing independence.

- Relative independence for a metropolitan area on a papcular service

can then be stated, as the ratio of the number of independent consuming

1

.st



units to the!total number of/such. units, and for direct services, as

the populhtion in independent units divided by the metropolitan popula-
..,

tion. r1 .

Dominance is defined by the extent td which the consuming units'

for a particular service are served by the dominant producer of that/o
service. The dominant prodicer of a direct service is that producer

having the largest sprviceilliopulation; w 1e for indirect services,

the dominak producer is that'prgdater providing the service to the

largest number of consuming units. In both cases, instances of alternate

or coordinate.service provision will be included in the computations.

/
Absolute dominance is measured as the count of consuming units receiving

the service from the dominant producer. Relative dominance is then the

ratio this figure to the total number of consuming units. For

ai services, relative dominance is also measured by the ratio of

the serviced popUlation of the dominant producer to the total population

of the metropolitan area.

41Ik10
It'should be noted that fragmentation, independence, and dominance

taken together tell us additional information about the structure of a
6

metropolitan area. A highly fragmented metropolitan area. might show...ae.

low degree ofindeperdence and a high degree of dominance for a serv-

ice- -say patrol. This would then indica 6 that while the metropolitan

area is divided. into a large number units providing their own patrol,

ive patrol' service 'fr4 one major producer,

ence together with high dOminance

many of those units also re

say the County Sheriff.if
/

H

(in relative population

indicate that there are many

frag mented metropolitan area would

all independent consumption units, but

that most lithe metiopolitan population was served by a single producer.

1

z

4
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But the small independent its are served by theiv own police force;

not the dominant producer.

4
Our final measure, Coordination, is defined as the number of con-

\

suming units receiving service from a coordinated arrangementbetween

dotwo or.more.produC6rs. Such arrangements are often found where, for

example, a county sheriff dispatches for both its own patrol car(s)

and township police department car(s), both of which patrol a township

simultaneously. In such cases the dispatcher will coordinate the move-
.

ment of both producers' vehicles so as to avoid having them play "fdllow

the leader" down Main Street. Arrangements of this nature may tend to

4
result in higher quality service for the 's'ame number of units assigned

than in the'pure duplicative situation. This is a proposition which

can be empirically examined: Bpla oordination, as wiikthe o er

measures, can be stated as the ratio of he number of units receivi g
\

7

c %ordinated service to. the vital number'of consuming units, and, or the

direct services, as the ratio of thimpopulation of units rece ing

coordinated service to the total population in the area

Comparing Metropolitan Structures

st-

tt>

Now that the measures of metropolitan structure have been'defined,

we can illustrate their use by comparing the policedntustries in three

,

metropolitan are 'Fayetteville SKSA which was described in
k

some detail above, 2.) a Durham, North Carolina §MSA.and'3) The

Hamilton- Middletown, Ohio SMSA. All three had a 19,0, population of

approximately 200:000

Let us first examine the measures for patrol and criminal investi-

gation services. As shown on Table VII, TT metropolitan areas differ

At
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Table VII

StRiCtural Measures - Direct Services

r

Fragmentation

Patrol

Criminal.

Investigation'

Multiplicity

Patrol

Criminal

Investigation

Duplication it:.

Patrol

Criminal
Investigation

Independence

patrcil

Criminal

Investigation

Dominance

Patrol

Criminal
Investigation

Coordination

Patrol
t116'

Criminal
Investigation .

d k

.-

Fayetteville
.

Durham
.

Hamilton-Middletown
..,

Abso-
lute

Relative AINAA'
'lute.

Relative -Abso-
1

Relative
C:U. I Pop C.U. I Pop lute C.U. I Pop

8

6

- .38

.

- .28

.

9

10'

10

-

.
-

-.53

.53

20

20

-

,
-

.83

_

.83

9

1.00

1.50

.,

.38

,.42 .

.

11

11

1.10

L10

.58

.58

20

20

1.00

I.,

1.00

.83 '1

.83

2 .25 .01 d0

0

-

-

, '0 -

-

4, /

--

e

5

2

. .63

.33 .

.75

.75

10

5

1.00'

.50

1.00

.93

7

6

.35

.30

1

.82-

.80

2

'
40

3

1

.25

.50'

.50

.53

1

3

.10

.30

-,

.48

.50

.

14

14r

,

svgi
:70

.70

1

.34 ,

.34

0

4 :

-

.67

-

..25

0

S '--

.

45
0 .07

13

.14

.65

.
.70

.18

..,

.20

1 Ci
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significantly-from one another bothin,absolute fragmentation and

relative fragmentation. The Hamilton SMSA'has 20 consuming units for

patrol services,'while Fayetteville has only eight. Because they have

approximately the same populations, an increase &bra eight to twenty
0

consuming units raises the population relative fragmentatidn score from
4

'.38 to .83. In both the Hamilton and Durham SMSAs there are as many
S

organized consumption units for criminal investigation as for patrol.
,;

Therefore, each has the same fragmentation score for both services.

The difference in the fragmentation scores in the Fayetteville SMSA

'reflects the Pact that neither Stedman nor Fayetteville State University

have unique legal arrangements with a producer of criminal investigation

service.

The differencl between fragmentation of consumption units and

multiplicity 21 :producing units is also illustrated in the Table. Ftag-
v

.??

..

mentation refer to consuming units, while multiplicity refers to pro..."

ducing units. .The multiplicity score in Fayetteville for criminal

0 .
investigation is higher than the fragmentatiOn score in the same area

40(

for the same service: while there are only six consuming units for

, .

criminal investigationbin that §MSA, there *e nine units producing fdr

this service (see TaV ble IV) . Where the number of producing units equals
/

.1
. . ..

the number of consuming units for a particular service, the multiplicity"

,'-

vtiNt, si,

score 'relative to-consuming urri,ts will bqual 1.Q as :it does in amilton

for 3)oth patrol and criminal investigation and in Fayetteville for 4

. ,patrol. Where t.h4re are more producing units'than consuming units this

scot Will exceed' 1.0. The measurewill be lower than 1.0 where there

are fewer producing units than consuming units.

"

For patrol or criminal investigation little duplication.exists'in

4.1 s

1.

A."

c.

a.
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Nor

any of the three metropolitan areas.' Only in the Fayetteville?SMSA

.11k
is there any duplication for eithermrof these services. As shown in,

Table III, two of the columns of the Fayetteville patrol matrix contain

multiple "R" ehtries indicating regular, non-alternating,-aon-.

coordinating produccers. i/

The independence of production units varies considerably in these

three metropolitan areas. While in Durham, all ten oruniZed consuming

a
units receive patrol regularly and solely from their "owilproducing

units (a score of 1.00 for both relative measures of independence) only
4

five of the eight consuming units (63%) in Fayetteville receive patrol

regularly and solely from their own patrol units; However, these four

consuming units comprise about 75 per cent of the population in the SMSA.

\%While only seven (At of twenty consuming units have atrol independence

jin the Hamilton-Middletown SMSA, these seven constit e about 82 per

cent of the population. ,

41 regard to dominance, only one of the ten consuming units in the

0

Durham area receives patrol_services from the dominant producer, the

. Durham City Police. 'That agency patrols foy:almost half of the popula-

tion living in the SMSA. In the Hamilton-Middletown SMSA, fourteen

out of twenty' consuming units receive services from the dominant pro-
.

. ducer. These c ng units represent only 34 Per cent of the popula-

911111

v
.

tion, however. e Butler County Sheriff' Dep mentis the dominant,

patrol agency in .the Hamilton-Middletown SMSA, serving fourteen organ-

ized consuming units. No other producer in the SKOA patrols for a larger

population., Thus; the Butler County Sheriff's Depa'rtment is more

dominant than the Durham Police Department in terms of consuming units

served, while it is less domiolni in terms of total.poputttiOlf served.

5
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We have noted that duplication of patrol fOr the Hamilton-

Middletown SMSA is zero and that the dominant producer serves fourteen

of the twenty consuming univ. Is this an inconsistency? We have

also need that only seven of the consuming units in Hamilton have

'independent patrol service. How are the other thirteen, to be categor-

ized? As the coordination measure indicate on Table VII, each of

these units is.partolled' by multiple, agencies which coordinate service

provision so as to avoid duplication if effort.. Neithegrof our

other example SMSAs have' coordinated patrol provis,i,on. All three SMSAs

do have some coordinated criminal investigation. 'However, in the

Fayetteville SMSA, all consuming units receive coordfhated criminal

investigation. Seventy per cent of consuming'units in the Hamilton-

Middletown SMSA have coordinated criminal investigation although

these are small and include only 20 per cent of
A

threais popula-

tion.
0

Fifty per cent of the consuming units in the Durham SMSA have

coordinated criminal investigation, but only seven per cent of the

population. is included in those units.

Turning to intermediate services in Table VIII we no longer have
.IP

two relative measures for each type. S.ite'ethe consuming units are in

this case the producing units of direct services, all relative meas-

ures are in terms of the number of consuming units served. Foi

fragmentation, only an absolute peasuim can be computed .for indirect
4

services. On multiplicity, the number of units producing adult

detention and crime laboratory seivices is much lower than that of

patrol and criminal investigation. While there are.multiple producers.
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Fragmentation

Adult Detention

Crime Lab

Multiplicity

Adult Detention

Crime Lab

Duplication

Adult Detention

Crime Lab

Independence

Adult Detention

Crime Lab

Coordination
t

Adfilt Detention

Crime Lab

Dominance

Adult Detention

Crime Lab
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Table- VIII

Structural Measures - .Intermediate Services

Fayetteville,. Durham Hamilton-Middletown

.----if

Abso-
lute

Relative Abso-
lute

Relative

it

'Absor
lute

Relative

,

8 - 11 t - 20" -

9 , - 11 - 20 -

A

3 0.38 2 0.18 3 0.15

,
.

. .

0.44 ,0.18 5 0.25

tt-

0 - 0 2 .0.10
,

0

.

, -

t

0 - 0 -

0 - 0.18 1 0.05 '

3 0.3?
.

1 0.09 0 -
.

-8 1.00 5 0.45 20
-,,

1.00

0.56 11 1:00 20 1.00

,
.

.

4 0.44 3 0.27 20 1.00

Jt
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of these services, only in thetHamilton SMSA is the e any dup c-
1 U

. ation. Hamilton City Jail an0 Middletown City Jail are duplicative

in the sense that Iluk police departments which. utilize them also

utiliie the Butler County jail..
-7D

4,

There is considerably less independence for'the intermediate

services than for direct services. Few jurisdictiens are'solely

served by their own crime lab or jail facility for adult detention.

On the other hand,'the dominance measures are much higher for

intermediate services than for direct services. In both Fayette-

ville and Hamilton-Middletown the largest producer of jail services

provides for the entire county while in Durham the large t,

jail service& about half 'of. the consuming units. The ,lar est

crime lab in Durham and Hamilton -Middletown also serves entire,

SMSA. Theye is no coordination in, the provisidn of adult detention

in any of the Three SMSAs while coordination of crime lal services

ranges from low'in Durham to high in Iamilton- Middletown.

Use of these structural measures enables an analyst to be

quite specific about the ways in which One metropolitan area.is

similvo or differs from other, metropolitan areas. When many

metropolitan areas are simultaneously being considered, the struc-

tural measures can be used as variables in statistical' analysis to

4

ascertain what pother factors are associated with a particular type

e
of structural arrangement among units'in a metropolitan area.

r
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The Use of Structural Measures in Public Police Analysis

,Many assertions exist about the effects of fragmentation and

other terms used to describe the structure of interorganizational

arrangements in metropolitan areas. The use of service structure

matrices and the structural measures derived from these matrices will
o,

enable scholars to examine these assertions empirial11.y. Consider-
,

ation of fdture reforms will then have a firmer grounding.

The first step in utilizing these measures is the derivation

of causal statements. from literature on metropolitan government.

Fragmentation, for exakille, is thought to be the prime cause of

many of the facing urban areas. The following statements

about=fragmentation have been made in the metropolitan litera

ture:

it

4

1. Fragmentation leads to the inability of central cities
to finance their service provision adequately.

2. Fragmentation produces inequality in tax base.

0
8

3. Fragmentation decreases the political capacity of local
governments to acquire resources. .

4. ,Fragmentation produces inequities in-the administration
and distribution of services.

S. Fragmentation produces variations in service levels in
metropoli areas.

./
6. Fragmentation results in higher per capita costs for

providing governmental services.

7. Fragmentation produces variations in:the efficiency of

ro

C
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different units.

Fragmentation leads to inefficient production proce'sses.,,

. Fragme ation results in highertaies.

10. Fragmenta ion leads to'generally low levels of some services

throughou an area.

11. ,ragmentation encourages an irresponsible attitude toward
center city problems by citizens of high-income suburbs.

12. Fragmentation reduces a citizen's capacity to fix responsi-

bility and hold government officials responsib2e.17

,A similar set of statements exist concerning the effects of multiplicity,

overlap, duplication,-coordination, and ind endence.

Th second step in utilizing these measures the operationali-

zation of the other terms used in the above statements. Terms such as

"inequality in tax base," "variations_in_sexmiee_levels," and "inef-

ficient production processes," etc., will need careful definition and

specific procedures for their measurement: The third step in utilizing

these measures is to convert} - causal statements into admore testable

form. Advocates of reform for example, have freely used causal language

but most testable propositions will. We-Elt to be statedin'a language of

association. Thus, statement 2 above could be restated in a testable

form to read: "Fragmentation is positively associated with inequitable

tax bases." Statement 6 could be restated as: "Fragmentation is posi-

ely associated with higher Per capita costs for providing government

s rvices." The latter proposition uld probably, be best stated as it
0

related to specific types of services r ther than to ;--iTeneral Spectrum

of services.

As restated and with operationalized measures for both the inde-

. pendent variables (the structural measures) and the various dependent

ss,

lot
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_variables mentioned above, these propositions can then be subjected to

,empirical examination by a number of different scholars in different

research settings: Our own research project will specifically examine

propositions relating structural measures to expenditure levels and

patterns of manpower utilization in 200 SMSAs. For example, we will

be 'able to examine propositiont'of'the following types:

. + ,
1. Fragmentation of cQnsumIng units in metropolitan areas is-

positively associated'with expenditures per capita.

2.
'N,
Multiplicity of'producing unitsin metropolitan areas is
positively associated with expenditures per. capita.

. .,_

3. Duplication of producing units in metropolitan areas is posi-

) tivebr, associated with expenditures per capita.

4. Coordination of producing units in detropolitan areas is
negatively associated with expenditures per capita.

n_ .

51 4

These propositions will be subjected, to empirical testing regard to
4

.

each og the direct and ipAiiect services of the police indut with a

large enough- data base to enable one to have confidence in.the findings.

Tie use these'ltructural variables in research ''elated o other
, ,

service areas should contribute to the cumUrative knowledge-of t e

eggects of different patterns of intergo ernmental and interorgan zational

relationships upon performance in federalsystems of government.

defining characteristics of federal systems of governmen necessari y

include fragmentation, multiplicity and Opplication: Co rdination,

independence and dominance are additional measures for s ecifying

org izational structures. The performance of federal systems as systems-

of go rnment can be assessed only if we can deal explicitly with dif-

ferent p terns of interorganizational arrangements with such consistent,

operational limsures.

Rr
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the structure of an entire police industry within a.metropolitan area.
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SCALE OF PRODUCTION AND THE PROBLEMS .OF SERVICE DELIVERY

The other major independent variable presented in Section.VII
4

on propositions derived from two traditions is that of the size of

,a jurisdiction. Members of the Workshop In Political Theory and

Policy: Analysis have undertaken a large number of studies whi'h have

focused specifically on the size of police departments as a major

independent variable. This summer I was asked to prepare a paper

for a Conference entitled "Serving th Public'in a Metropolitan:

Society". Ln that paper I reviewed the series of studies which
-

have,focused on size as an indep = dent variable. Consequently, I

thqught you would be 'intereste in having this paper rproiduced asp

a companion to the paper pre ented in Chapter IX. The research designs

discussed here are prim. ily "most similar. systems" designi.

4
ri
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PRELIMINARYTRAFT: SUBJECT TO REVISION. COMMENTS AND

CRITICISMS ARE ATLCOME.-

4

SCALE OF PRODUCTION AND THE PROBLEMS'OF SERVICE

DELIVERY IN A FEDERAL SYSTEM'

by

Elinor Ostrom
Workshop in $olitical Theory and Policy Analysis

lIndiana University,

°

Paper to be- presented at the Conference on "Serving the Publici0a
Metropolitan Society," the third "Toward '76" Conference oi:the Center

foi the Study of Federalism, Temple University, held'at.the Walley

Forge Hilton, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.
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SCALE OF PRODUCTION AND THE PROBLEMS OF'SERVICE DELIVERY
IN A FEDERAL SYSTEM

by

/,
'Elinor Ostrom

Workshop in Political Theory and Ptilicy Analysis
Indiana University

The Questions to be Addressed

Eight sets of questions were posed for consideration at

this Conference on "Serving the Public in i Metropolitan So-

ciety." Among these quesons are two which relate to research

which we are conducting at the Workshop in Political Theory and

Policy Analysis at Indiana University. They will be the subject

of this paper. In a slightly modified form, these questions

are:

1) What have we learned in the last decade about the

relationship between costs'and benefits (economic,'

social_ and political)' in the provision of [urban]

governmental services? How can we best profit froin

these lessons? (Conference Question 2)

2) To what extent should constitutional and jurisdic-

tional questions bp considered in evaluating the

specifics of governmental-services to the public?

How can existing jurisdictional divisions and consti-

tutional claims be utilized to [increase] the re-
.

sponsiveness of government to public needs and in-

terests? (Conference Question 6).

These two questions'can be considered as complements to

1r! r)
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one another. Some of the critical issues debated over the last

several decades and about which we now have a growing body of

evidence relate'directly.to the effects of constitutional or

jurisdictional arrangements on the relationship between costs

ad-benefits in the provision of urban governmental services.

The dffect of jurisdictional arrangements on costs and benefits
. .

/,

in the provision,of urban governmental services is a central r

issue in debates over metropolitan reform. These debates are

ofilong standing both in academic journals andin public

affairs. 1 \

For all the volume and. intensity of the debates, ii+tie.

of it has been' informed by empirical evidence.

summarizing the efforts to achieve metropolitan

Bert Swanson,

government, 1

concludes that "a major lesson that should have been learned

by almost everyone is how little we really know about urban
<-

politics) tIletropolitan reform, or how to construct or rebuild

.a politi64 or commOuty system s a metropolityk" (Swanson,

1970; 155)

In 1972, Erie, Kirlin,,and Rabinpvitz undertook an exten-

sive review of what was then known about the effects of`metpo-

politan reforms. They concluded that while a great deal was

known about the ,avowed purposes of various reform proposals,

-

!tour understanding' of metropolitan governance would be vstly

improved by more research on the consequences of institutional

changes."_ (Erie et. al., 19720 8 -9) They indicate that tour

ignorance is greatest about the,impact of Teform on the'lives .

_and opinions oZ the citizens who are supposedly better governed

V

1
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.'
,

under the new regimes" (Erie, et.al, 1972: 9) 'After te-
1.

viewing t'he existing, though scant, empirical'evidefice, they

reached the folloWingconclusions:

1. The increasing impact of profesSionalism upon
policy making has been a nearly-univer:sal effect ofk

,metropolitan reform.

2. In general, few scale economies have been also -,
-ciated with reform, except for the metropolitan 4ecial
district. .

3. In the short'run, the access 'of minorities is
guaranteed, but may in',the long run diluted.

.

4. The roles and norms of official decision' makers
do pot guarantee any, substantive conception Of the area-
wide public interest. All that, is guaranteed..is a more
minimal, procedural definition governing publio'policy
making.

5: Performance levels tend to rise, .but-so do the.lr.
fiscal burdens accompanying increased expenditures.

fi

6. The functional emphasis upon tangible goods,
rather than upon ameliaration6f social pndblems, remains
unchanged. .

.

7. There is no immediate, short-term impabt%uponthe,
distribution of power,and wealth.

8. By 'and large, restructuring is, associated with .L,m
reduced citizen participation in the local ele.),itoral
process.

9. The character of citizens' understanding of a
attitudes toward the local and metropolitan political 0,0-

cess remains largely unclianged,being more:a function of'
.life styles and experiences (Erie, et.al., 1972: 36-37)

However, the scant empiricaIevidence that has been

amassed about the effects of various forms of Metropolitan
- .

government has not deterred people from advocating Major struc-

tural reforms in jurisdictional,arrangements

areas ,as these affect the provision of urban

fact, many do not see a n 'fbr evidenCe.

1 ' ri

for metropolitan

services. In

Tche predominant

4
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doctrine of metropolitanmetropolitan reform has asserted certain relation./
,

ships for o long that they are assumed to be true. Such an
ct

assumption of empirical validity led Bernard L. Garmii,e, Chief
%

of Police in Miami, Florida tOmake'the following observation

about the need for major structurial reform ilithe proVision of

police services for metropolitan areas.

An'outstanding example of such a problem--one of the most
persistent and fistrating, problems confrontineour muni-
cipalities and sates - -is the Balkanization of the police

. forces. There are approximately 40,000 police agencies
ranging in size-from one man to 30,000 men. It is not

oneodssary to elaborate on the disadvantages rsilah a
fractured system;, they 'are too well known. Perhaps
cities of 50, r.0 or more shOTrdFearld their own
police agencies; the:state should police thesmaller-ci-
ties and the'rural areas. In the metropolitan areas there

Y. should be consolidation of the smaller police agencies.
If this were done, the number of police agencies could be

reduced from.40,000 agencies to roughly 400-plus agencies
--with clear gains in terms of effectiveness' and efficien-
cy. (Garmire, 1972:9; my emphasis).

There.could hardly be a more major structural change af-

fecting the constitutional and 'jurisdictional arrangements of

providing police services in urban.areas than this proposal

made by 'Chief Garmire. Similar proposals to curtaildrasti

ally the number of police jurisdictions* and create meti,opolitan-
,

wide police forces in most metropolitan areas have been made by

a- number of study commissions.2. The assumption that increases

in size will improve the performance of police and lower the
,4,

costs of'providing urban police services is'the accepted.wis-

dom. Consequently, continuous efforts are made to consolidate

smaller police departments.

.
In the'1974 deport of the National Conference of State

Criminal Justice'Planning Adminis,trators entitled State of the

2

sf



States on CrT m e and Justice,n,e4of the program objectives dis-

cussed was consolidation police services. The report indi-

cated that "many state9 Jre beginning to study the efficacy of
,

plans to assimilate s ller law enforcement agencies into lar-

ger, more, efficient .'ocal, county or state units." (Nat Anal

COnference of Stat triminalJustice Planning Administrators,

1974: 43) -Speci c actions of some'State Planning Agencies
,

(SPA's),were e merated:

policen .'gencies for funding eligibility. .

ermont, the SPA requires a ten-man minimum for

Idaho,.between July 1, 1971 and October 1,.1972,
13 co' unities consolidated their police depar ments with
them county sheriff't department or contracted for law
enf cement services with a nearby community.

The Nebraska SPA has provided funds for 13 county
1 enforcement consolidations. (Natibnal Conference of
S ate Criminal Justice Planning Administrators, 1974: 43)

he accepted dogma has, however,obeen challenged. One of
%

11

. the irs-t challenges occurred in 1961 when Ostrom, Tiebout and

en raised substantial questions about the effectiveness of

1 rge scale jurisdictions for .organizing the provision of all

ypes of urban public goods and services. (V. Ostrom, Tiebout .

andWar:ren, 1961) Drawing both upon the theory of public

goods in economics and upon John Dewey's concept of the public,

they argiled that appropriate scales of organization should

vary depending upon the type of good being considered and the

range of people jointly affected. -Multiple units of govern-

ment with different scales of operation are potentially capa-

ble of supplying aalverse mix of public services and'of being

a more effective and 'efficient service delivery system than a

single, large-scale unit providing all urban goods and services

2 ;
yr
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to the same region.

At about the same time Werner A. Hirsch conducted a series

of studies which investigated.the'relationship between .01P

size, of producing units and average costs of production for aI

'variety oftrban publip'goods. 'Hirsch found that the average

' costs of produOtion for primary and secondary education, police

proteCtion and refuse'bollection were unaffected by the size of

the sr4$4cingunit. He'-found that the minimum cost, of pro-
,

viding fire6protect'on occurred around-100,000 population with

increasing costs on either side of'ihat point.' Several other
a

studies condubted during the 60's and early 70's did not fiild

the expected economies of Scale predicted. by the traditional

reform proponents. (See Bahl, 1969; Brazer, 1959; Gabler,

1969, 1971)4

Robert Dahl alsofraised/aome substantial quest ±ons con-,

cerning the long -rqn effects of moving to larger/jurisdictions

in urban areas upon democratic practices. He feared that the

larger the jurisdiction; !'the longer and more indi,rct must

be the channel of communication from the citizen to his top
dl

leaders."' (Dahl, 1967: 957) Milton Kotler's call-for "neigh- IA

boriao0c1 government" an other demands for 'dommunity control I
I

also represented,a chlrenge to the accepted dogma. (Kotler,

1969; Altsbuler 1970) Advocates of community control argued I
. .

that large city bureauc racies were insensitive and unresponsive

. to the needs of local residents.

'Given the lack of evidence supporting some of`the basic

assumptions underlying the traditional metropolitan reform
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proposals and the multiple challenges to this accepted dogma,

it-appeared to us, in the'early 'O 's, that two stepS &Would-be

taken . The first step in.. ascertaining the warrantability of

the underlying assumptions of the traditional metropolitan

reform movement was to make thestructure of inferential rea-

soning explicit by organizing it in,propos.itional form. Re--

lated to this,was the effoit to make explicit an alternative

logical structure.' (E. Ostrom, 1972) The side by side, pre-

'sentation of propositions/derived from two traditions--in this,

cast the traditional metropolitan reform and the public choice

approach--helped to clarify exactly where the two theories

.'confliot so thatfuture research could focus on those areas of

conflict. The second step was to proceed.with a research pro-
/

gram that examined a core set of hypotheses derived from the

traditional metropolitan reform theory which conflicted with

alternative hypotheses derived from public choice theoili.

We have proce&ed with both of th'ese steps--the theoreti-
.

cal and the empirical. The second section of this paper will

present a simplified model of the relationships between the

size of a police department and polibe output and costs derived

from_proposals to consolidate police forces serving metropoli-

.tan 4eAp., This will be called a "consolidation" model. An

alternative model derived both, from the public choice,and

community control literature will also be presented. It will

becalled an "alternative" model since it is consistent.with

bothpublic choice theory and community control literature.

The third section of this paper will briefly report on the
4
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results of five s dies-which examined the .hypotheses in the

consolidation mo 1 and its alternative. $ince full reports

of these studies a e available in published ford, the"discus-

sipp here will focugon the similarity of the findings across
.

studies and the composite effect of th# group of.dies on

the empirical warrantability of the consolidation model and

the alternative model.

e fourth section of this paper will describe a much

larger study recently undertaken in the St. Louis metropolitan
.1

area which also provides evidence concerningVe'simplified

model. A number of'additional questions can be, addressed con-

cerning the effects of several intervening variables. incldding

the level of training and education,of police officers Slaving

a neighbor ood. A more ,complex model of relationships will be

presented and examined with data from the St. Louis study.

Finally, a question concerning "fie Comparative performance of

very sma lice department's (ten Eull-time officers or less)

will be addressed. The final.portion.of thig paper will return

specifically to an analy s of the two quribps posed at the

beginning of this paper.

, .

Tir Consolidation Model and Its Akternate
lim5,77.77e2Yorm

Underlying the repeated calls,for consolidation of urban
4

police forces serving metropClitan areas is an assumption that

larger police forces will provide ligher levels of police ser-
.

vices.more efficiently than -will smaller police departments.

2

A
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Such an asaumptiOn can be presented as a simple theoretical

model of predicted relationdhips as in Figure 1.

Figure 1

,The Theoretical Consolidation Model
(Simplified Fol,m)

Police Output

Size of Police Department

Costs for Equivalent Service
Levels

This simple model could be examined directly if-there *dere an

accepted method for measuring police outputs and if 'all police

output were the same. However,.such is not the case.5

The problem of measuring police output was met operation-

ally in this series of studies-by first narrowing the range .of

police services examined to those provided to a neighborhood.

These inblude all direct responses to calls for assistance,

criminal investigatiOnpral patrol and rel d supportive

services such as dispatching. Services such as metropolitan

traffic patrol were excluded because the appropriate level of

measurement differs significantly from that of neighborhood

jeve.14police services. Given this rafige of services, survey

instruments were designed to obtain_tWo types of. information

about police output. First respondents were asked about 1peir

direct experiences with police and, with criminal victimization.

Secondly, respondents were asked to evaluate their local police

on a number of attributes. Thus, the theoretical model pre-

sented in Figure 1 can be translated into an operational model

2(5
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for testing as in Figure 2.

Figure 2

The .Operational Consolidation Model -

(Simplified Form)

itizenExperiences. with Services Rendered

Size of Police CitizenEvaluations of Local Police
Department

Costs for Equivalent ServiceLLevels

,Given such a model, one would expect to find the following

types of'relationships in regard to citizen experiences with

services rendered:

H1 Citizens living in neighborhoods served by large

police department should:

a) report less victimizations,

b) report victimizktions at a higher rate to the

police if they occur,

c) receive higher levels of police follow-up to a

victimization,

d) call upon the police for assistnce 16re-often,

e) receive more rapid response to their calls for

assistance,

f) receive more satisfactory levels of police assist

ance.

'In regar* to citizen evaluations of local police, one

would expect to find the following.types of relationships:

H2 Citizens living in neighborhoods served by large

polfce'departments, should more frequently:

se.
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a) rate the job being done by the police as out-

standing,

b) ratepolice-community relations4ps as good,

c) _indicatet)at, police do not take bribes,

d) indicate that crime is about the same or de-

creasing,

e) indicate that police respond very rapidly,

f) agree that local police treat all equally.

IA regard to costs. the following relationships would be

expected:

H3 The costs of providing similtr levels of police ser-

vice should be lower in larger jurisdictions than in

smaller jurisdictions.

All dependent variables in.H1, H2 and H3 are jointly

referred to as performance variables.

This simple model was selected for study for two reasons.

First the posited relationships in the simple model must be

empirically supported if the consolidation of police 4encied'

is warranted. If larger police departments, do not perform

betteror more efficiently, the major argument in favor of

police consolidation .is not empirically sound. Second, alter-
.

native theoretical formulations predict that the size of police

departments is either negatively related to citizeRexperiences

and evaluations. Further, an alternative theoretical approach

would predict that the size of police departments is positively

related to the costs of providing police services at least

over a iargerange of existing depirtments*.6
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Consequently, empiriCal examination of this set of rela-

tionpips.would simultaneously provide,evidence concerning the

warrItItabilitS, of two models--the simplified consolidation model

posited in Figure 2 and an alternative model presented in Figure

3.

Figure 3

The Alternative Operational Model
(Simplified Form)

1

',Citizen Experiences with Services Rendered
Size of Police

Department Xitizen Evaluatio s of tkkAl Police

osts for Equivalent Service Levels

An alternative set of hypotheses to thbse stated abovalso

exists. The set is not repeated here to 'avoid the re -etlkious

natui,e of such a listing. For each of the three hypotheses,

the / alternative hypotheses posit the opposite direetion.

/ it is pur belief that the most efficient method of tieing

empirical research'to relevant public policy issues is to

undertake research in those areas where hypotheses derived from

different approaches diverge significantly in direction. In

this way, empirical research can simult f eousli, provide evidence

related to different theoretical traditions. With Sufficient,

and consistent evidence, the empirical warrantability of onei..
theoretical tradition is cast in doubt and increased confidence

is merited in the other.

9 2 3
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The Empirical.Studies
we

The 'theoretical and operational models to be examined in

these,Studie's focusses on the size of f-a police. department

4

serving a neighborhood. as the independent variable. How-

ev5r, other variables also affect citizen experiences, cit.:

izerievaluaiions and Ate costs of equivalent service,leveis.

In particular,APesearch efforts haye identified a number of

socio-economic Variables, such as- the patterns of wealth;

density, education, race and age among_neighborhood resi-

dents as affecting costs, experiences,and evalUations.8 Any

research which attempts to examine the effect of.the size of

police departments on performance variables must take into

ccount the potential effect of these socio-economic variables)

on the performance variables to be examined. Research
1

designs

which ignored the potential effect of such socio-economic

variables, would be seriously vulnerable to criticism that'

variations in neighborhood socio-economic status, not size\.'=

of the police department serving a neighborhood, are affect-

ing citizen experiences, citizen evaluations and costs of c

services. In essence a rival methodological model exists

which posits that any effect of size upon performance vari-

ables results from variation in socio-economic status of the

neighborhoods included in the study rather than yarIation'in.:

size.9 Such a rival methodological model is shown in Figure

4. --"."

(



Size of Police
Department

Sociokonomic
Status of
Neighborhood
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Figure 4
'3-

Methodological Model

Citizen ExpeYience's with Services Rendered''

-2

Citizeri Evaluations of°Local Police

r

Costs fer.EquivelentServiceLevels

;

Given such a rival methodological model, research on the.

r effects of size must either control for the effect Of socio-
.

economic variables either by 1) the careful selection'of re- ,

'

search sites which minimize the difference in socio-economic

status among the sample areas selected or 2) include suffii-

cient areas in the study that the potential effect of socip

economic status can be handled at the data analysis stage

through statistical controt1s4

Thee first four of pe,studies to be reported on in this

section utilized a "most similar systems" research designas

the means of controlling for the potential effect of socio-

economic: variables upon performance variables. (see Przewor-

ski-and Teune, 1970) A most 'similar systems research design

requires that all other factors, which affect dependent'

variables be neutralized by selecting study areas which are

matched on all relevant factors except,for the independent

variables under/examination. Thus, in the four studies uti-

. lizing the "most similar system" debign, neighborhoods are

matched in terms of such socio=economic variables as racial 5

characteris ics, density, age distributions and wealth. In

each study, some of the matched neighborhoods were served by

/
4 9
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relatively small scale, independent police deparments while

others were served by larger departments.

The first study was conducted in Indianapofil in three

small independent communities immediately adjacent to the

jurisdiction of the Indianapolis Police District and in'three

matched neighborhoods within the Indianapolis Police District.

(E. Ostrom, et. al., 1973) The independent communities were

Speedway, Beech Grove and Lawrenbe with populations of

12,000 to 16,000. They were served by police forces composed

;

of from 18 to 25'sworn officers. Each of the three Indian&-

polig neighborhoods was located immediately adjacent to.,one

of the independent communities. The socio-economic characd

teristics, housing patterns and living conditioni of all

six,areas were very closely matched: They were, predominate-

ly white, middle--class residential areas with single family

residences. The In '/anapolis neighborhood0 were served by a

professionalized city police force composed of some

1,100 sworn officers serving a total population of nearly

500,000. The Indianapolis Police Department has an excellent

'reputation as a competent, efficient and innovative police
I

force.

The data from the Indianapolis study did not support-H1

or H
2-
from the simplified Consolidation model. As shown on

'Table I, citizen reports of experiences indicted that the

ift performance of the larger department did not exceed that of

. the smaller. Citizens in matched .neighborhoods served by a

larger department did not rank,the performance of their de-
,

partmedt better on any evaluation indicator that.citizens

21
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served'by tAe'maller departments. Where there were dif-

ferences in output levelSthe. Consistent pattern is that

the small police department serving the independentCommuni-

ties produCed at a higher ?evel than the larger department.

JPThus,. the alternati're hypotheses were supported bythis

study. The findings:in regard to 1:13 were somewhat ambiguous.

.
While the per capi\ta expenditures of theCity of Indianapolis

averaged $21.33 for the city as a whole, resources worth ap-

proximatelr$10.72 per capita were devoted to the provision

of police services within the Indianapolis Police Distrct

neighborhoods included in this study. Police expenditure's in

the independent communities averaged $12.76 per capita. Thus,

thecost of the resources devoted to police services_in the-
.

sample Indianapolis neighborhoods were.,less than the per

capita costs in the independent communities. This finding

. does not provide adequate evidence for any conclusion con-

cerning the relative efficiency of ithe two types of depart-

ments since the residents of the smaller communities--while

allocating-more to police services--were also receiving,

higher levels of service. Without an interval measure of

output, yo efficiency
conclusion can be reached in this case.

21-L



Experiences ft.'

.) Not Victimized

TABLE I

. Comparison of Citizen- Experiences and Citizen Evaluations in
Indianapolis, Grand Rapids, Nashville and Chicago

JR-

.% Who Reported Victimizations

% Who Received High Follow-Up

% Who Called for Assistance

% Who Received Assistance'S Min,
. 4

"' % Stopped

Evaluations

4
% Rating Job Done - Outstanding

% Rating Pelt - Good

% Police Do Not Take Bribes

% Crime, About 'Same or Decrbasing

% Rating Police Response V. Rapid

% Agree Police Treat All Equally

217,

V .

.

Indianapolis ;

(White Residents)
Grand Rapids , ,.. 0
(White Residents)

Nashville - */ . .

'(White Ressidentg )

Chicago
(Black Residents)'

Indep. City;

Community Ngkibihood

,

Indep... City .

Community Ng fibthpOd
Ind-ep. City ''.

omm Unity tighbrhood_

,

Indep. City
Community liglibrhooci_

80%
(373)

-1-6X-7"ETI4----73t
(73)

70%

k "(349)

(103)'

90%

(516)

86%

-(563)

83%

(106)

64%
(98)

75%
, (195)

74%

.(276)

.
(74)1

8-5%

. (57) (18) (35)
47%

(43)

36%

(37)

80%
(74)

66% .
. (57)

J. 59%.

32

46%

48

(336) (311)
60%. .

45

(568)
56%

. 142

554)
45%

122

(106)_

-

2

(98)

-

19
' (193)

60%

30

24 Au

(269)
48%

(44

79%

71

24%

(325 ).

-25 ,

(325)

7

(557)

/6
(559)

17'

.. (105)

15

(98) - -

12%_!,_

,;''(330)

82%
(273)

23%
c(557)

97% .1%
1 1557)

llk
(559)(559)

(559)

42%

(106)
67%67

's

-
4106)

6%

(98)

43%
(98)

46% i
(181)

*

44%

(254)'

31%

(369)
94%

(321)

86%
(334.)

-85%

(315)

95%,-

(557)

92%
(559) , - -

37%
(110)

21%
(157)

77%

(315)

60%
(3414)

79%
(55n

57%
(559)

57%

(106).

62%
(98)

c----

66%

,(323)

43%
5276)

38%
X5S7)

23%

(559)

60%

"(106)

62%

(98)

26% 25%
'. (144). (197)

46% 18%

(105) (181)

-
...

$8% -

(5517)

65%.

(559)

82%
- (106)

64%
(98) '

214
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Analysis of the expenditure Patterns of the two types

of police departments 44d indicate some important differences

in resource allocation. The smaller police departments allo-

cated proportionately more of their police budget to patrol

services while the Indianapolieepartment allocated pro-
,

.portionately more to detective and supervisory- serviges. It

would appear that the s aller communities were devoting pro-

portionaiely more .effort to crime prevention and immediate

response activities where the larger department was devoting

more resources to invetigation'of crime after it hAs occurred.

A replication of this study was undertaken in the spring

of.1971 by Samir IsHak in the Grand Rapids, Michigan metro-

politan,area. (IsHak, 1972) The independently incorporated

. cities of EastGrand Rapids, Kentwood and Walker are located

C immediately adjacent to the City of Grand Three

neighborhoods within the City of Grand Rapids, immedi tely'

..----.=.

adjacent the independent communities, were selected for

comparative study. The population of Grand Rapids was ap-,

proximately 200,000' while that of the independent communities

ranged from approximately 12,000 to 20,000. The police depart-
,

ment& serving these communities varied frOm 9 to 17 sworn of-

ficers while that of Grand Rapidlopmployed 313 sworn officers.'

The Grand Rapids neighborhoods were "Very'similar to. each
a

'other and to those studied in Indianapolis.

The data from this replication did not support either 141

or H2 listed above. The pattern in the two studies 4.s very

similar as Shown in Table I. ,Based on both the experiences(

215
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clude that the

service levels.
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their evaluations, one would have to con-

larger department was not providing higher

Moreover, the findings )in regard to H were
3

more clear cut than, those in Indianapolis. The per capita

expenditure of the City of Grand Rapids was $20.00 and the

per capiit expenditures for police within the three separate-

ly incorporated cOmmunities.r4nged from $5.81 to $16.13.

When one examines the resources devoted by the Grand Rapids

Police Department to provision o1 police ser4ices in the

neighborhoods under study, the average for the three neigh-.

borhoodg is $16.88 per capita while the average for 'the.three

independent communities is $10.67. Thus the larger depart-

ment provided loWer levels of services at higher costs.

Similar production strategies-were also',found in Grand Rapids

tb those in Indianapolis.

A second replication (if'the Indianapolis study was under

taken by'Bruce D. Rogers and C. McCurdy Lipsey in the Nash-

ville-Davidson County metropolitan...area in the spring of

1973. (Rogers and Lipsey, 1974) Within Davidson County are

six incorporated communities which voted in 1962 not to con-

41,10solidate their governments with that,of the urban services

distridt of Nashville's Metropolitan Government. ,They'are,

however, part of the general services d4trict and thus pay

for such'qbunty-wide services as the Nashville metropolitan,

police department. One of these communities, Berry Hill, is
A

located immediately adjacent to the Urban Services District

and to a closely matched neighborhood called Woodbine, which

2 "

h.

4r
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is served by The Nashville-Davidson County Metropolitan

Police Department. Berry Hill provides its own police ser-

1
- vices; and park services and contract's for other municipal .

services even though its total 1970 population was'only 1651

'individuals. Both BerryHill and Woodbine are working class

neighborhoods composed Rredominantly of white residets

living in single-family residences.

The;Nashville-Davidson COunty_study did not support HI

and H2. In fact the findings against H1 and H2 ire even .

stronger in this study than in the Indianapolis and Grand

Rapids studies. Information regarding H3 is not yet avail-

able. Bruce kggers and Barbara Greene are c4rrently,in the

planning stages of a much larger study to be conducted in
. %

Nashville-Davidson County in 12 lo 18 matched neighborhoods

with varying arrangements for the,provision-of police and

other urban services. In thisstudy the question of resource

allocation and costs can be thoroughly examined.

A related study to the three descilibed above was 'conducted

in two poor, black communities in south suburban Cook. County

served by their own police departments in coMparison w th'

three relatively similar black neighborhoods within the ty

of Chicago. .(E. Ostrom and Whitaker, 1974). In this In-,

stance, the differences in resources allocated to the dif-

ferent types of neighborhoods were extreme. More than four-

teen times the resources-were devoted to the provision of

poice services in the Chicago neighborhoods than were devoted

in either Phoenix or East,Chicago Heights. However, for all
,
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'

the difference in resources, the service levels as shown on

Table 1 did not differ Significantly between the .services

provided by the two types of police departients. Thus,:again'

there is no support for H
1

or H
2.

Given the same levels of

output and the drastically different levels of cots, the

evidence is strongly contrary to H3.

We have also reanalyted data'gathered by the National'
wJ

Opinion Research Center (NORC) for the President's Commission

on taw Enforcement and Administration of Justice in 1966.

(Ostrom and Parks, 1973) This data base of approximately

2000 respoAdents, residing in J09 cities over 10,000 in popu-

lation provided data on citizen evaluations of their police,

citizen feelings of safety and.their confidence in their 3

police.' We,:idded information from the Municipal Year Book

concerning city size and expenditure levels. The relation

among these variables proyidedqconsistent evi-

deuce for rejecting H2 and H3.
a

t .5

-thus, in each of four separate studies a comparison of

levels of'services proVided by large departments with small

to medium ed departments for similar nerghborhOods shows

a c tent finding to indicate that the larger departments

d not provi higher levels of services as measured by citi-

zen experiences or evaluations. These findings were sub-

stantiated in a nation-wide study of police services in 109

_ cities ranging in size from 10,000 population to 7,000,000

population. Two of thewithiri-metropolitan area studies es-

tablished that the costs of police services,to similar

\".
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neighborhoods was higher in the larger jurisdiction. One

of the studies had ambiguous findings in regard to costs.

The fourth study did not examine'H3. The nation-wide study

found higher per capita costs for providing constant levels

of police services in largerpolice,jurisdictiens.
4 -

The cumulative impact of this series of studies should

lead to 4 serious questioning of the empirical warrantability

of the assumptions underlying the traditional metropolitan

reform proposals-as they relate to the provision of police

services in urban areas. If larger police departments do
o

,

, not provide. higher output or similar levels of output more

-1P- ,_

efficiently than smaller departments, there would appear toy

.--

be little reaSon,to eliminate, smaller departments. .

...
.

However,each\of.the studies' described abo e were de-

sign48. to begin'an exploration of-the relationships between
,

the cost and benefits of providing police services under
f , .

.

k..

varying jurisdictional arrangements. Only the simplified,

.,

consolSdation model and its alternate could be empirically

4 ,
,

examined.' Howev.er, gives the consistent,lack of empirical
.

. ,

support for the simplified consolidation model, it then be-

camsTessential-ko.delve more deeply ,into potentially more

*complex relationships"between the size of police departments

and'pdrformance.'variabIes'.

PropOrints of consolidation often argue,that it is only

.4,41.rier departments/Which can afford to provide extensivetrain-
.

ing for 'police personnel and to employ officers with college
4

education. It is assumed that both higher levels of formal

21 )



police training and education to higher levels of performance.

Given the lack of empirical evidence for these assumptions it is

important to trace out the effect of size of police departmnts

upoli levels- of formal police training and college edu.=.

cation present among officers in police departments. It is

also important to examine the effects of formal police

training and college education on the performance of police

departments. These more complex relationships could no f-be

examined in the earlier studies, but were one of the major

research questions'in a much larger study which we have re-

cently conducted in the St. Louis metropolitan area. The

next section of this paper will describe the study conducted'

in St. Louis., A series of questions are-presented and

0
then answered by reference to' data from this study.

The St. Louis Comparative Study of.Police Pe'rformance

Research Setting

The St.'Louis metropolitan area was chosen as the site

for4this study because of the'ide variety of relevant or-

ganizational arrangements within one area.10'The ,St. Louis

City Police Department with 2,200 officerd provides an example

of a large, consolidated force recommended by traditional re-

formers.' The-St. Loui4 County Police Department of 436 of-

ficers provides an example of a large county-wide department

capable of suRplying a full complement of police services,

supplementary services or contract services. Within St.

Louis County there are 93 independently incorporated commu-

22 9
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nities of which 63 have their own police departments, .ranging

in size from zero full-time officers (employing only part-

e officers) to 76 full-time offipers. The remaining

urisdictions contract for their police services with either

the County polAce Department or with another municipal de-

partment. This variety of jurisdictional arrangements

enabled us to examine the effects of the size of police de-
el

partments on their performance as well as. many of the inter-

vening variables which may affect police Performance:

Research Design

We again utilized a "most similar systems" research de-

sign in'the selection of neighborhoods within the St. Louis

area. However, we included more than one strata of similar

neighborhoods. A neighborhood is defined for this study as

consisting of either:

1) an independently incorporated community in St. Louis

County, with a population in 1970 less than or equal

to 28,90;

2) a census tract within'an independent* incorporated

community in St.-Louis County with a populati& in

1970 of greater than 28,900;
A.

3) an urban place-as designated by the 1970 census with-

in the unincorporated portion of St. Louis County;

or

4) a Planning Neighborhood (as designated by the St.-

Louis City Planning Commission) within, the City of

St. Louis.
2 -"
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Using these Criteria, over 170 neighborhoods existed in the

City of St: Louis or St. Louis County.

Neighborhoods 'were eliminated from the sample frame

where)i

1) the percentage of population over 65 years of age

exceeded 20%;

2) the percentage of populati51pmnder 21 years of age

exceeded 45%;

-3) the median value rof owner-occupied housing was

$25,000- or more;

4) less than 60% ofthe dwelling units were owner oc-

cupied (this criterion was relaxed slightly in two

cases to allow inclusion of two predominantly black

communities).

The remaining relatively homogeneous neighborhoods were then

stratified along dimensions of neighborhood wealth on the one

* hand and size of police depai,tment where size of community

initially stood as a proxy for size of.department. The three

strata of neighborhood wealth and the seven strata-for size

of police department prdduced a matrix with 21 cells. :For

seven of these logically possible cells there were no exist- (

ing cases given the criteria for inclusion stated above.

. From the fourteen remaining cells, we chose 45 sample areas.

In choosing from the potential neighborhoods for each cell,

we first dichotomized these into neighborhoods with greater

than 30% black population-in 1970 and those with 1 han or

equal to.30% black population. Sensitivity to

29

his dichotomy
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$

in selecting Deighborhoop for inclusion ensuredto-the

extent allowed by the existence of appropriate neighborhoods

--that we would include a significant'black sample.

Having determined those neighborhoods which were of

interest through use of the criteria described above,' we

proceeded to choose among them on the'basis of contiguity

into clusters of neighborhoods. These considerations allowed

us to choose sample areas in such a way that variation existed

along the dimensions of both size and organization for pro-:

'vision of police service, individual wealth within the commu-

nity, and the presence or absence of a lizeablehlack popula-

tion. Variation in other factors affecting police performance

was controlled for by matching. Figure,5 is a map showing

the spatial location,of our sample 'areas.. For each of the

neighborhoods in our sample frame we obtained data from five.

types of sources, 1) interviews with citizens residing'in the

neighborhoods, 2) interviews with police officers serving the'

neighborhoods; 3) internal police records and published re-

ports on police services pertaining to the:neighborhoods,

4) published and unpubliShed data relating to the neighbor-
(
hoods from agencies external-to the communities studied and

5) unobtrusive observation of neighborhood conditions.11

For the .analysis presented in this paper I will draw

upon data gathered from the citizen survey, the survey of

police officers serving the neighborhoods included in the

study and from census data. A11,data has been aggregated

or disaggregated to the specific neighborhoods included
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Figure 5

Sample Areas in St. Louis and St. Louis County
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within ehe study. A complete data set is available4for 43

neighborhoodS'and all analyses in this paper will examine

relationships within those 43 neighborhoods, OnOof the

questions considered will.utilize a oita base of 44 neighn-

borhoods-

Research Questions:

Given the larger and more diverse data base of the

Louis study, ca number of more complex questions can be asked

about relationships between the Scale of production ,and police

performance. The first question which should be addressed is,

of course, whether the simple reiationships found in earlier

studies between the size of police department serving a

neighborhood and citizen experiences, citizen evaluations,

and per capita Costs remains the same. The second question

( is whether the introduction of neighborhood level socio-

.
economic variables affects the relationships between size

and diti -en experiences and evaluations. The third question

is whether there are positive relationships betWeen the size

of a police epartment and the level of formal police training

and/or coll ge education of its officers. Further questions

are whether formaJ..police training and/or college education

for offiCers on a police force have an independent effect on

citizen experience and/or' citizen evaluations. Another queS-

tion to be explored is whether citizen experiences operate as

intervening variables affecting citizen evaluations. Given

answers to these questions, we can then explore the question

of whether there is a more complex model of the relationships

-20,r
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department and citizen evaluationn4

police performance which is mOre empirically warrantable

than the simplified consolidation model or its,alternate.

The final question to be considered in this section is

,whether police departments which are ten full-time offiders

or smaller are less effective than Larger departments.

Question One: Are There\Bivariate Relationships Betweeb
Size of )°5.717:ce 5eTartment Serving a Neighborhood and ,Citizen
Experiences, Citizen Evaluations and Per Ca ita Costs o-
Providing Polia-73eivices?

As shown.in Table 2, there is a signific relation-

ship between the size of the police department serving\a

neighborhbod and many of the indicators of citizen experi-

ences and evaluation used in this and earlier studies. Size

here is measured by the number of full time officers employed

by the police department serving a neighborhood. Size is

positively related to the victimization rate in a neighbor-

hood and to citizens' indication that crime is increasing.

She is negatively related to: 1) the percentage of citi-

zens assisted, .2)-the percentage of citizens indicating that

police respond "very rapidly" in their neighborhood, 3)the

percentage of citizens rating the job being done by their

police as "outstanding," 4) the percentage of citizens rating

,police-community relations as "outstanding," 5) the percent- -

age of citizens strongly agreeing with the ,statement that

po]ice are . "honest," 6)_he percentage of citizens strongly

12
agreeing that "police treat all citizens equally.', Size

is also positively related to the per capita expenditures

2 1)-
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Table 2

The Correlation Between Size of Police Dear
Experiences, Eviiiiarcina7UCosts

Experiels/
V

X6 Percentage Victimiied

X
7
Percentage Assisted

.

t and

_-)
xa Size of Police Department

X9 Percentage Stopped

X
10

Percentage Know Someone Mistreated by.,_
Police

4
X
11

Percentage Know One or More Policeman.

'Evaluations

r

.431?

-.35b

0,

X
12/

'Percentage Indicating Crime Increasing , .,51a.i..

k, '

X
13

Percentage Indicating that Police
Reilirnse is Very Rapid -.64a

X
14

Rating Job of Police
-.49a.-Ou tanding ,

,.-

X
1 5

X
16

Percentage Rating Police-Community
Relations Oustanding

Percentage Strorig1yhgreeing that Police
Are Honest

X
17

Percentage 'StrohglY Agreeing that Police
Treat All'Oitizens Equally.

Costs,

X
18

Per Capita Costs of Police Services in

Neighborhood ,

p = .001
lbp cp = .05

2`'"

.25
c

-.38

.77
a

*
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for police services in the neighborhoods. 13

4

uestion Two: Do the Relationships between,Si of the
o ice Department Serving a Neighborhood and Ci izen7n-

periences, Citizen Evaluations and Costs niTtin
SoCio-Economic iables are Introduced?

Since the St. Louis study utIlized,a multi strata

research design which allowed variation in the wealth of the

----neighborhoods chosen for study and in the proprion of

black residents. living ,in a neighborhood, it iStneces8ary

to ascertain the independent effect of these socio-econol4c

variations on citizen experiences and evaluation. The sta-

tistical technique used to ascertain the indepenAdeni effect

4)size and socio-economic variables is multiple regression.

Table 3 presents the standardized regression coefficients

(betas) for each of three independent variables:

X
1

= the number of full time officers employed by the police

department serving the neighborhood.

X
2
=.the median value of owner-occupied housing in the

neighborhood.

X3 = the percentage of black' residents living in the neigh-

borhood.

The R2 for each dependent variable are also reported.
14

As can be seen by a comparison 'of Tables 2 and 3, the

signs of all relatioriships between size and,the dependent

variables remain the same even though the introduction of

two additional independent Variables does in some cases re
7

duce the,,size of the coefficient. The socio-eionomic vari-

ables also ha some interesting relationships with citizen

2
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,Table 3

I

Standardized Regression Coefficients and Variance
Explained for Relationships BetweeiTTize,
Socio-Economic, Variables and Experiences,

Evaluations andTOsts

Experiences

X6 % Victimized

X
7
% Assisted

X
9
% Stopped

X
10

% Know Someone
Mistreated

X
11

% Know 1 or More
Policemen

Evaluations

X
12

% Indicate Crime
Increasing

X13 % Police Respond
13

. Very Rapidly

X
14

% Rate ob
Outs anding

X15
% Agree Police
Honest

X
16

% Agree Police
Treat All
Equally

Costs

X
17

Per Capita Costs
og Police in
Neighborhood

,4
ap = .001

bp = .01

,cp .05

X Size

X2 Median Value
Owner Occupied

N Housing

-.30b

X % Black
R8sidents

.49a

- a

R
2

.63

.12

1

.29
b

- .31c .10

.
,

- 34
b

.49a .49

- -..48a. .23

.42a -.20 .28c .42

-.64a - - .42

-.16 .47a - .27

-.306 .43b - .33

- .35
b

_
,

-.16 .20

.

%

(
.

_.72
a

- .33c .68
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I

experiences and evaluations. The median vWlue o owner oc-

cupied housing in a neighborhood is negatively related to,

victimization, knowing someone mistteated, knowing one or

pore policemen, and indicating that crime is increasing,

while it is positively associated with rating the job of

police as outstanding, rating Police-community relationships

as outstanding, agreeing that police are honest, and agree=

ing that police treat all equally." The percentage of black

residents living in a neighborhood is positively related to

victimization rates, to being stopped by police, to knowing

one or more policemen, to indic;ating that crime is increas-

ing, and.to the per ca4ta costs of providing police services,

while it is negatively related to,agreeing that police treat

all equally.

In no instance does the sign of the relationship be-

tween the size of a police department seiving a neighborhood

and citizen experiences, citizen eva ations and per capita

costs correspond to the predicted direction derived from

the origirkal consolidation model. (Figure 2 above) Thus,
4:

the findings iroM this study are completely consistent with

the findings from the earlier studies discussed previously

L and support the alternative model which predicts either no

relationship between size and output measures or a negative

relationship. 4n most instances, a negative relationship has

been found.
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uestion Three: What Are the Relationships Between the Size
of NTirtments an" ITT Levels of Formal PoliceTraiTing
and College Education among worn Personnel?

,

One of the reasons cited for recommending consolidation

of police departments into larger units is that larger,

police departments can afford to train their personnel more

effectively and to hire college educated personnel. The

simple relationship between the size of police departments-

and median weeks of training of sworn personnel is, positive

(r = .45) while the simple relationship between size and the
II

proportion of officers who haVe some college education is

negative (r = -.44)., When size, percentage black residents, II

and mediln value of owner-occupied housing are combined in a

multiple regression equation, only size has a significant

effect on the levels of training (beta = .45). When combined
_

with size and percentage black residents, median value of,

owner occupied housing is most important in.explaining the

proportion of officers having some 'college education (beta

= .47), size of police department is next (beta = -.39) and

the percentage of black residents is third (beta = .26). 1

Thus, there is a defLvite and positive relationship be-

tween the size of police departments and the 1,eveof formal 11

training among sworn personnel on a force. In the St. Louis

area, the two largest departments have for many years re-

quired their officers to attend a 16 week training program 1

at a joint City-County police academy. A recent'state law

now requires all new police officers in St. Louis County to

attend the same City- County academy. However, at'the time of)

.1
2 r-
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7
our study, the new legislation had been in effect for only a

few months and the level of training in most dep.artments had

not yet been affected by the legislation. Over time,A.gerson-

nel in the smaller departments will have a similar level of

training to those in the two laget departments.

On the other hand, the lev1 of col traiming among

sworn personnel is negatively reltted to the size of police

departments. Many of the smaller and medium size departments

employ a higher percentage of officers with some c liege

education than do the larger departments.

Question Four: What Arethe Inde endent Effects of the Levels
of Formal Police TrainFig and Col ege EduaTiFEAmonrroTTEJ--
personnel Serving a Neighbor-o-iToo Upon Citizen Experiences?

..

For all of the interest in increasing th levels of

training and education among police personnel, a studies

have attempted to examine what effects these variables have

on police performance., In a preliminary analygis of this%

question with data from the, St. Louis study,. Smith and E.

Ostrom found that training was not positively assoc'ated with

either more "professional" attitudes on the part of individual

officers or with more favorable citizen experiences or evalu-

ations.
15 The level of college education was,,,on the other

hand, weakly associated in a positive direction with more

"professional" attitudes but had little impact on citizen

experiences or,evaluations. (Smith and E. _6stromo 1974)

This-analysis, howeiver, was bivariate in nature and did not

ex ore the independent effects of training and college edu..7-'

cation when other factors were controlled.

2 r))
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in a department is added to each of the multiple regression

qguations fOr experiences shown in Table 3,,it has,an independ-
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Vhen the median weeks of formal training amoniefficers

ent effect (beta = -.22) in only one equation--that for the per-

centage of citizens knowing one or more policemen. Thus the

level of training is negatively related*to the likelihood

that citizensWill know one or more policemen. Median value

of-owner occupied housing is still the most important vari-

able explain4ng the percentage of citizens knowing police

(beta = -.47). The R2 value Pbr the equation is raised from

.23 to .28 by the addition of median weeks of training to

the equation.
t.

In regard to the independent effect of the percentage

of sworn personnel having some college education on citizen

experiences,-it affects only, the equation for the percentage

of household victimizations in the year prior to-our survey.

Four variables,have an independent effect on victimization

rates: 1) percentage of black residents (beta = .44),,

2) median value of owner occupied housing (beta = -.40),

3) size of police department serving the neighborhood (beta

= .37)", and percentage of officers having some college edu-
.v

cation (beta = .20).,The addition of this variable to the :

equation increases R
2 from .63 to .65." The relationship be-,

.tween victimization rate's and level of college education

among police aerming a neighborhood is.thus weakly positive.

4
A

2 7/ 3
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Question Five; Whis the Independent Effect of the Level
of Formalfaiceining and Colleke Education Police
Sers77Ei FraiFForhood upon Citizen Evaluations?

P
When variable X

4
- median weeks of training of police

personnel serving a neighborhood is introduced into a multi-.

ple regression equation with XI - size of police department

-0

t

serving a neighborhood, X2 - median value of qwner occupied

housing units in neighborhood and X3 - percentage of black

residents in neighborhood, its independent effect on the six

evaluation variables is negative in five equatiops and non-

existent in the 6th. The negative coefficients vary from

weak to moderate as shown on Figure 6. Median levels of formal

police training is most strongly (and negatively) related
__/

the percentage of citizens likely to rate police community

relations as outstanding (beta = -.33). Thus, controlling

for size of police department and the socio-economic status

of a neighborhood, the median level og_to al police training

among sworn officers serving a neighborhood is inversely

related to citizens' evaluations of police performance.

While the size of a police department serving a neighborhood

is' positively related to median levels of training, this

intervening variable does not have a positive effect on

citizen evaluations of police performance.

When variable X5 - percentage of officers having some

college experience is introduced into a multiple regression

equation with the size of the police department and the two

background socio-economic status variables, its independent

Effect on the evaluation variables is negligible for five of

411
r:? 1-4

1
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Figure 6

The Independent Effects of Training Levels on. Citizen Evaluations
Controlling for Size of Police Department and Socio-Economic

status of Neighborhood

X
1

Size of
Police
Department

X2 Median Value
Owner Occupied- -
Housing

X.
3
% Black

4'

Residents-

235

.49

44
Median Weeks
Training of
Police
Personnel

R :87

% Crime increasing .15 R

% Response Very Rapid .75 R

% Job Outstanding .74 R

-.20
11X16 % Police Honest ,.82 R
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the dependent variables. The percentage of officers

having some college is related only to variable X15 - the

percentage of citizens rating police-community relations as

outstanding (beta = -.19) and then in a negative direction.'

Thus, the level of college training of police offiArs

serving 'a neighborhood does npt appear to have any general

effect on citizens evaluations of police performance.

uestion Six.: What are the Independent Effects-of the Level,
of itizeiiExpeFITEcein-57Neighborhood TcsiTturFced
of SaFTEg, Size of Police Department and bocio-faTrionZ75
Variables UpoliTitrien Evaluations?

A series of multiple regression equations are presented

on Tables 4, 5 and 6 in which each experience vki.abie is

introduced separately into an equition with median levels of

training, the socio-economic variables and size of police de-

partment and regressed against each of"the citizen evaluation

variables. Sjveral of the experience variables have an in-

-dependent effect on citizen evaluations. The percentage of

citizens victimized in a neighborhood has a positive effect

on citizen response that crimp is increasingnin theiz neigh-

borhood, a negative effect'on citizen evaluatioh of the job

being dope by police, and on citizen evaluation of police.-

community relationships A 'The percentage of citizens who

know at least one policeman has a consistently positive ef-
-

fect on alleValuation variables except whether citizens

strongly agree that police treat all equally. The percentage

of citizens assisted and the percentage of citizens stopped

in a neighborhood did not have independent effects on more

227
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Table 4

Independent Effects of Victimization and Assistance Rates

When CombiTITTO.Th Training, Size oT-fepartmeRrt\and
Soy lo-tconomic Status Variables on Vaivation Variables

X
12

%Crime Increasing.

V a)

a) .0
V U) a) H 4-1 ,

.1-1 Ca RI 0 CD a. z
-b0 > 0 4-1 a)

ri Z o 00 g w0
P 0.r1 0 0 0 0 P
0 al z ni 1.4 .H RI .F4

4-1 r1 rl 4-1 0.) CD H rl CI) RI

> '0 RI "0 Z 0 a) U)9 N cz

>Ce)c, XZE-i XZOZ X X cf) A
-...

tX\cr. a) 1.4 cia) c) codeor -iriv,a) 01

. 47 -.19 7 ..a,9 '' .. 4 7

X
13

%Police Respond ,14
Rapidly

-.71 ..43

X
14

%Police Job - -.17 .46 - -.33 .45

Outstanding .. I

X15 %PCR Outstanding - -.33 .51 - - .35

X
16

%Police Hone's\ - - .43 - -.30 .33 1

X
17

,%Police Treat .28 - .Z6 - - .23

All Equally Ir.
is.

I

1

10 w
a) 0

w Cll 1-1 H
0 0 4-1

1 +43 3) b0 g 8 4.(11 a, g
w

1

10
4b w g o ba g Z (4-I 0

4-1 .,1 .i9 0 w o 44
w
Ca 4-1 .1-1 1:N m rd Li III
.4 v m v 5 0 m to N a

t.-- .1-a) s.4 Oa 3 0 V) CD r-I rl CO CV

XdP ,XXE-4 XZOW XdPc4 XmA tX

1

X
12

%Crime Increasing - -.4

X
13

%Police Respond .29 -,17

Rapidly

X
14

%Police Job -.17

Outstanding

X %i1CR Outstanding - -.33
15 ,

X
16

%Police Honest

X
17
'APolibe Tieat - -.20

All tquallY 2s

'-.18 .29 .49 .44

- .r -.47 .50

.46 - -.33 .45

.51 - .35

.43 - -.30 .33
,'

,43 - .22

1

I

1
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Table I

Independent Effects of Percentage of Those Who Know
Someone Mistraa-an Know Ohe or 7MEise" Policemen
when Combined with-T7eaninTSIze orbgfigament and

SoZT-67-tEZEOTIICMtatus Variabl s on Evaluation Variables

) a) v a)
z a) c.)
o U) (1) ri rl

%
E
0 W

a)
a)

r-I
0

0
0 U)

0 4-3
14 Z

Cf) -1-1 ' b0 > O -P a)
C 0 Z 0 b0 Z (1-i E

3 Z g (1) 0 -1-1
O c.4 0 f-.4 -1-1 U V c.4

C 4-I ri rl 1-1 CU U) 0 .1-1 a) rd°X u) V RI ,t, z, 0 _ (-A u) N(:),
r-I .1-1 (1) F-4 MD 3 0 mal W r-I. ri (1) "

X oPZ XZEI >CZO= Xc)Pg XV3A g r

X
12

%Crime Increasing

X13 %Police Respond
Rapidly '

.X
14

%Police Job
Outstanding

X1OPCR Outstanding

X
16

%Police Honest-
I

X
17

%Poli,pe Treat
All Equally

-

-

-

-.20

-.20

-.41
,,

-.14

-.14

s.....--

-.17

-.31

-

.17

-.18

-

.46

.40

.33

.21

.29

-

-

-

-

-

.49

-.58

-.33

-

-.29

.44

.43

.45

.38

.35

.34

z v a)
a) a) c.)

o %.,
.s4
co al .1-1

0 04
rl

r-I
0 4-I-t1-1 W 0

0
0 U) a. z

(-A r-I b0 > -I-I tia)o z 0O b0 Z -i E
3 14 (1) 0 -1-1
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g
0 1!) 44
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X
12

%Crime Increasing

X13 %Police Respond
Rapidly 4

X
14

%Police Job .

Outstanding

X15
%PCR Outstanding

X
16

%Police Honest

%Police TreatX17
All Equally

.23

.46

.25

.26

.39

-

-

-

-.27

-.20

2 r-%)

_k

.26

.56

.63

.63

.43

.30 .47

-.58

-.38

-.25

.44
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.47

.40
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Table 6

'Independent Effects of Percentage of Those Stopped in
Neighborhood whe ombined with TTaTiTiFi, ize of

Department and io-Economic -Mtus Variables on
Evaluation Variables

'0 w
a) a '

W W ri r-1
g o4 H

IV a) , rd 0 to P.. 0

04-) ,w 3 b8 >o w
ot. 0 o di) 4-1

o g
113 P ri 0 V P

4-) ri r-I ri W W ni r-I W rli
cn V rd V 0 H W N r.1,

co -I' W P (NI W 0 MI W 1--Irl w cv

Xde XZE-4 XZOZ XdPg x En o g

X12
%Crime Increasing -.14 -.18 .29 .49 .44

X
13

%Police Respond
Rapidly

.19 -.67 .45

X
14

%Police Job
Outstanding

-.17 .46 -.33 .45

X
15

%PCR Outstanding -.33 .51 .35

,X
16

%Police Honest 1°' -.30 .33

X1:7 %Police Treat 33) -.22 .39 .33

All Equally
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than one or two evaluation variables.

Even'with the introductioKI of several additionai variables,

the size of the police department servingea neighborhood con-

tinues to have a consistently negative effect on the evalua-

tions made by.citizdns of the police serving their neighbor-
%

hood. The relative wealth of a neighborhood--measured by the

median value of owner o /cupied housling--also seems to have a

consistently positive effect on citizen evaluations. One can.

only surmise that citizens living in relatively wealthier

neighborhoods do consistently receive better service from

police regardless of the size of the department involved.

Question Seven: Is There a More Complex Mo of the
Relationship BetenSTE of-Wrice DeparE

del
and

Evaluation of 17=-5i- Performance Which is More filFiFT=TsT
Warrantable Than the Simplified ConsolidatIZEThodel or Its
Alternate?

Implicit in the set of stions.Which have been pursued.

in this section has been an assume ion-that_the_emaluation of

polioe performance is best explaine by a ire complex model

of relationships than the simplified odels presented earlier.

This more complex model would inc the size oT a police

department and the socio-economic status of dpneighborhood as

exogenous variables, Endogenous variables whiCh would operate

as intervening variables would include such factors as the

/production strategies utilized by a department, the resources

available to a department to allocate for police services,

the 'collie education and formal police training levels of

police personnel and the types of-experiences or perceptions

that citizens had concerning their pOlice. While the St.

2.4
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Louis study.provides,a very exten sive data base for the

empiriCal examination of a more c ompleX model, the number of

-cases involved does not enable one to explore simultaneously,

the additive effect of all of the above variables. However,

gillen the limitations of the data, it is possible to-lexamine

the empirical fit of a more complex model such as that pre-

sented in Figure 7.

The number of cases in the St.Louis data set preclude

the simultaneous consideration Of the patterns of all

zen experiences on citizen evaldation, but We can examine

a path analytic diagram of the above model utilizing victi-

mization rates as the citizen experience variable and the

percentage-of citizens indicating that crime is increasing as

the citizen evaluation variablet As seen on Tigure 8, the

size?of the police department serving a neighborhood has a

sizeable direct effect on citizens!. responses that crime is

increasing (P12-1 = .39). However, the raie'of victimization

in a neighborhood ,has arlevp-stronger direct effect (P-12-6

= .47). -Sintes-ize-is-also-related-tothe_ratg,9f_O-ctimiza7
a

tion (P6-1 = .29) It'has, eAindireCt effect on this evaluation

variable through victimization (1312-6 x, P6-1 = .14). Size.
4

also has a small indirect effect-through training

P4-1 I..., °

One method to'test the adequacy.of a path model is to

decompose the correlatiog coefficient between variables in

4 Ifr

all relevant paths and then add the computed_relationships
t4

of ,all simple and compound paths.- If this sum closely
4.,

2 1
r/
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Figtrre-) L.
A More Complex Model of the Relationships Between
Size of Police Department and Citizen Evaluations

% of Black
Residents

itizen
Evaluations

Citizen
Experiences
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1

Figure 8

'41t,

Path Analytic Diagram with Victimization as an Intervening
Variable and Cit4zensTTEdication that Came is Increasing

has a Dependent VaFfale

Size of
Police

Department

49
R

.39

.,29 .

9--

% Black
Respondents

n irate
Crime
creasin

ictimized

Median Value
ofOwner---
Occupied
Housing

.63.

2

.47
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I

approximates the original correlation coefficient, the the

model is well specified.
16

The bivariate correlation coef-

ficignt between the size of a police department and the per-

centage of citizens indicating that crime was increasing in

theiy neighborhood was .51. When all simple and compound --

paths of the model presented on Figure 8 are added the result

is .52. Thus, this model would seem to specify rather well

the complex relationships between size of police department

serving an area, background socio-economic status variables,

the median week of formal training obtained by officers

serving a neighborhood, the level of victimization in a neigh-

borhood and citizens' evaluations concerning the increase of

. crime in their neighborhoods

The model also explains a muc higher level of variance

than does the simple bi-variate relatiOns. The variance

explained by the simple relationship be teen size of police
ti

department and perCentage of citizens indicating that crime

. is increasing is .24. The variance explained, of the dependent

variable in Figure 7 is .47.

L: A second path model is presented in Figure 9. In this

case Variable X
7

- Percentage Assisted is utilized as the. ex-

perience variable and the percentage of citizens indidating'''

that police respond very rapidly is the &valuation variable..

Again, size of police department has a direct effect on the

evaluation variable which is larger than any of the compound

path throxigh either training or assistance..; (1)13_T

-.47) The two compound paths from size of police department

2 4 t"
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Figure 9

Path Agalytic Diagram with Percentage Assisted as an
Intervening Variable an-Percentage Indicating police

Respond Very Rapiar7 as a Dependent Variable
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'to percentage of citizens indicating the police respond 7
%-

rapidlythrough training and through assistance--are almost

equal in si.ze4
" '

+ P7_1 = .08; P13_4 + P4_1 = 10)

This model is also an adequate representation.of the

relationship between X1 and X13. The correlation coefficient

between size of police department and percentage of citizens

indicating that the police respond very rapidly is -.64

while the sum of all direct and compound paths in the model

is -.65. The variance explained by this model is .50 while

the 'variance explained by the simple relationship was .41.

uestion Eight: Are Police Departments With Ten
icers or Smaller Le7gErfective than EaieF-Uepartments

While the consistOnt relationship between the size of a

police department and diverse measures of police performance

has been negative, it may be the case that a curvilinear re-

lationship exists. If this were the case, very small de-
.

4pattments would have lower performance than somewhat larger

departmnts, even though the dominant direction of the rela-

tionship would be negative. The presenCe of a somewhat cur-

vilinear relationship would not be exposed with the linear

regression techniques utilized in the above analysis.
17

Some evidence of a curvilinear relationship was found in an

earlier study discuSsed abo4 (Ostrom & Parks,"1973).

A more detailed analysis of the performance of police

departments which have ten full-time officers or less is im-

portant given the frequent judgment by study commissions that

the very small departments are the most ineffective depart-

ments. The National Advidlery Commission on Criminal Justice

2,1
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Standards and Goals in its Standard on Combined Police .Ser

_

.

vices, for example, recommended that: "At a minimum, police

agenciet that employ fevier than 10 sworn employees should

consolidate foi, improved efficiency and effectiveness"

(National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justibe Standards)

'yqN

, and Goals, 1973: 108). .As evidence in .support of its recom-
a
mendation for the "recombination and consolidation of police

departments with less than 10 fulitime sworn officers"

(Ibid., 110) it qited an earlier report of the Advisory Com-

mission on Intergovernmental Relations entitled Report on

State-Local Relations in the Criminal Justice System (1970)

which observed:

Small local police departments, particularly those of
10 or less men, are unable to 'provide a wide range of
patrol and investigative services to local citizens.
Moreover, the existence of these small agencies may
work a hardship on nearby jurisdictions. (Ibid., 110)

'The National Commission was,sensitive to the prob/im of

creating police departments that are too large but did not

specify what size, was considered to be in that 'range. The

Report states: "Most police and government administrators

recognize the dangers inherent in extremely'large police

agencies and agree that the very small agencies present much

greater problems to the effective and efficient delivery ot

police services." (Ibi ,110, my emphasis) Thus, the Com-

mission, and others, argue that the very small agencies have

the poorest perforMance of all police departments regardless

of size.

The data.from the St. Louis study can be used to provide

2 S
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at least a preliminary answer to the question whethel4 the
6

very small departments are less effective than all other
A

departments,q-egardless of size and if so, how serious that

difference is.

Among 44 neighborhoods for which we have performance

measures, 9 of the neighbdrhoods were served by depaftments

which had 10 full-time officers or less. On the other ex-

treme, 11 of the,neighborhoods were served either by the

County with 436 officers or the City with 2200 officers.

Twenty-four df the sample neighborhoods were served by muni -'

cipal departments which ranged in size from 11 to 76 full-

time officers. Given the small number of cases, each perfor-

mance variable was dichotomized at or near the mean to pro-'

duce an even distribution of high and low values. FOr

example, themean percentage ranking the job being done by

a police. department aS outstanding was 25*. Dichotomizing

this variable at the mean into those departments receiving

a high ranking and those, departments receiving a low ranking

results in 21'departments being ranked high and 23 depart-

ments being ranked low. 'These dichotomized experience and

evaluation variables were then run againsta recoded size

variable which placed all departments with 10 or"les men

into a "very small" class, departments with 11 to 76 full-
_

time officers into a "medium" class and the county and the

city into a "large" class.

Table 7 presents the proportiOn of each size class

which ranked either high or low on each experience and

21
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evaluation variable. The choice of above or below the mean
1

was made in order that for the entire table, a higher rank-
,

ing would mean that the departments in that size group had

a "better" performance on each relevant variable. 'Thus, for

victimization, below the mean .,was chosen since th¢ propor-

tion of departments have less than\the mean victimization

rates would indicate betteriperformance. On the other hand

for the evaluation variable--citizens rating the job of

police as outstanding--above the mean was chosen since those

receiving the mean or.aboveon that variable would have a

better performance.
,

For th' experience variables, the very small depart-

ments cbmpa e rather favorably with the other sized classes.

For victimization-, 7 of the 9 departments in this class had

lower than mean victimization rates while bnly 40 to 45 per

'cent of the other size ranges had low victimization rates.

For assistance the middle size,range would appear more effec-

tive than either the very small or large d4Partments. The

middle-sized departments also appear to stop a larger pro-

.

portion of4their citizens than do either the 'very small or

the large departments. A curvilinear relationship is thus

evident for both assistance and stop-rates. In'regard to

citizens knowing someone mistreated, the large departments

would appear to be performing better than either of the two

0
smaller groups. However, it should be pointed out that four

of the six neighborhoods above the me on this variable are

served by the County Department. In regard to citizens

2"
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Table 7

Proportion of Departments in each of'Three Size .Classes
which Rate Above the Mean for Experience and ,

miriatIan-vaFias

10 Full-Time 11 to 76 43,6 or 2200
Officers or Full-Time Full-Time

Experiences Less Officers Officers

X
6
% Victimized(8elow:Mean)

X
7

% Assisted'(Above Mean)

X
9
% Stopped (Above Mean)

X
10

% Know Someone Mistreated
(Below Mean)

% Know 1 or more Police
(Above Mean)

Evaluations

X
12

% Indicate Crime Increasing
(Below Mean)

X
13

% Indicate 'Police Respond
Very'Rapidly (Above Mean)

X
14

% Rate Police Job Out-
standing (Above Mewl)

X
15

% Rate PCR Outstanding
(Above Mean)

78 42 45-

33 67 36

33 54 36

44 , 46 63

56 50 27

.

78 58 27

.33 79 9

44 67 9

67 50 9

56 58 9

t

, .

46 45.

N = 9 N =, 24 N = 11

X
16

% Strongly Agree Police
lenest (Above Mean)

X
17

%:Strongly Agree Police
Treat All Equally (Above
Mean) 78

251
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/ -
knowing police officers, a larger proportion of citizens in

both the very small and medium-sized departments knoW police

than in the large departments. Thus, for the experience

variables, there is some evidence of a curviliriear relationship

for two out of the five f/ariables. For four out of the five

variables the proportion of very small departments performing

above the mean is larger than or approximately equal to that

of the larger departments.

In regard to th evaluation variables, some evidence 1

_exists for a curvi inear relationship in regard to two vari-

ables - X
13

an X
14

. For the other four variables either the

very small department is most effective or the two smaller\

size classes are about equally effective. In rio case does

a larger proportion of the bigger departments perform above

the mean than is present in the very small classoof depart-
/ . :

ments. In several instances the difference in proportions

between the very small and the large department is quite

large even for so small a number-of cases.

This evidenc'e does not support the contention that "the

very small agencies presep,t much greater probl to the

effectiVe and efficient delivery pf police services" than

all othe/ sized departments made 135, the National Advisory

Commission onCrimin4 Justice Standards and Goals. Given
hi 4

that victimization rates are lower thaa average in 78 per

cent of the neighborhoods surveyed where police services are

0 delivered by a departMent of ten full-time officers or less,

these departments would not appear to be creating "spill-

over" problems for other surrounding departments.

72,
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On the cost side, the per capita costs of the very

small departments are indeed very low. They range from $7.20

to $20.56 per capita. The per capita costs of the small to

.
medium sized departments range from $12.78 tcr$36.87;

and that of the large departments range from $19.29 to

$52.77. 'Consequently, given the relative performance

levels, it would be difficult to argue that the very small

departments are less efficient. While an efficiency ratio

cannot be computed given the nature of our performance mea-

' sures, depArtments spending less per capita and perf,orming as

well or better than departments spending more per capita can

definitely be evaluated as, more'Officient. One can not de-
A

teruiine how much more efficient.

The evidence presented in this section should not be,

interpreted to Support a contention that all effort6 to con-

solidate police departments are likely to lead.ta less effec-

tiv'e or efficient performance: That some of the "relationships

appear to be curvilinear suggest that departments in the ik(

to 76 range may have higher levels of performance on some

variables than either the very small or the large,departments.

Thus, consolidation of several very small departments into a

medium-sized department may indeed increase effectiveness.

However, the a priori judgement that very small departments .

are necessarily ineffective and should be eliminated is not

supported by this evidence:- In fact, this evidence points to

more severe problems of law enforcement as occurring among

the large departments. If future study commission wish to

2 ri)
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focus on the most ineffective segment of the police industry,

they should shift their focus from the very small to the very

large.

What Have We Learned?

The first question posed in the introductionto this

paper was:

What have we learned in the last decade about the rela-

tionship between costs and benefits (economic, social

and political) in the provision of urban governmental

services? How can we best profit from these lessons?

spidence Concerning the Effects of SiZe

During this last decade, we have in the studies described

above, a consistent pattern of evidence that is contrary to-

the underlying assumptions made by propOnents of consolida-

tion that consolidation affords "the" solution to "the"

urban problem. Both in simple bivariate analysis and in

multivariate analysis the size of a police department serving

a neighborhood has either a negafIve relationship pr no re-

lationship to a diverse set of performance measures. The

studies have been undertaken in five metropolitan areas

and have included a nationwide study of 109 cities. For

consolidation of police departments to result automatically

in improved perfOrmance, the evidence should indicate the

opposite pattern of relationships.

2
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How Should This Evidence be Interpreted

The lack of findings concerning a positive effect of

size of police departments upon the performance of neighbor-
.

hood level police services should not be interpreted as

evidence that-all proposed police consolidations should be

rejected. The evidence should lead us to be skeptical of

automatic acceptance of an assumption that larger scale

always leads to improved performance. The data from these

studies does not provide evidence one way or another concern-,
ing some types of police services including traffic patrol

on major metropolitan thoroughfares or the provision of

crime laboratory services for example. We have stated in

earlier reports that the "most appropriately sized unit for

providing one type of service may not be the most appropriate

for other types of services." (E. Ostrom and Parks, 1973:

397)

However, proponents of consolidation rarely make this

dis'tinction. While pointing to the possibility oreconomies

of scale in such services as the provision of crime labora-

tories, they frequently go on to assume that 'such economies"-

;occur across the entire range of seryices. Or,
( they -assume

that to gain the potential economies for one service, all

services need to be consolidated. While passing reference

is made to contracting by smaller departments with specialized

agencies for some of their services, the major focus has

been on consolidation across' all or most services for areas

as large as full counties or full metropplitan areas. For

example,' the range of proposed options that "every local

2 t-7
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government and every local police agency should study,"

according to the National Advisory Commission on Criminal

Justice StandardS and Goals,, includes the following:

a. Total consolidation of local government services:

the merging of two citylgovernments, or city-county

governments;

b. Total consolidation of police services; the,merging

of two or more police agencies or of all police
agencies (i.e. regional consolidation) in a given

geographic area;

c. Partial consolidation of police services: the merging

of specific functional uniU of two or more ageiRcies;

d. Regionalization of specific police services: the',

combination of personnel and materiel resources to

provide specific police services on a geographic

rather than jurisdictional basis;

e. Metropolitanizatibn: the provision of-public ser-

vices (including police) through a single government

to the communities within a ropolitan area;

f. Contracting for total police services:, the provi-

&ion of all police services by contract with another

government (city with city, city with county, county

with city, or city or county with State);

Contracting for specific police services: the pro-

vision of limited or special police services by

contract with another police or criminal justice

agency; and

.h. Services sharing the sharing of support services

by two or more a ncies. (National Advisory Commis-

. sion onCriminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1973:

109)

Half of these options--including the first two mentioned--re-

late to full merging of all police services; All of the

options to be studied suggest that "everly local gckvernment'

and every local'police agency" may find improved effeCtive-

ness or efficiency either by increasing the scale of all

police services or some specific services. Noneof the options

2 C
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mention,the possibility that larger units miat improve

their effectiveness by decreasing their scale of operation

for' at, least. some services.

The evidence presented above should, it seems to me,

support the contention that withregard to regular patrol,

immediate response to reported crimes, criminal investigation,

the provisic of emergency services and other neighborhood

level police services,,very small to medium sized police

departments consistently perform more effectively and fre-

quently at less cost than large police departments. Given
6

these findings,,,the'consistent negative reaction of voters

to proposals for total consolidation of all services agencies

intolaiger units may not be as irrational as supporters of

consolidation may think. When very email departments com-

4bipeo provide neighborhood level pqp.ce services in a

.small to medium sized department, the effectiveness of their

performance with regard to neighborhood level services may

increase firome performance indicators. However, suffi-

cient evidence t determine at what size performance may
4- 4

again decrease .does not"exiA. The performance of even the

smallest police departments does not approach the crisis

. yroportions.that.is so frequently asserted. Instead, the

tt consistently pOor perfOrmance- levels occur in neighborhoods`

served %y the large ccepartmers .

41 The Use-of Evidence by Study Commissions

In addit'kon to evidence about'the effect of eize on

performance, we also' have gained considerable evidence about

tr&

2.- .1
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the lack of evidence used by national study commissions to

support their recommendations. Their reports provide us

with considerable insight into how they utilize assertions

that serve as proxies for evidence in the preparation of

their recommendations. Unfortunately, very little evidence

is amassed to support recommendations.

Let us turn first to the Report of the liask Force on

Police of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of Justice. (Task,Force on, the Police, 1967)

In their; chapter on "Coordination and Consolidation of Police

Service" the Task Force asserts that: "Formal cooperation

or consolidation is an essential ingredient in improving the

quality of law enforcement." (Ibid., 1967: 68) For the

first part of the chapter, various methods of providing

staff and auxiliary services through cooperation are ex-
,

plored. When-the Task Force turns to its discussionof

"Police Serliice and Jurisdictional Consolidation" it observes:

Thus far,, thiA chapter has considered methods-of
ameliorating the effects of decentralized 1 police
administration through the coordination or o solida-

,

tion..of staff, auxiliary, and certain ,field, unctions.

. It has not considered coordination or con idation in
relation to basic patrol services; yet, if these ser-
vices are notaprisidered, it must be on the assumption
that every police agency, regardless of size is capable

of providing-them effectively if staff, auxiliary, and '

certain field services are available on a coordinated

or consolidated basis. Such an assumption is not
valid. (Ibid., p. 98)

The Task Forcer goes on to state its preferen4ce for partial

or complete consolidation rather than the mixed coordinative

devices desidliedelier in the study,

Partial or complete consolidation of police services

reduces conflicts over jurisdiction; with consolidation

2 " B
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fi

there are fewer jurisdictions with which to contend.
The more compelling reason forkgonsolidation is the
elimination of the law enforcement powers of jurisdic-
tions that do not provide quality law enf6rcement
because of administrative deficiencies or financial
inadequacies. (IbId. p. 99)

What evidence is cited to1support this contention? TINpg147

evidenc4*cited in the Report are lists of departments indi-

cating their size on manpower employed. For e ple:

A recent survey of police manpower in two counties in
the Chicago metropolitan area revealed that many of
the small departments employ more part-time (not
auxiliary) -police officers than full-time officers.
Indeed, one department was entirely so staffed.... A
similar survey in Onondage County, Syracuse, N.Y.,
showed that there are 13 towns and 17 villages employ-
ing a total of only 34 full-time police officers and
that the bulk of police service is providelby 104 part-
time officers. (Ibid., p. 98-99)

List& of agencies and the number, of officers employed tells

us nothing about their comparative performance.. The reason

given for the assumption that part-time police offiCersare

less effective than full-time offiFgs is that part-time of-

ficers are assumed to be less well trained., We have seen

that the data from.the St. Louis study does not provide evi-

deffce that training au omatically improves performance.

Further, depending upon state law, part-time officers may be

as well trained as full-time officers. There is no necessary

connection between the level of training and the employment

status of an officer.

The data from the Chicago study mentioned abpve compared

the performance of two of the departments which employ large

numbers of part-time officers. In the Task Force's compila-

tion, East Chicago Heights Arpoloyed 5 full-time and 4 part-
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time officers and Phoenix employed 7 full-time and 13 part-

time officers. However, these police departments which the
4e

Task Force finds "distressing" were shown in our data to

perform' at least as well as he Chicago Police Department in

serving similar neighborhoods. Ifshould also be obsei4ved

that when the Police.Chiefs from these two departments sought

federal or state funds to increase their financial resources,

the only grants for which they were eligible (because of

their size) were Planning Grants.to consider consolidation .

with adjacent communities. Given that adjacent communities

in both instances were populated primarily by white residents,

consolidation was politically infeasible. _Their joint pro-

posal to consider consolidation of some of their staff ser-

vices was rejected because the communities were located 7

miles apart. Somehow it is efficient to have one crime

laboratory in an entire metropolitan area to serve all muni7

cipalities regardless of distance; but it is inefficient for

.
two departments located 7 miles apart to share joint facili-

ties.

Several places in the Task Force Report: The..Police the

staff-appears to have relied upon a single and interested

Ar
respondent to supply information.on controversial 4uestions.

4
For example, in discussing criminal investigation services

the Report di!;cusss several arrangements including that,in

Suffolk County, New York and that in the Metropolitan Police

,Department. in Nashville-Davidson County. n Suffolk County

they found that the County provided only follow-up criminal,

.I0

14
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nvestigation within separately incorporated communities.

They then go on to report:

,,The Metropol4tan Police Department of Nashville-Davidson
County provides a similar service, but there is an
important difference resulting from the way the police
services in the( two jurisdictions are organized. Thg,
Nashville-Davidson department provides complete plice
service to all Davidson County including the areas
served by three small municipal departments, none of
which employs criminal investigators. If a citizen in ,

an area served by a separated .department needs immediate
service, he may call either the metropolitan police or
the 'independent department; but even though it receives
the initial call, the independent department usually
relays it to the metropolitan department. Thus, the
metropolitan department awlmes complAe pontrol of
cases from initial through!followup investigation.
(Ibid., p. 94) 0

The source' of this information was an interview with Hubert y

O. Kemp, Chief Metropolitan Police Department of Nashville-

Davidson County.' This information was apparently not veri.:
k

fied with any of the other three police departments involved.

. When Rogers and Lipsey undertook their study in 1973, -

they asked respondents living in ierry Hdll (the incorporated

community) and in Woodbine (the adjacent neighborhood) "What

Police Department has Jurisdiction in this neighborhood?"

Ninety eight of the 106 Berry Hill resiondents indicated

Berry Hill alone while the remainder (other than one "don't

know") indicated some joint or individual responsibilit.Kby

the Metro police force. Of those living in Wpodbine who

were formally served only by Metro, 15% indicated that berry

Hill had 'eithdr sole or joint responsibility'' for p9lice ser-

vices in their'neighborhood. Ulogers & Lipsey, 1974: 23)

These findings surprised Rogers and Lipsey and they asked to

ride with the Berry Hill police to see Why respondents
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k

outside the jurisdiction of Berry Hill had indicated service

by the,small adjoining,department.. In the normal course of

patrol, they'found the Berry Hill police routinely patrolled

into the'adjacent area as well as within Berry Hill itself.

Further, they found that Berry Hill Police at times answered

calls for the Metro Police Department in adjacent areas due

to the thin coverage offered by the MetrQ police generally

and the absence

roll call three
4

effect that the'

-Davidson county

.
.

of all Metro patrols from the streets during
t

times each day.
18 Thus, information kho the

Metropolitan Polic%e Depa tment of Nashville -

pursues most calls in t e independent commu-

nities from the beginning appears not to be substantiated

when the residents involved are interviewe, and observations

are made concerning day to day operations.

e 'At a later juncture in the same report,-the Task Force

indicates that the continued existence of private police

forces 4nnd/small municipal police departments has been a

problem for the Nashville-Davidson County area.

This is unfortunate' because of some overlapping juris-

diction and because the residents of areas serried by the

metropolita department and the private or small munici-

pal agencie as a. matter of local choice, are paying

more for p lice protection than is necessary. s has

been noted, however, jurisdictional problems ar

minimized y the unquestioned authority of the metro-

politan d partment. As "a practical matter, the chief

of the te ropolitan department feels that the independent,

departme is served a useful purpose in the period fol- -

lowing tie reorganization before the. metropolitan de-

partmn could adequately cover the suburban and rural

areas. This situation has now been remedied through the

additioi of 'Rersonnel and an increase in patrol coverage.

(Task orce-bh Police, 1967: 102)

The Task Fo ce,on Police relied for information both about

ir 1

2
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interjurisdictional arrangements and about comparative per-

formance levels upon an interview with one Chief of Police
0

in the larger jurisdiction.

The evidence they use to support their analysis of the

performance of large and/or consolidated departments generally

does not appear to be any better than the evidence used to
40

support their evaluation of the performance of the Metropoli-

tan Department of Nashville-Davidson County in particular.

Even more startling, when one thinks about it for a

while, is the circumstance that the parent body of this Task

ForCe--the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administration of, JustiCe-7did expend &large sum on empiri-

cal research. It contracted with the National Opinion Re-

search Center at the University of Chicago to conduct a nation7

wide victimization' survey and a general survey ofcitizen

attitudes toward the local pdlide. However, neither the

President's-Commission nor NORC included information about

. the size of jurisdictions nor the number of jurisdictions

rendering police services to respondents in each sampi'e area.

We subsequently added some of this information and our data

supplied evidence to reject several of the Commission's

recommendations as being empirically unwarranted. (Ostrom

& Parks, 1973)

The National Advisd!y Commission on Criminal Justice

,

Standards and Goals does not appear to have utilized evidence

any more effectively than its predecessor .1 In its list of

References for its chapter on "Combined Police Services" `

no empirical studiesof the relationship between size-and

2S3
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costs or, performance are listed. Sevei,a1 textbooks,: arti-

cles describing innovations in The Police Chief and various

reports of local study commissions or local police depart-

ments are listed.

In describing the recent consolidation of the City of

Lexington and Fayette County, Kentucky, the National Advisory

Commission reports:

The city and county police departments have merged and

the chief of the merged department reports to the chief

executive of the urban county government.
Combining police responsibilities under one agency

permitted the consolidation of such functions as commiu-

,nications, records and identification, investigation,
and traffic and patrol. The result; has been greater

overall efficiency. Matra-Hal Advisory nitiassion on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1973: 113, my

-emphasis)

There is no citation of any evidence utilized to support this

assertion about "greater ovpall'efficiency."

The Report continues to'discuss the Jacksonville con-

solidation:

The Jacksonville consolidation demonstrated that although

consolidation may be more efficient, it is not necessari-

ly more economical. Consolidation may require more
personnel to bring all areas up to the revel of desired

service; it may involve salary increases to equalize

the salaries of per'sonnel involved in the merger, and

it.may cost more to equip and house the larger staff.
Consolidation is/much less likely to save money than to

improve effecfness. id., p. 113, my emphasisr

Again, no citation or eviderIce is presented to support these

claims of improved effectiveness and increased efficiency.
19

The National Conference of State Criminal Justice Plan-

ning Administrators in its 1974 report on the State of the

States on Crime and Justice indicates as cited above that

many states are sti4dying the need to assimilate smaller
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7
olice departments into larger u n prefacing this

report of state activities, the report observes:

Several recent studies have in icated that small, police
departments--those with fewer t n ten officers are
usually cited--often provide inadequate services and
are not cost effective. (National Conference of State
Criminal Justice Planning Administrators, 1974: 43)

Even though the report is generally footnoted, no references

,are cited for this statement-

Each of the groups whose reports I have discussed in

this section is willing to recommend rather sweeping reforms

of our current jurisdictional system for the provision of

police services in the United States. However, little real

concern has been given to evidence concerning the effects 1

of the suggested reforms. Is the traditional paradigm of

'public administration which assumes big is always better so

engraineci that consideration of evidence would be too con-

fusing? (V. Ostrom, 1973) The evidence presented in this

paper would lead one to question the assumptions that the

real crises,of performance occurs in the very small.depart-

ments and that consolidation is the key to improv*ed perforR-
.

ance in law enforceme Indeed, the provision.of some

polide services by larger agencies may indeed be more cost

effective. However, there is no reason a large agency must

be a "consolidated" agency. The provision of some neighbor-
.

-hood level) L,ervices may be improved if some very `mall de-

partments were combined to form a smal to medium sized

department.t. However, this possibilit should-not be used as

the basis for recommending county-wide police forces to

serve most metropolitan areas.

2 r.
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Evidence Concerning the Effects of Formal Police Training
anti College Education

In addition to the evidence presented concerning the

effects of the'size of police department, data from the St.

Louis study also provides evidence concerning the effects of

formal police training and college education on the perform-

ance of police depai-tments.

With regard to formal police training, the data indi-

cate that levels of formal police training are positively

associated with the size of a police'department.4However,

when size of police department is controlled (as well as

9

background SES *variables) training consistently has a weakly

negative effect on a series of evaluation variables and no

consistent effect on experience variables. Thus, some of

the assertions: in the police literature that better trained

poll e will perform better are not supported by evidence.

(However, data on the levels of training was obtained only
v.

in the St. Louis study, so that this evidence is not based

on multiple studies.') In,fact, the strongest relationship

between training.and an evaluation variable is-with police-

community_relations. The more training, other factors held

constant, the lower the evaluation of police-community rela-
.

flops given a depaptnient by the citizens served.,

College education died ndt have any consistent impact on:

either experienct2 or evaluation variables.

'How Should This Evidence be Interpreted 1

The'evidence concerning the negligible negative effects

2
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of training should not be interpreted as meaning that "all

training is bad or worthless." The key question that needs

to be asked about the training of police or other public of-

ficials, is what kind of training will most effectively help

public officials do their job best. Unfortunately, tt.

question is rarely asked. Advocates of more training talk

about the minimumsnumber.of hours of training needed withdut

alntii to what is- taught and with what resdlts.

ere are a number of different types of training stra-

tegies'. In a study of the New York Police Departmentf John
.

:A. McNamara focused on one of the major dilemmas faced by

all departments dn preparing recruits for, duty in the field.

The question McNamara posed is whether a department should

"emphasize training strategies. aimed at the development of

self-directpd and autonomous personnel or . . . emphasiZe

strategies aimed at developing perfsonnel offer whom the or-
,

ganization can easily exercise control." (McNamara, 1967:

251)'
$

McNamara found that the New York department had empha-

sized the second, strategy by stressing command supervision

over the work of. patrolmen and negative sanctions which can

be applied against patrolmen found in violatioh of the de-

partment's massive, 400 -page Rules and ProcedAes. As a

consequence, recruits ranked the Rules and Procedures hand-
y

book their most useful study materials over all other items,

includitlg the ?enalCodd, Code of Criminal Procedures, lect'ure

notes, and all technical literature. At the...pame time, 60
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per cent of the recruits disagreed with the statement,

"Patrolmen who rely entirely on the Rules' and Procedures of

tie Department are probably excellent police officers."

(Ibid., p.'240) After two years in the field, 80 per cent

of the patrolmen interviewed agreed with the statement, "It

is impossible to always follow the Rules and Procedures to

the letter and still do an efficient job in police work.".

(Ibid., p. 241) However, of the patrolmen who had syved

two years in the field, 55 per cent agreed that a "patrolman,

for his own good, should never deviate from the prdvisions

contained in the Rules and Procedures." (Ibid., p. 241)

Given the findings from our St. Louis study, it would

seem important to begin serious effort to determine what I

typeof training programs do ectively prepare police of-

ficers for high performance in police work when evaluated by

different performance criteria. Simple acceptance of the

notion that trained offibers perform better or that more

training leids to higher performance ignores the question of

what t pe of training and whether it adequately Apepares an

officer for the, problems he faces in his work.

The relationship of formal training,-formal college edu-

ck Mk
cation and learning.4while coping with practical problems in

a work situation is a problem meriting serious investigation.

Presumably the marginal value of added expenditures for

formal training will decline to some point where costs ex-

ceed benefits. Beyond that point, added increments of

learning will occur primarily in the context bf work experience.

2 = S

1
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Formal training necessarily relates to generalized relation-

ships. Skill in the practice of an.occupation or profession

depends upon a consideration of discrete time and place vari-

ables that £pply in considering general relationships. General

relationships take on different values in relation to-speci-

fic time and pla variables. Learning to solve problems

in discrete time and place circumstances requires more than

formal training or formal education.

The structure of institutional arrangements involves the

allocation of rewards and penalties in relation ,to the pat-

terns of conduct that are carried on in a work situation. In

this sense, institutions provide the mechanisms for ope'rand

conditioning that apply to conduct involved in the.delivery

of a public service. An appropriate set of institutions pre-

sumably woad facilitate learning that leads to improved

performance and would deter' learning that leads to poor per-

formance. A factor of size would be expected to affect rela-

tive dominance of particular types of institutional con-

straints that give expression to supervisory authority, con-
.

sumkr'satisfaction or dissatisfaction, articulation and

aggregation of citizen voice in collective decisions, and

exposure to exterrial review processes. Patterns of organi-

zation, thus, become sets of, relationships that condition

learning. One might expect that the larger the size the more

reliance is placed 6n internal supervisory authority and the

less on eitherft direct citizen voice or the ariiculatidrbof

citizen. preferences through the process of representation.

Some forms of organization mayCondition learning in the

2 9
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direction of poor performance rather than good performance.

Constitutional and Jurisdictional Questions Invo
Increasing the Responsiveness of Local Governmen

ved in

The second question posed in the introductio o this

paper was:

To what extent should constitutional and juris-

dictional questions be considered in evaluating the

specifics of governmental services to the public?

How can existing jurisdictional divisions and consti-

tutional claims be utilized to increase the responsive-

ness of government to public needs and interests?

Jurisdictional Arrangements and Governmental Services

For many years, the predominant wisdom has held that.'

,particular types of jurisdictional arrangements are conclu-

sive evidence of a low outwt of governmental se vices 'and

inefficient utilization of public resources. In a apter

I

entitled "-Defective Institutions," the CED, for example,

severly criticizes the criminal justice "non-system" which,

though in "dire need of modernization," will not be helped

I

I

by "piecemeal tinkering". (CED, 1972: 13)

One major obstacle to broad national reform lies, in the

complex 'nature of American fedspalism as it relates to
grime and justice`; making evadSon of reironsibility .

I
easy. Citizens who desire better protection for per-
sons and property becOme confused over which level of
government or which agencies are primarily at fault. .,

Wherever. they turn, they find a resistance to change

tradiliondl in both bureaucratic and political circles.

The result is continuing deteriorationr-a-trend that

mutt be evrsed, promptly and decisively, to secure
'a viable society. The main constitutional responsibili-
ty for mime prevention and control rests upon the

states, an assignment they have botched. They have
/

.

2 ' n ,, 0
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v

failed to keep their' criminal codes up-to-date, and
they have turned responsibility for enforcement over to
a welter of overlapping counties, municipalities, tOwn-
shiPs; and special districts. Despite the obvious and

I urgent need, the states havd neither straightened out
their tangled and ineffective patternorof local govern-
ment nor assumed direct respongibility for law enforce-
ment. (Ibid., p. 14)

The CED is in essence arg
*

that law enforcement services

are grossly inadequate in the US. They see "the' complex

nature Of American federalism" as a major cause of this in-

adeiacy. In their chapter proposing solutions, entitled

"Clearing the Hurdle of Federalism" they argue that:"

Piecemeal reform of the patchwork structure of criminal
..- justice will fail; a more fundamental approach must be

taken. The highly complex'multilevel federal system,
evolved from simpler beginnings, his its merits--but
an ability to solve the American crime problem is not

-.among them. The present intricate division of respon-
sibilities, functions and financial support among
national,' 'state and local levels is the chief barrier
to acceptable patterns of criminal justice. Drastic
changes in these arrangements aTe-neededT7but-oun_pro-
posals, while overcoming existing *obstacles, would re-
tain the basic element in the federal concept--a close

operation between the nation and the states. (Ibid.,

:

p 64) -

view of American-federalism as."the chief barrier"

to acceptable levels of governmental services is not confined

to ..analysts focusing only on police services. Congressman

Henry S. Reuss, for example, has argued:

The fragmentation and overlapping of local government
spells inferior ser es, waste, and the high taxesthat
necessarily follow. L'ttle towns, villages, and counties
have inefficiency built 'into their smallness and lack
of human and financial resources. They cannot attract
experts or specialists or take advantage of the savings
accr ..g from automation and data-processing that are
with the financial reach of larger units of govern-
ment (Reuss, 1970: 56)

Reuss prop es, in his book and in proposed legislation, a

"marriage of revenue- sharing and of state-local government
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modernization." (Ibid., p. 124) Reuss would tie a block /

grant program to the creation withina'state of a "modern:

governments program" which "must include plans and timetables

for a whole series of re rms." (Ibid., p. 125) He de-

.
scribes these reforts in tfe following manner:

The.laundry list of pdssible reforms is derived from
recommendations over a long period of time by such
good-government organizations as the Committee for
Economic Development; the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,

the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
the Council of State Governments, the National Munici-
pal League, the National League of Cities, the Mayors'

Conference, and the National Association of Counties.

(Ibid., p. 125)

Re, sees the possibilities for a "centralizing and re-
(

gionalizing revolution in local government" which would be

distinguished by several new developments. The first he

points to is:

Fewer local governments. The number of counties, towns,- !

vi ages, and.spp9cial districts could be drastically.
reduced from it.$) present 81,000 in order to enable
local government to obtain adequate geographical powers

and revenue sources effectively to solVe local problems

and to eliminate wasteful Lilliputs. Many rural coun-

ties too small to be efficient could consolidate with

their neighbors for regional cooperation: Archaic

township goverxlments--17,000 of them--could be steadily

abolished. All told, it could be the greatest decima-

tion of redundant governments since the consolidation

of rural school districts under the pressure of state

governments in the 1950's. (Ibid`, p. 145)

The other possibilities he sees include metropolitan govern-

ment, home rule, the short ballot and the merit system. He

too is concerned, about the major handicaps of a federal sys-

tem and argues that his proposarfor federal revenue-sharing

"as a de-vice to induce states to modernize local gbvernments,

could be what is needed to make federalism work." <Ibid.,

p. 147)

2"Avd
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In its recent report entitled American Federalism: Into

the Third Century. Its Agenda, the Advisory Commission on
7,

-Intergovernmental Relations adopts a similar perspective

thou somewhat modified from.%some of their own ,earlier re-
,

ports. Fragmentation of local government structure is con-,

sidered "tragic for urban America." (ACIR, 1974: 8) ACIR

urges, a policy upon the states to discourage "non-viable"

For a variety of reasons--to dodge city taxes, to
entice industry, and to avoid certain kinds of neigh-
bors--thousands of independent political subdivisions
have been incorporated in the absence of strong state'
boundarysupervision. These areas contri4ute heavily
to metropolitan fiscal disparitiesto urban sprawl and
to the overlapping metropolitan jurisdictional map.

ACIR seeks State action to discourage the formation of
new units and the merger of existing,non-vrcible units
'with viable general purpose 'governments. . . . (Ibid.,
p% 10)

Jurisdictional' arrangements are considered by most

ft good-government organizations" as the priMary factor af-

fecting the quality of governmental services in metropolitan

America. .Large numbers of jurisdictionS serving an area are

equated automatically with inferior governmental services;

Complex structures are presumed to be bad. The consistent'

solution in this diagnosis of "inadequate" governmental ser-

ces is to move toward a more unitary system and away from

the more polycentric system which has developed in the Ameri-

can federal system. Federalism by its very nature impliesvery

multiplicity, fragmentation and overlaps However, dt is

these "hurdles" which the "good-government organizations"

wish to'eliminate in order to make federalism work.

ct
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P.44

The State of California is.frequently cited as one of

the states in wl ich .problems of fragmentation and pvEiclap are

moo severe. In 1973 tliere were 4,703 units of local govern-

ment in California including 58 countie-410 cities and

4,235 special districts. (Task Force on Local Government

Reform, 1974,: 6) Refotming the local governmental structure

in California is an issue which has''frequently been raised.

In the early spring of 1973, a Local/Government Reform Task

Force was,appointed by the Governor to explore the effects of

jursidictional arrangements on governmental services. The

Task Force undertook an extensive research effort on the

`relationship, between fragmentation and scale, on the one hand,

and costs rand performance levels on the other. %Its research

focussed on Cdlifofnia data. It also made an extensive re:-
!

9
view of the literature on empirical research about these re-

lationships.

The Task Force did not adopt the assumption stated by

ACIR that political subdivisions have been created only "to

dodge city taxes, to entice industry and to.avoid certain

kindS of.eneighbors." .The Task-Force argued that "the number

of local governments must be seen'as a function of citizen
4

demand for certain servicesand the kinds of governthents that

provide them." (Task Force of Local Government Reform, 1974:

Thus, the number of units seems to increase with an.

area's need fOr specialized services, either technical

(and often agiiic tural) services such as irrigation, .)

land.reclamation. , . or limited,n services like's

sewage, lighting and\water supply. my ni% of all
independent special districts are and in the 12 most

Af

1
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.popUlous counties, which represent over 72% of
California's population. Indeed, taken to its
logical (but, in this case farcical) conclusion, as
measured by'number of governments per capita, Alpine,
Modoc and Sierra are the most "fragmented't counties,
while Los Angeles, Alameda and Santa Clara counties
are least "fragmented." (Ibid., p. 8)

-In addition to a large number of supporting empirical

studies, the final report of the Task Force presented a

rather extensive summary,of empirical data related to the

effects of size and fragmentation on services costs and

economies of scale. Minus, references to specific data, the

Task Force outlined its findings in the following manner:

1. Service Costs

a. Per Capita Expenditures

1) In liven area total per capita local
government expenditures do not ,rise as the
number of units increases. . . .

2) Per Capita costs increase along with the
sizes ather than the number, of government
units. . . .

3) Per capita expenditures by function also
'--iiicrease faith size. . .

b: Economies of Scale

1) The Task Force found no statistically signi-
ficant relationship for labor intensive ser-
vices between the size of government unit.
and the cost of performance. The Tatk Force
conducted studies on the relationship of
size to cost'-for the following services:
County Assessor's Services, County Tax

. Collection, County Elections, Municipal
Fire Prote4ion, County Road Maintenance,
Municipal Street Maintenance, Sewage Treat-
ment, Education, County Welfare, County
Medical Assistance. . .

2) Research has suggested that public agencies
and particularly large ones may not capture
economies of scale. . . .

215
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c.- Public and Private Service Contracting

s'1) Contracting for service provides local
governments with a choice of service pro-
ducer and allows small units to realize
cost savings where they exist. . . .

6

2) Private service provision also offers
local governments an excellent opportunity
to reduce service costs for many functions.
(It;id.; pp. 10-15)

After a consideration of the evidence, the Task Force con-

cluded that:

a system of highly flexible, and independent local govern-:

.ment units is as capable' more capable of providing
the quality of service that people expect than a cen-
tralized and consolidated government system. In fact,

our evidence on fulIctional costs, on economies of
scale and on the impact of professional influence in-

dicatesdicates that a reduction in the number of governmental
units, through consolidation of local units, would pro-

duce a system less likely to provide public services of

a quality and at a cost that suit the diverse preferences
of the. citizens of California.

The assumption thatpoor service levels are associatedwith

small scale and fragmentation has little support in empirical
9

a

evidence. Reiteration of assertions, accepted on faith by

1
. .

"good-government organizations," (Ickes not establish the

empirical warrantability of those assertions. Decision
,

.

. making that is uninformed by evidence about basic relation-

The

.

ships4will not -help to improve' performance.

Constitutional Issue'ofNeighborhood Government

Jurisdictional arrangements may indeedbe critical
4

element:; in tho 'improvement of local governmental services.

However, tHe

in 'our most h

,Epilogue 'to his

serious need may be for more jurisdictions

onsolidated cities. Milton Kotler in the

.

k on Neighborhood Government. calls for
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new constitutional arrangements within cities of the United

States to provide residents of urban neighborhood with.

political polder and the resouroes
4

cope with problems

they jointly face in the context of their neighborhoods. It

may yell be that the most important constitutional issue of

the next decade is a r -allignment of jurisdictional authori-

ty in urban aireras to allo itizens concerned with problems
4

of varying Scales-71s.rge and small--to develop institutional

arrangements whose boundaries encompass the scale of the

problem concerned. This means the capability of solving

p'roblems which primarily affect a neighborhood with decision

-/'
making arrangemepts based within that neighborhood. at also

means the capability of solving inter-neighborhood problems

with decision making arrangements encompassing several

neighborhoods.

This constitutional issue -- unlike those that affect the

nation as a wholeCannot be resolved-by action of the Federal

government. What is needed-is an opening of the institutional
o

options so that those affected can utilize the mi.sof insti-

tutional! arrangements most suited to their common needs.

These constitutional ques/ tions need to be settled by pro-

cesses of constitutio Ai choice in ways that are approp

to particular blems of collective action. Neighborhood

prOblems c 1 borhood solutions.

4' 27'



FOOTNOTES

1Seetlinor OstrOm (1972) for extensive citations to this literature.

/See, for example, President's COMmission on Law Enforcement` and
Administration of Justice (1967), CED (1972) and National Advisory%Commistion

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1973). See aloo Skolrr4and Hetler (1970)

3Hirscys work is best summarized in his article entitled "The Supply

of Urban Public Services," (1968). See also Hirsch (1959).

0
average cost curve for a small sample of Iliinois Cities for traffic in-

vestigation and criminal. apprehension activities..
\

/

5Several recent studies have discussed the problems of measuring police
--- #

outputor police effectiveness and concluded that most of the currently used

measures -- i.e., reported crime rates or.arrest-rates -1. are inadequate
(See National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals -4,--

(1973:151 -153); Advisory Group on Productivity in Law Enforcement (1973:7-12); ,

American Bar Association, 1972rt These same reports see victimization surveys

as a more accurate method of obtaining information about inoidenceof crime

than reported crime rates. Further, there is a more general acceptance of
other indicators derived from citizen surveys than was present a few years

back. The National Advisory C. iA'sion on Criminal Justice Standards and

Coals reports: dt,
lafr"

,.,

4However, Walzer (1972) has recently reported a negatively sloped

Perhaps the most controversial gioup Of new indi5ators of police effective-

ness are those that are products of citizen feelings toward the (po440.

The extent to which the police are successful in alleviating, citizens'

fear of crime reflectslolice productivity: Consequently, the percentage

or the population havidffeelings of insecurity about police pfotection
should be measured, perhaps as part of a victimization stivey.

Conversely, public acceptance of the police could enable .the agency to
be more,ffective in deterring criA, and apprehending criminals.

Citizen satisfaction with_ police services thus should be evaluated.
As such surveys are undertaken, it would be desirable to measure .

attitudes among various population groups, bised on age, income,' ace,

sex and other variables. It should also be understood that such

citizen perceptions are often swayed by, conditions totally unrelated
to police behavior, performance oreffectiveness. (p. 153).,.

For an extend di s ssion of these problems see E. .0stroM (1971) and (1973).

61n a
Q

er work we outlined some of the reasons for ex ecting a

nogntive relationship between size and citizen experiences and luations.

(I,. Ostrom, et. al, 1973:10-13) Specifically the f011owing pro sitions were

stated:
_

, *
c

I

1. Polic&officers and4police administratOrs working in small-scale
police agiocies will'have better information about the areas they

serve and conditions in the field than will their counterparts in

larger agencies.
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2. Citizens living in smaller jurisdictions will have more capacity
to articulate demands for service anewill have better knowledge
about their police than will citizens living inarger jutisdict-

--ions.

'3. An increase in the capacity of citizens to articulate demands for
service and an increase in their knowledge about police will be
associated with an increase in the knowledge that police officers
and police-administrators have of citizen preferences.

ALA.
4. An increase in the Urrlzens' knowledge 'about police will be

associated with an increase in their support of police.

41
5. An increase in citizens' support of police will be associated

with an increase.in the levels of police output.

6. An increase in the knowledge\ef police office4about the drea
they are serving and about citizen preferences will be associated
with'an increase in the levels of Police output.

7. An increase in the knowledge of police administrators of field
conditions in theif area. will be associated with an increase in
their effective control over actions of their departments..

8'. An increase in the effective control of police AdMinistrafors
over actions of their department will be associated with4an

404.
increase in the levels of police output.

9., An increase in the level of police output will be associated
with an increase tn citizen support for the police. (1bid...1?-A3.

,,

InNvegard to costs, one would expectat least a minimal level of investment

would need to be madeTineph departmentjor supervisory and supportive services.
Very small police departmenti-will have, therefore, a major portion of their
budget devoted to such investment.

the

in.si-ze away from very small

departments reduces the portion of the budget devoted to these investments and t

should therefore reduce the average cost of production. However, a continuous I

increase in the size of department begins to add more and more levels of
hierarchy to the department as well as more specialization. These additional

levels of hierarchy may add to the costs of providing police gervices in two
ways. First, the costs may be increased substantially by just the investment

in.the supportive services. Secondly, costs may rise because those in command

begin to.lose control over the performance of at the street leysi. Thus, costs

may.have some aspects of a curvilinear relationship with size.'Movement.from
very small departments to medium sized departments may lower average-costs

. while mdfement to larger. departments may again increase average costs.

7The hypotheses from the alternative perspective have been stated'
Ostrom, et. 41, (1973) and:E. Osiiom .& Whitaker (1973)

8See Aberbach & Walker (1970); Jacob (1971) and U.S. Department'of
Health, Education and Welfare (1969).

2?
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.

9For a discussion, of rival hypotheses see Campbell (1969) and

Campbell & Standley (1966).

°Roger B. Parks and DITinis C. Smith both shared in the desigA and

executionof this study. We are appreciative of the participationof many .

graduate and undergraduate students at Indiana University in making'this

study possible. We are also appreciative of the excellent cooperation we-
t were given by police chiefs, police officers and citizens in the St. Louis

area.

14ortions of the above paragraphs come from E. Ostrom, Parks and

Smith (1973). For a fuller discussion of the research design see E. Ostrom,

Parks & Smith (1973) or Smith & E. Ostrom 11974). For a related analysis,

see Parks (1974).

12copies of the survey instruments utilized in this study are

available by writing to the author..
ti

6 13The method utilized for allocating costs of police service

provided a neighborhood by a large department as described in E. Ostrom,

Parks and Whitaker (19x13).

14A stepwise multiple regression program was utilized- The R2 value

represents the variance explained by die total equation.

1

15We also found that the mean, lever of college eduction of officers

in a departukent was weakly and negatively related to success in obtaining'

warrants while mean total weeks of training showed an inconsistent pattern

in regar to the ratio of warrants applied for to warrants issued. See

E. Ostt & Smith (1974).
0

16See Boyle (1966); Duncan (1966); Dye & Pollack (1973); VanMeter

& Asher (1973).' - 6

he

17When the variable -- .number of fullime officers is squared and

entered into multiple regression equations, the size ofithe coefficient rises

slightly giving some evidence ora curvilinear relationship. The untransformed

variable was utflized throughout this paper since it is much.mOcre Meaningful

to those interested in affecting changes in institutional arrangements.

if3 Personal co/ mmunication with Bruce Rogers. The low.covenage of the

Metro Police has becomea major issuell$A Nashville. The following editoriaj '',

Metro N.....-/-

appeared' in the Nashville Banner" on January 10, 1974: .
.

..-

For many years, Nashvillians have known,_to one degree or another,

that their.police department wasinot adequatd for its j%b. ,People

Have not always agreed on why this was true -- andinded there

have been various operation'ai.shortcrimints over the years. But ,

'1 hehind the inadequicy has long been I- and Certainly is now -- a

lack of money.
e . .

,

- While the crime rategoes up and up, the Metro Police Department

is in critical, need' of funds to support even, basicTolicing operations.

O

:1)

2 Ci
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The extent of the need-
departments across the
Department. Nas'hv'ille

of the survey -- while
to 17,859 -- during

same period of 1972. .

Nor

is vividly shown in the'surveuof 40 police
country made by the Kansas CitrkPolice
ranks near the bottom in almost every pha7,,,w'
serious crimes here increase 13.4 per cen
the first nine months of last year over the

F
4

Metro ranks very low among the 40 cities studied as to its number
pf policemen related to area and population; fourth from the bottom
in its police budget per-capita; ninth from lowest in total budgeted
dollars, and.equally as low or lower in salaries of officers -- all
this despite the fact that a number of the cities are smaller than
Nashville-Davidson County, which areqcombined into our one local
government.

19Jacksonville for all the meitioned indtease in costs still has
police coverage that is way belsw the average for the forty largest police
departments in the country surveyed by'the Kansas City Department each year.
In regard to the number of.police officers per 1000 population, Nashville,
Jacksonville and Indianapolis are all among the lowest 7 departments included
in the 1973 report. In regard to the number of policemen per square.mile
area patrolled, Nashville, Oklahoma City and Jacksonville are the lowest three
departments included in,the 1973 report.

I
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XI

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS

at

4a

It is hoped that you may have learned from this Study Guide that

eical research can be made quite relevant for the consideration of

important public policy problems. We as social scientists can under-

*
take research which those making public policies can,uilize in helping

predict the likely range of consequences to result from a change

in institutional arrangements. However, to be cost effective in our

research undertakings, we should be guidedtly the examination of alter-

native theoretical structures which predict different consequences

from the same set of conditions. In this way, research can simultaneously

increase the warrantability of one theoretical tradition and decrease the

warrantability of another.
. P

.
a

.

In regard to the problem of metropolitanrefoym,empirical analysis

,,,°
.

has demonstrated that some of the consequences ptddicted by advocates of

traditional metropolitan reforms, and in particular of consolidation, e

are unlikelyo occur in 'regard to some types of police services. The.

consistency in the findings across a number of metropolitan areas and

one national study should lead to a serious questionning of the warrant-

ability of the theoreggat ,structure.underlying the traditional mettrd-,
,

, .

a.

a 4

politan reform movement as it applies to, services like,police whose

budgets are largely devoted to personnel. These s udies do not pro 11111%

401.

evidence concerning other types bf'public goods and *services'which are

more capital intensive such as water' supply, sewage disposal and urban /

transportation:systems..

a
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It is also hoped that you will be able to, conceptualize projects

that woul4 add to our cumulative body of knowledge about institutional

analysis applied to the problem of metropolitan reform. Clarifying

the nature of the theOretical structures underlying reform proposals

is a major activity that has only just been initiated. Sketches of I
4

theoretical structures underlying several traditons have appeared in

this Study Guide or in youi assigned readings. However; those sketches

need filling out. Specific operational 'propositions and their alternates

need to be stated. Research then can be undertaken.

It should be pointed out the empirical research in the field of

institutional analysis need not be large-scale in nature. Most of the

research reported on in Chapter X was conducted as part of a eteaching

program. Students learned both some approaches to institutional

analysis and some social science methodology. The first of the series

of studies -- the one conducted in Indianapolis -- cost approximately

$500 of out-of-pocket expenses prior to the extended data analysis

phase. Thus, the drawing of the sample, the design of the questionnaire,

its application in the field, coding and preliminary data analysis was

accomplished for an extremely modest sum. The rewa;Vs that under-

graduate students gain from participating in "real" research projects

are numerous. They learn about the problems of questionnaire conStruc-.

tion and all the errors that can occur during a research project unless

extreme bare is maintained. They learn from the direct experience of

working as an interviewer. Their image of "the typical American family"

is enriched considerably as a result ofthis direct interaction with

respondents. They also learn that they can contribute to an on-going

intellectural enterprise which may have considerable impact upon their

(C-1-4
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own daily lives at a future date.

Whethtr your inclinations are toward the theoretical or toward the

empirical, I do hope that you will continue to be a practitioner of

'institutional analysis both in yOur role as a social scientist and as

a citizen. Through concentrated effort, we may be able to learn what

reforms are likely to produce more good than more harm. Until we can

do that, our usefulness as policy analysis is relatively limited.

\
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